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Directions for use 
1. Acts listed in the Compilation 
The Compilation of Acts pertaining to the "Association 
between the El.lropean Economic Community and Malta" contains 
in addition to the text of the Association Agreement signed 
at Valletta on 5 December 1970, all the acts adopted pursuant 
to this Agreement by the various Institutions of the Association 
between the European Economic Community (EEC) and Malta as 
well as the acts adopted by the EEC with resard to Malta. 
Certains acts of the Institutions of the Association 
between the EEC and Malta have not been included because of 
their nature. This is the case for budgets, acts of a personal 
nature (for example appointments), etc ••• 
2. General Structure of the Compilation 
The acts are classified in 3 basic series with the following 
abbreviations and titles in order of classification 
GEN - General matters 
INST - Institutional problems 
GOODS - Free movement of goods. 
Each series of acts is separated from the others by a 
guide card with the abbreviated title of the series indicated 
on the tab. 
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Each series of acts is sub-divided under headinr.s numbered 
in Roman numerals; the list of these headings appears on the 
1st page of each series. 
Under each heading the acts appearing in the Compilation 
are classified in the chronological order of the dates of 
adoption of the acts. 
0 
0 0 
Genernl table of- the oeries f3nd he a dine$ in the Compilation 
"Association betvreen the Euroneru1 Economic Community 
and Malta 
Series 
General matters (GEN) 
Headings 
I - Association Agreement and 
Related texts 
11 - Provisions within the Community 
relating to the Association 
Agreement 
~------------------------~-----~---~-------------------~------~-------
Institutional Questions 
(INST) I - Acts of the Association Counoil 
~-----------------------~------~-----------------------------------~--
Free movement of goods 
(GOODS) 
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I - Acts of the Association Council 
11 - Provisions within the EEC 
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j 
ln order thot new acts: be added at z1y time, the Cor:lpilation 
JS arranged 1n loose-leaf form. 
lleadinr. each Pë::.t::C therc is n. reference composed of 
. 
the follov:int; el ~r.;ent::; : an nbbreviat1on indl ca ting the series, 
a Roman numer~ indic~tine the hen.ding ond corr,:jecutive Arabie 
nwuerals in di c~t.:i.ns the pages un de~· ca ch heading. 
Ex~ml e • lNST I 10 • 
lNST indicatcs th~t it 
series; 
conccms the "lnsti tution•.Ll. Que~jtions" 
1 inchcates th at it con ce ms the headjng "Act of the Association 
Coun cil"; 
10 in di oates tho.t it concems P3.{;C 1 o. 
When i t be camer.; necessar;y to o.mE:nd n P.:L~:;c o.ftcr an ~ teration 
has been made, a re:nl:~.cement leaf will be supplied. Thin will be 
marked at the bot tom ri~.:ht-hand corner so th:tt ·'i t may be 
distinb-'Uished froc the p:~.ge to be removed v1h] ch appeared pre-
viously in the colle ct ion. Exampl e : 1f "llo 2 ·~ and "31 .8 .197 3" 
are wri tt en on .the p::t~:e, this menns th at tho prcvious 1 caf h~s 
been replaced by a second leaf on 31.8.1973. 
Reference• to ohow tho.t an act is relo.ted to' another 
are given in foot-note form. 
~. Tables 
At the beginning of each headin& in the Compilation there i a 
a table listing the titles. of the acta r~COl'ded in it. It \'Vill be 
brousht up to date at regular intervals • 
. ,
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In addition to this compilation, there are also the 
Collected Acts : 
Co-operation between the EEC and the People's Democratic 
Republic of Algeria, 
Co-operation between the EEC and the Arab Republic of Egypt, 
. 
Co-operation between the EEC and the ~tate of Israel, 
. 
Co-operation between the EEC and the He.shemi te Kingdo:n of 
. 
Co-operation between the EEC and the· Lebanese Republic, 
Co-operation between the EEC and the Kingdom of Morocco 
Co-operation between the EEC and the Syrian Arab Republic, 
Co-operation between the EEC'and the Republic of Tunisia, 
the Collected Acts : 
,. 
Association betwee~ the EEC and the Republic of Cyprus, 
Association between the EEC and Greece (until 31.12.1980), 
Association between the EEC and Turkey, 
.. 
as well as the Collected Acts pertaining to the 
ACP-EEC Convention of Lome 
. 
and the acts concerning tAe OCT/POD. 
Jordan 
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AGREEMENT 
ESTABLISHTilG AN ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN THE 
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND 
MALTA 
GEN I 1 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, of the one part, and 
THE GOVERNMENT OF MALTA, of the other part, 
DETERMINED to consolidate and to extend the economic and 
commercial relations existing between the European Economic 
Community and Malta, 
AWARE of the importance of the harmonious development of 
trade between the Contracting Parties, 
WHEREAS, while observing the provisions of the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the object of this 
Agreement is the progressive elimination of obstacles to 
trade between the European Economic Community and Malta, 
and whereas it provides that, eighteen months before the 
expiry of the first stage, negotiations may be opened with 
a view to determining the conditions under which a customs 
union between the Community and Malta could be established, 
HAVE DECIDED to conclude an Agreement establishing an 
Association between the European Economic Community and 
Malta, in accordance with Article 238 of the Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Community, and to this 
end have designated as Plenipotentiaries : 
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!HE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMIUBITIES: 
ldr. Sigiamund von BRAUN, 
President in Office of the Council 
of the European Communi ties; 
Mr. Franco Maria MALFATTI, 
President of the Commission 
.of the European Communities; 
THE GOVERNMENT OF MALTA: 
Dr. Giorgio BORG OLIVIER, 
Minister of Commonwealth and 
Foreign Affairs; 
J 
WHO, having exchanged their Full Powers, found in 
good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED UPON THE FOLLOWING PROVISIONS: 
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ARTICLE 1 
. By this Agreement, an Association is established 
between the European Economic Community and Malta. 
ARTICLE 2 
1. The aim of the Agreement is progressively to 
GEN I 3 
eliminate obstacles as regards the main body of trade 
between the European Economic Community and Malta and 
thus to contribute to the development of international 
trade. 
2. The Agreement provides for two successive stages, 
the first being of five years' duration and the second, 
in principle, of five years. 
3. Negotiations are provided for during the eighteen 
months preceding the expiry of the first stage, with 
a view to defining the content of the second stage, 
providing for a further elimination of obstacles to 
trade between the European Economic Community and Malta 
and the adoption by Malta of the Common Customs Tariff. 
4. The first stage shall be governed by the provisions 
set forth hereinafter. 
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TITLE I 
ARTICLE 3 
1. Products originating in Malta, shall, on importation 
into the Community, benefit from the provisions set 
forth in Annex I. 
2. Products originating in the Community shall, on 
importation into Malta, benefit from the provisions 
set forth in Annex II. 
3. The Contracting Parties shall take all appropriate 
measures, whether general or particular, to ensure 
fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the 
Agreement. 
They shall refrain from any measure likely to 
jeopardise the achievement of the aims of the Agreement. 
ARTICLE 4 
Any measure or practice of an internal fiscal 
nature establishing, whether directly or indirectly, 
a discrimination between the products of one Contracting 
Party and like products originating in the other 
Contracting Party shall be forbidden. 
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ARTICLE 5 
The rules governing trade applied by Malta to 
products originating in or exported to the Community 
may not give rise to any discrimination between the 
Member States, or between nationals or companies of 
these States. 
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The rules governing trade applied by the Community 
to products originating in or exported to Malta may 
not give rise to any discrimination between Maltese 
nationals or companies. 
ARTICLE 6 
To the extent that export duties are levied on 
products of one Contracting Party exported to the other 
Contracting Party, such duties shall not be higher than 
those applicable to products exported to the most 
favoured third country. 
ARTICLE 7 
The provisions set forth in the Protocol shall 
determine the rules of origin to be applied to the 
products covered by the Agreement. 
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ARTICLE 8 
1. If one of the Contracting Parties finds that 
dumping is being practised in its relations with 
the other Contracting Party, it may, following 
consultations within the Council of Association, have 
recourse to protective measures against such practices, 
in accordance with the provisions of the Agreement 
relating to the application of Article VI of the General 
Agreement __ an Tariffs and Trade. 
In case of urgency, such Contracting Party may, 
after having informed the Council of Association, take 
the provisional measures provided for in the said 
Agreement. Consultations shall be held an such measures 
not later than two weeks after their implementation. 
2. In the event of measures being taken against 
drawbacks and subsidies, the Contracting Parties undertake 
to comply with the provisions of Article VI of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 
3. Any dumping practices, drawbacks or subsidies 
which have been ascertained, and any measures taken 
against them, shall, at the request of one of the 
Contracting Parties, give rise to consultations within 
the Council of Association at three-monthly intervals. 
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ARTICLE 9 
Payments relating to trade in goods, and the transfer 
of such payments to the Member State in which the creditor is 
resident, or to Malta, shall be free from any restrictions, 
to the extent that such transactions fall within the provisions 
of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE 10 
1. If serious disturbances occur in a sector of Malta's 
economic activity or jeopardise its external financial 
stability, or if difficulties arise which result in the 
deterioration of the economic situation of any area of 
Malta, Malta may take the necessary safeguard measures. 
Such measures and the procedures for applying them 
shall be notified to the Council of Association without 
delay. 
2. If serious disturbances occur in a sector of the 
economic activity of the Community or of one or more of 
its Member States, or jeopardise their external financial 
stability, or if difficulties arise which result in the 
deterioration of the economic situation of any area of 
the Community, the Community may take, or may authorise 
the Member State or States concerned to take, the 
necessary safeguard measures. 
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Such measures and the procedures for applying them 
shall be notified to the Council of Association without 
delay. 
3. lor the purpose of implementing paragraphs 1 and 2 
above, the measures selected must, as a matter of priority, 
be such as would least disturb the functioning of the 
regime established by this Agreement. Such measures shall 
not exceed the limits of what is strictly necessary to 
remedy the difficulties that have arisen. 
4. Consultations may be held within the Council of 
Association concerning measures taken pursuant to 
paragraphs 1 and 2. 
ARTICLE 11 
The provisions of this Agreement shall not preclude 
prohibitions or restrictions on imports, exports or goods in 
transit justified on grounds of public morality, public 
policy, public security, the protection of health and life 
of humans, animals or plants, the protection of national 
treasures possessing artistic, historic, or archaeological 
value, or the protection of industrial or commercial property. 
However, such prohibitions or restrictions shall not consti-
tute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised 
restriction on trade. 
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TITLE II 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
ARTICLE 12 
1. A Council of Association is hereby established, which 
shall be responsible for the administration of this 
Agreement and shall supervise its implementation. For 
this purpose, it shall make recommendations, and shall 
take decisions in the cases provided for under Title II. 
2. The Contracting Parties shall keep each other informed 
and, at the request of either Party, shall hold 
consultations within the Council of Association with a view 
to the proper implementation of this Agreement. 
3. The Council of Association shall lay down its rules 
of procedure in a Decision. 
ARTICLE 13 
1. The Council of Association shall consist of the 
members of the Council and members of the Commission of 
the European Communities, on the one hand, and of members 
of the Government of Malta, on the other. 
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Members of the Council of Association may arr~ to 
be represented, in accordance with the conditions to be 
laid down in the rules of procedure. 
2. The Council of Association shall take its decisions 
by common agreement. 
ARTICLE 14 
1. The Council of Association shall be presided in turn 
by each of the Contracting Parties, in accordance with 
the provisions to be adopted in the rules of procedure 
of the Council of Association. 
2. Meetings of the Council of Association shall be 
convened once a year by its President. 
The Council of Association shall, in addition, meet 
whenever circumstances so require, at the request of 
either of the Contracting Parties, in accordance with the 
conditions to be laid down in its rules of procedure. 
3. The Council of Association may decide to set up any 
committee that can assist it in the discharge of its 
tasks. 
In its rules of procedure, the Council of Association 
shall determine the composition and duties of such 
committees and how they shall function. 
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ARTICLE 15 
This Agreement may be denounced by either Contracting 
Party, subject to six months' notice in advance being given. 
ARTICLE 16 
1. This Agreement shall apply on the one hand, to the 
European territories to which the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community applies, and, on the other 
hand, to the territory of the Maltese Islands. 
2. The Agreement shall also apply to the French Overseas 
Departments in the sectors of this Agreement corresponding 
to those mentioned in Article 227 (2), first paragraph, of 
the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community. 
The conditions governing the application to the said 
Departments of the provisions of this Agreement relating 
to other sectors, shall be determined at a later date 
by agreement between the Contracting Parties. 
ARTICLE 17 
Annexes I and II and the Protocol shall form an 
integral part of this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE 18 
I 
This Agreement shall come into for1e on the first 
day of the month following the date on whi~h the Contracting 
Parties have notified each other that the necessary 
I 
procedures to this end have been completedr 
ARTICLE 19 
I This Agreement is drawn up in dupl~cate, in the 
I German, French, Italian, Dutoh and Englishi languages, each 
I 
of these texts being equally authentic. 1 
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ZU URKUND DESSEN haben die unterzeichneten Bevollmlchtigten 
ihre Unterschriften unter dieses Abkommen gesetzt. 
EN POI DE QUOI, lea pl~nipotentiaires soussign's ont appos' 
leurs signatures au bas du pr~sent Accord. 
IN PEDE DI CHE, i plenipotenziari sottoscritti hanno apposto 
le loro firme in calce al presente Accordo. 
T.EN BLIJKE WAARVAN de ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun 
handtekening onder deze Overeenkomst hebben gesteld. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries 
have affixed their signatures below this Agreement. 
Geschehen zu Valletta am fttnften Dezember neunzehnhundertsiebzig. 
Fait a La Valette, le cinq decembre mil neuf cent soixante-dix. 
Fatto a La Valletta, il cinque dicembre millenovecentosettanta. 
Gedaan te Valletta, de vijfde december negentienhonderdzeventig. 
Done at Valletta on this fifth day of December in the year one 
thousand nine hundred and seventy. 
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Im Namen des Rates der Europlischen Gemeinschaften, 
Pour le Conseil des Communaut~s Europ~ennes, 
Per il Consiglio delle Comunita Europee, 
Voor de Raad der Europese Gemeenschappen, 
For the Council of the European Communities, 
Sigismund von BRAUB 
Franco Jllari.a JIALIPATTI 
Kit dea Vorbehalt, dass tOr die Europlische Wirtechaftsgemeinschaft erst dann endgDltig 
eine Verpflicbtung besteht, wenn sie der anderen Vertragspartei notifiziert hat, daee die 
durch den Vertrag zur GrUndung der Europlischen Wirtschaftegemeinschatt vorgeechriebenen 
Verfahren, namentlich die Anh3rung des Europliacben Parlamenta, stattgetunden haben. 
Sous r•••rve que la Cammunaut4 Economique Europ~enne ne aera d•finitivement engag4e qu'aprls 
notification a l'autre Partie contractante de l'accompliasement dea proc.dures requiaes 
par le Trait4 instituant la Communaut• Economique Europ4enne et notamment la consultation 
de 1 1.Aasembl4e. 
Con rieerva che la Comunita Economica Europea ear& definitivamente Yincolata soltanto 
dopo la notifica all'altra Parte contraente dell'eapletamento delle procedure ricbieste 
dal Trattato che iatituisce la Comunita Economic& Europea e, in particolare, dell'avvenuta' 
consultazione del Parlaaento Europeo. 
Onder voorbehoud dat de Europese Economiache Gemaenechap eerat definitief cebonden zal zi~n 
na kennisgaving aan de andere Overeenkomstsluitende Partij van de vervulling der door het 
Verdrag tot oprichting van de Europese Economiachs Gemeenachap vereiate procedural, aet na.e 
van de raadpleging van het Europeso Padement. 
Provided that the Communit7 shall be finall7 bound onl7 after the other Contracting Part7 hae 
been notified that the procedures required b7 the TreatT establishing the European Economic 
Caaaunit7 1 and, in particular, consultation of the European Parliament, have been completed. 
Im Namen der Regierung Maltas, 
Pour le Gouvernement de Malte, 
Per 11 Governo di Malta, 
Voor de Regering van Malta, 
For the Government of Malta, 
Giorgio BORG OLIVIER 
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ANNEX I 
Ilr1PLEMENTATION OP' ARTICLE 3 ( 1 ) OP' THE AGREEMENT 
ARTICLE 1 
Subject to the special provisions laid down in Article· 
2, the customs duties applicable on importation into the 
Community of products originating in Malta, other than 
those falling under Annex II of the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community and other than those mentioned 
in Lists A and B, of this Annex, shall be those of the common 
customs tariff reduced by 7~. 
' . 
ARTICLE 2 
Within the limits of annual Community tariff quotas, 
the products listed below, originating in Malta, shall, on 
I 
importation into the Community, benefit from the reductions 
in customs duties provided for in Article 1. 
IIN I 16 
CCT 
Heading 
61.01 
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Description of goods 
Cotton yarn, not put up 
for retail sale 
Man-made fibres, (discon-
tinuous or waste), carded, 
combed or otherwise prepared 
for spinning 
Outer garments, clothing 
accessories and other 
articles, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic nor 
rubberised 
Men's and boy's outer 
garments 
ARTICLE 3 
Annual Community 
tariff quota 
750 tons 
600 tons 
100 tons 
300 tons 
1. Without prejudice to the levying of a variable 
element, determined in accordance with Articles 6 and 7 
of Regulation (EEC) No. 1059/69 laying down the trading 
arrangements applying to certain goods obtained from the 
processing of agricultural products, the fixed element 
levied on importation into the Community of products 
listed below which originate in Malta shall be reduced by 
7ofo : 
CCT Description of goods Heading 
19.03 Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products 
19.08 Pastry, biscuits, cakes and other fine 
bakers' wares, whether or not containing 
cocoa in any proportion 
2. The provisions of paragraph 1 above shall be 
applied in accordance with the terms set out in Article 4. 
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AR!ICLE 4 
l. The rates of the common customs tariff duties to be 
taken into consideration for calculating the reduced 
duties mentioned in Articles l and 2 shall be those 
effectively applied at any given time vis-A-vis third 
States. 
2. The reduced duties, calculated in accordance with 
the provisions of Articles l and 2 shall be applied by 
approximating to the first lowest decimal point. 
ARTICLE 5 
Products referred to in Articles 1 and 2, and 
originating in Malta, shall not, on importation into the 
Community, be subject to taxes having an effect equivalent 
to customs duties. 
ARTICLE 6 
Should the date of entry into force of the Agreement 
not coincide with the beginning of the calendar year, the 
quotas referred to in Article 2 shall be applied "prorata 
temporis" : 
(i) for the first year, as from the date on which the 
Agreement comes into force; 
(ii) for the last year, until the date on which the first 
stage expires. 
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All!IOLB 7 
Products originating in Malta referred to in this 
Annex, including products mentioned in List A, may be 
imported into the Community free of quantitative restrictions. 
This provision shall be without prej~dice to the rules 
governing the importation of petroleum products. 
ARTICLE 8 
In respect of products referred to in this Annex, other 
than those falling under Annex II of the Treaty establishing 
the European Economic Community, the Community reserves the 
right, particularly for the purpose of avoiding certain 
distortions of competition or the replacement of trade to 
amend the system provided for in this Annex, in the event of 
specific regulations being laid down as a consequence of the 
implementation of the common agricultural policy. 
In adopting such regulations or amending this system, 
the Community shall take the interests of Malta into account. 
-..J 
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relating to products imported into the Coamvnit;y under specific regulations 
as a consequence of the 111lplemen~ation of the common agricultural polio~ 
and excluded from the treatment provided for in Article 1 
CCT Heading 
17.02 
18.06 
19.01 
19.02 
19.06 
ex 21.01 
21.06 
ex 21.07 
Description of Goods 
Other suprs1 su~ syrups; artificial hone;y (whether or not mixed 
with natural hone;y); caramel 1 
A. Lactose and lactose syrup 1 
I. containing in the dr7 state 9~ or more b7 weight of 
pure product 
B. Glucose and glucose syrup : 
I. containing in the dr7 state 9~ or more b;y weight of 
pure product 1 
(a) Glucose in white cr;yatalline powder, whether or not 
agglomerated 
(b) Other 
Sugar confectioner;y, not containing cocoa - excluding liquorice 
extract containing more than 1~ b;y weight of sugar, but not 
containing other added substances 
Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa 
lfalt extract 
Preparations of flour; starch or malt extract, of a kind ueed as 
infant food or for dietetic or culinar;y purpoees, containing less 
than 5~ b;y weight of cocoa 
Tapioca and sago; tapioca and sago substitutes obtained from 
potato or other starches 
Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or roasting of cereals or 
cereal products (puffed rice, corn flakes and similar products) 
Communion wafers, empt;y cachets of a kind suitable for pharma-
ceutical use, sealing wafere, rice paper and similar products 
Bread, ships' biscuits and other ordinary bakers• wares, not 
containing sugar, honer, eggs, fats, cheese or fruit 
Roasted chicorr and other roasted coffee substitutes; extracts, 
essences and concentrates thereof - excluding roasted chicor;y 
and extracte thereof 
Natural ;yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking powders 1 
A. Active natural ;yeasts 1 
II. Yeasts for making bread 
Pood prsparations not elsewhere specified or included,containing 
eugar, milk products, cereals or cereal producta (1) 
(1) Ths description of goods concerns onl;y products which, ·on importation into 
the Communitr, are subject to the charges laid down in the Coaaon Customs 
Tariff, consisting of: (a) an •ad Yalorem• dutr, constituting the fixed 
element of euch charge1 (b) a variable element, 
I 
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CC'r 
Heading 
ex 22.02 
29.04 
ex 35.01 
35.02 
35.05 
38.12 
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Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and flavoured aerated waters, and other 
non-alooholic beveragee, not including fruit and vegetable juices falling 
within heading Ko. 20.07: 
- containing milk or milk fats 
Acyclic alcohol& and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated 
derivatives: 
c. Polyhydric alcohols: 
II. Mannitol 
III. Sorbitol 
Casein, caseinate& and other casein derivativest 
Albumins, albuminate& and other albumin derivatives: 
A. Albumins: 
II. Other: 
(a) ovo-albumin and lacto-albuminl 
1. Dried (in sheets, flakes, crystals, powders, 
etc.) 
2. Other 
Dextrine and dextrin glues1 soluble or roasted starches; etarch gluee 
Prepared glazings, prepared dressings and prepared mordante, of a 
kind used in the textile, paper, leather or like industries: 
A. Prepared glazing& and prepared dressings: 
I. With a basie of starchy substances 
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CCT Heading 
27.10 
27.11 
27.12 
27.13 
55.09 
relatinc to Artiole 
Deeoription of Goods 
Petroleum and shale oils, other than crude 1 preparations not 
elsewhere epecified or included, containing not less than seventy 
per cent by weight of petroleum or shale oils, these oils being 
the baeic constituent• of the preparations! 
A. Light oils 1 
III. For other ueee 
B. Medium oile 1 
III. For other uses 
C. Heavy oilo : 
I. Dieeel oil : 
(c) for other usee 
II. Fuel oils: 
(c) for other ueea 
III. Lu~icating and other oila 1 
(c) for blending in accordance with the conditions eet 
out in Additional Note 7 to Chapter 27 
(d) for other uees 
Petroleum gases and other saeeoua hydrocarbon• 1 
A. Propane and butane 1 
III. For other uees 
Petroleum jelly : 
A. Crude I 
III. For other uses 
B. Other 
Paraffin wax, micro-crystalline wax, slack wax, ozokerite, 
lignite wax, peat wax and other mineral wax, whether or 
not coloured 1 
B. Other 
I. Crude 1 
(o) for other ueae 
II. Other 
Petroleum bitumen, petroleum ooke and other petroleum 
and shale oil residue• 1 
c. Other 
Other woven fabrice of cotton 
I 21 
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ANNEX II 
DIPLEMENTATION OF ARTICLE 3 ( 2) OF THE AGREEMENT 
ARTICLE 1 
The customs duties and taxes having equivalent effect 
applicable on the importation into Malta of products 
originating in the Community, other than those mentioned in 
Lists A and B to this Annex, shall be those of the Maltese cus-
toms tariff reduced by the following percentages and according 
to the following timetable 
Timetable 
On the date of entry into 
force of the Agreement 
As from the beginning 
of the third year 
As from the beginning 
of the fifth year 
ARTICLE 2 
Rate of Reduction 
15" 
25" 
35" 
1. The tariff system applied by Malta to products 
originating in the Community may not be less favourable 
than that applied to products originating in the most 
favoured third state. 
2. UntU the end of the fourth year of the Agreement, 
the provisions of paragraph 1 shall not be applicable in 
respect of states granted preferential treatment by Malta 
at the time of entry into force of the Agreement. 
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However, the tariff measures taken by Malta shall not 
have the effect of increasing any preference enjoyed 
by the states referred to in the above sub-paragraph. 
ARTICLE 3 
1. The customs duties and taxes having equivalent effect 
applicable on the importation into Malta of products 
originating in the Community mentioned in List A shall be 
those of the Maltese customs tariff, reduced by the 
percentages and according to the timetable set out in 
Article 1, provided that such reductions do not exceed the 
number of points shown under each heading in relation to 
the Maltese general tariff. 
2. For the products mentioned in List B, no tariff 
reduction shall be made during the first stage of the 
Agreement. 
ARTICLE 4 ; 
1. The rates of duties of the Maltese customs tariff to 
be taken into consideration for the purpose of calculating 
the reduced duties referred to in Article 1 shall be those 
of the Maltese BBneral tariff effectively applied at any 
given time vis-a-vis third States. The reduced duties 
shall be applied by approximating to the nearest lower 
decimal po~t. 
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2. In the event of the introduction or modification of 
customs duties in the Maltese Customs Tariff, or of taxes 
having equivalent effect, the reduction percentages granted 
to the Community pursuant to Article 1 shall remain 
unchanged. 
ARTICLE 5 
1. Without prejudice to the right of Malta to modify the 
duties in its customs tariff and the taxes having 
equivalent effect, and notwithstanding the provisions of 
Articles 1 and 4, and to the extent that protective 
measures prove necessary to meet the requirements of its 
industrialisation and development, Malta may re-introduce, 
increase, or establish customs duties. Such customs 
duties may not exceed a level of 2~ ad valorem, and in 
certain special and exceptional cases, of 25~ ad valorem. 
Such measures may only be applied to a maximum volume of 
1~ of the total value of Maltese imports from the 
Community during 1969. 
2. Such measures may not be taken unless they are 
necessary to protect, and to further the development of, 
any new processing industry not existing in Malta at the 
time of entry into force of the Agreement; they shall 
only be applicable in respect of a specific form of 
production. 
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). Twelve Months after the re-introduction, increase or 
establishment of such customs duties, Malta shall proceed 
to an annual tariff reduction of 1~ with regard to 
imports originating in the Community. 
4. The measures referred to in paragraph 1 ehall be 
taken after consultations within the Council of 
Association. Such consultations shall take place at the 
earliest possible opportunity. 
ARTICLE 6 
Malta shall refrain from introducing new quantitative 
restrictions on the tmportation of products originating in 
the Community. 
This provision shall not affect the regulations applicable 
to the importation of petroleum products. 
The treatment applied to the Community as regards 
quantitative restrictions shall be at least as favourable 
as that applied to the most favoured state. 
ARTICLE 7 
1. In respect of products referred to in this Annex 
other than those falling under Annex II of the Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Community, Malta 
reserves the right, particularly for the purpose of 
avoiding certain distortions of competition or the 
replacement of trade, to amend the system provided for in 
this Annex, in the event of specific regulations being 
laid down as a consequence of the implementation of its 
agricultural policy. 
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In adopting such regulations or amending this system, 
Malta shall take the interests of the Community into 
account. 
2. In respect of products referred to in this Annex 
falling under Annex II of the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, Malta reserves the right, in 
the event of the adoption of regulations, to amend the 
system provided for in this Annex. 
In adopting such regulations or amending this system, 
Malta shall take the interests of the Community into 
account. 
3. In respect of products referred to in this Annex 
falling under Annex II of the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community,. Malta reserves the right, in 
the event of.the amendment of its regulations, to amend 
the system provided for in this Annex. 
In amending this system, Malta shall confer on 
imports originating in the Community a benefit comparable 
with that provided for in this Annex. 
4. Consultations may take place within the Council of 
Association with a view to implementing the provisions of 
this Article • 
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relating to P&ra#&Ph 1 of Article .l 
llalteee 
Tariff 
Heading (BTN) 
17.05 (A) 
(B) 
19.03 
20.02 (B) 
20.04 
20.06 (B) 
20.07 (A) 
21.07 (A) 
~~land 
22.01 (B) 
22.02 
22.06 
Deecription of Goode 
Liquid eoft drink concentrate& 
Dry eoft drink concentrate• 
lacaroni, epagbetti and aimilar producta 
Peae and beane, preeerved 
Pruit, fruit-peel and parte of planta, 
preeerved by sugar (drained, glac~ or 
crystallised) 
Pruit otherwiae prepared or preeerved, 
whether or not containing added sugar 
or spirit, in airtight containers, 
other than roasted and ealted nute 
imported for repacking in Malta 
Pruit juices, concentrated 
Ice cream 
Liquid and dry eoft drink 
concentrates 
Aerated waters 
Lemonade, flavoured epa waters and 
flavoured aerated waters, and other 
non-alcoholic beverage&, not including 
fruit and vegetable juices falling 
within heading No. 20.07 
Wine of fresh grapes; grape muet with 
fermentation arrested by the addition 
of alcoholr 
(A) Imported in caske or tanker 
(1) not exceeding 15~ of alcohol in 
100 parte by volume of dutiable 
liquid at 200 centigrade 
(B) Imported in bottlear 
( 1) Still 
(2) lparkling 
Vermouths, and other wines of fresh 
grapes flavoured with aromatic 
extracts: 
(A) Imported in casks or tanker 
(1) not exceeding 15~ of alcohol 
in 100 parte by volume of 
dutiable liquid at 200 
centigrade 
(B) Imported in bottlea: 
(1) Still 
Reduction of the General 
Tariff expresaed 
in number of pointe 
10 
10 
10 
·10• 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
5/- per hectolitre 
5/- per hectolitra 
5/- per hectolitre 
5/- per hectolitra 
5/- per hectolitra 
I 2T 
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llalteee 
Tariff 
Heading (BTN) 
22.07 (B) 
22.08 
22,09 
24.01 
25.23 
27.10 
28.13 
33.06 
43.03 
43.04 
60,03 
(B) 
(.f.) 
(E) 
(A) 
(C) 
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Deaoription of Gooda 
Other fermented beverages (for example: 
cider, perry and mead): 
(A) Imported in caaka or tanker 
(1) Not exceeding 15~ of alcohol in 
100 parte by volume of dutiable 
liquid at 200 centigrade 
(B) Imported in bottlear 
(1) Still 
(2) Sparkling 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, 
-vndenatured, of a strength of 801' or 
higher; denatured spirits (including 
ethyl alcohol and neutral spirits) of 
any atrength: 
Other 
Spirits (other than those of heading 
22,08); liqueurs and other apirituoua 
beverages; compound alcoholic prepa-
rations (known as 'concentrated extracts') 
for the manufacture of beverages: 
(A) not exceeding 200 underproof by 
Sykea hydrometer 
(B) exceeding 20° underproof but not 
exceeding the strength of proof (London Proof) 
(C) exceeding the atrength of proof (London Proof) 
Unmanufactured tobacco; tobacco refuse 
Portland cement, ciment fondu, alag 
cement, supersulphate cement and 
aimilar hydraulic cements, whether or 
not coloured or in the form of clinker 
Petroleum and shale oils, other than 
crude; preparation• not eleewhare 
apecified or included, containing not 
lees than 70 per cant by weight of 
petroleum or ahale oils, these oils 
being the basic constituents of the 
praparationa: 
(A) Lubricating oils and greases 
regardless of density 
Carbon dioxide 
Perfumery, cosmetics and toilet 
prepare tions :- Other 
Articlea of furakin 
Artificial fur and articles made 
thereof 
Women's stockings of man-fll&da 
fibres in continuous filament 
Women's stockings of other material 
Reduction of the General 
Tariff expreeaed 
in number of pointa 
5/- per hectolitre 
5/- per hectolitre 
5/- per hectolitre 
1/- per litre of 
alcohol content 
1/- par litre 
1/- per litre 
1/- per proof 11 tre 
6 d per le£ 
4/- par 1000 kg 
14 
2 d per kg net 
10 
14 
14 
14 • 
14 • 
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llal teee 
Tariff 
Heading (BTN) 
60.05 (A) 
61.01 (A) 
61.02 
61.03 (A){i)(1) 
(A)(11) 
(B) 
61.07 (A) 
61.09 (A) 
64.02 
64.05 
le4uction of the General 
Description of Ooode 'l'ariff expressed 
in n\llllber of points 
Cardisane, jackets, pullovers, 
eweatere and the like 14 • 
Men's trousers, shorts, slacks 
and jeans 14 • 
Women's, girls' and infanta' outer 
,arments 14 • 
Ken's shirts, collar attached 14 • 
Boys• shirts 14 • 
Py jlllll&8, men' a and boya' 14 • 
'l'iea 14 • 
Brassieres 14 • 
Pootwear with outer soles of leather or 
composition leather; footwear (other 
than footwear falling within heading 
No. 64.01) with outer soles or rubber 
or artificial plastic material: 
(A) With uppers of leather and aolas 
of any material or with aolea of 
leather or composition leather 
and uppers of other materials: 
(i) 20 cm in length or lesa 
(ii) 26 cm in length or leas 
(11i) more than 26 cm in length 
Footwear with outer soles of wood 
or cork: 
(A) Containing leathers 
(i) 20 cm in length or less 
(11) 26 cm in length or leea 
(iii) more than 26 cm in length 
Pootwaar with outer soles of other 
uteriale: 
(A) Containing leathers 
(i) 20 om in length or lees 
(ii) 26 cm in length or lees 
(11i) mora than 26 cm in length 
Parte of footwear (including uppers, 
insoles and screw-on heals) of any 
materials except metal 
(A) Uppers of leather 
10 • 
10 • 
10 • 
10 • 
10 • 
10 • 
10 • 
10 • 
10 • 
10 
I 29 
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lfaltue 
Tariff 
Heading (BTN) 
71.01 
71.02 (B) 
71.03 (B) 
71.12 
71.13 
71.14 
71.15 
83.13 (A) 
84.12 
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Description of Goode 
Pearls, unworked or worked, but not 
mounted, eat or atrung (except 
ungraded pearle temporarily atrung 
for convenience of tranaport) 
Precioua and semi-precious etonee, 
unworked, cut or otherwise worked, 
but not mounted, set or strung (except ungraded stonea temporarily 
strung for convenience of transport):-
Other 
Synthetic or reconstructed precious 
or semi-precious stones, unworked, 
__ cut or otherwise worked1 but not 
mounted, set or strung \except 
ungraded stones temporarily strung 
for convenience of transport):-
Other 
Articles of jewellery and parte 
thereof, of precious metal or rolled 
precious metal 
Articles of goldsmiths' or silver-
smiths' waree and parte thereof, of 
precious metal or rolled precious 
metal, other than goods falling 
within heading No. 71.12 
Other articles of precious metal or 
rolled precious metal 
Articles consisting of, or incorpor-
ating, pearls, precious or semi-
precious stones (natural, synthetic 
or reconstructed) 
Crown corks of base metal 
Air conditioning machines, self-
contained, comprising a motor-
driven fan and elements for changing 
the temperature and humidity or air: 
(A) of the household type 
Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic 
tranamission and reception apparatus; 
radio-broadcasting and television 
transmission and reception apparatus (including those incorporat1ng 
gramaphones) and television camerae; 
radio navigational aid apparatus, 
radar apparatus and radio remote 
control apparatus 
(C) Other 
(1) Wireless sets 
(2) Radio gramophones 
(3) Television receivers 
(4) Other 
Reduction of the General 
Tariff expressed 
in number of points 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 • 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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Maltese 
Tariff 
Heading (BTN) 
85.21 
87.02 (B) 
87.03 (B) 
87.04 (B) 
89.01 (B) 
91.01 
91.09 
92.11 
Chapter 93 
94.01 (C) 
94.03 (B) 
Description of Goods 
Thermionic, cold cathode and photocathode 
valves ar.d tubes (including vapour or gas-
filled valves and tubeo, cathode ray 
tubes, television camera tubes and mercury 
arc rectifying valves and tubes); photo-
cella; crystal diodes, crystal triodea, 
and other crystal valves (e.g. trans-
istors); mounted pieEo-electric crystals: 
(B) Other 
Motor vehicles for the trana~ort of 
persona, goods or materials (including 
sports motor vehicles, other than those 
of heading No. 87.09):- Other 
Special purpose motor lorries and vans, 
(such ae breakdown lorries, fire engines, 
fire-escapee, snowploughs, spraying 
lorries, crane lorries, searchlight 
lorries, mobile workshops and mobile 
radiological unite), but not including 
the motor vehicles of heading No. 87.02:-
0ther 
Chassis fitted with engines for the ~otor 
vehicles falling within heading No. 
87.01, 87.02 or 87.03 
Bodies (including cabs) for the motor 
vehicles falling within heading No. 
87.01, 87.02 or 87.03 
Ships, boats and other vessels not 
falling within any of the following 
headings of this Chapter (89):- Other 
Pocket-watches, wrist-watches and other 
watches, including stop-watches: 
(A) Gold, silver or platinum watches 
(including rolled or plated with such 
metals) 
Watch cases and parts of watch cases, 
including blanks thereof: 
(A) Gold, silver or platin~~ (including 
rolled or plated with such metals) 
Gramophones, dictating machines and 
other sound recorders and reproducers, 
including record-players and tape-decks 
with or without sound heads 
Arms and ammunition; parte thereof 
Other seats, including parte 
Other furniture of wood, and parte 
thereof 
GEN 
Reduction of the General 
Tariff expressed 
in number of points 
5 
15* 
15 
15 
15 
14 
15 
15 
4 
15 
15 
15 
I 31 
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Maltese 
Tariff 
Heading (BTN) 
Chapter 95 
97.04 
98.03 
98.14 
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Description of Goods 
Articles and manufactures of 
carving or moulding material 
Equipment for parlour, table and 
funfair games for adults or 
children (including billiard 
tables and pintables and table-
tennis requisites): 
(A} Coin or disc operated machines 
of the kinds used in cafes, 
Funfairs, etc., for games of 
skill or chance (e.g. pintables 
of various types} and machines 
for various games (football, 
revolver practice, etc.} 
Fountain pens, stylograph pens and 
.pencils (including ball point pens 
and pencils} and other pens, 
penholders, pencil holders, and similar 
holders, propelling pencils and sliding 
pencils; parts and flttings 
thereof, other than those falling 
within heading No, 98.04 or 98.05: 
(A} ~ade wholly of gold, silver or 
platinum or plated with such 
metals 
Scent sprays and similar sprays of 
a kind used for toilet purposes, 
and mounts and heads therefore 
Reduction of the General 
Tariff expressed 
in number of points 
15 
14 
15 
14 
• for the following headings, the reduction in the specific duty shall not in each 
cane ex~eed 
20,02 (B) 12 sh, 6 d per 100 kg 
60,0) (A} 4 d per pair 
(C) 6 d per pair 
60,05 (A} 8 d per piece 
61,01 (A) sh, 0 d per piece 
61,02 8 d per piece 
61,0) (A) (i) ( 1): sh, 5 d per piece 
(A) (ii} 8 d per piece 
(B) 8 d per piece 
61,07 (A) 2 d per piece 
61,09 (A} 3 d per piece 
64,02 (A) (i} NIL 
(ii) 2 sh, 6 d per pair 
(iii) 2 sh, 6 d per pair 
64,03 (A) (i) I NIL 
(11) 2 eh, 6 d per pair 
(iii) 2 sh, 6 d per pair 
64,04 (A) (1) NIL 
(11) 2 eh, 6 d per pair 
(iii) 2 ah, 6 d par pair 
83.13 (A) 2 d per gross ( tl:l! additional duty of 6 ah, 
per gross shall remain unchanged) 
85.04 (B) 3 eh, per accumulator 
87.02 (B) £30 sterling per passenger car, 
and £18 sterling per other vehicle, 
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Maltese Tariff 
Heading 
02,01 
02,02 
02.03 
02.04 
02,06 (A) 
04.02 
(B) 
(D) 
04,03 (A) 
07.01 
07,02 (A) 
(B) 
15,13 (A) 
16,01 
relatinR to para~ph 2 of Article 3 
Description of Goode 
Heat and edible offala of the animall!l falling within heading 
No, 01,01• 01,02, 01.03 or 01,04, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Dead poultry (that is to say, fowls, ducks, seese, turkeys 
and gainea fowls) and edible offala thereof (except liver). 
fresh, chilled or frozen 
Poultry liver, fresh, chilled, frozen, salted or in brine 
Other meat and edible meat offala, fresh, chilled or frozen 
Bacon 
Ham, dried, salted or smoked 
Other meat and edible meat offala (except poultry liver), 
salted, in brine, dried or smoked 
Kilk and cream, preserved, concentrated or sweetened: 
(A) liquid or semi-solid, unsweetened 
(B) liquid or semi-solid, sweetened 
Butter put up for retail sale 
Vegetablea, freah or chilled: 
(A) Potatoes: 
(1) for consumption 
(B) Tomatoes: 
(1) released between 1st May and 31st December, both 
dates inclusive 
(C) Onions 
(D) Garlic 
(E) Green peas 
(P) Green beans 
(G) Kidney beans 
(H) Otherl 
Peas, frozan 
Othar vegetables, frozen 
lrlar gar ine 
Sausasee and the like, of meat, meat offal or animal blood 
I 33 
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llal teas Tariff 
Heading 
17.01 
19.07 
19.08 (A) 
(B) 
(C) 
20.02 (A) 
20.07 (C) 
21.07 (D) 
22.03 
22.04 
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Description of goods 
Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal: 
(A) Corned beef 
(C) Other 
Beet sugar and cane sugar, solid: 
(A) Put up for retail sale 
(B) In bulk: 
(1) Raw 
(2) Refined 
Bread, ships' biscuits and other ordinary bakers• 
wares not containing sugar, honey, eggs, fate, cheese 
or fruit 
Biscuits, all kinds, with the exception of cream 
crackers 
Cream crackers 
Pastry, cakes and other fine bakers• wares 
Tomato extract and aauce or tomatoes otherwise preserved 
Grape must, unfermented 
Sweetening agents (for example, saccharine, dulcin), in 
tablets or other forms making them a food preparation 
Beer made from malt: 
(A) Beer imported in tanks or casks 
(B) Beer imported in bottles or tine shall pay an additional 
duty per hectolitre 
Grape must in fermentation, or with fermentation arrested 
otherwise than by the addition of alcohol 
Wine of fresh grapes; grape must with fermentation 
arrested by the addition of alcohol: 
(A) Imported in casks or tanks: 
(2) Not exceeding 24~ of alcohol in 100 parte by 
volume of dutiable liquid at 200 centigrade 
(3) Exceeding 24~ of alcohol in 100 parts by 
volume of dutiable liquid at 200 centigrade 
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Jlaltese Tariff 
Heading 
22.06 
22.07 (B) 
22.08 
24.02 
27.10 
27.11 
36.06 (A) 
(B) 
Description of Goods 
Vermouths, and other wines of fresh grapes flavoured 
with aromatic extracte1 
(A) Imported in casks or tankea 
(2) 
(3) 
Not exceeding 24~ of alcohol in 100 parte 
by volume of dutiable liquid at 2oo 
centigrade 
Exceeding 24~ of alcohol in 100 parte by 
volume of dutiable liquid at 20° centigrade 
Other fermented beverages (for example: cider, 
perry and mead): 
(A) Imported in casks or tanks: 
(2) Not exceeding 24~ of alcohol in 100 parte 
by volume of dutiable liquid at 20° 
centigrade 
(3) Exceeding 24~ of alcohol in 100 parte 
by volume of dutiable liquid at 20° 
centigrade 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, undenatured, of a 
strength of eighty degrees higher; denatured spirits (including 
ethyl alcohol and neutral spirits/ of any strength: 
(A) Methylated spirits 
Manufactured tobaccot tobacco extracts and essences! 
(A) Cigarettes 
(B) Cigars and cigarillos 
(C) Other manufactured tobncco1 
(1) Pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco and snuff 
(2) Other, including tobacco cut or cut and blended 
but not further manufactured 
Petroleum and shale oils, other than crude1 preparations 
not elsewhere specified or included, containing not less 
than seventy par cent by weight of petroleum or shale 
oils, these oils being the basic constituents of the 
preparations: 
(B) Light oils with a densitl up to 0.780 exclusive at 
15.5 degrees centigrade (this density includes motor 
vehicle spirit) 
(C) Oils with a density of 0.780 to 0.810 exclusive at 
15.5 degrees centigrade (this density includes oil 
for household purposes - kerosene - aviation turbine 
fuels and white spirit) 
(D) Oils with a density of 0.810 to 0.900 exclusive at 
15.5 degrees centigrade (this density includes 
so-called gas and diesel oil) 
Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons: 
(A) Propane and butane 
Matches in containers of not mora than 20 matches 
Matches in containers of more than 20 matches 
I 35 
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llaltese Tariff 
Heading 
44.15 
44.16 
44.17 
44.16 
46.07 (A) 
64.01 
64.02 
64.03 (B) 
64.04 (B) 
73.10 
96.10 
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Description of goods 
Plywood, blockboard, laminboard, batten-board and veneered 
panels, whether or not containing any material other than 
wood; inlaid wood and wood marquetry 
Cellular wood panels, whether or not faced with base metal 
"Improved" wood, in sheets, blocks or the like 
Reconstituted wood, being wood shavings, wood chips, 
sawdust, wood flour or other ligneous waste agglooerated 
with natural or artificial resins or other organic 
binding substances, in sheets, blocks or the like 
Printed wrapping paper of a width not exceeding 102 cm. 
Footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or 
artificial plastic material 
Footwear with outer soles of leather or composition 
leather; footwear (other than footwear falling within 
heading No. 64.01) with outer soles of rubber or 
artificial plastic material: 
(B) Other 
Footwear with outer soles of wood or cork:- Other 
Footwear with outer soles of other materials:- Other 
Bars and rode (including wire rod), of iron or steel, 
hot-rolled, forged, extruded, cold-formed or cold-
finished (including precision-made); hollow mining 
drill steel: 
(A) Building bars and rode of a size of from 
6 mm to 26 mm in diameter (both included): 
(1) Round and oval, whether plain or deformed 
and equRre-twlsted, of Thomas commerical 
qualit) or equivalent or BSS mild steel or 
equivalent 
(2) Other 
Equipment for parlour, table end funfair games 
for adults or children (includillg billiard 
tables and pin-tables and table-te~ie requisites): 
(B) Playing cards 
Mechanical lighters and similar lighters, including 
chemical end electrical lighters, and parte thereof, 
excluding flints and wicks 
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PROTOCOL 
Relating to the definition of the 
concept of "originating" products and to methods 
of administrative co-operation 
CHAPTER I 
Provisions relating to the definition 
of the concept of "originating" products 
ARTICLE 1 
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For the purpose of implementing the provisions of the 
Agreement establishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, the following products shall 
be considered as: 
1. products originating in the Community, provided that they 
have been transported to Malta directly, within the 
meaning of Article 5: 
(a) products wholly obtained in the Member States; 
(b) products obtained in the Member States, in the 
manufacture of which products other than those 
referred to in (a) above are used, provided that the 
said products have undergone sufficient working or 
processing within the meaning of Article 3. This 
condition shall not apply, however, to products 
which, within the meaning of this Protocol, 
originate in Malta. 
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2. products originating in J4alta, provided that they have 
been transported to the importing Member State directly, 
within the meaning of Article 5: 
(a) products wholly obtained in Malta; 
(b) products obtained in Malta, in the manufacture of 
which products other than those referred to in (a) 
above are used, provided that the said products have 
undergone sufficient working or processing within 
the meaning of Article 3. This condition shall not 
apply, however, to products which, within the 
meaning of this Protocol, originate in the European 
Economic Community. 
The products listed in List C shall be temporarily 
excluded from the scope of this Protocol. 
ARTICLE 2 
. , 
The following shall be considered as wholly obtained 
either in the Member States or in Malta, within the meaning 
of Article 1, sub-paragraphs 1(a) and 2(a): 
(a) Mineral products extracted from the ground thereof 
(b) Vegetable products harvested therein 
(c) Live animals born and raised therein 
(d) Products from live animals raised therein 
(e) Products from hunting and fishing conducted therein 
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{f) Marine products taken from the.sea by their vessels 
(g) Scrap and waste resulting from manufacturing operations 
and used article~ provided that they have been collected· 
therein and are only fit for the recovery of raw 
materials 
{h) Goods obtained therein exclusively from animals or 
products referred to in (a) to (g) or derivatives 
there from. 
ARTICLE 3 
For the purpose of implementing the provisions of 
Article 1, sub-paragraphs 1(b) and 2(b), the following shall 
be considered as sufficient working or processing: 
(a) Working or processing as a result of which the goods 
obtained receive a classification under a tariff 
heading other than that covering each of the products 
worked or processed, except, however, working or 
processing appearing in List A, where the special 
provisions of that list apply; 
(b) Working or processing appearing in List B. 
"Tariff headings" shall mean the headings in the 
Brussels Nomenclature for the Classification of Goods in 
Customs Tariffs. 
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ARTICLE 4 
Where the Lists A and B referred to in Article 3 provide 
that the goods obtained in a Member State or Malta shall be 
~onsidered as originating therein only if the value of the 
products worked or processed does not exceed a given 
percentage of the value of the goods obtained, the values to 
be taken into consideration for determining such percentage 
shall be: 
on the one hand, 
as regards products whose importation can be proved& their 
customs value at the time of importation; 
as regards products of undetermined origin: the earliest 
ascertainable price paid for such products in the territory 
of the State where manufacture takes place; 
on the other hand, 
the ex-factory price of the goods obtained, less internal 
taxes refunded or refundable on exportation. 
ARTICLE 5 
The following shall be considered as transported 
directly from the exporting Member State to Malta or from 
Malta to the importing Member State: 
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(a) Goods transported without passing through territory other 
than that of Contracting Parties; 
(b) Goods transported through territories other than those 
of Contracting Parties, or transhipped in such 
territories, if the passage in such territories or the 
transhipment is covered by a single transport document 
drawn up in a Member State or in Malta. 
Transhipments carried out in the ports of territories 
other than those of Contracting Parties shall not be 
considered as interrupting direct transport if such tranship-
ments are caused by "force majeure" or are the resul.t of an 
act of God at sea~ 
CHAPTER II 
Provisions relating to the organisation of 
methods of administrative co-operation 
ARTICLE 6 
"Originating" products within the meaning of this 
Protocol shall, in the importing .lliember State or in Malta, 
benefit from the provisions of the Agreement, upon submission 
of an A.M. 1 movement certificate issued by the customs 
authorities of Malta or the customs authorities of the 
Member State. 
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Any such products, however, which form part of postal 
consignments (including parcels), shall, provided that the 
consignments contain only "originating" products and that the 
value does not exceed one thousand units of account per 
consignment, ·benefit from the provisions of the Agreement in 
Malta or in the Member States, on the presentation of 
form A.M. 2. 
ARTICLE 7 
Movement certificates A.M. 1 shall be issued only on 
application being made in writing by the exporter, on the 
form prescribed for this purpose. 
ARTICLE 8 
The A.M. 1 movement certificate shall be endorsed by 
the customs authorities of the exporting State when the 
goods to which it relates are exported. It shall be made 
available to the exporters as soon as actual exportation has 
been effected or ensured. 
In exceptional circumstances, an A.M. 1 movement 
certificate may also be endorsed after the exportation of 
the goods to which it refers, if it was not submitted at the 
time of such exportation because of an error or involuntary 
omission. In this case, the certificate shall bear a special 
reference to the conditions in which it was endorsed. 
An A.M. 1 movement certificate may be endorsed only in 
cases where it can serve as documentary evidence for the 
purpose of implementing the preferential treatment laid down 
in the Agreement. 
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!JtTICLE 9 
Movement certificates A.M. 1 must be submitted, within 
four months from the date of endorsement by the customs 
authorities of the exporting Member State, to the 
customs authorities of the importing Member State where the 
goods are delivered. 
ARTICLE 10 
Movement certificates A.M. 1 must be made out on a form 
of which a specimen is annexed to this Protocol. They shall 
be drawn up in one of the languages in which the Agreement 
is drawn up, in accordance with the provisions of the 
national law of the exporting country. They shall be 
typewritten or hand-written; in the latter case, they shall 
be completed in ink and in capital letters. 
Each certificate shall measure 21 x 29.7 cm. The 
paper used must be white sized writing paper not containing 
mechanical pulp and weighing not less than 64 grams per 
square metre or between 25 and 30 grams per square metre if 
airmail paper is used. It shall have a green machine-turned 
background making any falsification by chemical or 
mechanical means apparent to the eye. 
On the front of each certificate, a diagonal pattern of 
three blue stripes, each 3 mm. wide, shall run from the 
bottom left hand corner to the top right hand corner. 
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The Member States and Malta may reserve the right to 
print the certificates themselves or may have them printed 
by approved printers. In the latter case, each form must 
carry reference to such approval. Each form must bear the 
name and address of the printer or a sign by which the 
printer can be identified. It shall also bear a serial 
number which can be identified. 
ARTICLE 11 
In the importing State, movement certificates shall 
be submitted to the customs authorities, in accordance 
with the provisions made in the laws and regulations of 
that State. The said authorities may require a translation 
of a certificate. They may also require the import 
declaration to be accompanied by a statement from the 
importer to the effect that the goods meet the conditions 
required for the implementation of the provisions of the 
Agreement. 
ARTICLE 12 
Form A.M. 2, of which a specimen is annexed to this 
Protocol, shall be completed by the exporter. It shall 
be drawn up in one of the languages in which the 
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Agreement is drawn up and in accordance with the provisions 
of the national law of the exporting country. It shall be 
typewritten or hand written; in the latter case it shall be 
completed in ink and in capital letters. 
lorm A.M. 2 is composed of two parts, each part being 
21 cm. x 14.8 cm. The paper used shall be white sized 
writing paper not containing mechanical pulp and weighing not 
less than 64 grams per square metre. On the front of each 
part, a diagonal pattern of three blue stripes, each 3 mm. 
wide, shall run from the bottom left hand corner to the top 
right hand corner. 
lorm A.M. 2 may be perforated mechanically so that the 
two parts may be separated and the portion of the form to be 
affixed on the consignment can be detached. The back of this 
portion may be adhesive. 
The Member States and Malta may reserve the right to 
print the forms themselves or may have them printed by 
approved printers. In the latter case, each form must 
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carry a reference to such approval. Each form must bear the 
name and address of the printer or a sign by which the 
printer can be identified. It shall also bear a serial 
number by which it can be identified. 
ARTICLE 13 
For each postal consignmen\ an A.M. 2 form shall be 
completed. After completing and signing the two parts of 
the form, the exporter shall insert his declaration (Part 1) 
in the consignment and stick the label from Part 2 of form 
A.M. 2 on the outer packing of the consignment. 
These provisions do not dispense exporters from 
complying with any formalities required by customs or postal 
regulations. 
ARTICLE_l4 
Unless they suspect some irregularity, the customs 
authorities of the importing Member State or Malta shall 
admit as benefiting from the provisions of the Agreement any 
goods contained in a consignment bearing an A.M. 2 label. 
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For the purpose of a survey or in a case of doubt as to 
regularity, the customs authorities of a Member State or of 
Malta may ask for a customs examination by the ·customs 
authorities of Malta or the Member State, forwarding, for 
this purpose, Part 1 of the A.M. 2 form contained in the 
consignment, and may suspend, while waiting for the result of 
such examination, the application of the provisions of the 
Agreement·. In such cases, withdrawal of the consignment shall 
nevertheless be open to the importer, subject to any 
preventive measures considered necessary. 
ARTICLE 15 
1. Member States and Malta shall admit as "originating" 
products benefiting from the provisions of the Agreement, 
without requiring the production of an A.M. 1 movement 
certificate or the completion of an A.M. 2 form, goods 
sent as small packages to private persons or forming part 
of passengers' personal luggage, in so far as such goods 
are not imported by way of trade and have been declared as 
meeting the conditions required for the application 
of these provisions, and where there is no doubt as to the 
veracity of such declaration. 
2. Importations which are occasional and consist solely 
of goods for the personal use of the addressee or 
passenger or his family, it being evident from the nature 
and quality of the goods that no commercial purpose is in 
view, shall not be considered as importations by way of 
trade. Furthermore, the total v~lue of these goods must 
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not exceed 60 units of account in the case of small 
packages or 200 units of account in the case of the 
contents of passengers' personal luggage. 
ARTICLE 16 
In order to ensure the proper application of the 
provisions of this Chapter, the Member States and Malta shall 
assist each other, through their respective customs 
administrations, for the purpose of checking the authenticity 
and correctness of A.M. 1 movement certificates and of 
exporters' declarations made on A~M. 2 forms. 
The Council of Association shall draw up any 
recommendations necessary for the application of the 
provisions of this Protocol, especially the provisions of this 
Chapter, so that the methods of administrative co-operation 
may be applied in due course in the Member States and in Malta. 
CHAPTER III 
Pinal Provisions 
ARTICLE 17 
The Member States and Malta shall take all the measures 
necessary for the A.M. 1 movement certificates to be produced, 
in accordance with the provisions of Article 11, as from the 
date of entry into force of the Agreement. 
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ARTICLE 18 
Malta, the Member States and the Community shall, each 
to the extent to which they are concerned, take the necessary 
steps to implement the provisions of this Protocol. 
ARTICLE 19 
The explanatory notes, Lists A, B and C, the specimen 
of the A.M. 1 movement cerif~cate and that of the A.M. 2 form 
shall form an integral part of this Protocol. 
ARTICLE 20 
Goods which conform to the provisions of Chapter I and 
which, on the date of entry into force of the Agreement, are 
either being transported or are being held in a Member State 
or Malta under temporary warehouse procedure, in bonded 
warehouses or in free zones, may be allowed to benefit from 
the provisions of the Agreement, subject to the submission -
within four months from that date -to the customs authorities 
of the importing country of an A.M.· 1 movement certificate, 
drawn up retroactively by the authorities of the exporting 
State, and of any documents that provide supporting evidence 
of direct transport. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Note 1 - Article 1 
The terms "in the Member States" or "in Malta" shall 
also cover territorial waters and ships operating on 
the high seas, including "factory ships" on which the 
fish caught is worked or processed, provided that 
they satisfy the conditions laid down in Explanatory 
Note 4. 
Note 2 - Article 1 
In order to determine whether goods originate in a 
Member State or in Malta, it shall not be necessary 
to establish whether the power and fuel, plant and 
equipment and machine and tools used to obtain such 
goods originate or not in third states. 
Note 3 - Article 1 ' ' 
Packing shall be considered as forming a whole with 
the goods contained therein. This provision, 
however, shall not apply to packing which is not of 
the normal type for the article packed and which has 
intrinsic value of a durable nature apart from its 
function as packing. 
Note 4 - Article 2 (f) 
The term "their vessels" shall apply only to vessels: 
(a) which are registered in a Member State or in 
Malta; 
(b) which sail under the flag of a Member State or of 
Malta; 
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(c) which are owned to an extent of at least 5~ by 
nationals of Member States or Malta, or by a 
company or firm with its head office in one of · 
these States, of which the manager or managers, 
chairman of the board of directors or of the 
supervisory board, and the majority of the 
members of such boards are nationaJsof a Member 
State or Malta, and of which, in addition, in the 
case of partnerships or limited companies, at 
least half the capital belongs to States party 
to the Agreement, to public bodies or to 
nationals of the said States; 
{d) of which the captain and officers are all 
nationals of the Member States or Malta; 
{e) of which at least 75~ of the crew are nationals 
of the Member States or Malta. 
Note 5 - Article 4 
"Ex factory price" shall mean the price paid to the 
manufacturer in whose undertaking the sufficient 
working or processing is carried out. \Yhere such 
working or processing is carried out successively 
in two or more undertakings, the price to be taken 
into account shall be that paid to the last 
manufacturer'. 
Note 6 - Article 8 
Where an A.M. 1 movement certificate relates to 
goods originally imported from a Member State or 
Malta, and re-exported in the same condition, the 
new certificates issued by the re-exporting State 
must compulsorily show in which country the original 
movement certificate was issued. 
Note 7 - Article 13 
After completing the A.M. 2 form, the exporter shall 
insert the words "A.M. 2",followed by the serial 
number of the form used, either on the c. 1 green 
label or on the c. 2 or c. 2 M declaration, or under 
the heading "Observations" of the CP 3 or CP 3 M 
customs declarations. 
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p
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c
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p
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 b
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 b
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 c
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c
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ur
ed
 
Pl
at
in
um
 a
n
d 
o
th
er
 m
e
ta
ls
 o
f 
th
e 
pl
at
in
um
 
gr
ou
p,
 
se
m
i -
m
a
n
u
fa
ct
ur
ed
 
.
.
 
W
or
ki
ng
 o
r 
pr
oc
es
si
ng
 t
ha
t 
c
o
n
fe
rs
 
th
e 
s
ta
tu
s 
o
f 
"
o
ri
gi
na
ti
ng
" 
pr
od
uc
ts
 
M
an
uf
ac
tu
re
 f
ro
m
 u
n
w
o
rk
ed
 s
yn
th
et
ic
 o
r 
re
c
o
n
s
tr
u
ct
ed
 p
re
ci
ou
s 
o
r 
s
e
m
i-
pr
ec
io
us
 s
to
n
es
 
R
ol
li
ng
, 
dr
aw
in
g,
 b
ea
ti
ng
 o
r 
gr
in
di
ng
 o
f 
u
n
w
ro
u
gh
t 
s
il
v
er
 a
n
d 
s
il
v
er
 a
ll
oy
s 
R
ol
li
ng
, 
dr
aw
in
g,
 
be
at
in
g 
o
r 
gr
in
di
ng
 o
f 
1m
w
or
ke
a.
 
r
o
ll
ed
 s
il
v
er
 
R
ol
li
ng
, 
dr
aw
in
g,
 b
ea
ti
ng
 o
r 
gr
in
di
ng
 o
f 
u
n
w
ro
u
gh
t 
go
ld
, 
in
cl
ud
in
g 
pl
at
in
um
-p
la
te
d 
go
ld
 
R
ol
li
ng
, 
dr
aw
in
g,
 b
ea
ti
ng
 o
r 
gr
in
di
ng
 o
f 
u
n
w
o
rk
ed
 
r
o
ll
ed
 g
ol
d 
o
n
 
ba
se
 m
e
ta
l 
o
r 
s
il
v
er
 
R
ol
li
ng
, 
dr
aw
in
g,
 b
ea
ti
ng
 o
r 
gr
in
di
ng
 o
f 
u
n
w
ro
u
gh
t 
pl
at
in
um
 a
n
d 
o
th
er
 m
e
ta
ls
 o
f 
th
e 
pl
at
in
um
 g
ro
up
 
n
 
0 r r m
 
n
 
-
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-
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V
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>
 
V
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V
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H
 
C
us
to
m
s 
T
ar
if
f 
N
o.
 
F
in
is
he
d 
pr
od
~c
ts
 
D
es
cr
ip
ti
on
 
e
x
 
71
.1
0 
R
ol
le
d 
pl
at
in
ll
i~
 e
r 
o
th
er
 p
la
ti
nl
li
~ 
gr
ou
p 
m
e
ta
ls
, 
on
 
ba
se
 ~
et
al
 
o
r 
pr
ec
io
us
 m
e
ta
l,
 
I se
mi
-~
ma
nu
fa
ct
ur
ed
 
73
.1
5 
A
ll
oy
 s
te
e
l 
a
n
d 
hi
gh
 c
a
rb
on
 s
te
e
l 
in
 t
he
 
fo
rm
s 
m
e
n
tio
ne
d 
in
 h
ea
di
ng
s 
N
o.
 
73
.0
6 
to
 
73
.1
4 
(in
cl
us
iv
e)
 
W
or
ki
ng
 o
r 
pr
oc
es
si
ng
 t
h
at
 c
o
n
fe
rs
 
th
e 
s
ta
tu
s 
o
f 
"
o
rig
in
at
i..
."
'lg
" 
pr
od
uc
ts
 
R
ol
li:
r:
g,
 
dr
aw
in
g,
 
be
at
in
g 
o
r 
gr
in
di
ng
 o
f 
u
n
w
o
rk
ed
 
r
o
ll
ed
 p
la
ti
n~
~ 
o
r 
o
th
er
 p
~a
ti
nu
m 
gr
ou
p 
m
e
ta
ls
 
o
n
 
ba
se
 m
e
ta
l 
o
r 
pr
ec
io
us
 m
e
ta
l 
P
ro
ce
ss
in
g 
o
f 
a
ll
oy
 s
te
e
l 
a
n
d 
hi
gh
 c
a
rb
on
 s
te
e
ls
 
in
 t
he
 f
or
m
s 
m
e
n
ti
on
ed
 i
n 
he
ad
in
gs
 N
os
. 
73
.0
6 
to
 
73
.1
4 
(i
nc
lu
si
ve
), 
in
vo
lv
in
g 
tr
a
n
sf
er
 f
ro
m
 o
n
e
 
c
a
te
go
ry
 b
el
ov
r 
to
 a
n
o
th
er
: 
1.
 L
~g
ot
s,
 
bl
oo
m
s,
 
b
il
le
ts
, 
s
la
bs
, 
s
he
et
-b
ar
s 
(in
cl
ud
in
g 
tr
ip
la
te
 b
ar
s)
; 
2.
 P
ie
ce
s 
ro
u
gh
ly
 s
ha
pe
d 
by
 f
or
gi
ng
; 
3.
 C
oi
ls
 f
or
 r
e
-
r
o
ll
in
g
; 
u
n
iv
er
sa
l 
p
la
te
s;
 
4.
 B
ar
s 
a
n
d 
ro
ds
 (
in
cl
ud
in
g 
w
ir
e 
ro
d 
a
n
d 
ho
ll
ow
 
m
in
in
g 
d
ri
ll
 s
te
e
l)
 a
n
d 
a
n
gl
es
, 
s
ha
pe
s 
a
n
d 
s
e
c
ti
on
s;
 
5.
 H
oo
p 
a
n
d 
s
tr
ip
; 
6.
 S
he
et
s 
a
n
d 
p
la
te
s;
 
7.
 W
ir
e,
 w
he
th
er
 o
r 
n
o
t 
c
o
a
te
d,
 
bu
t 
n
o
t 
in
su
la
te
d.
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T
ar
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N
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e
x
 
74
.0
1 
e
x
 
74
.0
1 
e
x
 
74
.0
1 
e
x
 
75
.0
1 
e
x
 
77
.0
4 
e
x
 8
1.
01
 
e
x
 8
1.
02
 
F
in
is
he
d 
pr
od
uc
ts
 
D
es
cr
ip
ti
on
 
U
nr
ef
in
ed
 c
o
pp
er
 (
bl
is
te
r 
c
o
pp
er
 a
n
d 
o
th
er
) 
R
ef
in
ed
 c
o
pp
er
 
C
op
pe
r 
a
ll
oy
 
U
nw
ro
ug
ht
 n
ic
ke
l 
(e
xc
ep
t 
a
n
o
de
s 
in
 h
ea
di
ng
 
N
o.
 
75
.0
5)
 
B
er
yl
li
um
, 
w
ro
u
gh
t 
T
un
gs
te
n,
 w
ro
u
gh
t 
M
ol
yb
de
nu
m
, 
w
ro
u
gh
t 
W
or
ki
ng
 o
r 
pr
oc
es
si
ng
 t
ha
t 
c
o
n
fe
rs
 
th
e 
s
ta
tu
s 
o
f 
"
o
ri
gi
na
ti
ng
" 
pr
od
uc
ts
 
Sm
el
ti
ng
 o
f 
c
o
pp
er
 m
a
tt
e 
F
ir
e-
re
fi
ni
ng
 o
r 
e
le
ct
ro
ly
ti
c 
r
e
fi
ni
ng
 o
f 
u
n
re
fi
ne
d 
c
o
pp
er
 (
bl
is
te
r 
c
o
pp
er
 a
n
d 
o
th
er
), 
c
o
pp
er
 w
a
st
e 
o
r 
s
c
ra
p 
Fu
si
on
 a
n
d 
th
er
m
al
 t
re
at
m
en
t 
o
f 
re
fi
ne
d 
c
o
pp
er
, 
c
o
pp
er
 w
a
st
e 
o
r 
s
c
ra
p 
R
ef
in
in
g 
by
 e
le
ct
ry
ly
si
s,
 b
y 
fu
si
on
 o
r 
c
he
m
ic
al
ly
, 
o
f 
n
ic
ke
l 
m
a
tt
es
, 
n
ic
ke
l 
s
pe
is
s 
a
n
d 
o
th
er
 i
n
te
r-
m
e
di
at
e 
pr
od
uc
ts
 o
f 
n
ic
ke
l 
m
e
ta
ll
ur
gy
 
R
ol
li
ng
, 
dr
aw
in
g 
o
r 
gr
in
di
ng
 o
f 
u
n
w
ro
u
gh
t 
be
ry
ll
iu
m
 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
w
he
re
of
 d
oe
s 
n
o
t 
e
x
c
e
e
d 
5~
 o
f 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
fi
ni
sh
ed
 p
ro
du
ct
 
M
an
uf
ac
tu
re
 f
ro
m
 u
n
w
ro
u
gh
t 
tu
n
gs
te
n 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
w
he
re
of
 d
oe
s 
n
o
t 
e
x
c
e
e
d 
5
~
 o
f 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
fi
ni
sh
ed
 p
ro
du
ct
 
M
an
uf
ac
tu
re
 f
ro
m
 u
n
w
ro
u
gh
t 
m
o
ly
bd
en
um
 t
he
 v
a
lu
e 
w
he
re
of
 d
oe
s 
n
o
t 
e
x
c
e
e
d 
5
~
 o
f 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
fi
ni
sh
ed
 p
ro
du
ct
 
n
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m
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T
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f 
N
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e
x
 
81
.0
3 
84
.0
6 
e
x
 
84
.0
8 
F
in
is
he
d 
pr
od
uc
ts
 
D
es
cr
ip
ti
on
 
T
an
ta
lu
m
, 
w
ro
u
gh
t 
O
th
er
 b
as
e 
m
e
ta
ls
, 
w
ro
u
gh
t 
In
te
rn
al
 c
o
m
bu
st
io
n 
pi
st
on
 e
n
gi
ne
s 
E
ng
in
es
 a
n
d 
m
o
to
rs
, 
e
x
c
lu
di
ng
 r
e
a
c
ti
on
 
e
n
gi
ne
s 
a
n
d 
ga
s 
tu
rb
in
es
 
W
or
ki
ng
 o
r 
pr
oc
es
si
ng
 t
ha
t 
c
o
n
fe
rs
 
th
e 
s
ta
tu
s 
o
f 
"
o
ri
gi
na
ti
ng
" 
pr
od
uc
ts
 
M
an
uf
ac
tu
re
 f
ro
m
 u
n
w
ro
u
gh
t 
ta
n
ta
lu
m
 t
he
 v
a
lu
e 
w
he
re
of
 d
oe
s 
n
o
t 
e
x
c
e
e
d 
5o%
 o
f 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
fi
ni
sh
ed
 p
ro
du
ct
 
M
an
uf
ac
tu
re
 f
ro
m
 o
th
er
 b
as
e 
m
e
ta
ls
, 
u
n
w
ro
u
gh
t 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
w
he
re
of
 d
oe
s 
n
o
t 
e
x
c
e
e
d 
5o%
 o
f 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
fi
ni
sh
ed
 p
ro
du
ct
 
A
ss
em
bl
y 
in
 w
hi
ch
 t
he
 v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
pa
rt
s 
u
se
d 
do
es
 
n
o
t 
e
x
c
e
e
d 
40%
 o
f 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
fi
ni
sh
ed
 p
ro
du
ct
 
A
ss
em
bl
y 
in
 w
hi
ch
 t
he
 v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
"
n
o
n
-o
ri
gi
na
ti
ng
' 
pa
rt
s 
u
s
e
d 
do
es
 n
o
t 
e
x
c
e
e
d 
40%
 o
f 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
fi
ni
sh
ed
 p
ro
du
ct
, 
a
n
d 
pr
o~
id
ed
 t
ha
t 
a
t 
le
as
t 
5o%
 i
n 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
pa
rt
s 
u
se
d 
a
re
 
"
o
ri
gi
na
ti
ng
" 
pr
od
uc
ts
 
1 
In
 d
et
er
m
in
in
g 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
pa
rt
s,
 t
he
 f
ol
lo
w
in
g 
m
u
st
 b
e 
ta
ke
n 
in
to
 a
c
c
o
u
n
t:
 
(a
) 
in
 r
e
s
pe
ct
 o
f 
"
o
ri
gi
na
ti
ng
" 
pa
rt
s,
 
th
e 
fi
rs
t 
v
e
ri
fi
ab
le
 p
ri
ce
 p
ai
d,
 o
r 
th
e 
pr
ic
e 
w
hi
ch
 w
o
u
ld
 b
e 
pa
id
 i
n
 c
a
se
 
o
f 
s
a
le
, 
fo
r 
th
e 
s
a
id
 p
ro
du
ct
s 
o
n
 
th
e 
te
rr
it
o
ry
 
o
f 
th
e 
S
ta
te
 w
he
re
 a
ss
e
m
bl
y 
is
 c
a
rr
ie
d 
o
u
t;
 
(b
) 
in
 r
e
s
pe
ct
 o
f 
o
th
er
 p
ar
ts
, 
th
e 
pr
ov
is
io
ns
 o
f 
A
rt
ic
le
 4
 o
f 
th
is
 P
ro
to
co
l 
de
te
rm
in
in
g:
 
(i
) 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
im
po
rt
ed
 p
ro
du
ct
s,
 
(i
i)
 t
he
 v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
pr
od
uc
ts
 o
f 
u
n
de
te
rm
in
ed
 o
ri
gi
n.
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e
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95
.0
1 
F
in
is
he
d 
pr
od
uc
ts
 
D
es
cr
ip
ti
on
 
Se
w
in
g 
m
a
c
hi
ne
s;
 f
ur
ni
tu
re
 s
pe
ci
al
ly
 d
es
-
ig
ne
d 
fo
r 
se
w
in
g 
m
a
c
hi
ne
s 
A
rt
ic
le
s 
o
f 
to
rt
o
is
e-
sh
el
l 
W
or
ki
ng
 o
r 
pr
oc
es
si
ng
 t
ha
t 
c
o
n
fe
rs
 
th
e 
s
ta
tu
s 
o
f 
"
o
ri
gi
na
ti
ng
" 
pr
od
uc
ts
 
A
ss
em
bl
y 
in
 w
hi
ch
 t
he
 v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
"
n
o
n
-
o
ri
gi
na
ti
ng
" 
p
ar
ts
 u
s
e
d 
do
es
 :
10
t 
e
x
c
e
e
d 
4o
%
 o
f 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
fi
ni
sh
ed
 p
ro
du
ct
, 
a
n
d 
pr
ov
id
ed
 t
ha
t:
 
(a
) 
a
t 
le
as
t 
50%
 i
n 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
th
e 
p
ar
ts
1 
u
s
e
d 
fo
r 
a
ss
e
m
bl
y 
o
f 
th
e 
he
ad
 (
m
ot
or
 e
x
c
lu
de
d)
 
a
re
 
"
o
ri
gi
na
ti
ng
" 
pr
od
uc
ts
, 
a
n
d 
(b
) 
th
e 
th
re
ad
 t
en
si
on
, 
c
ro
c
he
t 
a
n
d 
z
ig
za
g 
m
e
c
ha
ni
sm
s 
a
re
 
"
o
ri
gi
na
ti
ng
" 
pr
od
uc
ts
 
M
an
uf
ac
tu
re
 f
ro
m
 w
o
rk
ed
 t
o
rt
o
is
e-
sh
el
l 
1 
In
 d
et
er
m
in
in
g 
th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
p
ar
ts
, 
th
e 
fo
ll
ow
in
g 
m
u
st
 b
e 
ta
ke
n 
in
to
 a
c
c
o
u
n
t:
 
(a
) 
in
 r
e
s
pe
ct
 o
f 
"
o
ri
gi
na
ti
ng
" 
p
ar
ts
, 
th
e 
fi
rs
t 
v
e
r
if
ia
bl
e 
pr
ic
e 
pa
id
, 
o
r 
th
e 
pr
ic
e 
w
hi
ch
 
w
o
u
ld
 b
e 
pa
id
 i
n 
c
a
s
e
 
o
f 
s
a
le
, 
fo
r 
th
e 
s
a
id
 p
ro
du
ct
s 
o
n
 
th
e 
te
rr
it
o
ry
 o
f 
th
e 
S
ta
te
 w
he
re
 
a
ss
e
m
bl
y 
is
 c
a
rr
ie
d 
o
u
t;
 
(b
) 
in
 r
e
s
pe
ct
 o
f 
o
th
er
 p
ar
ts
, 
th
e 
pr
ov
is
io
ns
 o
f 
A
rt
ic
le
 4
 o
f 
th
is
 P
ro
to
co
l 
de
te
rm
in
in
g:
 
(i
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th
e 
v
a
lu
e 
o
f 
im
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ed
 p
ro
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(i
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 t
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 v
a
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u
n
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ed
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e
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e
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7 
e
x
 
98
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F
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he
d 
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od
uc
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D
es
cr
ip
ti
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A
rt
ic
le
s 
o
f 
m
o
th
er
 o
f 
pe
ar
l 
A
rt
ic
le
s 
o
f 
iv
or
y 
A
rt
ic
le
s 
o
f 
bo
ne
 
(e
xc
lu
di
ng
 w
ha
le
bo
ne
) 
A
rt
ic
le
s 
o
f 
ho
rn
, 
c
o
ra
l 
(n
at
ur
al
 o
r 
a
gg
lo
m
er
at
ed
) 
o
r 
o
f 
o
th
er
 a
n
im
al
 
c
a
rv
in
g 
m
a
te
ri
al
 
A
rt
ic
le
s 
o
f 
v
e
ge
ta
bl
e 
c
a
rv
in
g 
m
a
te
ri
al
 
(f
or
 e
x
a
m
pl
e,
 
c
o
ro
z
o
) 
A
rt
ic
le
s 
o
f 
je
t 
(a
nd
 m
in
er
al
 s
u
bs
ti
tu
te
s 
fo
r 
je
t)
, 
a
m
be
r, 
m
e
e
rs
c
ha
um
, 
a
gg
lo
m
er
at
ed
 
a
m
be
r 
a
n
d 
a
gg
lo
m
er
at
ed
 m
e
e
rs
c
ha
um
 
Sm
ok
in
g 
pi
pe
s,
 p
ip
e 
bo
w
ls
 
W
or
ki
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 o
r 
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es
si
!'l
g 
th
at
 c
o
n
fe
rs
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e 
s
ta
tu
s 
o
f 
"
o
ri
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ti
ng
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pr
od
uc
ts
 
M
an
uf
ac
tu
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 f
ro
m
 w
o
rk
ed
 m
o
th
er
 o
f 
pe
ar
l 
M
an
uf
ac
tu
re
 f
ro
m
 w
o
rk
ed
 i
vo
ry
 
M
an
uf
ac
tu
re
 f
ro
m
 w
o
rk
ed
 b
on
e 
(e
xc
lu
di
ng
 
w
ha
le
bo
ne
) 
M
an
uf
ac
tu
re
 f
ro
m
 w
o
rk
ed
 h
or
n,
 
c
o
ra
l 
(n
at
ur
al
 
o
r 
a
gg
lo
m
er
at
ed
) 
o
r 
o
th
er
 a
n
im
al
 c
a
rv
in
g 
m
a
te
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al
 
M
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tu
re
 f
ro
m
 w
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rk
ed
 v
e
ge
ta
bl
e 
c
a
rv
in
g 
m
a
te
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al
 
(f
or
 e
x
a
m
pl
e,
 
c
o
ro
z
o
) 
m
a
n
u
fa
ct
ur
e 
fr
om
 w
o
rk
ed
 
je
t 
(a
nd
 m
in
er
al
 
s
u
bs
ti
tu
te
s 
fo
r 
je
t)
, 
a
m
be
r, 
me
er
sc
ha
~,
 
a
gg
lo
m
er
at
ed
 a
m
be
r 
a
n
d 
a
gg
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m
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at
ed
 m
e
e
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c
ha
um
 
m
a
n
u
fa
ct
ur
e 
fr
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 r
o
u
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ha
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 o
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w
o
o
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o
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o
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COLLECTED ACTS • EEC· MALTA ASS. 
LIST C 
List of products temporarily 
excluded from the scope of this Protocol 
GEN I 141 
GEN I 142 
Customs 
Tariff No. 
ex 27.07 
27.09l to 
27.16 
ex 29.01 
ex 34.03 
ex 34.04 
ex 38.14 
ex 38.19 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - MAL TA ASS. 
Description 
Assimilated aromatic oils as defined in Note 2 
to Chapter 27, of which more than 65~ by volume 
distills at a temperature of up to 250° C (including mixtures of petroleum spirit and benzol), 
intended for use a~ power or heating fuels 
Mineral oils and products of their distillation; 
bituminous substances; mineral wax~s 
Hydrocarbons: 
acyclic 
cyclanes and cyclenes, excluding azulenes benzene, 
toluene, xylenes 
intended for use as power or heating fuels 
Lubricating preparations, containing petroleum oils 
or oils obtained from bituminous minerals, but not 
including preparations containing 70% or more by 
weight of petroleum oils .or of oils obtained from 
bituminous minerals 
Waxes with a basis of paraffin wax, of petroleum 
waxes, of waxes obtained from bituminous minerals, 
of slack wax or of scale wax 
Prepared additives for lubricants 
Mixed alkylenes 
GEN 
Movement Certmco.fc 
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" t~.l" ,,\ 
I.'T'''"'I',"'r "I 
Cerfificat de (ircu!uiion des Mard1andises 
/ ........ 
\'~ Worenverkchrsbescheinigung 
'·':I J 1 I ) ·,.,. 
Cerfificato per la (i;colaz~cme delle Merci 
Cerliriwai inzakc Goedercnvcrkeer 
/;,. CuC·JOO 
.. ....., ..... 
·--------------- -· 
DECLARATION BY THJJ IiXPORTER 
The undersigned : .......... : .. : . .'.~.:.:: ......... : ...... ,.:.' ..... : ...... ~ ... : .......... : ..... ': ........................ : ............. : .................. : .. ·: .......... :.: .. : .................................. :. .. : ........... : : .. : ' ·: ...... .' .. · .;.·; .................... : ......... . 
(Name and first name, or busine•s name, ami fuU addres• of the ~xporter) 
,.,,,,,,,.' ••··•·••••• ,,_,,,,.,.,,,,,,,.,,,,.,,.,,1,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,.,_,,,,,,,.,_.,,,,,,,.._,,,..,,,,,, ,,,.: ... , '""'''"'' •••••I••• .,,,'.,,,, """ ''''"'"''"'"*' being the exporter of thE> qood!> .described below: 
. DESCRIPTION OF GOODS 
Gro:;s Weight 
,. 
- ~ , PACKAGES 1 
-~ .0 --------------~ § Marks and Nurnl>er 
m .:: numbers and kind 
2 3 4 
(kg) or 
other nwasure 
(hi, cu.1n., etc.) 
----·----------~~---5------
....... : ... ~--- ' 
1.\ ,I 
"·~ ~ ·:·, ' .. ·:.,. : .. , .. :,•, r,'•·' 
., 
~ ........ ·• .1~ ...... -. r •• '·•··· 
-; ,, 
'·-:- ' \ ',\ \ ··r-~""·'·~-~- .·.,.' ... ~-•'· "''/;··,··-'• --:--,·~··•'··, , ...... . 
,1, I 11, 
,·., -.'· ':.' . r:' r •• '' •, •• ~.' 
. ' 
·; ~ , .. .. •' 
.··· 
-- _,,,., .... • ,l '.J,',t '.t. ,· .J 
f ,'/I 
I • ' j_ • - ' ' ~ " " ' • ' • J ' • ~ ~ • 
'·' ,. \\' 
.,. 
' ' ~- ' \ '' \ ' ' ... 
·1',· , •• - - . --· ..... : .. - . : ....... · ....... --~ ................... . .. ,.-
,;,:_ •' ;.t,'•.:',· .... 1 1 ''•.'t• ·,, :-'r •,', •,' 1 ' •I , 1 '•,',, ( ,I ' I, I / / 
. ............ 
I • ( 1, 
... ~ ,' . ' .. 
>>:-.::. ''.,'' 1 o \ ' I , ~ ', t , I \ 
.~/.··.··· 
1).,,:: 
• • • 't'''• 
I, •' ! 'I' ' I '1
1 
: 1' ! I ·\'i •'t._• 1 
" ............. --~ ................... ; .... ,. .. . 
'· ··.·.·: .,_ 1,', 
,',• :I' ', 'I '! ' I I ' ~- ·,· :\ i ~:I · .. 'I :I, • 
. .. . . --... . . .. . ... . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . __ , .. ---~ .. . . . . -' " ,. . . . . . .. -........... -- .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. -
' J ' ,·I_;.·.'.:' 1-' I I '•, 'I (I I '. 't'l ! :· ·:·,,·,;I I ' ;. I I ' '/ .i./ ._,.- .' ' . ·' .. ' I ' ,· I' : '.' 'I I I' I ~ ' ' I I'.: I ,I 'I 
.:'.·.'.:,, 
,_',', 
I·, 
.,I.' 
,• 
' ,,\ '\ 
'I 
'I' ,1 ' 
.,_. ~- ........... /,,. ~ .......................... t' .~-:~· ,~ -.'~ ......... --1 .. , ...... --- .. , ', .... ~ ...................... . 
\,\\',,•:• ,•\~\ 1 1 ,''\ '\(•\,~: :•> ~\~'\,•\\_,'\,: ,'' ,\\', ,\<}\_.,',11\\11\::,\i,\';,'•\' ',•,','.,',\'\,':'\'\'\,',',1\,,,,',\•,\,'\'1'\'.'\ •'\,\1 \ 1 
'• 'I ' .... • • • ' ' :' ' 
'1 1' I 
;;;;,_: :--, _:-·-.: ',' ''. 
';':, Observations: 
··.·· 
\,'.··, ~ . ' . . .... 
''·· _, ... _. 
'' ,' 
' I 
' ' d ,, 
/ ·;· 
I• :/ 
·,,.,t 
,,. 
/· . i 
; .. :\··.·' 
. ,.... :,· .,. r ·:'f:-;declar~~·that·these good~ ar:·a; · ' ..' 1 ..... :; /_:_: .. :··.("'.,!:-::.: .. :.:··, .. ·:.:.:: 
1
:,-: 
' ' .' . ~- ·~---
'•,' '•,• '•, 
. ,.'\ ... 
: •, 
', .. ,· . 
·.''· 
.. 
... 
-·-··- -----·- -
_,'i', ;·, :'1/:, 
I ' 
. ...... '' 
. ' 
: :'·. :CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
' 
'r' r 
... 
; ' 
'?·<<. :' .. :·.·,.· .............. ,,.·,. ,·.~.·. .· .. ··'' / / •'',,' '(•·',•\.•\,·\·'·· ,,·.1·;. 
.......................... , ........ - ................. , ......... .! ...... : ............... ,.: ....... , ... -......................................... I Dp:~tli';:gat~:c:!~!'t~ds::m~~~~J, ':ndacc_:,~dhanthcec wreltshul:h~f s~~~~ 
.' , .. and meet the conditions required for the issue of this certi-
·' Jicatet ' .. / , / . . .I checks carried out: 
':' sountry of destin·a· tio,'n. 1 :
1 
: .. ·:.;;:::·,< .. ~< .. -.......................... ,. ............ , ....: .. ,.................. I. Export document: . . . . 
"' Form: ............ - ...................... ; .... : .. : ............. _ .......... No .............................. .. 
Place and date of signature I dated ............................... ...: .... : .. ~ ........ , ..................... : ........ ~ .............. , ............... .. 
/ 
•' 1 \, I 
·j·;·,. J • '. /./ 
''' ' (I' I 
·I 
' . ' 
'. ,, . 
' '• 
'1,1 \, 
.... '': :'I 
'! 
I 
I 
~ ..... , ............ Jy•: ........ ~ .. ,..::~ .... ,.:: ...... :ii~p~:;,~;:; .. ;;;;~-i~·;;·;:.: .. : .... :.:_ ..... ~ .. :.: .. · ..... : .. ~ ...... -.:,:,. I 
~----~--~~----------------------------------
. Customs office 
• " , • ' . ., ~·. " ~ '', I • 
'I• .-;, 
~ ................. :~··,"'''""''""7"'."'''""':' ......... --.......... _, ................................... . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
't: · · I 
1
.,...._, .' / ;··./ (Opllonal entry} 
. .. . ' . 
_•_o_nM~-i_q_n_r.n_P-_.n_t __ d_a_te_d __ ..._ ..._ .. ,_ .. ,_ ..._ ..._ ..._ ..._ ..._ ..._ ..._ ..._ ..._ ..._, .._ ..._ .. ,_ .... _ ... _ .._N __ o_,_, .._--_._ ..._ .... _._ ... _, .._ ... _ ..._. __ ~L~.'·~. ·
- ... ~ .. ·'' - ........ 
''' ; 
(Official's signature) 
- ... --
... 
--
I 
-1 
1 For goods In bulk lndkat~. as appropriate, the nam~ of tbe vessel or the number of the railway trudt or road goods v~hlcle, 
I S!!e notes on the bade of this sheet. 
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iH!QUEST f-OR Ci ii:CK m.; 
TillS MOVt!MENT CI:RJ'!HCATJ:: A. M.1 
Th" undersi(lned Customs official 1equests a d!Cc.k on the 
authenticity and correctness of this certificate. 
Place and date of signature 
Official 
stamp 
(Ofhcial's signature) 
COLLECTED ACTS EEC- MAL TA ASS. 
r\ llwd· cun ied out by thP UIHI<-r~i!JDPd Customs official 
~.how~ lhctt I hi•: mov(:rnent cf'rtifil'ate A. M. 1·. 
I. was is~tu·d IJy the Cu<.lom'> of!Jrc inclicatc•d, and that 
the inf•JJBI<tllllll conl<illl<'U lh!•tc•tn is accufille 1 ; 
2. does not nu~et the rcquiremc:nts as to authenticity and 
correctness (see notes <•ppemh~tl) 1• 
Place and date of signature . . ........................................................ .. 
Official 
stamp 
1 Delete where not applicable. 
(Official's •ignature) 
. I. GOODS IN RESPECT OF WHICH A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A. M. 1 MAY BE ENDORSED 
A movemPnt ccrtJhcatc A. M. I may be endorsed only i~ 1e•pert of 
tho'c goods whidt, in the exporting country, fall within one of the folio· 
wing ci\tcgones: 
Category 1 
Goods wholly obtamed c1ther in the Member Stale• • or in Malta. 
The following shull be con-.derpd a• wholly obtamed either in the 
Member Slates or m Malta: 
(a) mineral product' extracted from the ground thereof; 
(b) vegetable products harvested !herein; 
(c) live animals born and raised there m, 
(d) products from live ammals raised therein; 
(e) products obtained by hunting or hshing co~ducted therein; 
(I) marine products taken from the sea by their vessels; 
(g) scrap and wa.te resulting lrom manufacturin!J operations and 
used articles, pruvtded that they have been coll~cted therein 
and arc hi only for the recovery of raw materials; 
(h) good• obtained therein e~clusivoly from ammals or products 
referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) to (g) above or dclivativcs 
thereof. 
Category 2 
Goods obtained m the Member Slates or in Malta, in the manufacture 
of whl'dt are used only products onginally imported from M•lta or 
the Member Slate• and whirlt, on thPir exportation from such coun-
try, met the con<lilions reqUired for obtaining a movement ccrt1ficate 
A. 1\1. I, and also, where appropnate, products falling under cate· 
gory I above. 
Category 3 
Goods obtamed m the Member States or in Mnlla, in the man c· 
turc of which proclucls other than tho•c f<tllmq under categones 1 
or 2 above ar~ u•ed, provtded that the sn1d products (hercm afler 
r<'f~rrcd to as "othPI" products) have undergone working or proces-
smg opera twns: 
(a) which result in the goods obtained bcmg cla.sihcd under a 
tariff heMI1r.rr" other than the tanff heading cov~rinrr each of 
the "'othf\r" produrts used, unlc~s the oprrtttions r:arried out 
appear in Lbt A annexed to the Protoroll on the dehnition of 
the concept of "onginali'l!J" products and on methods of ad· 
ministrativc co-opcrahon; 
(b) or which, allhough appearing in List A rPferred to In sub· 
paragraph (a) auoYe, meet the special conditions laid down in 
respect of them m the said list A; 
(c) or whfdt do not result In the goods obtained being classihed 
under a tariff heading other thnn the tanff heading covering 
each of the "other" products u•ed, but appe<tr in List B annexed 
to the Protocol on the dehnition of the concept of "origmatlng" 
products and on method> of administrative co·operatton. 
11. SCOPE OF MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A. M. 1 
The movement certthcato A. M. I may be used only if the goods to 
which it relate> arc tr<Htsported dnectly from the exporting country to 
thP importing country. 
The following shall be considered as transported directly from the 
exporting cour.try to the importmg country: 
(d) goods tr.1nsportcd without passing through territory other than 
that of the Contracting Parhes; 
(b) goods transported through territory other than that of the Con· 
tracting Parties or transshipped in such territories, if the passage 
through sum territories is covered by a single transport document 
drawn up in a Member State or m Malta; 
(c) goods wh1ch arc transohipped m port> Situated in territory other 
than that of the Contracting Parties where such transshipment Is 
the result of force majeure or of events occuning at sea. 
Ill. RUHS FOR !\fAKING OUT MOVEMENT CERTIFICATES A. M. 1 
I. The movement cerllllc<ttc A M. 1 must be made oal in one of the 
language~ in which the Aqrecm('nt t'; d1 awn up, ilnd m conformLty 
with thP provisions of the nahonal law oi the exportinq country. 
2. Entries on the movPment certificate A. M. I shall be typed or 
handwritten; m the latler case 1t •hall be completed in ink and m 
capital letters. It must contain nc1thc-r crac;ures nor words writt<'n 
over one another. Any alteroltons muol be mide by deleting the in· 
correct particulars and by adding whatever corrections may be nee· 
ded. Any sum all<·ra•ton must be approved by the person who has 
completed !he ce1l!hcate and must be endorsed by the Customs 
authonties. 
3. Each Item on the movement certificate A. M. 1 must be prece· 
ded by a serial number. A horizontal line must be drawn imme· 
dialely below the last item. Anv unused space must be strudt 
through m sum a manner as to rr · <e any later addihon impossible. 
4. Go3ds must be described in accordance with commercial practice 
and with sufficient detail to enable them to be Identified. 
5. The exporter or earner may Include a reference to the transport 
document in the part of the certificate reoerved for the declaration 
by the exporter. The exporter or the carrier is also advised to enter 
the serial number of the certihcate A. M. I on the transport document 
under whim the goods are consigned. 
IV. EFFECT OF MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A. M. I 
Wheu correclly u•<'d, the movement ccrtihcate A. M. I enables the 
gnnds described ther<'ln to b<>neht in the tmporllng country from the 
pruvb10ns of the Agrtement between the EEC and Malta. 
The Customs authorities of the Importing country may, If they con· 
s!der it to be necessary, require submiss10n of any other supporting 
documentary evid<!nce, in particular the transport documents under whim 
the goods are cons1gned. 
V. TIME-LIMIT FOR SUBMISSION OF MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A. M. I 
The mov('m,....r.t r; rtJflcltf' /\.~f. 1 mu ... t be submittPd to the ("uc:to'TI~ 
ofl•ce of the impo! ting country at whidt the goods are presentP.O, 
"'ithln lour months of the date nf it• endorsement. 
' The Menti•N St.ttc' ar"· Th" Kinqdnm nf Belgium, the Fcd<'tal Republic of Germany, the French Republic, the ltallan RPpubllc, the Grand Dumy of 
l.uxr·n11JrJurg ar.ll t:1c 1\:Jnl]dom of the ~cthcrlil:-tds m [uroj1P. 
Tdnff ltPddtn'J" 'h(!ll 11 ,.,.'l t!1~ l<uJff h~·•1'11111JS in the Druc.or;clc; Nomf'nclature. 
COLLECTED ACTS • EEC. MAL TA ASS. GD' I 145 
~ a= r M A 1 v A 1.~ .: t: ~·~ 11" 1 ;.. y M t."\ M ~:.;.. u.;;. ~- .. ""'•""' ~ ~ .i"'"A ~· .... ~~ ~ aii'~ 11! "-'"" ni ~~ ~~/\ ~ ~~~ ;:;v t1tt ·u 
Movement (erfifitofe 
Cerfificat de Cirwlofion des Merchandises Ccrtificato per la Cirtolozionc delle Merd 
Warenverkehrsbestheinigung Certificaat inzolcc Goedercnverkeer 
A oooooo 
DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
The undersigned ,,,,,,,, ,,,,, .. ,,,, ... ,, .. ,,,,, ................................................................ , .. ,,.,, .................. , ...................................................................................................... ,, ...................... , ...................... . 
(NaDte and fJTst name, or business name, and full address of the exporter) 
...................................................................................................................... , ..................................................................... being the exporter of the goods described below: 
$ ~ __ ._P_A_C_K,A_G_E_S __ 
tii S Marks and 
tll g numbers Number and :t~nd 
2 3 
.. 
~~ ~-· 
DESCRIPTION OF GOODS 
4 
Gross Weight 
(kg) or 
other measure 
(hi, cu.m., etc.) 
5 
Total number of packages (column 3) .................................... - ... --...................................... - ............... - .... ·-·-·-·-·-· .. -·-.... - .................................. } (in words) 
~nd total quantities (column 5) .................................................. -_ .................................................................................................................................................... .. 
Observations: 
(Declaration by the exporter continues overleaf) 
GEN I 146 COLLECTED ACTS · EEC · MAL TA ASS. 
DECLARES that these goods were obtained in ................................................................... and fall under category ........................................ 1 listed in 
Note I on the back of the movement certificate A. M. 1 
SPECIFIES as follows the circumstances which have conferred the status of "originating• products on these goods!: 
................................................................................................................................... : .......................................................................................................................................................... . 
SUBMITS the following supporting documents•: 
UNDERTAKES to submit, at the request of the appropriate authorities, any additional supporting evidence whidl these autho-
rities may require for the purpose of issuing this certificate, and undertakes, if required, to agree to any inspec-
tion of his accounts and any dleck on the processes of manufacture of the above goods, carried out by the said 
authorities. 
REQUESTS the issue of a movement certificate A. M. 1 for these goods. 
Place and date of signature ....................................................................................... . 
(Exporter's signature) 
1 State the category number and Indicate the corresponding aubparagraph where appropriate. 
1 To be completed If products originating In a third country, or products of undetermined origin, have been used In the manufacture of the goods In 
question. 
Indicate the products used, their tariff heading. their origin and, where appropriate. the manufacturing processes qualifying the goods u originating 
iu the Luunlly ui llldliUfodule (op!Jil<•i•on ol Li•t B or ol the spec1ai cond1tious ldid dowu In List Aj, the goods obtained a11d their tarili lu••diug. 
If, as a condiUon for conferrin~ the status of 'originating' product on the goods obtained, tbe value of the products used may not exceed a certain 
J.Wu.tmlnye ui tht:! \f~tiu~ ui tiu:!M' 'J'mcl ... , im.iic~th!~ 
(a) for the products used: 
tbe value for customs purposes, where these products originate In third countries, 
- the earliest venhabie price !J<~id for !be said products in the territory of the State in which manufacture takes place, where the products In 
question are of undetcrmmed origin, 
!I:} f?r the g~ods obtat~c':!: !he ~~-·.-·~!"!~~ p:!":!!, !. c. !h~ pr!::c pa!d t:> the rna~!~!adur'!!r !:1 ·.dl!!::~ c!':dert;:!:!!!; the \•:c:!":.f::g or pro::::~~!::; h.:: b~!:!!! 
carrir.d out. \\'here sum working or processing has been carried out in two or more undcrtak1ngs, the pnce be taken mlo account "t teat p;ud 
to the la'it milnu(acturf"r. 
1 f-or CXdmplc, unport docurnenh, IUVVH'C'!:., etc. rc.•lating to the products used. 
·•aqpnljJtlR a}RpdoJc!d~ Oljl .\q )no papJUJ ApNJjP 'P"'P AUR JO •~>U~J~JOJ _,.f{;,~~. I .,, . l ! 
................ ·············· ... .......... .................... . . ........................................................................... -• .J.~. -:-:: --~ ..,-* .. --~ ,r-.. 
r .· /:· --·· ~-~ ~- / --....... ~ "'.r" 
(JajJOdxa illj} JO u;uppv linJ puv ';>Wl!'l SS;>UISnq JO ';>WVU l~ J'Utf ;Ull'i~-/ ,./_,;- . .. .. .. .. · · · · ........................................................... ~-~_. •• ; ·~ .... · .··' __ ,-.,. .... ",rT.J il od:.. 3 
J ... ~ ,. /' ~ 
./ ,./ ./ ,.· ..--·· _/ taJnJVU0JS S,JalJOI.il.gj ··" ,. ; .. " , .. / ', ,i.., _,..--._, ... · .,. 
....................................................................................... """?-""'. -: ..... ·;;-···/ ;' /~_;..,;• 
SJapodxa AQ SUO!)llJepap DO S1patp lOJ 
iliQJsuods.-u AlJURo:> 6unJodxa aq1 1:1 saiiJlOQJRV 
",.. ··/~-,...,.c .r , .. ,.ol'.!-6<·,.,. /C. 
.. ···································~~:: . ., ....• , .......... ..,.,. ···················/~"'~····· :uoneonsap JO AlJuno:J -
/·"',---"" ,. ' /,..._.-·"' ·sanpoqtne ilsaqt ..{q 'aJaq paqp:>sap spoo5 aqt 
:1 suoneAJasqo JO ~Jnrl'PJllUeur"J9 sassa:>oJd aqt uo :>patp AUil pue s1uno:>Je S!t{ JO uon:>adsuJ 
l-------------------....,.--1-' A.ulf 91 il3r6P 01 pue ilJJnbaJ A"BW samJoq1ne asaq1 tp!QM a:>uapJAa 5unJOd 
······································ ............ >~;-;~'"!I!'"""' •••pdo,dde ••••• "'"b" '"'" •nwqn• ••"••~•••• "'" "' L_ · ' 'UO!llllll{Jilp SJ41 JO Z ped JO :lpllQ ilQl UO 1n0 loS SlUilWilljnbaJ aq1 loilW pul? 
.......... ·..,/,. :"";/~ .... ~ .. /' ·,-" ... ·· (AJ}unoJ 6unJOdxa) . ..E."' · "' "' ........... · ........................... · ... · ............................................................ ut. aJe ..{aq• •gq• saJe(:>ap 
.... ~>'".. ... /~-.A".... . .... . • • • 
""/J -"/' ,.,. • 
./' .......... /-... r·-:.·':.--~-...... ;:."":;./ .................... . :lUilWUDJSUO:l I' 
~,.,. / ~ ,...,. . ., y/ .r'~'~ / 
,.. ..•. :" .... "" ,.. / ,/ J -~;--~/' //" .... .. • • ..... .. ............ . S!lll UJ paU!lllUO:> pue ;:uaq paqp:>sap spoo5 arn JO lolJOdxa 'pau5JsJapun aqL 
spn• >lJ JO uondp:>saa 
1----- 0 0 0 1) u 0 z·w·v nov1 NOUVI::>OSSV V~lVW-3:3:::> 
(J L11Vd) z·w·v WHO::I 
GOODS IN RESPECT OF WHICH A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A. M. I 
MAY BE ENDORSED OR A FORM A. M. 2 MAY BE MADE OUT 
A movement certifJcc-te A. ?v1 1 may be endorsed or a fmm A. M. 2 maj-
be ma•le out • only m r~spect of those goods whid1, in the exporting country, 
fail within one of the following categories: 
C.ttegory I 
Goods wholly ohtdined either in the Member States " or m Malta. 
The loiiowlllg shall be con"dercd as wholly obtained either in the Member 
Sdtes or m tvldlta: 
(al mmerai products extracted horn-the ground thereof1 
(b) vegetable products harvested therein; 
(c) live animals born and raised therein; 
(d) product> from hve animals raised therein; 
(e) products obtained by hunting or fishing conducted therein; 
(f) marine products taken fro:n the sea by their vessels; 
(y) scrap and w.t,te resulting from manufacturing operations and used ar-
ticle•, jHuvtdl'd that they have been collected therein <1nd are hi only 
for the recovcqr of raw m~ttcndls; 
(h) goods obtainPd therein exclusively from animals or products referred 
to in subpara<Jrdphs (a) to (g) above or derivatives thetcof. 
Category 2 
Goods obtained in the Member States or in Malta, in tbe manufacture o! 
whtch are used only products ongtnaily imported from Mal!a or the Member 
States and whtch, on their exportdtion from such country, met the condt!ions 
required for obtaimng a movement cerhhcate A. M. I and also, where ap-
propnate, products falling under category I above. 
Category 3 
Goods obtamed m the Member States or in Malta, in the manufacture of 
which products other than thc•e falhng undPC categories I or 2 above are 
used, provtded that the '""! products (hercinaiter ref~rred to as "other' products) have undergone wotking or processing opercllH>ns: 
(a) wi11<h result in the goods obtamed betng ciasstfied under rl tariff 
headtng '" other than the tctnfl heudtng covermg eadt of the "other• pro-
dutcs used, unless the operctttons earned out uppcar tn List A annexed to 
the Protocol on the dehnt!ton of thP. concept of .•originaltng• products 
and on method-; of -,dmtmstrative co-operation; 
(b) or whtch, although appcorinq in List A refctred to in sub-paragraph 
(a) dbove, meet the ;pec•~l conchtions laid down in respect of !hem 
in the said list A;· 
(c) or whim do not re,uil in the goods obtained brmu classified under a 
!anti herl<iing other than the trlrtfl headwg covet tng e.~ch of thr "uthvr" pro· 
ducts used, but appear m List B unnexed to the Protocol on the dcfi· 
nilton of the concept of "ongtn.lltng" products dnd on methods of ad· 
mtnistrahve co-operation. 
• A form A. M 2 mt1y only he mctde out if the Vdlue of the good!t in quP-,tion dot•s not exceed 1000 umts of account for f'ach con~ignmrnt. 
'the 1-.!t·mlJL'f St.,tes an~: Tht" Kin~jdom o( Beluiurn, the Federal RepubHc of Germany, the Frt-n(h Rf!puhlic, the ltnlian Republic, the Gr,ln•l Outhy ,,r luxem· 
hourq •1IHI thJ l\ill!)dom of tho NcthNidnds in Eutopa. 
'" T.trifl h<•,.dill(li ,,h,tll me.ln thn tariff heading in the llru»:c!ls Nomnnclnlurc. 
I ·ssv v 1 1vw • ::>33 Sl::>V 031::>3110::> 
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(amJuu6ts s,Japodxa) · J';r .. · 
......................................................................................... ···,:,_/:;:·';·"" 
................................................................... '""/-<::: ... ~~·-'. '?1,:.,:~-;rr.-:: 
/ . / •' ·" ,•'./ ~,... . .. , ~ ...... ,.,-:~:: -:· ;_:.i~~;:t~--:~=- : 
.............. ;>'<;>< -~ >:~/:;%.. ................................... .. 
"' • I' ,· / 
~~-~-----~------------------; 
'spnt I, JO UO!ldp:>SaQ 
-------1 ~~ 
. '' 0 .0 0 () o.o 
. ,.•' _,· .... 
(t ~llVd) ·-
REQUEST FOR CHECK 
The undersigned Customs officiai requests a check on the 
exporter's declaration appearing on the front of this form 
A.M.2*. 
Place and date of signature 
Official 
stamp 
(Official's signature) 
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'[a:>lt!d lO lalpUd [UlSOd a'l{l JO fiUJlpt!d la1n0 
attl 01 3pn1s put! patp'l!lap aq 01 SJ httfiJl attl 01) [aq'l!( SJtt~ 
iUON 
RESULT OF CHECK 
A check carried out by the undersigned official shows that: 
(1) the details given on this label are accurate 1 ; 
(2) this label A. M. 2 does not meet the requiremen ; 
to correctness (see notes appended) 1• 
Place and date of signature 
Ofllclal 
stamp 
• Delete where not applicable. 
(Official's signature) 
• l:hcdc.s uu folmi A. M. 2 are tu Ue c.uuicd -.>ut at ra11dom and aiso whcnPver the Custt)ms authonttt'~ of tne 1mporun!J lf.Jtuury hrtvll:" h:a:.v•~o.•u•c ~uul.rt ",; :: 
thl! true origin of tht: good, in quc$tion or of certain parts thereof. 
1'he Cu•tnms authorities of the importmg country are to return to the ,ntthonlir.s re•ponsible for med<ing in the exporting contry th~ faona A. M. 2 cont.tined 
In the con•ignmcnt, gavin!J th<! formal or 5ub•tantivc rca5ons for an inq111ry \\ hrrcver possible they attadl to this form the invoice whim has been pre· 
aot·ult:U lu u,,.,u, ul a CVP"i :~.Gco!, :.:-.d !=n·.·..::d ::::y !~!~:"~:l:!'l~n w':~·-•: •' h;a. t • .,~n pncro;ih1" tn n'lt;un ttnd whid1 su;:a('ts that the pttrti~\•l~tn qivPn ou 
the loran A M. 2 dfl' inaccurat~. 
If the Ctht""" •Juth••t ittN of tlw irnp.,rtir•g ~ountry decade to ""P"''d rxt•cull on of tho provi.ann' of tlae A~·~•·ment whale dwaitmg th<! re•ult• of tho d!Nk, 
fl' \ :• i •IJI•'' to r~ !t '~"'~' th· 'j')'Jd" trJ lhl· impulti"' ~,lhJl'Ct to rlny t.OIIctl'1Vut HY MH'tl,urr~t d\•(•ITI{'(J l!t:'C'f'S~ary. 
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FINAL ACT 
The Plenipot~ntiaries of 
the Council of the European Conmunities, 
of the one part, and 
of the Government of l\lalta, 
of the other part, 
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assembled at Vallett:a. on this fifth day of December in the 
year one thousand nine hundred and seventy 
for the purpose of sie;:ning the Agreement establishing a.'1 
Associntion between the European Economic Community and 
Malta, 
have, at the time of signing this Agreement, 
- adopted the following Joint Declarations by the 
ContraC'ting Partins : 
1. Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties concP-rning 
co-operation and contacts between the European 
Par1imnent and the flialtese Parliament, 
2. Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties concerning 
amendr:1ents to the Customs Tariffs and to the import 
regulations, 
). Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties concerning 
Article 2 of the Agreement, 
4. Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties concerning 
Article 2 of Annex I, 
- and have taken note of the following Declarations 
by the Maltese Delegation : 
1. Declaration by the r.taltese Delegation concerning 
Article 3 of Annex II 
2. Declaration by the Maltese Delegation concerning 
Article 6 of Annex II 
The aforementioned Declarations are annexed to this 
I<'inal Act. 
The Plenipotentiaries have agreed that these 
Declarations shall, in so far as necessary, be subject, 
under the same conditions as the Agreement, to the 
nrocedurcs required to ensure their validity. 
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ZU URKUND DESSEN haben die unterzeichneten BevollmMchtigten 
ihre Unterschriften unter diese Schlussakte gesetzt. 
EN 70I DE QUOI, lee pl~nipotentiaires soussign~s ont appos~ 
leurs signatures au bas du pr~sent Acte final. 
IN FEDE DI CHE, i plenipotenziari sottoscritti hanno apposto 
le loro firme in calce al presente Atto finale. 
TEN BLIJKE WAARVAN de ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun 
handtekening onder deze Slotakte hebben gesteld. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned Pleipotentiaries 
have affixed the:l.r signatures below the Final Act. 
Geschehen zu Valletta am fUnften Dezember neunzehnhundertsiebzig. 
Pait a La Valette, le cinq d~cembre mil neuf cent soixante-dix. 
Fatto a La Valletta, il cinque dicembre millenovecentosettanta. 
Gedaan te Valletta, de vijfde december negentienhonderdzeventig • 
. ' Done at Valletta on this fifth pay of December in the year one 
thousand nine hundred and seventy. 
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Im Narnen des Rates der Europ~ischen Gemeinschaften, 
Pour le Conseil des Communautes Europeennes, 
Per i1 Consigli o delle Comuni ta Europee, 
Voor de Raad der Europese Gemeenschappen, 
For the Council of the European Communities, 
Sigismund von BRAUN 
Franco Mo.ria MALFATTI 
Kit daM Vorbehnlt, dn~3 fUr die Europftieche Wirtschaftegemeinechaft eret dann endgUltig 
eine Verpf11chtung bentoht, wenn sie der andoren Vertragspartei notifiziert hat, dass die 
durch den Ycrtrag :zur GrUndung der EuropltiRchen Wirtechaftsge!Deinechaft vorgeechriebenen 
Verfahren, namentlich die Anb3rung des Buropftiechen Parlaments, etattgefunden haben. 
GEN 
Sous r~~erve que la Cc~tnaut~ Economique ~Urop~enne ne oera definitivement engag~e qu'aprbs 
notificRtion a l'autrc Pertie contractante de l'accomplisscment des proced\lres requiees 
par le Truit6 instituant la Communaut6 Economiquo Europeenne et notamment la consultation 
da 1 1ABoenblee. 
Con risorva che la Cowunitn Economics Europea earA definitivamente vincolata soltanto 
dopo la notifies all'ultra Parte contraonte dell'eopletamento delle procedure rich1este 
dal Trnttato che istituiHce la Comunita Economics Europea e, in particolare, dell'avvenuta 
consultazione del Parlarnunto lUropeo. 
Onder voorbehoud dat de Europese Economische Gemeenschap eerst definitief gebonden zal zijn 
na kenniegeving aen de undere Overeenkomstaluitende Pertij van de vervulling der door het 
Verdrag tot oprichting van de h~opese Ecor.omische Gemeenschap vereiste procedures, met name 
van de raadpleging van het Europese Panement. 
Provided that the Community shall be finally bound only after the other Contracting Party has 
been notified that the procedurea required b,y the Treaty eatablishing the European Economic 
Coaaunit;r, and, in particular, consultation of the European Parliament, have been completed. 
Im Namen der Regierung Maltas, 
Pour le Gouvernement de Malte, 
Per il Governo di Malta, 
Voor de Regering van Malta, 
For the Government of Malta, 
Giorgio BORG OLIVIER 
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Annex 
Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties 
concerning co-operation and contacts between 
the ~·opean Parliament and the Maltese Parliament 
The Contracting Parties agree to take all appropriate 
measures in order to facilitate co-operation and contacts 
between the European Parliament and the Maltese Parliament. 
Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties 
concerning amendments 
to the Customs Tariffs and to the import regulations 
The Contracting Parties agree to notify each other with 
the least nossible delay of any amendments made to their 
res~ective customs tariffs, or to the regulations governing 
their imuort trade. 
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Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties 
concerning Article 2 of the Agreement 
1. Malta envisages the progressive establishment, 
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during the course of the second stage, of a customs union 
with the Community. To this end, the products mentioned 
in List A to Annex II of the Agreement shall, as from the 
commencement of the second stage, be subject to an initial 
reduction vis-a-vis the Community of at least 35~ of 
customs duties and taxes having an equivalent effect. 
2. The Community envisages granting Malta, from the 
commencement of the second stage, exemption from customs 
duties and taxes having equivalent effect in respect of 
products referred to in Article 1 of Annex I of the 
Agreement. 
3. The procedures for the introduction by Malta. of the 
common customs tariff, the elimination of the customs 
duties and quantitative restrictions applied vis--a-vis 
the Community, complementary provisions for the proper 
implementation of the customs union, and the special 
arrangements for the importation into the Community of 
agricultural products, which latter arrangement shall 
take due account of the common agricultural policy of tne 
Community, shall be determined during the course of 
negotiations for transition to the second stage. 
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Joint declaration by the Contracting Parties 
concerning Article 2 of Annex I 
The Contracting Parties, taking into consideration the 
undertaking by Malta to apply the common customs tariff 
during the second stage of the Agreement, agree that, for 
the purpose of the implementation of the Protocol on the 
definition of "originating" products and on methods of 
administrative co-operation, the special provisions 
mentioned in List A to that Protocol shall not be applicable, 
during the first stage, to imports, made under the con-
ditions laid down in Article 2 of Annex I, of products 
falling under tariff heading 56.04 (man-made fibres dis-
continuous or waste -, carded, combed or otherwise prepared 
for spinning) and 61.01 (mens' and boys' outer garments). 
Declaration by the Maltese Delegation 
concerning Article 3 of Annex II 
The Government of Malta declares that it is prepared 
to make, before the end of the first stage of the Agreement, 
the necessary amendments to its customs tariff in order to 
distinguish customs duties from taxes pertaining to the 
internal fiscal system within the meaning of Article 4 of 
the Agreement. 
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Declaration by the Maltese Delegation 
concerning Article 6 of Annex 11 
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The Government of Malta declares that it is prepared 
to take the necessary steps to procure that, during the 
first stage of the Agreement, imports which are still 
oubject to quantitative restrictions shall be freed from 
such restrictions as early as possible and to the extent 
compatible with the proper development of the Maltese 
economy. 
It also declares that it is prepared to ensure that, 
when products still subject to quantitative restrictions 
are imported, normal conditions of competition, are 
respected. 
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Information on the date of the entry into force of the Protocol laying down 
certain prov1s1ons relating to the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and Malta 
The exchange of the tnstrument~ giving notice of the completion of the procedures neces-
sary for tt.f> entry tnto force of the Protocol laying down certatn prov1s1ons relattng to the 
Agreement c~t~hlishmg an assoc1a11on between the European Economic Community and 
Malta, s1gned m 1\ro•ssel~ on 4 March I <J76, having taken place on 30 Apnl I '176 in Brus-
scb, the Protocol will enter into force on I June I <J76 in accordance with ArtiCle 2) of 
the same. 
The date of the entry into torce of the Financ1al Protocol will be puJ,hshed in the Offm,lf 
.Journ.tl of tbt· l:'uropt·all Com111111111it:.• once the procedures laid down tn Article I H of 
the same have been completed. 
Updating supplement • H December 1978 
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ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL 
to the Agreement establishing an association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA, 
of the other part, 
HAVE DECIDED to extend the first stage of the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and Malta, signed in Valletta on 5 
December 1970, and to this end have designated as their Plenipotentiaries : 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES : 
Joseph VAN DER MEULEN, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, 
Permanent Representative of Belgium, 
Chairman of the Permanent Representatives Committee ; 
Roland de KERGORLAY, 
Assistant Director General of the Directorate-General for External Relations of the 
Commission of the European Communities ; 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA: 
Josef von FERENCZ:'f, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Malta to the Euro-
pean Economic Community ; 
WHO, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
TITLE I 
Trade 
Article 1 
Article 2 
29. 11. 77 
1. The first stage of the Agreement establishing an 
association between the European Economic Commu-
nity and Malta is hereby extended until 31 December 
1980. 
The provisions governing the first stage of the Agree-
ment establishing an association between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and Malta, including 
those of the Protocol laying down certain provisions 
relating to the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta, signed on 4 March 1976, shall be supplemented 
2. Negotiations are provided for during the twelve 
months preceding the expiry of the first stage, with a 
view to defining the content of the second stage. 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1978 
by the following provisions. · 
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Article 3 
1. Subject to the special prov1s1ons laid down in 
Article 5 of this Protocol, products originating in 
Malta, other than those appearing in Annex 11 to the 
Treaty establishing the European Economic Commu-
nity, in Lists A and 8 of Annex I to the Agreement 
and in Article 4 of this Protocol, shall be exempt from 
payment of customs duty on entry into the Commu-
nity. 
2. Article 3 of Annex I to the Agreement shall be 
replaced by the following : 
'Article 3 
For the following goods obtained from the 
processing of agricultural products, the exemption 
referred to in Article 3 (1) of the Additional 
Protocol shall be applied to the fixed component 
of the charge levied on imports of those goods 
into the Community : 
ccr 
headins No 
18.06 
19.03 
19.08 
Description 
Chocolate and other food preparations 
containing cocoa 
Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products 
Pastry, biscuits, cakes and other fine bakers' 
wares, whether or not containing cocoa in 
any proportion' 
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3. The products falling within the following tariff 
headings shall be added to List A of Annex I to the 
Agreement: 
22.06 
22.09 
Descnpt1on 
Vermouths, and other wines of fresh grapes 
flavoured with aromatic extracts 
Spirits (other than those of heading No 22.08); 
liqueurs and other spirituous beverages ; 
compound alcoholic preparations (known as 
'concentrated extracts) for the manufacture of 
beverages: 
B. Compound alcoholic preparations (known as 
'concentrated extracts) for the manufacture 
of beverages 
C. Spirituous beverages 
4. Products falling within heading No 18.06 (choco-
late and other food preparations containing cocoa) 
shall be deleted from List A of Annex I to the Agree-
ment. 
Products falling within heading No 55.09 (other 
woven fabrics of cotton) shall be deleted from List 8 
of Annex I to the Agreement. 
Article 4 
The following products, originating in Malta, shall, on 
entry into the Community, be subject to the customs 
duty indicated in respect of each : 
ccr 
head•ns No Description 
Ratt of 
customs duty 
21.05 Soups and broths, in liquid, solid or powder form ; homogenized 
composite food preparations : ' 
A. Soups and broths, in liquid, solid or powder form 
22.03 Beer made from malt 
Article .S 
Article 2 of Annex I to the Agreement shall be replaced by the following : 
'Article 2 
5·4% 
7·2% 
1. For the following products, originating in Malta, the Community shall open annual 
Community tariff quotas for 1977 which shall be exempt from payment of customs duty 
within the limit of the quantities indicated below : 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1978 
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ccr 
headrn~ No 
55.05 
55.09 
56.04 
60.05 
61.01 
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Annual 
De,utptum ( ommunlly 
tanff quota 
Cotton yarn, not put up for retatl sale 1 200 tonnes 
Other woven fabrics of cotton 100 tonnes 
Man-made hbres (discontinuous or waste), carded, combed or 
otherwise prepared for spinning 1100 tonnes 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not 
elastic or rubberized 216 tonnes 
Men's and boys' outer garments 1115 tonnes 
2. If the date of the opening of the quotas referred to in paragraph I does not coin-
cide with the beginning of the calendar year, they shall be opened on a pro rata basis. 
3. As from I January 1978, imports into the Community of the products referred 
to in paragraph I shall be subject to annual indicative ceilings, above which the 
customs duties applicable to third countries may be reintroduced in accordance with 
paragraphs 4 to 7. The amounts of the ceilings for 1978 shall be the amounts speci-
fied in paragraph I increased by 5 %. These ceilings shall be increased annually by 
5%. 
4. If, over two consecutive years, imports of a product subject to ceilings are less 
than 90 % of the amount fixed, the Community shall suspend the application of 
those ceilings. 
5. In the event of cyclical difficulties, the Community reserves the right, after 
consultation within the Association Council, to apply for any year the same amount as 
that fixed for the preceding year. 
6. The Community shall notify the Association Council on I December of each 
year of the list of products subject to ceilings in the following year and of the amounts 
of the ceilings. 
7. By way of derogation from Article 3 (I) of the Additional Protocol, when a 
ceiling fixed for the importation of a product covered by paragraph I is reached, 
Common Customs Tariff duties may be charged again on imports of the product in 
question until the end of the calendar year.' 
Article 6 
For the products covered by Article 59 (I) (b) of the Act of Accession, Article 4 of the 
Protocol laying down certain provisions relating to the Agreement establishing an associa-
tion between the European Economic Community and Malta shall remarn applicable 
until 31 December 1977. 
Article 7 
For the following product, originating in Malta, the Community shall open, for the period 
I July 1977 to 30 June 1978, a Community tariff quota free of customs duties for the 
volume indicated : 
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ccr 
headmg No 
Descnpuon Communtty 
tanff quota 
GEN I 
16.02 Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal : 
B. Other: 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
I. Containing bovine meat or offal : 
bb) Other 650 tonnes 
Article 8 
I. The customs duties and charges having equiva-
lent effect applicable to products originating in the 
Community when imported into Malta shall be those 
actually applied in Malta on I July 1977. 
2. Any changes made by Malta in the customs 
duties and charges having equivalent effect applied 
vis-a-vis third countries must not have the effect of 
diminishing the percentage preference enjoyed by the 
Community in relation to third countries. 
Article 9 
In the event of modifications to the nomenclature "of 
the customs tariffs of the Contracting Parties affecting 
products referred to in the Agreement, the Association 
Council may adapt the tariff nomenclature of those 
products as it appears in the Agreement. 
TITLE 11 
Rules of origin 
Article 10 
I. A derogation from the rules of origin contained 
in the Protocol concerning the definition of the 
concept of 'originating products' and methods of admi-
nistrative cooperation, annexed to the Protocol laying 
down certain provisions relating to the Agreement 
establishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, hereinafter called 
the Origin Protocol, shall be granted for the following 
products. 
2. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
in Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading No 
I 6.02 to the effect that non-originating products from 
Chapter 2 must not be used, canned stewed steak 
manufactured in Malta shall be regarded as a product 
originating in Malta even though this condition is not 
observed, provided that the other conditions appli-
cable to this heading are satisfied. 
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The following entry must be made in box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.I, issued in respect of origi-
nating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation stewed steak'. 
This derogation shall apply until 30 June 1978. 
3. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
in Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading No 
18.06 to the effect that non-originating products from 
Chapter I 7 may not represent more than 30 % of the 
value of the finished product, chocolates manufac-
tured in Malta shall be regarded as products origi-
nating in Malta even though this condition is not 
observed, provided that the other conditions appli-
cable to this heading are satisfied. 
The following entry must be made in box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.I issued in respect of origi-
nating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation chocolates'. 
This derogation shall apply until 31 December 1978. 
4. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
in Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading No 
85.15 to the effect that at least 50 % in value of the 
materials and parts used must be originating products, 
intermediate-frequency transformers manufactured in 
Malta shall be regarded as products' originating in 
Malta even though this condition is not observed, 
provided that the other conditions relating to this 
heading are satisfied. 
The following entry must be made in box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.I issued in respect of origi-
nating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation IFT. 
This derogation shall apply until 30 June 1978. 
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5. By way of derogation from the special provi-
sions in Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading 
No 85.15 to the effect that non-originating transistors 
may not represent more than 3 % of the value of the 
finished product, reception apparatus manufactured in 
Malta shall be regarded as a product originating in 
Malta even though this condition is not observed, 
provided that the other conditions relating to this 
heading are satisfied. 
The following entry must be made in box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.I issued in respect of origi-
nating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation radios'. 
This derogation shall apply until 30 June 1978. 
6. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
in Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading No 
92.11 to the effect that non-originating transistors 
may not represent more than 3 % of the value of the 
finished product, tape recorders manufactured in 
Malta shall be regarded as products originating in 
Malta if the value of the non-originating transistor 
does not exceed 5 % of the value of the finished 
product, provided that the other conditions relating to 
this heading are satisfied. 
The following entry must be made in box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.t issued in respect of origi-
nating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
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'Derogation tape recorders'. 
This derogation shall apply until 30 June 1978. 
TITLE Ill 
General and final provisions 
Article 11 
This Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement 
establishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta. 
Article 12 
I. This Protocol shall be subject to ratification, 
acceptance or approval, in accordance with the proce-
dures of the Contracting Parties, who shall notify each 
other of the completion of the procedures necessary 
to that end. 
2. This Protocol shall enter into force on the first 
day of the second month following the month in 
which the notifications referred to in paragraph I 
have been effected. 
Article 13 
This Protocol is drawn up in two copies in the 
Danish, Dutch, English, French, Germari and Italian 
languages, each of these texts being equally authentic. 
Til bekr~ftelse heraf har undertegnede befuldm~gtigede underskrevet denne protokol. 
Zu Urkund dessen haben die unterzeichneten Bevollmachtigten ihre Unterschriften unter 
dieses Protokoll gesetzt. 
In witness whereof, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have affixed their signatures below 
this Protocol. 
En foi de quoi, les plenipotentiaires soussignes ont appose leurs signatures au bas du 
present protocole. 
In fede di che, i plenipotenziari sottoscritti hanno apposto le loro firme in cake al 
presente protocollo. 
Ten blijke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun handtekening onder dit 
Protocol hebben gesteld. 
Udf~rdiget i Bruxelles, den syvogtyvende oktober nitten hundrede og syvoghalvfjerds. 
Geschehen zu Briissel am siebenundzwanzigsten Oktober neunzehnhundertsiebenund-
siebzig: 
Done at Brussels on the twenty-seventh day of October in the year one thousand nine 
hundred and seventy-seven. 
Fait a Bruxelles, le vingt-sept octobre mil neuf cent soixante-dix-sept. 
Fatto a Bruxelles, addi ventisette ottobre millenovecentosettantasette. 
Gedaan te Brussel, de zevenentwingtigste oktober negentienhonderd zevenenzeventig. 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1978 
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Pa Radet for De europaeiske Faellesskabers vegne 
Fiir den Rat der Europaischen Gemeinschaften 
For the Council of the European Communities 
Pour le Conseil des Communautes europeennes 
Per il Consiglio delle Comunita europee 
Voor de Raad van de Europese Gemeenschappen 
~ . 
For republikken Maltas regering 
Fiir die Regierung der Republik Malta 
For the Government of the Republic of Malta 
Pour le gouvemement de. la republique de Matte 
Per il governo della Repubblica di Malta 
Voor de Regering van de Republiek Malta 
0 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1978 
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No L 304/8 Official Journal of the European Communities 
FINAL ACT 
The Plenipotentiaries of 
the Council of the European Communities, 
of the one part, and 
the Government of the Republic of Malta, 
of the other part, 
meeting in Brussels on the twenty-seventh day of October in the year one thousand nine 
hundred and seventy-seven for the signature of the Additional Protocol to the Agreement 
establishing an association between the European Economic Community and Malta, 
have, on signing this Protocol, adopted the joint declaration by the Contracting Parties on 
the application of Article 17 of the Protocol laying down certain provisions relating to the 
Agreement establishing an association between the European Economic Community and 
Malta. 
The Plenipotentiaries have agreed that this declaration shall be subjected, in the same 
manner as the Protocol, to any procedures that may be necessary to ensure its validity. 
Udf~rdiget i Bruxelles, den syvogtyvende oktober nitten hundrede og syvoghalvfjerds. 
Geschehen zu Briissel am siebenundzwanzigsten Ok~ober neunzehnhundertsiebenund-
siebzig. 
Done at Brussels on the twenty-seventh day of October in the year one thousand nine 
hundred and seventy-seven. 
Fait a Bruxelles, le vingt-sept octobre mil neuf cent soixante-dix-sept. 
Fatto a Bruxelles, addl ventisette ottobre millenovecentosettantasette. 
Gedaan tc Brussel, de zevenentwintigste oktober negentienhonderd zevenenzeventig. 
IJpdatmg supplern!'nt - ll Dec<'rnhcr l<J7X 
29. 11. 77 
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Pa Radct for De europa-i~h F:dlesskabers vegnt· 
Fur dl·n Rat dcr Europiiischen Gernem,chaften 
For the Council of the European Communities 
Pour le Conseil des Communautes europeennes 
Per 1l Consiglio delle Comunita europee 
Voor de R<tad van de Europesl' Gemeenschappen 
For republikken Maltas rcgcnng 
Fiir <lie Regierung der Republik Malta 
For the Government of the Republic of Malta 
Pour le gouverncment de la rcpublique de Malte 
Per il governo della Rcpubblica di Malta 
Voor de Regering van de Republiek Malta 
Updating supplement - H December 1978 
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ANNF.X 
Joint declaration by the Contracting Parties on the application of Article 17 of 
the Protocol laying down certain provisions relating to the Agreement esta-
blishing an association between the European Economic Community and Malta 
In the course of the negotiations which led to the conclusion of the Additional Protocol 
between the European Economic Community and the Republic of Malta it was stated that 
on the occasion of the review referred to in Article 17 of the Protocol laying down certain 
provisions relating to the Agreement establishing an association between the European 
Economic. Community and Malta, the Contracting Parties would examine the tariff treat-
ment applied by Malta to products originating in the Community. 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1978 
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No L 313/8 Official Journal of the European Communities 
Information concerning the date of entry into force of the Additional Protocol 
to the Agreement establishing an association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta 
Since the exchange of instruments notifying completion of the procedures necessary for 
the entry into force of the Additional Protocol to the Agreement establishing an associa-
tion between the European Economic Community and Malta, signed in Brussels on 27 
October 1977, took place on 30 November 1977 in Brussels, the Protocol will enter into 
force in accordance with Article 12 thereof on 1 January 1978 . 
Updating supplement • H December 1978 
7. 12. 77 
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20. 10. 78 Official Journal of the European Communities No L 295/35 
Information on the date of entry into force of various Agreements or Protocols 
with certain countries of the Mediterranean basin 
- The notification procedures provided for in Article 
18 of the Financial Protocol between the EEC and 
the Republic of Malta.) signed in Brussels on 4 
March 1976 having been completed on 28 
September 1978, the Protocol will enter into force 
on I November 1978. 
- The notification procedures provided for in Article 
59 of the Cooperation Agreement between the 
EEC and the Republic of Tunisia (1) and in Article 
13 of the Agreement between the Member States 
of the European Coal and Steel Community and 
the Republic of Tunisia signed in Tunis on 25 
April 1976 having been completed on 28 
September 1978, these Agreements will enter into 
force on I November 1978. 
- The notification procedures provided for in Article 
58 of the Cooperation Agreement between the 
EEC and the People's Democratic Republic of 
Algeria IJ) and in Article 13 of the Agreement 
between the Member States of the European Coal 
and Steel Community and the People's Democ-
ratic Republic of Algeria signed in Algiers on 26 
April 1976 having been completed on 28 
September 1978, these Agreemcmts will enter into 
force on I November 1978. 
- The notification procedures provided for in Article 
60 of the Cooperation Agreement between the 
EEC and the Kingdom of Morocco ~) and in 
Article 13 of the Agreement between the Member 
States of the European Coal and Steel Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco signed in Rabat on 
27 April 1976 having been completed on 29 
September 1978, these Agreements will enter into 
force on I November 1978. 
(1) 0) No L 265, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
~) OJ No L 263, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
tl) OJ No L 264, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
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- The notification procedures provided for in Article 
51 of the Cooperation Agreement between the 
EEC and the Arab Republic of Egypt (~ signed in 
Brussels on 18 January 1977 having been 
completed on 28 September 1978, the Agreement 
will enter into force on 1 November 1978. 
- The notification procedures provided for in Article 
48 of the Cooperation Agreement between the 
EEC and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (5) 
signed in Brussels on 1 8 January 1977 having 
been completed on 29 September 1978, the Agree-
ment will enter into force on 1 November 1978. 
- The notification procedures provided for in Article 
49 of the Cooperation Agreement between the 
EEC and the Syrian Arab Republic (C.) signed in 
Brussels on 18 January 1977 having been 
completed on 28 September 1978, the Agreement 
wil! enter into force on 1 November 1978. 
- The notification procedures provided for in Article 
49 of the Cooperation Agreement between the 
EEC and the Lebanese Republic (1) signed in Brus-
sels on 3 May 1977 having been carried out on 28 
September 1978, the Agreement will enter into 
force on 1 November 1978. 
- The notification procedures provided for in Article 
16 of the Additional Protocol to the Apeement 
between the EEC and the State of Israel ($ and in 
Article 13 of the Protocol on Financial Coopera-
tion between the EEC and the State of Israel 
signed in Brussels on 8 February 1977 having 
been completed on 28 September 1978, these 
Protocols will enter into force on 1 November 
1978. 
(,t) OJ No L 266, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
(IJI OJ No L 268, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
(61 OJ No L 269, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
(11 OJ No L 267, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
(lt OJ No L 270, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
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No L 81/2 Official Journal of the European Communities 
AGREEMENT 
extending the provisions governing the first stage of the Agreement establishing 
an association between the European Economic Community and Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, and 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA, 
of the other part, 
CONSIDERING that the provis1ons governing the first stage of the Agreement establishing an associ-
ation between the European Economic Community and Malta, sigm·d at Valletta on 5 December 
1970, hereinafter referred to as 'the Agreement', expire on 31 March 1976 , 
CONSIDERING that the Contracting Parties have made it their a1m to negotiate a second stage 
providing for a further elimination of obstacles to trade between the European Economic Commu-
nity and Malta and the adoption by Malta of the Common Customs Tariff; 
RECOGNIZING that it has proved impossible to open the negotiations relating to the definition of 
the content of the second stage within the prescribed time; 
HAVE DECIDED to extend the provisions governing the first stage of the Agreement until the entry 
into force of the second stage but not later than 30 June 1977, and to this end have designated as 
their Plenipotentiaries : 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES : 
Jean DONDELINGER, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative of Luxembourg, 
Chairman of the Permanent Representatives Committee ; 
Theodorus HIJZEN, 
Director-General of External Relations of the Commission of the European Communities; 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA: 
Joseph Attard KINGSWELL, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, 
Permanent Delegate of the Republic of Malta to the European Economic Community; 
WHO, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
Article 2 (2) of the Agreement shall be replaced by the following : 
'2. The Agreement provides for two successive stages. The provisions governing the 
first stage shall apply until the entry into force of the provisions governing the second 
stage but not later than 30 June 1977. The second stage shall be, in principle, of five 
years' duration.' 
27. 3. 76 
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(OJ No 161, 14.3.1971) 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 492/71 
of 1 1\Ia:rch 1971 
on the conclusion of the Agreement establishing an Asaociation between the 
European Economic Community and tial ta and layill8 down provisions 
for its implementation 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN Ca.ILroNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing 
the European Economic Cor:unu:'li ty, and in 
particular Article 238 thereof, 
Having regard to the report from the 
Commission, 
Having consulted the European Parliament J 
Whereas it is necessary to conclude the 
Agreement establishing ~~ Association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta, signed in Valetta on 5 December 1970; 
Whareas it is also necessary to determine 
the procedures ~o be followed in arriving 
at the position to be adopted by the 
Community in the Association Council set 
up under the Agreement, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The Agreement establishing an 
Association between the European Economic 
Community and Turkey, the Annexes and 
the Protocol appended thereto, and the 
Final Act and the Declarations ~exed 
thereto, are concluded, approved and 
confirmed on behalf of the European 
Economic Community. 
The texts of the Agreement and the 
Final Act are annexed to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
Pursuant to Article 18 of the Agreement, 
the President of the Council of the European 
Communities hereby gives notice that the 
necess~J procedures fc~ the entry into 
force of the Agreement have been completed. 
.Article 3 
The position to be adopted by the 
Community vdthin the Association Council 
shall be laid dawn by the Council of the 
European Communities, acting on a proposal 
from the Commission in accordance vdth the 
provisions of the Treaty. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force 
on the third day' after the day of its 
publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communties. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all l.!ember States. 
Done at Brussels, 1 Uarch 1971. 
Por the Council 
The President 
m. SCHULIANN 
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Article 2 
I. This Agreement shall require ratification, acceptance or approval in accordance with 
the procedures of the Contracting Parties who shall notify each other of the completion 
of the procedures necessary to that end. 
2. This Agreement shall enter into force on the first day of the month following the 
date on which the notifications referred to in paragraph 1 have been effected. 
Article 3 
This Agreement is drawn up in two copies in the Danish, Dutch, English, French, 
German and Italian languages, each of these texts being equally authentic. 
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No L 86/S8 Official Journal of the European Communities 
Information concerning the date of entry into force of the Agreement extending 
the provisions governing the first stage of the Agreement establishing an associa-
tion between the EEC and Malta 
As the exchange of instruments of notification of the completion of tlle procedures 
required for the entry into force of the Agreement extending the provisions governing the 
first stage of the Agreement establishing an association between the EEC and Malta, 
signed in Brussels on 27 February 1976, took place on 30 March 1976, the Agreement 
will enter into force on I April 1976 in accordance with Article 2 of that Agreement • 
I. 4. 76 
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28.4. 76 Official Journal of the European Communities NoL111/1 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 939/76 
of 23 April1976 
concluding the Financial Protocol and the Protocol laying down certain provtstons 
relating to the Agreement establishing an association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 238 thereof, 
Having regard to the recommendation from the 
Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European 
Parliament, 
Whereas the Protocol laying down certain provisions 
relating to the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta and a Financial Protocol should be concluded 
and the Declarations and the Exchange of Letters 
annexed to the Final Act should be approved, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The Protocol laying down certain provisions relating 
to the Agreement establishing an association between 
the European Economic Community and Malta, the 
Financial Protocol and the Declarations and the 
Exchange of Letters annexed to the Fina'i Act are 
hereby concluded, approved and confirmed on behalf 
of the Community. 
The texts of the Protocols and of the Final Act are 
annexed to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall, as far as the 
Community is concerned, give the notification 
provided for in Article 25 of the Protocol laying 
down certain provisions relating to the Agreement 
establishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta. 
The President of the Council, shaH as far as the 
Community is concerned, take the necessary measures 
concerning the exchange of the act of notification 
of conclusion provided for in Article 18 of the 
Financial Protocol • 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third 
day following its publication in the Official journal 
of the European Communities. 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 23 April 1976. 
For the Council 
The Preside11t 
G. THORN 
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PROTOCOL 
laying down certain provtstons relating to the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and Malta 
THE COUNCIL vF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA, 
of the other part, 
HAVE OECJI)ED to determine by mutual agreement cerr.1in transitional measures and adap-
tations to the Agreement establishing an assoriation between the European Economic Com-
munity and Malta signed at Vallerra on 5 December 1970 which are necessary consequent on 
the enlargement of the Community and to include therein supplement.1ry measures to reinforce 
and extend economic relations existing under that Agreement, and to this end have designated 
as their Plenipotentiaries: 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
jean DONDELINGER, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative of Luxemburg, 
Chairman of the Permanent Representatives Committee; 
Theodorus HIJZEN, 
Director-General of External Relations of the Commission of the European Communities; 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA: 
Joseph Attard KINGSWELL, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Delegate of the Republic of 
Malta to the European Economic Community, 
WHO, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
TITLE I 
Measures of adaptation 
Article 1 
The text of the Agreement and the dedarations 
annexed to the Final! Act drawn up in Danish and 
annexed to this Protocol are authentic in the same 
way as the original texts. 
Article 2 
The annual tariff quotas for Malta in application 
of Article 2 of Annex I to the Agreement shall be 
increased as follows: 
CCT 
headins No Description 
55.05 Cotton yarn, not put up for 
retail sale 
56.04 Man-made fibres (discontinuous 
or waste), carded, combed or 
otherwise prepared for spinning 
60.05 Outer garments and other articles, 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
or rubberized 
61,01 Men's and boys' outer garments 
Annual 
Community 
tariff quota 
(in metric 
tons) 
910 
800 
190 
730 
I .~Ec 
TITLE II 
Transitional measures 
Article 3 
Denmark shall app;y m respect of :\ialta the 
reductions in custrJms duties and charges having 
equi,·alent effect provided for in ArtiCles 1, 2, 3 and 
5 of Annex I to the Agreement and at rates shown 
therein. 
However, the duties thus reduced may in no case 
be lower than those applied by Denmark in respect 
of the Community as originally constituted. 
Article 4 
1. Ireland and the United Kingdom shall apply to 
imports originating in Malta the customs duties and 
rules of origin applied in respect of Malta at the 
time of entry into force of this Protocol. 
This provi~ion shall apply until the entry into force 
of the provisions governing the second stage but 
not later than 30 June 1977. 
2. Products ongmating in Malta conforming to the 
provisions of the Protocol annexed in respect of 
which the rates of customs duties and charges having 
equivalent effect, reduced in accordance with Articles 
1, 2, 3 and 5 of Annex I to the Agreement and 
calculated in accordance with Article 5, and in 
accordance with Articles 13 and 14 of this Protocol, 
and calculated in accordance with Article 15 are 
lower than the customs duties and charges having 
equivalent effect applied by Ireland and the United 
Kingdom in respect of Malta at the time of entry 
into force of this Protocol may be imported into 
Ireland and the United Kingdom at the reduced 
rates of customs duties and charges having equivalent 
effect set out in the Agreement. 
However, the duties thus reduced may in no case be 
lower than those applied by Ireland and the United 
Kingdom in respect of the Community as originally 
constituted. 
3. Should the progressive alignment of the Irish and 
the United Kingdom tariffs on the Common Customs 
Tariff result in the application by Ireland and the 
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United Kingdom as regards Malta of customs duties 
lower than those applied in respect of that State at 
the time this Protocol enters into force, the first-
mentioned customs duties shall be applied. 
Article S 
1. The rates on the basis of which the new Member 
~tates apply to Malta the reductions provided for 
in Article 3 and Article 4 (2) shall be those which 
they apply at the time in respect of third countries. 
2. By way of derogation from the provisions of 
Article ) and Article 4 (2), should rhe application 
of these provisions temporarily result in tariff 
movements away from alignment on the final duty, 
the new Member States may maintain their duties 
until the level of these duties has been reached on 
the oct:asion of a subsequent alignment, or they may 
apply the duty resulting from a subsequent 
alignment as soon as this alignment reaches or passes 
the said level. 
Article 6 
1. The reduced duties calculated in accordance with 
Articles 3, 4 and 5 shall be applied by rounding to 
the first decimal place. 
2. Subject to the effect to be given by the Com-
munity to Article 39 (5) of the Act of Accession 
as regards the specific duties or the specific part of 
the mixed duties of the customs tariffs of Ireland 
and the United ~ingdom, the provisions of Articles 4 
and 5 shall be applied by rounding to the fourth 
place of decimals. 
Article 7 
Where, for the products listed in Annex I to the 
Agreement, the new Member States apply duties 
comprising protective and fiscal elements, only the 
protective elements of those duties, within the 
meaning of Article 38 of the Act of Accession, shall 
be aligned on the preferential duties set out in that 
Annex and reduced as provided in Articles 3, 4 and 5. 
Article 8 
The arrangements which Denmark applies in respect 
of Malta, in application of Article 7 of Annex I to 
the Agreement, may under no circumstances-be more 
favourable than those which it applies in respect of 
the Community as originai.Jy constituted. 
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Article 9 
1. Ireland and ~he United Kingdom shall apply to 
imports ongmating in Malta the quantitative 
restrictions in force in respect of Malta at the time 
of entry into force of this Protocol. 
This provision shall apply until the entry into force 
of the provisions governing the second stage but 
not later than 30 June 1977. 
2. The arrangements which Ireland and the United 
Kingdom apply in respect of Malta may not be less 
favourable than those provided for in Article 7 of 
Annex I to the Agreement. 
3. However, the quantitative restrictions in force in 
Ireland which are referred to in Protocol 7 of the 
Act of Accession shall be abolished as regards Malta 
in accordance with procedures to be determined, 
account being taken of the provisions of the above-
mentioned Protocol. 
Article 10 
Malta shall apply in respect of Denmark the 
reductions in customs duties and charges having 
equivalent effect provided for in Articles 1, 2, 3 and 
4 of Annex II to the Agreement at the rates and 
in accordance with the timetable set out therein. 
Article 11 
1. Malta shall continue to apply to imports 
originating in Ireland and the United Kingdom the 
tariff and rules of origin applied prior to the 
Agreement, without prejudice to the protective 
clauses of that Agreement. 
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This provision shall apply until the entry into force 
of the provisions governing the second stage but not 
later than 30 June 1977. 
2. Products originating in Ireland and the United 
Kingdom in respect of which the rates of customs 
duties and charges having equivalent effect, reduced 
in accordance with Article 1 of Annex II to the 
Agreement, are lower than the customs duties and 
charges having equivalent effect applied by Malta 
at the time of entry into force of this Protocol may 
be imported into Malta at the reduced rates of 
customs duties and charges having equivalent effect 
in accordance with the timetable set out in the 
Agreement and under the rules of origin appropriate 
thereto. 
TITLE III 
Origin rules 
Article 12 
The Protocol annexed replaces the Protocol relating 
to the definition of the concept of 'originating 
products' and to methods of administrative 
cooperation referred to in Article 7 of the Agreement. 
TITLE IV 
Rules applying to certain agricultural products 
Article 13 
Customs duties on imports into the Community of 
the products originating in Malta which are I: ;ted 
as follows shall be reduced by the rates indicated 
for each of them: 
CCT 
heading No Description 
Rate of 
re-luction 
06.02 Other live plants, including trees, shrubs, bushes, roots, cut-
rings and slips 
06.03 Cut flowers and flower buds of a kind suitable for bouquets 
or for ornamental purposes, fresh, dried, dyed, bleached, 
impregnated or otherwise prepared: 
06.04 
A. Fresh 
Foliage,. branches and other parts (other than flowers or 
buds) of trees, shrubs, bushes and other plants, and mosses, 
lichens and grasses, being goods of a kind suitable for 
bouquets or ornamental purposes, fresh, dried, dyed, 
bleached, impregnated or otherwise prepared 
60°/• 
60 .,. 
60 °/~ 
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Deswptton 
Rote of 
n:du .. ul)o 
07.01 Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
A. Potatoes: 
ll. New potatoes: 
a) From 1 January to 15 May 40 °/o 
F. Leguminous vegetables, shelled or unshelled: 
11. Beans (of the species Phaseolus): 
ex a) From 1 October to 30 June: 
- From t. November to 30 April 60 °/o 
ex H. Onions, shallots and garlic: 
- Onions, from 1 July to 31 July 50 °/o 
M. Tomatoes: 
ex I. From 1 November to 14 May: 
- From 1 December to 30 April 60 °/o 
S. Sweet peppers 40 °/a 
ex T. Other: 
- Courgettes, from 1 December to the last day of 
Febru.uy 60 Ofo 
08.02 Citrus fruit, fresh or dried: 
A. Oranges: 
I. Sweet oranges, fresh 60 °/o 
08.08 Berries, fresh: 
A. Strawberries: 
ex 11. From 1 August to 30 April: 
- From 1 November to 31 March 60 °/o 
Article 14 
The customs duties on imports into the Community of wine of fresh grapes falling 
wnhin the following tariff headings and originating in Malta, shall be reduced by 75%, 
provided that the import prices of such wines plus the customs duties actually levied 
are not less at any given time than the Community reference price for such time: 
CCT 
headmg Nu 
22.05 
Descripuon 
Wine of fresh grapes; grape must with fermentation arrested by the 
addition of alcohol: 
C. Other: 
I. Of an actual alcoholic strength not exceeding 13°, in containers 
holding: 
ex a) Two litres or less: 
- Wine of fresh grapes 
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CCT 
h<.u.long 
No 
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Description 
22.05 
(cont'd) 
11. Of an actual alcoholic strength exceeding 13° but not exceeding 
15'-', in containers holding: 
ex a) Two litres or less: 
- Wine of fresh grapes 
Ill. Of an actual alcoholic strength exceeding 15° but not exceeding 
18", in containers holding: · 
a) Two litres or less: 
ex 2. Other: 
- Wine of fresh grapes 
IV. Of an actual alcoholic strength exceeding 18° but not exceeding 
22", in containers holding: 
a) Two litres or less: 
ex 2. Other: 
- Wine of fresh grapes 
Article 15 
1. The rates of reduction specified in Articles 13 and 
14 shall apply to customs duties actual·ly applied in 
respect of third countries. 
2. Article 4 shaU app1y to imports into Ireland and 
the United Kingdom of the products referred to in 
Articles 13 and 14. 
3. However, the du~ies applied by Denmark as a 
result of the reductions referred to in paragraph 1 
may in no case be ·lower than those applied by the 
said country to the Community as originally 
constituted. 
4. By way of derogation from paragraph 1, should 
the application thereof temporarily result in tariff 
movements away from alignment on the fina:J duty, 
Denmark, Ireland and rhe United Kingdom may 
maintai·n their duties until the level of these duties 
has been reached on the occasion of a subsequent 
alignment, or they may apply the duty which would 
result from a subsequent alignment as soon as a tariff 
movement reaches or passes the said level. 
5. The reduced duties calculated in accordance with 
paragraph 1 ·shal!l be applied rounded ro the first 
decimal place. 
Subject to the application by the Community of 
Article 39 (5) of rhe Act of Accession, as regards 
the specific duties or the specific part of the mixed 
duties in the Irish and United Kingdom Customs 
Tariffs, paragraph 1 shall be applied by rounding to 
the fourth decima•l place. 
Article 16 
1. Should specific rules be introduced as a result of 
implemrntation of irs agricultural policy or 
modification of the existing ru.les, or should the 
provisions on the implemenl'ation of its agricultural 
policy be modified or devdoped, the Community 
may modify the arrangements laid down in this 
Prorocol in respect of the products ·concerned. 
In such cases the Community shall take appropriate 
account of the interests of Malta. 
2. If the Community, in applying paragraph 1, 
amends the arrangements made by this Protocol 
for products cov·ered by Annex 11 to the Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Community, it 
shall accord imports originating in Malta an 
advantage comparable to that provided for in this 
Protocol. 
3. Consultations may be held within the Association 
Council on the application of this Article. 
Article 17 
From the beginning of 1978 in accordance with the 
procedure adopted for negotiating the Agreement, 
the Contracting Parties shall review the results of 
the agricultura1 provrs1ons as well as any 
improvements which could be made as from 
1 January 1979 on the'basis of the experience gained 
during the functioning of the Agreement and of the 
objectives defined therein. 
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TITLE V 
Cooperation 
Article 18 
The Community and Malta shall institute 
cooperation with the aim of contributing to the 
development of Malta by efforts complementary to 
those made by Malta itself and of strengthening 
existing economic links on as broad a basis as 
possible for their mutual benefit. 
Article 19 
In order to achieve the cooperation referred to in 
Article 18, account shall be taken, in particular, of 
the following: 
- the objectives and priOrities of Malta's 
development plans and programmes; 
- the importance of schemes into which different 
operations are integrated; 
- the importance of promoting regional 
cooperation between Malta and other States. 
Article 20 
The purpose of cooperation between the Community 
and Malta shall be to promote, in particular: 
- participation by the Community in the efforts 
made by Malta to develop its production and 
economic infrastructure in order to diversify its 
economic structure. Such participation should be 
connected, in particu:Jar, with the industrialization 
of Malta and the modernization of its 
agriculture, fisheries and tourist industry; 
- the marketing and sales promotion of products 
e~ported by Malta; 
- industrial cooperation aimed at boosting the 
industrial production of Malta, in particular 
through projects, programmes and studies 
designed to: 
- encourage parttctpation by the Community 
in the implementation of Malta's industrial 
development programmes; 
- foster the organization of contacts and 
meetin85 between Maltese and Community 
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industrial policy-makers, promoters and firms 
in order to promote the establishment of 
new-style industrial relations in conformity 
with the aims of the Agreement; 
facilitate access by Malta to technological 
knowhow suited to its specific needs; 
eliminate non-tariff and non-quota barriers 
likely to impede access to either market; 
- encourage the development and diversification 
of industry in Malta and in particular the 
establishment of new industrial and trade 
links between the industries and firms of the 
Member States and those of Malta; 
- cooperation in the fields of science, technology 
and the protection of the environment; 
- the encouragement and facilitation of private 
investments which are in the mutual interest of 
the parties; 
- exchange of information on the economic and 
financial situation, and on the trend thereof, as 
required for the proper functioning of the 
Agreement. 
Article 21 
1. The Association Coundil shall define periodically 
the guidelines of cooperation for the purpose of 
attaining the objectives set out in the Agreement. 
2. The Association Council shaJ:l be responsible for 
seeking ways and means of establishing cooperation 
in the areas defined in Article 20. To that end it is 
empowered to make decisions. 
Article 22 
The Commun·ity shall participate in the financing 
of any projects to promote the development of Malta 
undeJ; the conditions laid down in the Financial 
Protocol. 
Article 23 
The Contracting Parties shall facilitate the proper 
performance of cooperation and investment contracts 
which are of interest to both parties and come within 
the framework of the Agreement. 
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TITLE VI 
Final provisions 
force in each of the Contracting Parties who shall 
notify each other of the completion of the procedures 
necessary to that end. 
Article 24 
This Protocol and its Annex form an integral part 
of the Agreement establishing an association between 
the European Economic Community and Malta. 
Article 25 
1. This Protocol shall require ratification, acceptance 
or approval in accordance with tht: procedures in 
2. This Protocol shall enter into force on the first 
day of the second month following the date on which 
the notifications referred to in paragraph 1 have been 
effected. 
Article 26 
This Protocol is drawn up in two copies in the 
Danish, Dutch, English, French, German and Italian 
languages, each of these texts being equally authentic. 
Til bekrreftelse heraf bar undertegnede befuldmregtigede underskrevet denne Protokol. 
Zu Urkund dessen haben die unteheichneten Bevollmachtigten ihre Unterschriften 
unter dieses Protokoll gesetzt. 
In witness whereof, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have affixed their signatures 
below this Protocol. 
En foi de quoi, les plenipotentiaires soussignes ont appose leurs signatures au has du 
present protocole. 
In fede di che, i plenipotenziari sottoscritti hanno apposto le loro firme in calce al 
presente protocollo. 
Ten blijke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachtigden bun handtekeninog onder dit 
Protocol hebben gesteld. 
Udfrerdiget i Bruxelles, den fjcrde marts nitten hundrede og seksoghalvfjerds. 
Geschchcn zu Briissel am viertcn Marz neunzehnhundertsechsundsiebzig. 
Done at Brussels on the fourth day of March in the year one thousand nine hundred 
and seventy-six. 
Fait a Bruxelles, le quatre mars mil neuf cent soixante-seize. 
Fatto a Bruxelles, addl quattro marzo millenovecentooettantasei. 
Gedaan te Brussel, de vierde maart negentienhonderd zesenzeventig. 
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Pa Radet for De europziske Fzllesskabers vegne, 
lm Namen des Rates der Europaischen Gemeinschaften, 
For the Council of the European Communities, 
Pour le Conseil des Communautes europeennes, 
Per il Consiglio delle Comunita europee, 
Voor de Raad van de Europese Gemeenschappen, 
For republikken Maltas regering, 
Im Namen der Regierung der Republik Malta, 
For the Government of the Republic of Malta, 
Pour le gouvernement de la republique de Malte, 
Per il governo della Repubblica di Malta, 
Voor de Regering van de Republiek Malta, 
r--
---
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ANNEX 
PROTOCOL 
concerning the definition of the concept of 'originating products' and methods of 
administrative cooperation 
TITLE I 
Definition of the concept of 'originating products' 
Article 1 
For the purpose of implementing the Agreement, the 
following products, on condition that they were 
transported directly within the meaning of Article 5, 
shall be considered as: 
1. products originating in Malta: 
(a) products wholly obtained in Malta; 
(b) products obtained in Malta, in the manufac-
ture of which products other than those 
wholly obtained in Malta are used, provided 
that the said products have undergone 
sufficient working or processing within the 
meaning of Article 3. This condition shall not 
apply, however, to products which, within 
the meaning of this Protocol, originate in the 
Community; 
2. products originating in the Community: 
(a) products wholly obtained in the Community; 
(b) products obtained in the Community, in the 
manufacture of which products other than 
those wholly obtained in the Community are 
used, provided that the said products have 
undergone sufficient working or processing 
within the meaning of Article 3. This condi-
tion shall not apply, however, to products 
which, within the meaning of this Protocol, 
originate in Malta. 
The products in List C in Annex IV shall be 
temporarily excluded from the scope of this Protocol. 
Article 2 
The following shall be considered as 'wholly 
obtained' either in Malta or in the Community, 
within the meaning of Articles 1 (1) (a) and (2) (a): 
(a) mineral products extracted from their soil or from 
their seabed; 
(b) veget:1ble products harvested there; 
(c) live animals born and raised there; 
(d) products from live animals raised there; 
(e) products obtained by hunting or fishing conducted 
there; 
(f) products of sea fishing and other products taken 
from the sea by their vessels; 
(g) products made aboard their factory ships 
exclusively from products referred to in sub-
parJgmph (f); 
(h) used Jrticles collected there fit only for the 
recovery of raw materiJls; 
(i) waste and scr:1p resulting from mJnuf:.tcturing 
operations conducted there; 
(j) goods produced there exclusively from products 
specified in subparagraphs (a) to (i). 
Article 3 
1. For the purpose of implementing the proviSions 
of Article 1 (1) (b) and (2) (b), the following shall 
be considered as sufficient working or processing: 
(a) working or processing as a result of which the 
goods obtained receive a classification under a 
heading other than that covering each of the 
products worked or processed, except, however, 
working or processing specified in List A in 
Annex II, where the special provisions of that list 
apply; 
(b) working or processing specified m List B in 
Annex Ill. 
'Sections', 'Chapters' and 'headings' shall mean the 
sections, chapters and headings in the Brussels 
Nomenclature for the classification of goods in 
customs tariffs. 
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2. When, for a given product obtained, a percentage 
rule limits in Lists A and B the value of the materials 
and parts which can be used, the total value of these 
materials and parts, whether or not they have 
changed heading in the course of the working, 
processing or assembly within the limits and under 
the conditions laid down in each of those two lists, 
may not exceed, in relation to the value of the 
product obtained, the value corresponding either to 
the common rate, if the rates are identical in both 
lists, or to the higher of the two if they are different. 
3. For the purpose of implementing Article 1 (1) (b) 
and (2) (b), the following shall always be considered 
as insufficient working or processing to confer the 
status of originating product, whether or not there 
is a change of heading: 
(a) operations to ensure the preservation of 
merchandise in good condition during transport 
and storage (ventilation, spreading out, drying, 
chilling, placing in salt, sulphur dioxide or other 
aqueous solutions, removal of damaged parts, and 
like operations); 
(b) simple operations cons1stmg of removal of dust, 
sifting or screening, sorting, classifying, matching 
(including the making up of sets of articles), 
washing, painting, cutting up; 
(c) (i) changes of packaging and breaking up and 
assembly of consignments; 
(ii) simple placing in bottles, flasks, bags, cases, 
boxes, fixing on cards or boards, etc., and all 
other packaging operations; 
(d) affixing marks, labels or other like distinguishing 
signs on products or their packaging; 
(e) simple mixing of products, whether or not of 
different kinds, where one or more components 
of the mixture do not meet the conditions laid 
down in this Protocol to enable them to be 
considered as originating; 
(f) simple assembly of parts of articles to constitute 
a complete article; 
(g) a combination of two or more operations specified 
in subparagraphs (a) to (f); 
(h) slaughter of animals. 
Article 4 
Where Lists A and B referred to in Article 3 provide 
that goods obtained in Malta or in the Community 
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shall be considered a~ originating therein only if the 
value of the products worked or processed doe~ not 
exceed a gi\'en percentage of the value of the goods 
obtained, the values to be t,lken into consideration 
for such a percentage shall be: 
on the one hand, 
as regards products whose importation can be 
proved: their customs value at the time of 
importation, 
a~ regards products of undetermined ongm: the 
earliest ascertainable price paid for such products 
in the territory of the Contracting Party where 
manufacture takes place; 
- and on the other hand, 
the ex-works price of the goods obtained, less 
internal taxes refunded or refundable on expor-
tation. 
Article 5 
1. For the purpose of implementing Article 1, 
originating products whose transport is effected 
without entering into territory other than that of the 
Contracting Parties are considered as transported 
directly from Malta to the Community or from the 
Community to Malta. However, goods originating in 
Malta or in the Community and constituting one 
single consignment which is not split up may be 
transported through territory other than that of the 
Contracting Parties with, ·should the occasion arise, 
transhipment or temporary warehousing in such terri-
tory, provided that the crossing of the latter territory 
is justified for geographical reasons and that the 
goods have remained under the surveillance of the 
customs authorities in the country of transit or ware-
housing, that they have not entered into commerce of 
such countries nor been delivered for home use there 
and have not undergone operations other than 
un'loading, reloading or any operation designed to 
maintain them in good condition. 
2. Evidence that the conditions referred to in 
paragraph 1 have been fulfilled ·shall be supplied to 
the responsible customs authorities in the Community 
or in Malta by the production of: 
(a) a through bill of lading issued in the exporting 
country covering the passage through the country 
of transit; or 
(b) a certificate i·ssued by the customs authorities of 
the country of transit: 
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- giving an exact description of the goods; 
stating the dates of unloading and reloading 
of the goods or of their embarkation or dis-
embarkation, identifying the ships used; 
certifying the conditions under which the 
goods remained in the transit country; 
(c) or failing these, any substantiating documents. 
TITLE !I 
Arrangements for administrative cooperation 
Article 6 
1. Evidence of originatmg status, within the meaning 
of this Protocol, of products is given by a movement 
c·ertificate EUR. 1 of which a specimen is given in 
Annex V to this Protocol. 
However, the evidence of ongmating status, within 
the meaning of this Protocol, of products which form 
the subject of postal consignments (including 
parcels), provided that they consist only of originating 
products and that the value does not exceed 1 000 
units of account per consignment, may be given by a 
form EUR. 2, of which a specimen is given in Annex 
VI to this ProtocoL 
The unit of account (u.a.) has a value of 0·88867088 
gramme of fine gold. Should the unit of account be 
changed, the Contracting Parties shaH make contact 
with each other at the level of the Association 
Council to redefine the value in terms of gold. 
2. Without prejudice to Article 3 (3), where, at rhe 
request of the person declaring the goods at the 
customs, a dismantled or non-assembled article 
falling within Chapter 84 or 85 of the Brussels 
Nomenclature is imported by instalments on the 
conditions laid down by the competent authorities, it 
shal'l be considered to be a single artiicle and a move-
ment certificate may be submitted for the whole 
article upon importation of the first instalment. 
3. Accessories, spare parts and tool<s dispatched with 
a piece of equipment, machine, apparatus or vehicle 
which are part of the nol.'mal equipment and included 
in the price thereof or are not separately invoiced are 
regarded as one with the piece of equipment, 
machine, apparatus or vehicle in question. 
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Article 7 
l. A movement certificate EUR. 1 shall be issued by 
the customs authorities of the exporting State when 
the goods to which it relat·es are exported. It shall 
be made available to the exporter as soon as actual 
exportation has been effected or ensured. 
2. In exceptional circumstances a movement 
certificate EUR. 1 may also be issued after expor-
tation of the goods to which it relates if it was not 
issued at the time of e~portation because of errors 
or involuntary ommissions or special circumstances. 
In this case, the certificate shall bear a special refer-
ence to the conditions in which it was issued. 
3. A movement certificate EUR. 1 shall be issued 
only on application having been made in writing by 
the exporter. Such application shall be made on 
a form, of which a specimen is given in Annex V to 
this Protocol, which shall be completed in accordance 
with this Protocol. 
4. A movement certificate EUR. 1 may be issued 
only where it can serve as the documentary evidence 
required for the ·purpose of implementing the 
Agreement. 
5. Applications for movement certificates EUR. 1 
must be preserved for at least two years by the 
customs authorities of the exporting country. 
Article 8 
l. The movement certificate EUR. 1 shaH be issued 
by the customs authorities of the exporting State, if 
the goods can be considered 'originating products' 
within the meaning of this Protocol. 
2. For the purpose of verifying whether the 
conditions stated in paragraph 1 have been met, the 
customs authorities shaU have the right to call for 
any documentary evidence or to carry out any check 
which they consider appropriate. 
3. It shall be the responsibility of the customs 
authorities of the exporting State to ensure that the 
forms referred to in Article 9 are duly completed. In 
particular, they shall check whether the space reserved 
for the description of the goods has been completed 
in such a manner as to exclude all possibility of 
fraudulent additions. To this end, the description of 
the goods must be indicated without ·leaving any 
blank lines. Where the space is not completely filled 
a horizontal line must be drawn below the last line 
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of the description, the empty space being crossed 
through. 
4. The date of issue of the movement certificate 
must be indicated in the part of the certificate 
reserved for the customs authorities. 
Article 9 
Movement certificates EUR. 1 shall be made out on 
the form of which a specimen is given in Annex V to 
this Protocol. This form shall be printed in one or 
more of the languages in which the Agreement is 
drawn up. Certificates shall be made out in one of 
these languages and in accordance with the 
provisions of the domestic law of the exporting 
State; if they are handwritten, they shall be completed 
in ink and in capital letters. 
Each certificate shall measure 210 /: 297 mm, a 
tolerance of up to plus 8 or minus 5 mm in the 
length may be allowed. The paper used must be 
white-sized writing paper not containing mechanical 
pulp and weighing not less than 25 g/m2• It shall 
have a printed green guilloche pattern background 
making any falsification by mechanical or chemical 
means apparent to the eye. 
The exporting States may reserve the right to print 
the certificates themselves or may have them printed 
by approved printers. In the latter case, each 
certificate must include a reference to such approval. 
Each certificate must bear the name and address of 
the printer or a mark by which the printer can be 
identified. It shall also bear a serial number, either 
printed or not, by which it can be identified. 
Article 10 
1. Under the responsibility of the exporter, he or 
his authorized representative shall request the issue 
of a movement certificate EUR. 1. 
2. The exporter or his representative shall submit 
with his request any appropriate supporting 
document proving that the goods to be exported are 
such as to qualify for the issue of a movement 
certificate EUR. 1. 
Article 11 
A movement certificate EUR. 1 must be submitted, 
within five months of the date of issue by the 
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customs authorities of the exporting State, to the 
customs authorities of the importing State where the 
goods arc entered. 
Article 12 
Movement certificates EUR. 1 ~hall he submitted to 
customs authoritie~ in the importing State, in 
accordance with the procedure<; laid down by that 
State. The <;aid authorities may require a translation 
of a certificate. They may aho require the import 
declaration to be accompanied by a ~tatement from 
the importer to the effect that the good~ meet the 
conditiom required for the implementation of the 
Agreement. 
Article 11 
1. A movement certificate EllR. I which i~ ~ubmitted 
to the cu~tom<; authoritie~ of the importing State 
after the final date for pre~entation ~pecified in 
Article 11, may he accepted for the purpme of 
applying preferential treatment, where the fadure to 
~ubmit the certificate by the final date ~et is due to 
rea~om of force majeure or exceptional circum-
~tance<;. 
2. In other ca~es of belated presentation, the 
cmtom~ authoritie~ of the importing State may 
accept the certificate~ where the good~ have been 
~uhmitted to them before the said final date. 
Article 14 
The discovery of slight discrepancies between the 
statement<; made in the movement certificate EUR. 1 
and tho<;e made in the documents submitted to the 
cu<;toms office for the purpos·c of carrying out the 
formalitie<; for importing the goods shall not ipso 
facto render the certificate null and void if it is duly 
established that the certificate does correspond to 
the goods submitted. 
Article 1S 
It shall always be possible to replace one or more 
movement certificates EUR. 1 by one or more other 
movement certificates EUR. 1 provided that this is 
done at the customs office where the goods are 
located. 
Article 16 
Form EUR. 2, a specimen of which is given in Annex 
VI, shall be completed by the exporter or, under his 
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responsibility, by his authorized representative. It 
shall be made out in one of the languages in which 
the Agreement is drawn up and in accordance with 
the provisions of the domestic law of the exporting 
State. If it is handwritten it must be completed in 
ink and in capital letters. If the goods contained in 
the consignment have already been subject to 
verification in the exporting country by reference to 
the definition of the concept of 'originating products' 
the exporter may refer to this check in the 'Remarks' 
box of form EUR. 2. 
Form EUR. 2 shall be 210 )/ 148 mm. A tolerance 
of up to plus 8 or minus 5 mm in the length may be 
allowed. The paper used shall be white paper 
dressed for writing not containing mechanical pulp 
and weighing not less than 64 g/m2• 
The exporting States may reserve the right to print 
the forms themselves or may have them printed by 
printers they have approved. In the latter case each 
form must include a reference to such approval. In 
addition, the form must bear the distinctive sign 
attributed to the approved printer and a serial 
number, either printed or not, by which it can be 
identified. 
A form EUR. 2 shall be completed for each postal 
consignment. 
These prov1s1ons do not exempt exporters from 
complying with any other formalities required by 
customs or postal regulations. 
Article 17 
1. Goods sent as small packages to private persons 
or forming part of travellers' persona~ luggage shall 
be admitted as originating products without requiring 
the production of a movement certificate EUR. 1 or 
the completion of a form EUR. 2, provided that such 
goods are not imported by way of trade and have 
been declared as meeting the conditions required for 
the application of these prov,isions, and where there 
is no doubt as to the veracity of such declaration. 
2. Importations which are occasiona!l and consist 
solely of goods for the personal use of the recipients 
or travellers or their ,families shaH not be considered 
as importations by way of trade if it is evident from 
the nature and quantity of the goods that no 
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commercial purpose is in view. Furthermore, the 
total value of these goods must not exceed 60 units 
of account in the case of small packages or 200 units 
of account in the case of the contents of travellers' 
personal luggage. 
Article 18 
l. Goods sent from the Community or from Malta 
for exhibition in another country and sold after the 
exhibition for importation into Malta or into the 
Community shall benefit on importation from the 
provisions of the Agreement on condition that the 
goods meet the requirements of this Protocol 
entitling them to be recognized as originating in the 
Community or in Malta and provided that it is shown 
to the satisfaction of the customs authorities that: 
(a) an exporter has consigned these goods from the 
Community or from Malta to the country in 
which the exhibition is held and has exhibited 
them there; 
(b) the goods have been sold or otherwise disposed 
of by that exporter to someone in Malta or in 
the Community; 
(c) the goods have been consigned during the 
exhibition or immediately thereafter to Malta or 
to the Community in the state in which they 
were sent for exhibition; 
(d) the goods have not, since they were consigned 
for exhibition, been used for any purpose other 
than demonstration at the exhibition. 
2. A movement certificate EUR. 1 must be produced 
to the customs authorities in the normal manner. The 
name and address of the exhibition must be indicated 
thereon. Where necessary, additional documentary 
evidence of the nature of the goods and the 
conditions under which they have been exhibited may 
be required. 
3. Paragraph 1 shaH apply to any trade, industrial, 
agricultural or crafts exhibition, fair or similar public 
show or display which is not organized for private 
purposes in shops or business premises with a view 
to the sale of foreign goods, and during which the 
goods remain under customs control. 
Article 19 
1. When a certificate is issued within the meaning 
of Article 7 {2) of this Protocol after the goods to 
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which It relates have actually been exported, the 
exporter must in the application referred to in 
Article 7 (3) of this Protocol: 
- indicate the place and date of exportation of the 
goods to which the certificate relates; 
- certify that no movement certificate EUR. 1 was 
issued at the time of exportation of the goods in 
question, and state the reasons. 
2. The customs authorities may issue a movement 
certificate EUR. 1 retrospectively only after verifying 
that the information supplied in the exporter's 
application agrees with that in the corresponding 
file. 
Certificates issued retrospectively must be endorsed 
with one of the following phrases: 'NACHTRAG-
LICH AUSGESTELLT', 'Df.LIVRE. A POSTERIORI', 
'RILASCIATO A POSTERIORI' 'AFGEGEVEN A 
POSTERIORI', 'ISSUED RETROSPECTIVELY', 
'UDSTEDT EFTERF0LGENDE'. 
Article 20 
In the event of the theft, loss or destruction of a 
movement certificate EUR. 1, the exporter may apply 
to the customs authorities which issued it for a 
duplicate made out on the basis of the export 
documents in their possession. The duplicate issued 
in this way must be endorsed with one of the 
following words: 'DUPLIKAT', 'DUPLICATA', 
'DUPLICATO', 'DUPLICAAT', 'DUPLICATE'. 
Article 21 
Malta and the Community shall take all necessary 
steps to ensure that goods traded under cover of 
a movement certificate EUR. 1, and which in the 
course of transport use a free zone situated in their 
territory, are not replaced by other goods and that 
they do not undergo handling other than normal 
operations designed to prevent their deterioration. 
Article 22 
In order to ensure the proper application of this 
title, Malta and the Community shall assist e:lch 
other, through their respective customs adminis-
trations, in checking the authenticity of movement 
certificates EUR. 1 and the accuracy of the 
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1nformation concerning the 
products concerned and 
exporters on forms EUR. 2. 
actual ongin of the 
the declarations by 
Article 23 
Penalties shall be imposed on any person who, in 
order to enable goods to be accepted as eligible for 
preferential treatment, draws up or causes to be 
drawn up, either a document which contains 
incorrect particulars for the purpose of obtaining a 
movement certificate EUR. I or a form EUR. 2 
containing incorrect particulars. 
Article 24 
1. Subsequent verifications of movement certificates 
EUR. 1 and of forms EUR. 2 shall be carried out at 
random or whenever the customs authorities of the 
importing State have reasonable doubt as to the 
authenticity of the document or the accuracy of the 
information regarding the true origin of the goods in 
question. 
2. For the purpose of implementing paragraph 1, 
the customs authorities of the importing State shall 
return the movement certificate EUR. 1 or the form 
EUR. 2, or a photocopy thereof, to the customs 
authorities of the exporting State, giving, where 
appropriate, the reasons of form or substance for an 
inquiry. The invoice, if it has been submitted, or a 
copy thereof shall be attached to rhe form EUR. 2 
and the customs authorities shall forward any 
information that has been obtained suggesting that 
the particulars given on the said certificate or the 
said form are inaccurate. 
If the customs authorities of the importing State 
decide to suspend execution of the Agreement while 
awaiting the results of the verification, they shall 
offer to re1ease the goods to the importer subject to 
any precautionary measures judged necessary. 
3. The customs authorities of the importing State 
shall be informed of the results of the verification as 
quickly as possible. These results must be such as 
to make it possible to determine whether the disputed 
movement certificate EUR. 1 or form EUR. 2 applies 
to the goods actually exported, and whether these 
goods can, in fact, qualify for rhe application of the 
preferentia'l arrangements. 
When such disputes cannot be settled between the 
customs authorities of the importing State and those 
of the exporting State, or when they raise a question 
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a~ to the interpretation of this Protocol, they shall 
he submitted to the Customs Cooperation Committee. 
In all cases the ~ettlement of disputes between the 
importer and the customs authorities of the 
importing State ~hall he under the legislation of the 
<;aid State. 
Article 2.5 
The Association Council may decide to amend the 
provisions of this Protocol . 
Article 26 
1. The Community and Malta shall take any 
measures necessary to enable movement certificates 
EUR. 1 :ts well as forms EUR. 2 to be submitted, in 
accordance with Articles 11 :tnd 12 of this Protocol, 
from the day on which it enters into force. 
2. The certificates of type A.M.l. as well as forms 
A.M.2. may he used until stocks arc exhausted and 
:tt the btcst up to and induding 30 June 1977 under 
the conditions bid down by this Protocol. 
.1. The movement certificates EUR. 1 and the forms 
EUR. 2 printed in the Member States before the date 
of the entry into force of this Protocol, and which do 
not conform to the models in Annexes V and VI 
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to this Protocol, may continue to be used until stocks 
are exhausted, under the conditions laid down by this 
Protocol. 
Article 27 
The Community and Malta shall each take the steps 
necessary to implement this Protocol. 
Article 28 
The Annexes to this Protocol shall form an integral 
part thereof. 
Article 29 
Those products accompanied by a movement 
certific.1te A.M.l. issued under the provtstons 
previously in force concerning origin shall be 
considered as originating products, in the sense of 
this Protocol, provided that the said certificate was 
issued before the entry into force of this Protocol. 
Article 30 
The endorsements referred to in Articles 19 and 20 
shall be inserted in the 'Remarks' box of the 
certificate. 
ANNEX I 
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Note 1 - Articles 1 and 2 
The terms 'the Community' and 'Malta' shall also cover the territorial waters of the Member 
States of the Community or of Malta respectively. 
Vessels operating on the high seas, including factory ships, on which fish caught is worked 
or processed, shall be considered as part of the territory of the State to which they belong 
provided that they satisfy the conditions set out in Explanatory Note 5. 
Note 2 - Article 1 
In order to determine whether goods originate in the Community or in Malta it shall not be 
necessary to establish whether the power and fuel, plant and equipment, and machines and 
tools used to obtain such goods originate in third countries or not. 
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Note 3- Articles 3 (1) and (2), and 4 
The percentage rule constitutes, where the product obtained appears in List A, a criterion 
additional to that of change of heading for any non-originating product used. 
Note 4- Article 1 
Packing shall be considered as forming a whole with the goods contained therein. This 
provision, however, shall not apply to packing which is not of the normal type for the article 
packed and which has intrinsic utilization value and is of a durable nature, apart from its 
function as packing. 
Note 5 -Article 2(f) 
The term 'their vessels' shall apply only to vessels: 
- which are registered or recorded in a Member State or in Malta; 
- which sail under the flag of a Member State or of Malta; 
- which are owned to an extent of at least 50 Ofo by nationals of the Member States and 
Malta or by a company with its head office in a Member State or in Malta, of which the 
manager, managers, chairman of the board of directors or of the supervisory board, and the 
majority of the members of such board, are nationals of the Member States or Malta and 
of which, in addition in the case of partnerships or limited companies, at least half the 
capital belongs to the Member States or Malta or to public bodies or nationals of the 
Member States or of Malta; 
- of which the captain and officers are all nationals of the Member States or of Malta; 
- of which at least 75 Ofo of the crew are nationals of the Member States or of Malta. 
Note 6- Article 4 
'Ex-works price' shall mean the price paid to the manufacturer in whose undertaking the last 
working or processing is carried out, provided the price includes the value of all the products 
used in manufacture. 
'Customs value' shall be understood as meaning the customs value laid down in the Convention 
concerning the valuation of goods for customs purposes signed in Brussels on 15 December 
1950. 
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CCT 
b~adona 
No 
02.06 
03.02 
04.02 
04.03 
04.04 
07.02 
07.03 
07.04 
08.10 
08.11 
ANNEX JJ 
LIST A 
List of working or processing operations which result in a change of tariff heading without 
conferring the status of 'originating products' on the products undergoing such operations, or 
conferring this status only subject to certain conditions 
Produas obtained 
Description 
Meat and edible meat offals 
(except poultry liver), salted, in 
brine, dried or smoked 
Fish, dried, salted or in brine, 
smoked fish, whether or not 
cooked before or during the 
smoking process 
Milk and cream, preserved, 
concentrated or sweetened 
Butter 
Cheese and curd 
Vegetables (whether or not 
cooked), preserved by freezing 
Vegetables, provisionally pre-
served in brine, in sulphur water 
or in other preservative sol-
utions, but not specially prepared 
for immediate consumption 
Dried, dehydrated or evaporated 
vegetables, whole, cut, sliced, 
broken or in powder, but not 
further prepared 
Fruit (whether or not cooked), 
preserved by freezing, not 
containing added sugar 
Fruit provisionally preserved (for 
example, by sulphur dioxide gas, 
in brine, in sulphur water or in 
other preservative solutions), but 
unsuitable in that state for 
immediate consumption 
\Vorkina or proceaina rhar does nor 
confer rhc .rarua of oriainarina proctucn 
Salting, placing in brine, drying 
or smoking of meat and edible 
meat offals of heading Nos 02.01 
and 02.04 
Drying, salting, placing in brine; 
smoking of fish, whether cooked 
or not 
Preserving, concentrating, or 
adding sugar to milk or cream of 
heading No 04.01 
Manufacture from milk or cream 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 04.01, 04.02 and 
04.03 
Freezing of vegetables 
Placing in brine or in other 
solutions of vegetables of heading 
No 07.01 
Drying, dehydration, evaporation 
cutting, grinding, powdering of 
vegetables of beading Nos 07.01 
to 07.03 
Freezing of fruit 
Placing in brine or in other 
solutions of fruit of beading Nos 
08.01 to 08.09 
\Vortina or p(OCCSsina rhar confers rhc 
atarua of oriainarina produas when the 
followint condirions are mer 
I 
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heading 
No 
0!!.12 
11.01 
11.02 
11.03 
11.04 
11.05 
11.06 
11.07 
11.08 
11.09 
15.01 
15.02 
15.04 
15.06 
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Products obtamed 
Descrapuon 
Fruit, dried, other than that 
falling within heading No 08.01, 
08.02, 08.03, 08.04 or 08.05 
Cereal flours 
Cereal groats and cereal meal; 
other worked cereal grains (for 
example, rolled, flaked, polished, 
pearled or kibbled, but not 
further prepared), except husked, 
glazed, polished or broken nee; 
germ of cereals, whole, rolled, 
flaked or ground 
Flours of the leguminous 
vegetables falling withm heading 
No 07.05 
Flours of the fruits falling within 
any heading in Chapter 8 
Flour, meal and flakes of potato 
Flour and meal of sago and of 
manioc, arrowroot, salep and 
other roots and tubers falling 
within heading No 07.06 
Malt, roasted or not 
Starches; inulin 
Wheat gluten, whether or not 
dried 
Lard, other pig fat and poultry 
fat, rendered or solvent-extracted 
Fats of bovine cattle, sheep or 
goats, unrendered; rendered or 
solvent-extracted fats (including 
'premier jus') obtained· from 
those unrendered fats 
Fats and oils, of fish and marine 
mammals, whether or not 
refined 
Other animal oils and fats 
(including neat's-foot oil and 
fats from bones or waste) 
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Working or processing that does not 
confer the status of oroginating products 
Drying of fruit 
Manufacture from cereals 
Manufacture from cereals 
Manufacture from dried legumin-
ous vegetables 
Manufacture from fruits of 
Chapter 8 
Manufacture from potatoe\ 
Manufacture from product\ of 
heaJmg No 07.06 
Man,Jfacturc from cereals 
Manufacture from cereals of 
Chapter 10, or from potatoes or 
other products of Chapter 7 
Manufacture from wheat or 
wheat flours 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 02.05 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 02.01 and 02.06 
Manufacture from fish or marine 
mammals caught by fishing 
vessels of third countries 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
Workin11 or rrocessinll that confers the 
status of ongmatinll products when the 
followmg condiraon• are met 
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CCT 
heading 
No 
ex 15.07 
16.01 
16.02 
16.04 
16.05 
17.02 
17.04 
17.05 
18.06 
19.01 
19.02 
19.03 
Products obtained 
Oescnplion 
Fixed vegetable oils, fluid or 
solid, crude, refined or purified, 
but not including Chinawood oil, 
myrtle-wax, Japan wax or oil of 
tung nuts, oleococc.1 seeds or 
oiticia seeds; also not including 
oils of a kind used in machinery 
or mechanical appliances or for 
industrial purpose~ other than the 
manufacture of edibic products 
Sausages and the like, of meat, 
meat offal or animal blood 
Other prepared or preserved meat 
or meat offal 
Prepared 
including 
substitutes 
or preserved 
caviar and 
fish: 
caviar 
Crustaceans and molluscs, 
prepared or preserved 
Other sugars; sugar syrups; 
artificial honey (whether or not 
mixed with natural honey); 
caramel 
Sugar confectionery, not con-
taining cocoa 
Flavoured or coloured sugars, 
syrups and molasses, but not 
including fruit juices containing 
added sugar in any proportion 
Chocolate and other food 
preparations containing cocoa 
Malt extract 
Preparations of flour, meal, 
starch or malt extract, of a kind 
used as infant food or for 
dietetic or culinary purposes, con-
taining less than 5f10/o by weight 
of cocoa 
Macaroni, spagherti and similar 
products 
Working or processing that does not 
confer the status of originating products 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapters 7 and 12 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 3 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 3 
Manufacture from any product 
Manufacture from other products 
of Chapter 17 the value of which 
exceeds 3f10/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from other products 
of Chapter 17 the value of which 
exceeds 3f10/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which 
exceeds 300/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 11.07 
Manufacture from cereals and 
derivatives thereof, meat and 
milk, or in which the value of 
products of Chapter 17 used 
exceeds 30°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
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Working or processing that confers the 
status of originating products when the 
following conditions are mer 
Manufacture from durum wheat 
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Produ~rs obt•med 
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headtna 
No 
19.04 
19.05 
19.06 
19.07 
19.08 
20.01 
20.02 
20.03 
20.04 
e~ 20.05 
20.06 
Description 
Tapiuc.1 .md ~ago; tapioca and 
sago substitutes from potato or 
other starches 
Prepared foods obtained by the 
swelling or roasting of cereals or 
cereal products (puffed rice, 
cornflakes and similar products) 
Communion wafers, empty 
cachets of a kind suitable for 
pharmaceutical use, sealing 
wafers, rice paper, and similar 
product~ 
Bread, ships' biscuits and other 
ordinary bakers' wares, not con-
taining added sugar, honey, eggs, 
fats, cheese or fruit 
Pastry, biscUits, cakes and other 
fine bakers' wares, whether or 
not containing cocoa in any 
proportion 
Vegetables and fruit prepared or 
preserved by vinegar or acetic 
acid, with or without sugar, 
whether or not containing salt, 
~pices or mustard 
Vegetables prepared or preserved 
otherwise than by vinegar or 
arctic acid 
Fruit preserved by freezing, con-
taining added sugar 
Fruits, fruit-peel and parts of 
plants, preserved by sugar 
(drained, glace or crystallized) 
jams, fruit Jellies, marmalades, 
fruit purees and fruit pastes, being 
woked preparations, containing 
added sugar 
Fruit otherwise prepared or 
preserved whether or not con-
taining added sugar or spirit: 
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Workmg or processing that does nor 
confer the status of originating products 
Manufacture from potato starch 
Manufacture from any product 
other than of Chapter 17 (1) or 
111 which the value of the 
ptoducts of Chapter 17 used 
exceed~ 30°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 11 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 11 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 11 
Preserving vegetables, fresh or 
frozen or preserved temporarily 
or preserved in vinegar 
Preserving vegetables fresh or 
frozen 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value 
exceeds 300/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value 
exceeds 30°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value 
exceeds- 300/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Working or processing that confers the 
status of originating products when the 
followmg condttions are mer 
(1) This rule does not apply where the use of maize of the 'zea indurata' type or 'durum wheat' is concerned. 
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headong 
No 
20.06 
(cant' d) 
ex 20.07 
ex 21.01 
21.05 
22.02 
22.06 
22.08 
22.09 
22.10 
Products obtained 
Dtscroproon 
A. Nuts 
B. Other fruits 
Fruit JUices (including grape 
must), whether or not containmg 
added sugar, hut unfermented and 
not containing spirit 
Roasted chicory and extracts 
thereof 
Soups and broths in liquid, solid 
or powder forms; homogenized 
food preparations 
Lemonade, flavoured spa waters 
and flavoured aerated w.uers, and 
other non-alcoholic beverages, nor 
including fruit and vegetable 
juices falling within heading No 
20.Q7 
Vermouths, and other wines of 
fresh grapes flavoured with 
aromatic extracts 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spmts, 
undcnatured, of a strength of 
80" or higher; denatured spirits 
(including ethyl alcohol and 
neutral spirits) of any strength 
Spirits (other than those of 
heading No 22.08); liqueurs and 
other spirituous beverages; com-
pound alcoholic preparations 
(known as 'concentrated 
extracts') for the manufacture of 
beverages 
Vinegar and substitutes for vinegar 
Working or proctssing that does not 
confer the status of originating products 
Manufactured from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value 
exceeds 300fo of the value of the 
finished product 
Manubcture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value 
exceeds 30% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from chicory roots, 
fresh or dried 
M.muf.tcture from products of 
heading No 20.01 
Manuf;tcture from fruit juices(') 
or in which the value of products 
of Chapter 17 used exceeds 30% 
of the v.tluc of the finished 
product 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 08.04, 20.07, 21.04 or 
22.05 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 08.04, 10.07, 22.04 or 
22.05 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 08.04, 20.07, 22.04 or 
22.05 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 08.04, 20.07, 22.04 or 
22.0S 
( 1) Thie rule does not apply where fruit juices of pintapple, lim< and grapefruit are concerned. 
I A99 
Working or processmg that confers rh< 
srarus of originatin~ products when rh< 
following condition. are mtt 
Manufacture, without added 
sugar or spirit, in which the 
value of the constituent 
'ongmating products' of heading 
Nos 08.01, 08.05 and 12.01, 
represents at least 60°/o of the 
value of the manufactured 
product 
I . .;. 10C 
CCT I heading 
No 
ex 23.03 
23.04 
HO? 
ex 24.02 
ex 2!U8 
3().03 
31.05 
32.06 
32.07 
33.05 
35.05 
Products obtained 
Description 
Rcsidues from the manufacture of 
maize starch (excluding concen-
trated steeping liquours), of a 
protein content, calculated on the 
dry product, exceeding 40°/o dry 
weight 
Oil cake and other residues 
(except dregs) resulting from the 
extraction of vegetable oils 
Sweetened forage; 
preparations of a kind 
animal feeding 
Cigarettes, 
tobacco 
cigars, 
Aluminium sulphate 
other 
used in 
smoking 
Medicaments (including veterin-
ary medicaments) 
Other fertilizers; goods of Chap-
ter 31 m tablets, lozenges and 
similar prepared forms or in 
packings of a gross weight not 
exceeding 10 kg 
Colour lakes 
Other colouring matter; inor-
ganic products of a kind used as 
luminophores 
Aqueou~ di~tillates and aqueous 
soluuon~ of essential oils, 
indudmg such products suitable 
for medicinal uses 
Dextrm~ and dextrin glues; 
soluble or roasted starches; starch 
glues 
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Working or processing that does not 
confer the status of originating products 
Manufacture from maize or maize 
flour 
Manufacture 
products 
from various 
Manufacture from 
derived products, 
sugar and molasses 
cereal~ and 
meat, milk, 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 32.04 or 32.05 (I) 
Mixing of oxides or salts of 
Chapter 28 with extenders such 
as barium sulphate, chalk barium 
carbonate and satin white (1) 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 33.01 (I) 
Working or processing that confers the 
status of origmanng products when the 
followang conditions are met 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 24.01 of which at 
least 70 °/o by quantity are 'origi-
nating products' 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products u~ed does not 
exceed 500/o of the value of the 
fini~hed product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the product~ used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed .500/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from maize o 
potatoes 
(') These provasions do not apply where the products are obtained from products which have acq1,1ired the status of originating products in accordance with 
the conditions laid down in List B. 
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headinw 
No 
37.01 
37.02 
37.04 
3!1.11 
3!1.12 
38.0 
ex 38.14 
38.15 
Products obtained 
Description 
Photographic plates and film in 
the flat, sensitized, unexposed, of 
any material other than paper, 
paperboard or cloth 
Film in rolls, sensitized, unex-
posed, perforated or not 
Sensitized plates 
exposed but not 
negative or positive 
and film, 
d"veloped, 
Disinfectants, insecticides, fungi-
cides, weed-killers, anti-sprouting 
products, rat poisons and simi-
lar products, put up in forms or 
packings for sale by retail or as 
preparations or as articles (for 
example, sulphur-treated bands, 
wicks and candles, fly-papers) 
Prepared glazings, prepared 
dressings and prepared mordants, 
of :1 kind used in the textile, 
paper, leather or like industries 
Pickling preparations for metal 
surfaces; fluxes and other 
auxiliary preparations for 
soldering, brazing or welding; 
soldering, brazing or welding 
powders and pastes 'onsisting of 
metal and other materials; pre-
parations of a kind used as cores 
or coatings for welding rods and 
electrodes 
Anti-knock preparations, oxi-
dation inhibitors, gum inhibitors, 
viscosity improvers, anti-corrosive 
preparations and similar prepared 
additives for mineral oils, 
excluding prepared additives for 
lubricants 
Prepared rubber accelerators 
Working or processing that does nor 
confer the status of originating products 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 37.02 (1) 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 37.01 (I) 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 37.01 or 37.02 (1) 
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Working or processing rhar confers the 
status of originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500/o of the value of the 
finished product 
(1) These provisions do' not apply where rbe products art obtained from products which have acquired the status of originating products In accordance with 
rho conditions laid down in List B. 
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rroducts obtainrd 
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CCT 1 lleadina 
No 
38.17 
38.1!! 
ex 38.l':t 
D~scription 
Preparations and ~haq.:e~ 
firc-extinguishers; charged 
extinguishing grenades 
for 
fi re-
Composite solvents and thinncrs 
for varni~hç~ and similar products 
Chemical products :md prepara-
tiuns of the,: chcmiçal or allit;d 
industries (induding tho~e con-
si\ting of mixtures of natural 
product~), not cl~cwhcre spccif1cd 
or includcd; rcsidual product~ of 
the chemical or allied indmtric~, 
not elscwhcre specificd or 
includcd, exduding: 
- Fu~cl oil and Dippel's oil; 
- Naphthcnic açid\ and thcir 
non-watcr-soluble salt~, C\tcrs 
of naphrhenic add~; 
- Sulphonaphthenic acilh and 
their non-watcr-soluble salts; 
C\ters of ~ulphonaphthcuJc 
acids; 
- Petroleum \ulphonatc\, cxdud-
ing pctrolcum \ulphonatc\ ,,f 
alkali mctah, of anun•m1urn 
or of crhanolamine\, 
thiophcnarcd wlphonic a(J(h 
of oil~ obtaincd from 
hituminous minerais, and 
rhcir \ah\; 
- Mixcd ;~lkylbenzenes nnd 
mixe9 alkylnaphrhaleue\; 
- Ion exchanger\; 
- Cataly\ts; 
- Getter\ for vacuum tu·he\; 
- Rcfra<.:rory cements or mortar~ 
and sirnilar preparation~; 
- Alkalinc iron oxide for the 
ptlrification of gas; 
- Carbon (exduding thar in 
artificial graphite of heading 
No 31Wl) of metallo-graphite 
or other compounds, in the 
form of small plates, bars or 
other semi-manufactures 
- Sorbitol other than sorbitol of 
heading No 29.04 
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"'orkinf;! or rracr~~in~ rh.u d(J~~ "'•t 
tonfçr the ~tatu\ of omunatin~ pr!)Juc..:t'J 
~·orkin~ or prou·-,.,in~ thar confrrs rhc 
\fatu~J of oriRmotrin~ product'i. when the 
followmg condltJHn'i. are met 
:.Oianufacture 111 which the value 
of the product~ used doc~ not 
cxcced 50% of th!! value of the 
fini\hcd produ~t 
Manufacture m whi~h the value 
of the produ<t\ u\ed doc~ not 
cxcccd 51No of the value of th~ 
fini\hed product 
Manufacture in whid1 the value 
of the product~ u\c.:d docs not 
cx~ced 50°/o of the value of the 
fini\hed product 
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heading 
No 
ex 39.02 
39.07 
40.05 
41.08 
43.03 
44.21 
45.03 
Products obtained 
Description 
Polymerization products 
Articles of materials of the kinds 
described in heading Nos 39.01 
to 39.06 
Plates, sheets and str1p, of 
unvulcanized natural or synthetic 
rubber, other than smoked sheets 
and crepe sheets of heading 
No 40.01 or 40.02; granules of 
unvulcanized natural or synthetic 
rubber compounded ready for 
vulcanization; unvulcanized 
natural or synthetic rubber, com-
pounded before or after coagul-
ation either with carbon black 
(with or without the addition of 
mineral oil) or with silica (with 
or without the addition of 
mineral oil), in any form, of a 
kind known as masterbatch 
Patent · leather and 1m1tation 
patent leather; metallized leather 
Articles of furskin 
Complete wooden packing cases, 
boxes, crates, drums and similar 
packings 
Articles of natural cork 
Working or proCHSing that does nor 
confer the status of originating products 
Making up from furskin in plates, 
crosses and similar forms (heading 
No ex 43.02) (1) 
GEN I A103 
Working or proCHSing that confers the 
status of originating prndDCtS when the 
foUowing conditions are mer 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50 1/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Varnishing or metallizing of 
leather of heading Nos 41.02 to 
41.07 (other than skin leather of 
crossed Indian sheep and of 
Indian goat or kid, not further 
prepared than vegetable tanned, 
or if otherwise prepared obviously 
unsuitable for immediate use in 
the manufacture of leather articles) 
in which the value of the skin 
leather used does not exceed 50'/e 
of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture from boards not cut 
to size 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 45.01 
(1) These proYmona do not apply where the productl ue obtained from produc:tl wlri~h han acquired the status of originating prodacn in accordance with 
the conditions laid down in l..i.st B. 
GEN I 
CCT 
heading 
No 
48.06 
48.14 
48.15 
48.16 
49.09 
49.10 
A104 
Products obtained 
Description 
Paper and paperboard, ruled, 
lined or squar~d, but not other-
wise printed, in rolls or sheets 
Writing blocks, envelopes, letter 
cards, plain postcards, correspon-
dence cards; boxes, pouches, 
wallets and writing compendiums, 
of paper or paperboard, con-
taining only an assortment of 
paper stationery 
Other paper and paperboard, cut 
to size or shape 
Boxes, bags and other packing 
containers, of paper or paper-
board 
Picture postcards, Christmas and 
other picture greeting cards, 
printed by any process, with or 
without trimmings 
Calendars of any kind, of paper 
or paperboard, including calendar 
blocks 
50.04(1) Silk yarn, other than yarn of noil 
or other waste silk, not put up 
for retail sale 
50.05(1) Yarn spun from silk waste other 
than noil, not put up for retail 
sale 
50.06(1) Yarn spun from noil silk, not put 
up for retail sale 
50.07(1) Silk yarn and yarn spun from noil 
or other waste silk, put up for 
retail sale 
ex 50.08(1) Imitation catgut of silk 
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Working or processinl' that does not 
confrr the status of origmating products 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 49.11 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 49.11 
Working or processing that confers the 
status of originating products when the 
followmg condtuons are met 
Manufacture from paper pulp 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from paper pulp 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value' of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from products other 
than those of heading No 50.04 
Manufacture from products ot 
heading No 50.03 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 50.03 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 50.01 or from 
products of heading No 50.03 
neither carded nor combed 
(1) For yam composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be met in respect of each of the headings under which 
yarns of the other textile materials of which the mixed yarn is composed would be claui6ed. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or more mixed 
textile materials whose weight does nor exceed 10% of the total weiaht of textile materials incorporated. 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC -MAL TA ASS. 
CCT 
heading 
No 
Products obtained 
Description 
50.09(1) Woven fabrics of silk or of waste 
silk other than noil 
50.10(1) Woven fabrics of noil silk 
51.03(') 
51.0t(l) 
Yarn of 
(continuous), 
retail sale 
man-made 
not put 
fibres 
up for 
Monofil, strip (artificial straw and 
the like) and imitation catgut, of 
man-made fibre materials 
Yarn of man-made fibres 
(continuous), put up for retail 
sale 
Woven fabrics of man-made 
fibres (contmuous), including 
woven fabncs of monofil or strip 
of heading No 51.01 or 51.02 
52.01 (2) Metallized yarn, being textile 
yarn spun with metal or covered 
with metal by any process 
52.0.!(1) Woven fabrics of metal thread or 
of metallized yarn, of a kind used 
in articles of apparel, as furnishmg 
fabrics or the like 
53.06(2) Yarn of carded sheep's or 
lambs' wool (woollen yarn), not 
put up for retail sale 
53.07(2) Yarn of combed sheep's or 
lambs' wool (worsted yarn), not 
put up for retail sale 
Working or proeessing that does not 
confer the stotus of originating produas 
GEN I A105 
Working or proeessin(l that confers the 
status of ori11inaung products when the 
followmg conditions are met 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 50.02 or 50.03 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 50.02 or 50.03 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products, from textile pulp or 
from natural textile fibres, 
discontinuous man-made fibres or 
their w .tste, neither carded nor 
combed 
1\l.mufacture from chemical 
products, from textile pulp or 
from natural textile fibres, 
discontinuous man-made fibres or 
their waste 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 53.01 or 53.03 
M.mufacture from products of 
heading No 53.01 or 53.03 
(1) For fabrics comJ'(Ised of two or more textile marerials, the conditions shown in this list must also be met in respect of each of the headinp under which 
fabr1c of the other textile materials of which the m1xed fabric is comJ>Osed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or more 
mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of textile matenals incotJ'(Irated. This percenta11e shall be increased: 
(i) to 20% where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible segments of polyerhet, whether or not gimped, falling 
within heading Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
(ii) to 30'11. "here the material in qurstion is yarn of a \\idth not eneedin11 5 mm formed of a core consistin11 either of a thin 5trip of aluminium or of 
a film of anificial plastic material whether or not covered "ith aluminium powder, this core having been insened and glued by means of a transparent 
or coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic materral. 
(I) For yarn composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions sho\\·n in this list must also be met in respect of each of the headings under which 
yarns of the other textile materials of which the mixed yarn is composed would be c:las1ified. Thi~ rule, however, does not apply to any one or more 
mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of textile materials incorporated. 
GEN I 
CCT 
heading 
No 
A106 
Products obtained 
Description 
53.08{1) Yarn of fine animal hair {carded 
or combed), not put up for retail 
sale 
53.09(1) Yarn of horsehair or of other 
coarse animal hair, not put up for 
retail sale 
53.10{1) Yarn of sheep's or lambs' wool, of 
horsehair or of other animal hair 
{fine or coarse), put up for retail 
sale 
53.11{1) Woven fabrics of sheep's or 
lambs' wool or of fine animal 
hair 
53.12{2) Woven fjlbrics of coarse animal 
hair other than horsehair 
53.13(1) Woven fabrics of horsehair 
54.03(1) Flax or ramie yarn, not put up 
for retail sale 
54.04{1) Flax or ramie yarn, put up for 
retail sale 
54.05(1) Woven fabrics of flax or of ramie 
55.05(1) Cotton yarn, not put up for retail 
sale 
55.06(1) Cotton yarn, put up for retail sale 
55.07(1) Cotton gauze 
55.08(1) Terry towelling and similar 
terry fabrics, of cotton 
55.09(1) Other woven fabrics of cotton 
COLLECTED ACTS · EEC ·MAL TA ASS. 
Working or processinrc that does not 
confer the status of originating products 
Working or processing that confen the 
status of originatinrc products when the 
followong conditions are met 
Manufacture from raw fine 
animal hair of heading No 53.02 
Manufacture from raw coarse 
animal hair of heading No 53.02 
or from raw horsehair of heading 
No 05.03 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 05.03 and 53.01 to 
53.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 53.01 to 53.05 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 53.02 to 53.05 
Manufacture from horsehair of 
heading No 05.03 
Manufacture either from products 
of heading No 54.01 neither 
carded nor combed or from 
products of heading No 54.02 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 54.01 or 54.02 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 54.01 or 54.02 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01 or 55.03 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01 or 55.03 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01, 55.03 or 55.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01, 55.03 or 55.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01, 55.03 or 55.04 
(1) For yarn compo!led of two or more textile materials, the conditiuns shown in this list must also be met in respect of each of the headings under which 
)'arns of the other textile materials of wh1ch the mixed yarn is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or more 
m1xed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total we.ght of textile materials incorporated. 
(I) For fabrics composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be met in respect of each of the headinu under which 
fabric of the other textile materials of which the mixed fabric is composed would be dauified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or more 
mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the Jotal weight of texnle materials incorporated. This percentage shall be increased: 
(j) to 20 '!(, where the material in question is yam made of polyurethane segmented with Oexible segments of polyether, whether or not gimpccl, fallina 
within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; " 
(ii) to 30 'I• where the material in question is yam of a width not exceeding S mm formed of a core consisting either of a thin strip of 
aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic material whether or nor coveted with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and 
glued by means of a transparent or coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material. 
COLLECTED ACTS · EEC · MAL TA ASS. 
CCT 
headina 
No 
56.01 
56.02 
56.03 
Products obtained 
Desctiption 
Man-made fibres (discontinuous), 
not carded, combed or otherwise 
prepared for spinning 
Continuous filament tow for the 
manufacture of man-made fibres 
(discontinuous) 
Waste (including yarn waste and 
pulled or garnetted rags) of man-
made fibres (continuous or 
discontinuous), not carded, 
combed or otherwise prepared for 
spinning 
56.04 Man-made fibres (discontinuous 
or waste), carded, combed or 
otherwise prepared for spinning 
56.05(1) Yarn of man-made fibres (discon-
tinuous or waste), not put up for 
retail sale 
56.06(1) Yarn of man-made fibres (di~con­
tinuous or waste), put up for 
retail sale 
56.07(2) Woven fabrics of man-made 
fibres (discontinuous or waste) 
57.05(1) Yarn of true hemp 
57.06(1) Yarn of jute or of other textile 
bast fibres of heading No 57.03 
57.07(1) Yarn of other vegetable textile 
fibres 
Workina or processina that does not 
confer the status of originarina products 
GEN I A107 
Wotkina or rroccssina rhar confers rhe 
srarus of originating products when the 
followina conditions are met 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacrure from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 56.01 to 56.03 
Manufacture from raw true hemp 
Manufarture from raw jute, jute 
tow or from other raw textile bast 
fibres of heading No 57.03 
Manufacture from raw vegetable 
textile fibres of heading No 57.02 
or 57.04 
(1) for yarn compo•ed of rwo or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be met in rcsrect of each of the hcadin11s under which 
yams of the other textile mare11als of which the mtxed yam is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does nor aprly to any one or more 
mixed textile mate11als whooe wei11ht does nor exceed 10% of the roral "eight of rextile materials incorporated. 
( 1) For fabrics composed of two or more textile materials, rhe conditions shown in this lisr must also be met in respect of each of rheheadingsundcrwhich 
fabric of the or her textile moterials of which rbe mixed fabric is composed would be classified. This rule, hnwever, does nor apply to any one ur more 
mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of rhe total weight of textile material• incorporated. This percentage shall he tncreased: 
(i) to 20% where rhe material in question is yam made of polyurethane segmented with Rexible segments of polyether, whether or not gimped, falling 
within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
(lil to 30% where the material in question is yarn of a width not c'<cccding 5 mm formed of a core consistinll either of a thin strip of aluminium or of 
a film of artificial rl3stic material whether or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and glued by means of a transparent 
or coloured glue between two 61ms of artificial plastic material. 
GEN I A108 
CCT 
heading 
No 
57.08 
57.10(1) 
57.11(1) 
57.12 
Products obtained 
Description 
Paper yarn 
Woven fabrics of true hemp 
Woven fabrics of jute or of other 
textile bast · fabrics of heading 
No 57.03 
Woven fabrics of other vegetable 
textile fibres 
Woven fabrics of paper yarn 
Carpets, carpeting and 
knotted (made up or not) 
rugs, 
58.02(2) Other carpets, carpeting, rugs, 
mats and matting, and 'Kelem', 
'Schumacks' and 'Karamanie' 
rugs and the like (made up or not) 
58.04(2) Woven pile fabrics and cheniVe 
fabrics (other than terry towelling 
or similar terry fabrics of cotton 
of heading No 55.08 and 
fabrics of heading No 58.05) 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC -MAL TA ASS. 
Working or processing that does nor 
confer the status of originating products 
Working or processing that confer· the 
status of originaung products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 47, from chemical 
products, textile pulp or from 
natural textile fibres discontinuous 
man-made fibres or their waste, 
neither carded nor combed 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 57.01 
Manufacture from raw jute, jute 
row or from other raw textile bast 
fibres of heading No 57.03 
Manufacture from 
heading No 57.02 
from coir yarn 
No 57.07 
materials of 
or 57.04 or 
of heading 
Manufacture from paper, from 
chemical products, textile pulp or 
from natural textile fibres, 
discontinuous man-made fibres or 
their waste 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
51.01, 53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 
to 55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 
to 57.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
51.01, 53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 
to 55.04, 56.01 to 56.03, 57.01 to 
57.04 or from coir yarn of heading 
No 57.07 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03, 57.01 to 
57.04 or from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
11) For fabrics composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be met in respect of each of the headings under which 
fabric of the other textile materials of which the mixed fabric is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does nor apply ro any one or more 
mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of textile materials incorporated. This percentage shall be increased: 
(i) to 20% where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented w1th flexible segments of polyether, whether or nor gim('ed, falling 
within heading Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
(ii) to 30% where the material in question is yarn of a width nor exceeding S mm formed of a core consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of 
a film of artificial plastic material whether or nor covered with aluminium powder, this core having been mserted and glued by means of a transparent 
or coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material. 
(') For products composed of rwo or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be met in respect of each of the headings under which 
products of the other textile materials of which the mixed product is composed would be classifie.J. This rule, however, does nor apply to any one or 
more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of rextile marerials incorporated. This percentage shall be increased: 
(i) to 20% where the product in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with Oexible SCI!ments of polyether, whether or not gim('ed, f3Jiing 
within heading Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
(ii) to 30% wMre the product in ~uestion is yam of a width not exceeding S mm formed of a core consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of 
a film of artificial plastic: material whether or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having bnn inserted and glued by means of a transparent 
or coloured glue between rwo films of artificial plastic: material. 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - MALT A ASS. 
Products obtamed 
headina CCT I 
No Dcscriprion 
58.05(1) Narrow woven fabrics, and 
narrow fabrics (bolduc) consisting 
of warp without weft assembled 
by means of an adhesive, other 
than goods falling within heading 
No .58.06 
58.06(1) Woven labels, badges and the 
like, not embroidered, in the 
piece, in strips or cut to shape or 
size 
58.07(1) Chenille yarn (including flock 
chenille yarn), gimped yarn (other 
than metallized yam of heading 
No 52.01 and gimped horsehair 
yarn); braids and ornamental 
trimmings in the piece; tassels, 
pompons and the like 
58.08(') Tulle and other net fabrics (but 
not including woven, knitted or 
crocheted fabrics), plain 
ex 58.09(1) Tulle and other net fabrics (but 
not including woven, knitted or 
crocheted fabrics), figured; 
mechanically made lace, in the 
piece, in strips or in motifs 
58.10 Embroidery, in the piece, in strips 
or in motifs 
59.01(1) Wadding and articles of wadding; 
textile flock and dust and mill 
neps 
59.02(1) Felt and articles of felt, whether 
or not impregnated or coated 
Working or processing that does not 
confer the status of originating products 
GEN I A109 
Working or processing that confers the 
status of oriJiinating products when the 
followmg conditions are met 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 to 
57.04 or from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 . to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or from 
chemical products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or from 
chemical products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or from 
chemical products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or from 
chemical products or textile pulp 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the product used does not 
exceed 50'1• of the value of 
finished product 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
(') Por products comi)Oied of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be met in respect of each of the headinp 
under which products of the other textile materials of which the mixed product is comP<IIed would be classified. This rule, however, does not 
apply to any one or more mixed textile materials whose wdght doet not exceed 10 1/o ol the total weiabt of textile materials incorporated. This 
percentage shall be increased: 
(i) to 'JJJ 1/o where the product in question is yam made of polyurethane seamented with flexible seamena of polyether, whether or not pmped, 
fallina within headina Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
(ii) to 30 1/o where the product in question is yam of a width not exc eedina 5 mm formed of a core consisrina either of a thin strip of alumi· 
nium or of a film of artificial plastic material whether or not covered with aluminium_ powder, this core havina been inserted and aJued 
by means of a transparent or coloured aJue between two films of artificial plastic material. 
GEN I 
CCT 
headin1 
No 
A 110 
Products obtained 
Description 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - MAL TA ASS. 
Workina or p~sina that don not 
confer the starus of oril!inauna products 
Working or processing rhar confen rhe 
status of oripnating prodqcts when the 
follow•na conditions are mer 
ex59.02(1) Needled felt, whether 
impregnated or coated 
or not Manufacture from fibre or 
continuous polypropylene filament 
of which the denomination of the 
filaments is less than 8 denier 
and of which the value does not 
exceed 400/o of the value of the 
finished product 
59.05(1) 
59.07 
59.01! 
59.09 
59.10(1) 
Bonded fibre fabrics, 
bonded yarn fabrics, and 
of such fabrics, whether 
impregnated or coated 
similar 
articles 
or not 
Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, 
plaited or not 
Nets and netting made of twine, 
cordage or rope, and made up 
fishing nets of yarn, twine, 
cordage or rope 
Other articles made from yarn, 
twine, cordage, rope or cables, 
other than textile fabrics and 
articles made from such fabrics 
Textile fabrics coated with gum 
or amylaceous substances of a 
kind used for the outer covers of 
books and the like; tracing cloth; 
prepared painting canvas; buck-
ram and similar fabrics for hat 
foundations and similar uses 
Textile fabrics impregnated, 
coated, covered or laminated with 
preparations of cellulose deriva-
tives or of other artificial plastic 
materials 
Textile fabrics coated or impreg-
nated with oil or preparations 
with a basis of drying oil 
Linoleum and materials prepared 
on a textile base in a similar 
manner to linoleum, whether or 
not cut to shape or of a kind 
used as floor coverings; floor 
coverings consisting of a coating 
applied on a textile base, cut to 
shape or not 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products 
or textile pulp or from coir yarn 
of heading No 57.07 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products 
or textile pulp or from coir yarn 
of heading No 57.07 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products 
or textile pulp or from coir yarn 
of heading No 57.07 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture either from yam or 
from textile fibres 
(1) For products composed of two or more textile materials, rhe conditions shown in this lilt must alao be mer in rapecr of each of rhe headinp under which 
products of rhe other rextile materials of which the mixed product is compoaed would be cla11ified. Tbil rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed textile materials whose wei1ht don nor exceed 10 % of rhe total weigbr of textile materials incorporated. Tbil percentqe 1ball be increued: 
(i) ro 20% where rhe product in quearion is yam made of polyumhane ICillleDted with Oexible ICillleDU of polyether, whether or nor pmpecl, falling 
within headina Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
(u) ro 30% where rhe product in question is yam of a width nor exc:eedina5 mm formed of a con consilrina either of a thin stripofaluminiumorofa&lm 
of artificial plastic material whether or nor covered wirh aluminium powder, this core havins been inserted and sJued by meana of a tranlparenr or 
coloured slue between two film• of artificial plastic material. 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC • MALT A ASS. 
CCT 
heading 
No 
59.11 
59.12 
59.13(1) 
59.15(1) 
59.16(1) 
59.17(1) 
ex Chap-
ter 60 (1) 
ex 60.02 
Products obtained 
Description 
Rubberized textile fabrics, other 
than rubberized knitted or 
crocheted goods 
Textile fabrics otherwise impreg-
nated or coated; painted canvas 
being theatrical scenery, studio 
backcloths or th~ like 
Elastic fabrics and trimmings 
(other than knitted or crocheted 
goods) cons1sttng of textile 
materials combined with rubber 
threads 
Textile hosepiping and similar 
tubing, with or without lining, 
armour or accessories of other 
materials 
Transmission, conveyor or 
elevator belts or belting, of textile 
material, whether or not 
strengthened with metal or other 
material 
Textile fabrics and textile 
articles, of a kind commonly used 
in machinery or plant 
Knitted and crocheted goods, 
excluding knitted or crocheted 
goods obtained by sewing or by 
the assembly of pieces of knitted 
or crocheted goods (cut or 
obtained directly to shape) 
Gloves, mittens and mitts, knitted 
or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized, obtained by sewing or 
by the assembly of pieces of 
knitted or crocheted goods (cut 
or obtained directly to shape) 
Workina or processing rhar don nor 
confer the starus of originating products 
GEN I A111 
Working or procesaing that confen the 
srarus of originating ~;~roducrs when rhe 
following condinons are mcc 
Manufacture from yam 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from single yarn 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 to 
57.04 or from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 to 
57.04 or from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 to 
57.04 or from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from natural fibres, 
carded or combed, from materials 
of heading Nos 56.01 to 56.03, 
from chemical products or textile 
pulp 
Manufacture from yam (') 
11) For products composed of rwo or more textile materials, the conditions thown in this lilt mlllt alao be mer iD respect of each of the headings 11ndcr which 
products of rhe other textile materials of which rbe mi:~~ed product is composed would be ciUiified. This rule, however, does nor apply ro any one or 
more milled textile marerials whose weight does nor nceed 10 '!1. ~;~f the roral weiPt of textile mareriab incorporared. This percenrqe shall be increaaed: 
ti) to 20'!1. where rbe product in question is yarn made of polyusedwle segmenred with ftexible segments of polyerher, whether or not r;imped, falling 
within heading Nos a 51.01 and ell 58.07; 
(ii) ro 30 '!1. where the product in question is yarn of a width nor ellceeding f mm formed of a core consisting either of a rhin srrip of aluminium or of a &lm 
of artificial plastic marerial whether or nor covered wirh aluminium powder, this core ha'l'iDa beea inserred and glued by means of a ttanspareat or 
coloured glue between rwo films of arrifidal plastic material. 
(1) Trimmings and accessories used (acludinglinings and inrerlining) whtc:h c:hanae rariB headina do not remOYe rhe originating srarusof the producrobraiaed 
if rbeir weight does nor ac:eed 10'!1. of the roral weight of all rbe rexrile materials incorporated. 
GEN I A112 
CCT I h~ading 
No 
ex 60.03 
ex 60.04 
ex 60.05 
ex 60.06 
61.01 
ex 61.01 
ex 61.02 
ex 61.02 
ex 61.02 
Products obrainrd 
Description 
Stockings, under stockings, socks, 
anklesocks, sockettes and the like, 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
or rubberized, obtained by 
sewing or by the assembly of 
pieces of knitted or crocheted 
goods (cut or obtained directly to 
shape) 
Under garments, knitted or cro-
cheted, not elastic or rubberized, 
obtained by sewing or by the 
assembly of pieces of knitted or 
crocheted goods (cut or obtained 
directly to shape) 
Outer garments and other 
articles, knitted or crocheted, not 
elastic or rubberized, obtained 
by sewing or by the assembly of 
pieces of knitted or crocheted 
goods (cut or obtained directly to 
shape) 
Other articles, knitted or 
crocheted, elastic or rubberized 
(including elastic knee-caps and 
elastic stockings), obtained by 
sewing or by the assembly of 
pieces of knitted or crocheted 
goods (cut or obtained directly 
to shape) 
Men's and boys' outer garments 
Fire resistant equipment of cloth 
covered by foil of aluminized 
polyester 
Women's, girls' and infants' 
outer garments, not embroidered 
Fire resistant equipment of cloth 
covered by foil of aluminized 
polyester 
Women's, girls' and infants' 
outer garments, embroidered 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC • MAL TA ASS. 
Workin~ or processin~ that doe< nor 
confer the status of ongmaung products 
\Vnrkm~ or procrssm~ that confer< the 
'il:ttlJs of or1grnattn)l products when thr 
followrng conditions are mer 
M.mufacture from yarn (1) 
Manufacture from yarn (1) 
Manufacture from yarn (1) 
Manufacture from yarn (1) 
Manufacture from yarn (•) (2) 
Manufacture from uncoated cloth 
of which the value does not 
exceed 400/o of the value of the 
finished product (1) (•) 
Manufacture from yarn (I) (I) 
Manufacture from uncoated cloth 
of which the value does not 
exceed 400/o of the value of the 
finished product (I) (I) 
Manufacture from fabrics, not 
embroidered, the value of which 
does not exceed 40 °/o of the 
value of the finished product (1) 
(') Trimmings and accessories used (excluding linings and interlining) which change tariff heading do nor remove the originating status of the product obtained 
if their wright does not exceed 10% of th~ total weight of all the textile materials incorporated. 
l'l These provisions do nor apply where the products arc obtained from printed fabric in accordance with the conditions shown in Uat B. 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC -MAL TA ASS. 
CCT 
heading 
No 
61.03 
61.04 
ex 61.05 
ex 61.05 
ex 61.06 
ex 61.06 
61.07 
ex 61.08 
ex 61.08 
61.09 
61.10 
Products obtained 
Description 
Men's and boys' under garments, 
including collars, shirt fronts and 
cuffs 
Women's, girls' and infants' 
under garments 
Handkerchiefs, •~ot embroidered 
Handkerchiefs, embroidered 
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, man-
tillas, veils and the like, not 
embroidered 
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, man-
tillas, veils and the like, 
embroidered 
Ties, bow ties and cravats 
Collars, tuckers, fallals, bodice-
fronts, jabots, cuffs, flounces, 
yokes and similar accessories and 
trimmings for women's and girls' 
garments, not embroidered 
Collars, tuckers, fallals, bodice-
fronts, jabots, cuffs, flounces, 
yokes and similar accessories and 
trimmings for women's and 
girls' garments, embroidered 
Corsets, corset-belts, suspender-
belts, brassieres, braces, sus-
penders, garters and the like 
(including such articles of 
knitted or crocheted fabric), 
whether or not elastic 
Gloves, mittens, mitts, stockings, 
socks and sockettes, not being 
knitted or crocheted goods 
Working or processing that does not 
confer the status of originating products 
GEN I A 113 
Working or processing that confers the 
status of ori11inating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture from yarn (1) (1) 
Manufacture from yarn (I) (1) 
Manufacture from unbleached 
single yarn (I) (1) (1) 
Manufacture from fabrics, not 
embroidered, the value of which 
does not exceed 40•/o of the 
value of the finished product (1) 
Manufacture from unbleached 
single yarn of natural textile 
fibres or discontinuous man-made 
fibres or their waste, or from 
chemical products or textile 
pulp (1) (2) 
Manufacture from fabrics, not 
embroidered, the value of which 
does not exceed 400/o of the value 
of the finished product (I) 
Manufacture from yarn (I) (2) 
Manufacture from yarn (1) (2) 
Manufacture from fabrics, not 
embroidered, the value of which 
does not exceed 400/o of the 
value of the finished product (I) 
Manufacture from yarn (1) (2) 
Manufacture from yarn (1) (') 
(I) Trimmin11s and accessories used (excluding linings and interlining) which change tariff heading do not remove the originating status of the product obtained 
if their weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of all the textile materials incorporated. 
(") These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained from printed fabric in accordance with the conditions shown in List B. 
(") For products obtained from two or more textile materials, thts rule doea not apply to one or more of the mixed textile materials if its or their weight does 
not exceed 10 % of the total weight of all the textile materials incorporated. 
GEN I A114 
CCT 
head ins 
No 
ex 61.10 
61.11 
62.01 
ex 62.02 
ex 62.02 
62.03 
62.04 
62.05 
64.01 
Products obtained 
Description 
Fire resistant equipment of cloth 
covered by foil of aluminizcd 
polyester 
Made up accessories for articles 
of apparel (for example, dress 
shields, shoulder and other pads, 
belts, muffs, sleeve protectors, 
pockets) 
Travelling rugs and blankets 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen 
and kitchen linen; curtains and 
other furnishing articles; not 
embroidered 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen 
and kitchen linen; curtains and 
other furnishing articles; 
embroidered 
Sacks and bags, of a kind used 
for the packing of goods 
Tarpaulins, sails, awnings, sun-
blinds, tents and camping goods 
Other made up textile articles 
(including dress patterns) 
Footwear with outer soles and 
uppers of rubber or artificial 
plastic material 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - MALT A ASS. 
\V orking or processing that does not 
confer the status of ori~~tinaring products 
Manufacture from assemblies of 
uppers affixed to inner soles or 
to other sole components, but 
without outer soles, of any 
material except metal 
Working or processing that confers the 
status of originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture from uncoated cloth 
of which the value does not 
exceed 40°/o of the value of the 
finished product (1) (~) 
Manufacture from yarn (1) (1 ) 
Manufacture from unbleached 
yarn of Chapters 50 to 56 (1) (1) 
Manufacture from unbleached 
single yarn (1) (3) 
Manufacture from fabrics, not 
embroidered, the value of which 
does not exceed 40°/o of the 
value of the finished product 
Manufacture from chemical 
products, textile pulp or from 
natural textile fibres, 
discontinuous man-made fibres or 
their waste (1) (') 
Manufacture from single un-
bleached yarn (1) (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 40°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
c•l Trimminp and accessories used (excluding JininiJs and interlininal,. hich chan11e tariff hradir.11 do not rnnove the orijlinating status of the product obtained 
if their weiaht doea not excred lO'lC. of the total weirht of all the te:uilr materials incorporated. 
(1) These provisions do not apply where the products arc obtained from printed fabric in accordance with the conditions shown in List B. 
(') for products obtained from two or more textile materials, this rule does not apply to one or more of the mixed textile material• if Its or their weiaht 
cloea nor exceed 10 'llo of the total weight of all the textile materials incorporated. 
COLLECTED ACTS • EEC • MALT A ASS. 
CCT 
headina 
No 
64.02 
64.03 
64.04 
65.03 
65.05 
66.01 
ex70.07 
Proclum obraincd 
Dacription 
Footwear with outer soles of 
leather or composition leather; 
footwear (other than footwear 
falling within heading No 64.01) 
with outer soles of rubber or 
artificial plastic material 
Footwear with outer soles of wood 
or cork 
Footwear with outer soles of other 
materials 
Felt hats and other felt headgear, 
being headgear made from the 
felt hoods and plateaux falling 
within heading No 65.01, whether 
or not lined or trimmed 
Hats and other headgear (includ-
ing hair nets), knitted or 
crocheted, or made up from lace, 
felt or other textile fabric in the 
piece (but not from strips), 
whether or not lined or trimmed 
Umbrellas and sunshades (includ-
ing walking-stick umbrellas, 
umbrella tents, and garden and 
similar umbrellas) 
Cast, rolled, drawn or blown sJass 
(including flashed or wired sJaas) 
cut to shape other than rectangu-
lar shape, or bent or otherwise 
worked (for example, edge 
worked or engraved) whether or 
not surface ground or polished; 
multiple-walled insulating glass 
Workin1 or proc:eui111 that does not 
confer the status of oril!inating products 
Manufacture from assemblies of 
uppers affixed to inner soles or 
to other sole components, but 
without outer soles, of any 
material except metal 
Manufacture from assemblies of 
uppers affixed to inner soles or to 
other sole components, but 
without outer soles, of any 
material except metal 
Manufacture from assemblies of 
uppers affixed to inner soles or to 
other sole components, but 
without outer soles, of any 
material except metal 
Manufacture from drawn, cast or 
rolled glass of heading Nos 70.04 
to 70.06 
GEN I A115 
Working or proceuing that confers the 
starua of oriainating produm when the 
following conditions are ma 
Manufacture from textile fibres 
Manufacture either from yam or 
from textile fibres 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed Srl'/o of the value of the 
finished product 
GEN I 
CCT 
heading 
No 
70.08 
70.09 
71.15 
73.07 
73.08 
73.09 
73.10 
73.11 
73.12 
73.13 
73.14 
A 116 
Products obtained 
Description 
Safety glass 
toughened or 
shaped or not 
consisting of 
laminated glass, 
Glass mirrors (including rear-view 
mirrors), unframed, framed or 
backed 
Articles cons1stmg of, or 
incorporating, pearls, precious or 
semi-precious stones (natural, 
synthetic or reconstructed) 
Blooms, billets, slabs and sheet 
bars (including tinplate bars) of 
iron or steel; pieces roughly 
shaped by forging, of iron or steel 
Iron or steel coils re-rolling 
Universal plates of iron or steel 
Bars and rods (including wire 
rod), of iron or steel, hot-rolled, 
forged, extruded, cold-formed or 
cold-finished (including precision-
made); hollow mining drill steel 
Angles, shapes and sections, of 
iron or steel, hot-rolled, forged, 
extruded, cold-formed or cold-
finished; sheet piling of iron or 
steel, whether or not drilled, 
punched or made from assembled 
elements 
Hoop and strip, of iron or steel, 
hot-rolled or cold-rolled 
Sheets and plates, of iron or steel, 
hot-rolled or cold-rolled 
Iron or steel wire, whether or 
not coated, but not insulated 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - MALT A ASS. 
Working or processing that does not 
confer the status of originating products 
Manufacture from drawn, cast or 
rolled glass of heading Nos 70.04 
to 70.06 
Manufacture from drawn, cast or 
rolled glass of heading Nos 70.04 
to 70.06 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 73.06 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 73.07 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 73.07 or 73.08 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 73.07 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 73.07 to 73.10, 73.12 
or 73.13 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 73.07 to 73.09 or 
73.13 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 73.07 to 73.09 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 73.10 
Working or processing that confers the 
status of originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
(I) These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained from products which have acquired the status of oripnating productS in accordance with 
the conditions laid down in Ust B. 
COLLECTED ACTS • EEC • MALT A ASS. 
CCT I heading 
No 
73.16 
73.18 
74.03 
74.04 
74.05 
74.06 
74.07 
74.08 
Products obtained 
Description 
Railway and tramway track 
construction material of iron or 
steel, the following: rails, check-
rails, switch blades, crossings (or 
frogs), crossing pieces, point rods, 
rack rails, sleepers, fish-plates, 
chairs, chair wedges, sole plates 
(base plates), rail clips, bed-plates, 
ties and other mattrial specialized 
for joining or fixing rails 
Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, of iron (other than of 
cast iron) or steel, excluding 
high-pressure hydro-electric 
conduits 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, 
shapes and sections, of copper; 
copper wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, 
of copper 
Copper foil (whether or not 
embossed, cut to shape, perfor-
ated, coated, printed, or backed 
with paper or other reinforcing 
material), of a thickness 
(excluding any backing) not 
exceeding ()-15 mm 
Copper powder and flakes 
Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, of copper; hollow bars 
of copper 
Tube and pipe fittings (for 
example, joints, elbows, sockets 
and flanges), of copper 
Working or processing that does not 
confer the statu~ of originating products 
GEl'~ I A 117 
Working or processing that confers the 
status of originatinll products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture from products of 
headil!g No 73.06 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 73.06 and 73.07 or 
heading No 73.15 in the forms 
specified in heading Nos 73.06 
and 73.07 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50 °/t of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500/o of the value of the 
finished product (I) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500/o of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/o of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/o of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/t of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
(1) These provisions do not apply where the productS are obtained from proclum which haft acquired the arus of oriJinaring products in accordance with 
the conditions laid down in List B. 
GEN I 
CC:T 
headin11 
No 
74.09 
74.10 
74.11 
74.12 
74.13 
74.14 
74.15 
74.16 
74.17 
A 118 
Products obtained 
Description 
Reservoirs, tanks, vats and 
similar containers, for any 
material (other than compressed 
or liquified gas), of copper, of 
a capacity exceeding 300 litres, 
whether or not lined or heat· 
insulated, but not fitted with 
mechanical or thermal equipment 
Stranded wil;e, cables, cordage, 
ropes, plaited bands and the like, 
of copper wire, but excluding 
insulated electric wires and cables 
Gauze, cloth, grill, netting, 
fencing, reinforcing fabric and 
similar materials (including end-
less bands), of copper wire 
Expanded metal, of copper 
Chain and parts thereof, of copper 
Nails, tacks, staples, hook-nails, 
spiked cramps, studs, spikes and 
drawing pins, of copper, or of 
iron or steel with heads of copper 
Bolts and nuts (including bolt 
ends and screw studs), whether 
or not threaded or tapped, and 
screws (including screw . hooks 
and screw rings), of copper; 
rivets, cotters, cotter-pins, washers 
and spring washers, of copper 
Springs, of copper 
Cooking and heating apparatus 
of a kind used for domestic 
purposes, not electrically 
operated, and parts thereof, of 
copper 
COLLECTED ACTS · EEC· MAL TA ASS. 
Working or procnsing that does not 
confer the starus of originating products 
Working or processing that confen the 
status of originating products when the 
followrng conditions are mer 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/o of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed .500/o of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/o of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product (I) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product(') 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/o of the value of the 
finished product (I) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
(') n- proyisiom do not apply where the producra are obtained from ~ which have acquired the RDtul of oriain•rinl produm in aCCOidaMe with 
the conditions laid down in Li• B. 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - MALT A ASS. 
CCT 
heading 
No 
Products obtained 
Description 
74.18 Other articles of a kind commonly 
used for domestic purposes, 
sanitary ware for indoor use, and 
parts of such articles and ware, 
of copper 
74.19 Other articles of copper 
75.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles, 
shapes and sections, of nickel; 
nickel wire 
75.03 Wrought plates, sheets and strip, 
of nickel; nickel foil; nickel 
powders and flakes 
75.04 Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, of nickel; hollow bars, 
and tube and pipe fittings (for 
example, joints, elbows, sockets 
and flanges), of nickel 
75.05 Electro-plating anodes, of nickel, 
wrought or unwrought, including 
those produced by electrolysis 
75.06 Other articles of nickel 
76.02 Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and sections, of aluminium; 
aluminium wire 
76.03 Wrought plates, sheets and strip, 
of aluminium 
76.04 Aluminium foil (whether or not 
embossed, cut to shape, perfor-
ated, coated, printed, or backed 
with paper or other reinforcing 
matetial), of a thickness 
(excluding any backing) not 
exceeding 0· 20 mm 
\Vorki1111 or procmina that does not 
confer the statu~ of oripnatina prudum 
GEN I A119 
Working or processing that confen the 
starus of onpnating products whm the 
following conditions ue met 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/e of the value of the 
finished product (I) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/e of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/e of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/e of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/e of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/e of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
ManufactUre in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed SO 'I• of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/e of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50'/o of the value of the 
finished product 
!') Tbell proYitlona do' not eooly whet.! tile prodacn are CJbralned from produm which ha.e acquired rbe 1tat111 of orlalnadng producta ia accordaace with 
the coQdlrlona laid do*n lti Lilt 8. 
GEN I 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
76.05 
76.06 
76.07 
76.0l! 
76.09 
76.10 
76.11 
76.12 
76.13 
A120 
Products obtained 
Description 
Aluminium powders and flakes 
Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, of aluminium; hollow 
bars of aluminium 
Tube and pipe fittings (for 
example, joints, elbows, sockets 
and flanges), of aluminium 
Structures, complete or incom-
plete, whether or not assembled, 
and parts of structures (for 
example, hangars and other 
buildings, bridges and bridge-
sections, towers, lattice masts, 
roofs, roofing frameworks, door 
and window frames, balustrades, 
pillars and columns), of alu-
minium; plates, rods, angles, 
shapes, sections, tubes and the 
like, prepared for use in struc-
tures, of aluminium 
Reservoirs, tanks, vats and 
similar containers, for any 
material (other than compressed 
or liquified gas), of aluminium, 
of a capacity exceeding 300 litres, 
whether or not lined or heat 
insulated, but not fitted with 
mechanical or thermal equipment 
Casks, drums, cans, boxes and 
similar containers (including rigid 
and collapsible tubular 
containers), of aluminium, of a 
description commonly used for 
the conveyance or ~eking of 
goods 
Containers of aluminium for 
compressed or liquified gas 
Stranded wire, cables, cordage, 
ropes, plaited bands and the like, 
of aluminium wire, but excluding 
insulated electric wires and cables 
Gauze, cloth, grill, netting, 
reinforcing fabric and similar 
materials, of aluminium wire 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC -MAL TA ASS. 
Workin~ or processin~ that does not 
confer the status of oragmating products 
Workin~ or processin~: that confers the 
status of ori~inatin~~: products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC -MAL TA ASS. 
heading 
No 
Products obtained 
Description 
Workong or processtng that does not 
confer the status of originating products 
I A121 
Working or processing that confers the 
status of onginattng products when tHe 
following condttions are rnet CCT I 
------~-----------------------+------------------------~----------------------
76.14 
76.15 
76.16 
77.02 
77.03 
78.02 
78.03 
78.04 
78.05 
Expanded metal, of aluminium 
Articles of a kind commonly used 
for domestic purposes, sanitary 
ware for indocr use, and parts 
of such articles .1nd ware, of 
aluminium 
Other articles of aluminium 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, 
shapes and sections, of 
magnesium; magnesium wire; 
wrought plates, sheets and strip, 
of magnesium; magnesium foil; 
raspings and shavings of uniform 
size, powders and flakes, of 
magnesium; tubes and pipes and 
blanks therefor, of magnesium; 
hollow bars of magnesium 
Other articles of magnesium 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, 
shapes and sections, of lead; lead 
wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, 
of lead 
Lead foil (whether or not 
embossed, cut to shape, perfor-
ated, coated, printed, or backed 
with paper or other reinforcing 
material), of a weight (excluding 
any backing) not exceeding 1·7 
kg/m2 ; lead powders and flakes 
Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, of lead; hollow bars and 
tube and pipe fittings (for 
example, joints, elbows, sockets, 
flanges and S-bends) 
t.1anufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product (I) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
(1) These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained from productS which b2ve acquird tbe status of originating products in accordance wi1b 
the conditions laid down tn List B. 
GEN I 
CCT 
heading 
No 
78.06 
79.02 
79.03 
79.04 
79.05 
79.06 
80.02 
80.03 
80.04 
A122 
Products obtained 
Description 
Other articles of lead 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, 
shapes and sections, of zinc; zinc 
wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, 
of zinc; zinc foil; zinc powders 
and flakes 
Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, of zinc; hollow bars, and 
tube and pipe fittings (for 
example, joints, elbows, sockets 
and flanges), of zinc 
Gutters, roof capping, skylight 
frames, and other fabricated 
building components, of zinc 
Other articles of zinc 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and sections, of tin; tin wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, 
of tin 
Tin foil (whether or not 
embossed, cut to shape, perfora-
ted, coated, printed, or backed 
with paper or other reinforcing 
material), of a weight (excluding 
any backing) not exceeding 1 kg/ 
m1; tin powders and flakes 
COLLECTED ACTS · EEC ·MAL TA ASS. 
Working or processing that does not 
confer the status of originating products 
Working or processing that confen the 
status of originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
fini~hcd product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does no 
exceed 500/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product 
(1) Thew provilions do nor apply where the producn are obtained from producn which haft acquired the status of ori;inatina products in accordew with 
the conditions laid down in Ust B. 
COLLECTED ACTS • EEC • MALT A ASS. 
CCT 
heading 
No 
80.05 
82.05 
82.06 
ex 
Chaprer 
84 
84.1S 
Products obtained 
D.scription 
Tubes and pipes and blanks 
therefor, of tin; hollow bars, and 
tube and pipe finings (for 
example, joints, elbows, sockets 
and flanges), of tin 
Interchangeable tvols for hand 
tools, for machine tools or for 
power-operated hand tools (for 
example, for pressing, stamping, 
drilling, tapping, threading, 
boring, broaching, milling, 
cutting, turning, dressing, 
mortlcmg or screwdriving), 
including dies for wire drawing, 
extrusion dies for metal, and rock 
drilling bits 
Knives and cutting blades, for 
machines or for mechanical 
appliances 
Boilers, machinery and mechanical 
appliances and parts thereof, 
excluding refrigerators and 
refrigerating equipment (electrical 
and other) (No 84.15) and sewing 
machines, including furniture 
specially designed for sewing 
machines (ex No 84.41) 
Refrigerators and refrigerating 
equipment (electrical and other) 
Working or processing that does not 
confer the status of originating producrs 
GEN I A123 
Workina or processing that confen the 
status of originating producta when the 
following conditions are mer 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50 1/e of the value of the 
finished product 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the 
materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40°/o of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the 
materials and parts used does not 
exceed 401/o of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Working, processing or assembly 
in wh1ch the value of the materials 
and parts used does not exceed 
40 °/o of the value of the finished 
produa 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and pa~ts 
used does not exceed 401/e of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least soat. in 
value of the materials and pans (1) 
used are originating products 
( 1) These provisions do not a~>rlr where tht' products are obtained from producrs which have acquired the status of originarina producrs in aecoulance 11ith 
the conditions laid down in List B. 
(1) In dererminin11 the value of producrs, materials and parrs, the followin1 must be taken into aecount: 
(a) in respect of originarin11 products, materials and parrs, the fint verifiable price paid, in case of sale, for the said products on the territory of the country 
where working, procesSJng or asoembly is carried out; 
(b) in respect of producrs, materials and parrs other than those referred to under (a), the provisions of Article 4 of this Protocol determinina: 
(i) the value of imported producrs, 
(ii) the value of products of undetermined orllin. 
GEN I 
CCT 
heading 
No 
A124 
Products obtained 
Description 
COLLECTED ACTS . EEC · MAL TA ASS. 
Working or processing that does not 
confer the status of or~ginattng products 
Working or processing that confers the 
status of originating products when the 
following condittons are met 
ex 84.41 Sewing machines, including Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 400/o of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that: 
ex 
Chapter 
85 
85.14 
furniture for sewing machines 
Electrical machinery and equip-
ment; parts thereof; excluding 
products of heading No 85.14 or 
85.15 
Microphones and stands therefor; 
loudspeakers; audio-frequency 
electric amplifiers 
(1) In determining the value of products, materials and parts, the following must be taken into account: 
(a) at least 50% in value of the 
materials and parts (1) used 
for the assembly of the head 
(motor excluded) are originat-
ing products, and 
(b) the thread tension, crochet and 
zigzag mechanisms are 
originating products 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating material and parts 
used does not exceed 40% of the 
value of the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non 
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 40% of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that: 
(a) at least 500/o in value of the 
materials and parts (1) used 
are originating products, and 
(b) the value of the non-originat-
ing transistors used does not 
exceed 3% of the value of 
the finished product (2) 
(a) in respect of originating products, materials and parts, the first vertfiable price paid, in case of sale, for the said products on the territory of the country 
where working, processmg or assembly is carried out; 
(b) in respect of products, materials and parts, other than those ref"'red to under (a), the provisions of Article 4 of this P"!>tocol determining: 
(i) th< value of imported products, 
(ii) the value of products of undetermined origin. 
{') This percentage is not cumulative with the 40 o/o. 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC ·MAL TA ASS. 
CCT 
heading 
No 
85.15 
Chapter 
86 
ex 
Chapter 
87 
87.09 
ex 
Chapter 
90 
Products obtained 
Descr1 prion 
Radiotelegr~phic and radio-
telephonic transmission and 
reception apparatus; radio-
broadcasting :md television 
tr:msmiSSion and reception 
apparatus (including receivers 
incorporating sound recorders or 
reproducers) and television 
cameras; radio 1:wigational aid 
apparatus, radar app:uatus and 
radio remote control apparatus 
Railway and tramway locomo-
tives, rolling-stock and parts 
thereof; railway and tramway 
track fixtures and fittings; traffic 
signalling equipment of all kinds 
(not electrically powered) 
Vehicles, other than railway or 
tramway rolling-stock, and parts 
thereof, excluding products of 
heading No 87.09 
Motor-cycles, autocycles and 
cycles fitted with an auxiliary 
motor, with or without side-cars; 
side-cars of all kinds 
Optical, photographic cinema-
tographic, measuring, checking, 
precision, medic.ll and surgical 
instruments and apparatus and 
parts thereof, excluding products 
of heading No 90.05, 90.07, 90.08, 
90.12 or 90.26 
Working or processing that does not 
conf<r the status of originating products 
(1) In determining the value of prod11cts, mat<rials and parts, the following must be taken into account: 
GEN I A125 
Working or proe<ssing that confen the 
status of origtnating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 400/o of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that: 
(a) at least 50°/o in value of the 
materials and parts (1) used 
are originating products, and 
(b) the v:1lue of the non-originat-
ing transistors used does not 
exceed 3°/o of the value of 
the finished product (!) 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the materials 
and parts used does not exceed 
400fo of the value of the finished 
product 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the materials 
:1nd parts used does not exceed 
400fo of the value of the finished 
product 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating m:1terials and parts 
used does not exceed 400fo of the 
finished product, :1nd provided 
that at least 500/o in value of the 
materi:lls and parts (I) used are 
originating products 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the materials 
and parts used does not exceed 
400fo of the value of the finished 
product 
(a) in r<spect of originating products, materials and parts, the first v<rifiable prie< paid, in case of sale, for the said products on the territory of the country 
where workmg, processing or assembly is carr1ed our; 
(b) in respect of products, materials and parts, other than those referred 10 under (a), the provtsions of Article 4 of this Protocol determining: 
(i) the value of imported products, 
(ii) the value of products of undetermined origin. 
(1) This percentage is not cumulative with the 40%, 
GEN I 
CCT 
headin11 
No 
90.05 
90.07 
90.08 
90.12 
90.26 
A126 
Products obtained 
Description 
Refracting telescopes (monocular 
and binocular), prismatic or not 
Photographic cameras; photo-
graphic flashlight apparatus 
Cinematographic cameras projec-
tors, sound recorders and sound 
reproducers; any combination of 
these articles 
Compound optical microscopes, 
whether or not provided with 
means for photographing or 
projecting the image 
Gas, liquid and electricity supply 
or production meters; calibrating 
meters therefor 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC · MALT A ASS. 
Working or processing that does not 
confer the status of originating products 
Workin11 or processing that confers the 
status of originating products when the 
following conditions are met 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non· 
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 40°/o of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least 500/o in 
value of the materials and parts (1) 
used are originating products 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 400/o of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least 500/o in 
value of the materials and parts (1) 
used are originating products 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 400/o of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least 500/o in 
value of the materials and parts(') 
used are originating products 
Working, processing or a~sembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 400fo of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least 50"/o in 
value of the materials and parts(') 
used are originating products 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materi:tls and parts 
used does not exceed 400fo of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least 50 Ofo in 
value of the materials and parts (1) 
used are originating products 
( 1) In dererminin11 the value of products, materials and pans, the following must be taken into account: 
(a) in respect of originatina producu, materials and parts, the lint verifiable price paid, in case of sale, for the said products on the territory of the country 
where workin11, proceaama or aaaembly is carried out: 
(b) in respecr of producra, materials and parts, other than thote referred to under (a), tbe provisions of Arriclc 4 of this Protocol derenninina: 
(i) the value of imponed products, 
(ii) the value of produca of undetermined oriain. 
COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - MALT A ASS. 
CCT 
headin1 
No 
ex 
Chapter 
91 
91.04 
91.08 
ex 
Chapter 
92 
92.11 
Producn obtained 
Description 
Clocks and watches and parts 
thereof, excluding products of 
heading No 91.04 or 91.08 
Other docks 
Clock movements, assembled 
Musical instruments; sound 
recorders and reproducers; tele-
vision image and sound recorders 
and reproducers, magnetic; parts 
and accessories of such articles; 
excluding products of heading 
No 92.11 
Gramophones, dictating machines 
and other sound recorders and 
reproducers, including l't'COrd 
players and tape decks, with or 
without sound-heads; telnision 
image and sound recorders and 
reproducers, magnetic 
Worldna or ~ that does not 
confer the IW1II of oriainadna producn 
(I) In determlnlna the nlue of producn, ftllllerials and pam, the foUowlna - be taken into IICCDIInt: 
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Worldna or proceuin1 that confen the 
- of orilinatinl ~ when tbe foUowin1 conclinons ate met 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which t.lte value of the materials 
and parts usecl does not exceed 
4fll/o of the value of the finished 
product 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the Yalue of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 4fll/o of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least 50'/e in 
value of the materials and parts (I) 
used are originating products 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 4fll/e of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least 50'/o in 
value of the materials and parts (I) 
used are originating products 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 40'/o of the 
value of the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly 
in which the Yalue of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 4fll'• of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that: 
(a) at least SO'/t in Yalue of the 
materials and parts (1) used 
are originating products, and 
(b) the value of the non-originat-
ing transistors used does not 
exceed 31/e of the value of the 
finished product (I) 
(a) In ftll*t of ~odiiCII, lllllftlrWIIftlt1larn. the &nt ftriflable prke paid, In cue of •Je. fortlie ald proclucu on the mrltory of the COuntl'J' 
when! warklnt. na or aloembly it Clllrild oilt; 
(b) In ~Gf prochlc:ll, materllh ..s· pam, adll!tdla!l thole Nfetft!d to ltlldet (a), tk promlona of~ 4 of tbia Protocol cletermialq: 
(I) rile ..... of .,.._. prodiiCtl, 
(11) rile ftlue of ptodum of 111ideteamlllld odlln. 
(I) 1'1111 pelceDII46 it not camalatlft wltfl the .... 
.. 
GEN I A128 
ProductS obtained 
CCT I hcadina 
No 
Description 
Chapter 
93 
96.02 
97.03 
98.01 
98.08 
Arms and ammunition; parts 
thereof 
Other brooms and brushes (in· 
eluding brushes of a kind used as 
parts of machines); paint rollers; 
squeegees (other than roller 
squeegees) and mops 
Other toys; working models of 
a kind used for recreational 
purposes 
Buttons and button moulds, studs, 
cuff-links, and press-fasteners, 
including snap fasteners and press-
studs; blanks and parts of such 
articles 
Typewriter and similar ribbons, 
whether or not on spools; ink-
pads, with or without boxes 
COLLECTED ACTS • EEC ·MAL TA ASS. 
Workina or processing that does not 
confer the ata!Us !>f originating producrs 
Workina or processing that confers the 
sutus of originating producrs when the 
following con:litions are met 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product 
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CCT 
heading No 
13.02 
ex 15.10 
ex 21.03 
ex 22.09 
ex 25.09 
ex 25.15 
ex 25.16 
ex 25.18 
ex Chapters 
28 to 37 
ANNEX lii 
LIST B 
List of working or processing operations which do not result in a change of tariff heading, but 
which do confer the status of 'originating products' on the products undergoing such operations 
Finished producu 
Description 
Shellac, seed lac, stick lac and other lacs; natural 
gums, resins, gum-resins and balsams 
Fatty alcohols 
Prepared mustard 
Whisky of an alcoholic strength of less than 50° 
Earth colours, calcined or powdered 
Marble squared by sawing, of a thickness not 
exceeding 25 cm 
Granite, porphyry, basalt, sandstone and other 
monumental and building stone, squared by sawing, 
of a thickness not exceeding 25 cm 
Calcined dolomite; agglomerated dolomite (includ-
ing tarred dolomite) 
Products of the chemical and allied industries 
excluding calcined, crushed and powdered natural 
aluminium calcium phosphates, treated thermically 
(ex 31.03) and essential oils other than of citrus 
fruit, terpeneless (ex 33.01) 
Worktng or processing th>t confers the st>tus of originating 
products 
Incorporation of non-ongtnating materials and 
parts in boilers, machinery, mechanical appliances, 
etc., of Chapters 84 to 92 in boilers and radiators 
of heading No 73.37 and in the products contained 
in heading Nos 97.07 and 98.03 does not make 
such products lose their status of originating 
products, provided that the value of these products 
does not exceed 50/o of the value of the finished 
product 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value 
of the non-originating materials and parts used 
does not exceed 500/o of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture from fatty acids 
Manufacture from mustard flour 
Manufacture from alcohol deriving exclusively 
from the distillation of cereals and in which the 
value of the non-originating constituent products 
does not exceed 150/o of the value of the manufac-
tured product 
Crushing and calcination or powdering of earth 
colours 
Sawing into slabs or sections, polishing, grinding 
and cleaning of marble, including marble riot 
further worked than roughly split, roughly squared 
or squared by sawing, of a thickness exceeding 
25 cm 
Sawing of granite, porphyry, basalt, sandstone and 
other buildtng stone, including such stone not 
further worked than roughly split, roughly squared 
or squared by sawing, of a thickness exceeding 
25 cm 
Calcination of unworked dolomite 
Working or processing in which the value of the 
non-originating products used does not exceed 20°/o 
of the value of the finished product 
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CCT 
beacliq No 
ex· 31.03 
ex 33.01 
ex 
Chapter 38 
ex 38.05 
ex 38.07 
ex 
Chapter 39 
ex 39.02 
ex 40.01 
ex 40.07 
ex 41.01 
ex 41.02 
ex 41.03 
ex 41.04 
ex 41.05 
ex 43.02 
ex 50.03 
Finished products 
Description 
Calcined, crushed and powdered natural aluminium 
calcium phosphates, treated thermically 
Essential oils, other than of citrus fruit, terpeneless 
Miscellaneous chemical products, other than refined 
tall oil (ex 38.05) and sulphate turpentine refined 
(ex 38.07) 
Refined tall oil 
Sulphate turpentine, purified 
Artificial plastic materials, cellulose ethers and 
esters, artificial resins and articles made of these 
materials, excepting films of ionomers (ex 39.02) 
lonomer film 
Slabs of crepe rubber for soles 
Rubber thread and cord, textile-covered 
Sheep and lambskins without the wool 
Retanned bovine cattle leather (including buffalo 
leather) and equine leather, except leather . of 
heading Nos 41.06 to 41.08 
Retanned sheep and lambskin leather, except 
leather of heading Nos 41.06 to 41.08 
Reranned goat and kidskin leather, except leather 
of heading Nos 41.06 to 41.08 
Other kinds of retanned leather, except leather of 
heading Nos 41.06 to 41.08 
Assembled furskins 
Silk waste carded or combed 
Working or proces1ing that confen the status of originating 
products 
Crushing and powdering of calcined natural 
aluminium calcium phosphates, treated thermically 
Deterpenation of essential oils other than of citrus 
fruit 
Working or processing in which the value of the 
non-originating materials used does not exceed 200/o 
of the value of the finished product 
Refining of crude tall oil 
Purification consisting of the distillation or refining 
of raw sulphate turpentine 
Working or processing in which the value of the 
non-originating materials used does not exceed 
200/o of the value of the finished product 
Manufacture from a thermoplastic partial salt which 
is a copolymer of ethylene and metacrylic acid 
partly neutralized with metal ions, mainly zinc and 
sodium 
Lamination of crepe sheets of natural rubber 
Manufacture from rubber thread or cord 
Removing wool from sheep and lambskins in the 
wool 
Retanning of bovine cattle leather (including buffalo 
leather) and equine leather, not further prepared 
than tanned 
Reranning of sheep and lambskin leather, not 
further prepared than tanned 
Reranning of goat and kidskin leather, not 
further prepared than tanned 
Reranning of other kinds of leather, not further 
prepared than tanned 
Bleaching, dyeing, dressing, cutting and aaembliag 
of tanned or dressed funkins 
Carding or combing waste silk 
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CCT 
heading No 
ex 50.09 
ex 50.10 
ex 51.04 
ex 53.11 
ex 53.12 
ex 53.13 
ex 54.05 
ex 55.07 
ex 55.08 
ex 55.09 
ex 56.07 
ex 59.14 
ex 68.03 
ex 6R.13 
ex 6R.15 
ex 70.10 
70.13 
ex 70.20 
ex 71.02 
ex 71.03 
ex 71.05 
ex 71.05 
Finished products 
Description 
Printed fabrics 
Incandescent gas mantles 
Articles of slate, including articles of agglomerated 
slate 
Articles of asbestos; articles of mixtures with a 
basis of asbestos or of mixtures with a basis of 
asbestos and magnesium carbonate 
Articles of mica, including bonded mica splittings 
on a support of paper or fabric 
Cut-glass bottles 
Glassware (other than articles falling in heading 
No 70.19) of a kind commonly used for table, 
kitchen, toilet or office purposes, for indoor 
decoration, or similar uses 
Articles made from glass fibre 
Precious and semi-precious stones, cut or otherwise 
worked, but not mounted, set or strung (except 
ungraded stones temporarily strung for convenience 
of transport) 
Synthetic or reconstructed precious or semi-precious 
stones, cut or otherwise worked, but not mounted, 
set or strung (except ungraded stones temporarily 
strung for convenience of transport) 
Silver and silver alloys, including silver gilt and 
platinum-plated silver, semi-manufactured 
Silver, including silver gilt and platinum-plated 
silver, unwrought 
GEN I A131 
Working or processing that confen the status of originatina 
products 
Printing accompanied by finishing operations 
(bleaching, dressing, drying, steaming, hurling, 
mending, impregnating, sanforizing, mercerizing) 
of fabrics the value of which does not exceed 
47·5°/o of the value of the finished product 
Manufacture from tubular gas mantle fabric 
Manufacture of articles of slate 
Manufacture of articles of asbestos or of mixtures 
with a basis of asbestos, or of mixtures with a basis 
of asbestos and magnesium carbonate 
Manufacture of articles of mica 
Cutting of bottles the value of which does not 
exceed 500/o of the value of the finished product 
Cutting of glassware the value of which does not 
exceed 50'/o of the value of the finished product 
or decoration, with the exception of silk-screen 
printing, carried out entirely by hand, of hand-
blown glassware the value of which does not exceed 
500/o of the value of the finished product 
Manufacture from unworked glass fibre 
Manufacture from unworked precious and semi-
precious stones 
Manufacture from unworked synthetic or 
reconstructed precious or semi-precious stones 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of unwrought 
si! ver and silver alloys 
Alloying or electrolytic separation of unwrought 
•ilver and silver alloys 
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CCT 
heading No 
ex 71.06 
ex 71.07 
ex 71.07 
ex 71.08 
ex 71.09 
ex 71.09 
ex 71.10 
ex 73.15 
ex 74.01 
ex 74.01 
ex 74.01 
ex 75.01 
ex 75.01 
Finished products 
Description 
Rolled silver, semi-manufactured 
Gold, including platinum-plated gold, semi-manu-
factured 
Gold, including platinum-plated gold, unwrought 
Rolled gold on base metal or silver, semi-manu-
factured 
Platinum and other metals of the platinum group, 
semi-manufactured 
Platinum and other metals of the platinum group, 
unwrought 
Rolled platinum or other platinum group metals, 
on base metal or precious metal, semi-manufactured 
Alloy steel and high carbon steel: 
- in the forms mentioned in heading Nos 73.07 
to 73.13 
- in the forms mentioned in heading No 73.14 
Unrefined copper (blister copper and other) 
Refined copper 
Copper alloy 
Unwrought nickel (excluding electro-plating anodes 
of heading No 75.05) 
Unwrought nickel except nickel alloys 
Working or processing that confers the status of originating 
products 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of unwrought 
rolled silver 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of unwrought 
gold, including platinum-plated gold 
Alloying or electrolytic separation of unwrought 
gold or gold alloys 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of unwrought 
rolled gold on base metal or silver 
Rolling, drawing, beat;ng or grinding of unwrought 
platinum or other metals of the platinum group 
Alloying or electrolytic separation of unwrought 
platinum or other metals of the platinum group 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of unwrought 
rolled platinum or other unwrought platinum group 
metals or precious metal 
Manufacture from products in the forms mentioned 
in heading No 73.06 
Manufacture from products in the forms mentioned 
in heading No 73.06 or 73.07 
Smelting of copper matte 
Fire-refining or electrolytic refining of unrefined 
copper (blister copper and other), copper waste or 
scrap 
Fusion and thermal treatment of refined copper, 
copper waste or scrap 
Refining by electrolysis, by fusion or chemically, 
of nickel mattes, nickel speiss and other 
intermediate products of nickel metallurgy 
Refining of waste by electrolysis, by melting or 
by chemical means of waste and scrap 
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CCT 
heading No 
ex 76.01 
ex 77.04 
ex 78.01 
ex 81.01 
ex 81.02 
ex 81.03 
ex 81.04 
ex 83.06 
84.06 
ex 84.08 
84.16 
Finished products 
Description 
Unwrought aluminium 
Beryllium wrought 
Refined lead 
Tungsten, wrought 
Molybdenum, wrought 
Tantalum, wrought 
Other base metals, wrought 
Indoor ornaments made from ba~e metals other 
than statuettes 
Internal combustion piston engines 
Engines and motors, excluding reaction engines 
and gas turbines 
Calendering and similar rolling machines (other 
than metal-working and metal-rolling machines 
and glass working machines) and cylinders thereof 
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Working or processing that confers the status of originating 
produca 
Manufacture by thermal or electrolytic treatment 
of unalloyed aluminium and scrap 
Rolling, drawing or grinding of unwrought beryl-
lium the value of which does not exceed 50°/o of 
the value of the finished product 
Manufacture by thermal refining from bullion lead 
Manufacture from unwrought tungsten the value 
of which does not exceed 50°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from unwrought molybdenum the 
value of which does not exceed 50°/o of the value 
of the finished product 
Manufacture from unwrought tantalum the value 
of which does not exceed 500fo of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from other base metals, unwrought 
the value of which does not exceed 500/o of the 
value of the finished product 
Working or processing in which the value of the 
non-originating materials used does not exceed 
30°/o of the value of the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value of the materials and parts used does not 
exceed 400/o of the value of the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 40°/o of the value of the 
finished product, and provided that at least 50d/t 
in value of the materials and parts (I) used are 
originating products 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 251/o of the value of the 
finished product 
\') In determining the value of products, materials and pans, the following must be taken into account: 
(a) in respect of originating products, materials and pans, the 6rst verifiable price paid, or the price which would be paid in case of sale, for the said 
products on the territory of the country where working, processing or assembly is carried out; 
(b) in respect of other products, materials and pans, the provisions of Article 4 of this Protocol derennining: 
(i) the value of imported products, 
(ii) the value of products of undetermined origin. 
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CCT 
beading No 
ex 84.17 
84.31 
84.33 
ex 84.41 
85.14 
85.15 
87.06 
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Finished products 
Descriprion 
Machinery, plant and similar laboratory equipment, 
whether or not electrically heated, for the treatment 
of materials by a process involving a change of 
temperature, for wood, paper pulp, paper and 
paperboard manufacturing industries 
Machinery for making or finishing cellulosic pulp, 
paper or paperboard 
Paper or paperboard cutting machines of all kinds; 
other machinery for making up paper pulp, paper 
or paperboard 
Sewing machines, including furniture specially 
designed for sewing machines 
Microphones and stands therefor; loudspeakers; 
audiofrequency electric amplifiers 
Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic transmiSSIOn 
and reception apparatus; radio, broadcasting and 
television transmission and reception apparatus 
(including receivers incorporating sound recorders 
or reproducers) and television cameras; radio 
navigational aid apparatus, radar apparatus and 
radio remote control apparatus 
Parts and accessories of the motor vehicles of 
heading Nos 87.01 to 87.03 
Working or processing that confers the srarus of originaring 
producrs 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 25°/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Working, processmg or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 250fo of the value of the 
finished product 
Working, . .processing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and pans 
used does not exceed 251/o of the value of the 
finished product 
Working, proces~ing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 400fo of the value of the 
finished product, and provided that: 
(a) at least 500fo of the materials and parts (I) used 
for assembly of the head (motor excluded) are 
originating products, and 
(b) the thread tension, crochet and zigzag 
mechanisms are originating products 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 40'/o of the value of the 
finished product and provided that at least 500fo of 
the materials and pans used are originating 
products (1) 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value 
of the non-originating materials and parts used 
does not exceed 400fo of the value of the finished 
product and provided that at least 500/o of the 
materials and pans used are originating products (1) 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value 
of the materials and parts used does not exceed 
150fo of the value of the finished product 
(1) In derermining rbe value of producrs, materials and pam, the following muu be be raken into account: 
(a) in respect of originating produm, materials and pam, the first verifiable price paid, iD c:ae of sale, for the said produm in the rerritorr of the counrrr 
where working, proeesung or assembly is c:arried out; 
(b) in respect of products, materials and parrs, other than those referred to under (a), the provisions of Article 4 of this l'totucol derermlnin&: 
(i) the value of imported produas, 
(ii) the value of produas of underermined origin. 
(') The application of this rule muu not have the effect of allowing the exceedina of the percentage of 3 '!1. for the oriainating traMlaton laid down in Uu A 
for the same tariff beading. 
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CCT 
heading No 
ex 94.01 
ex 94.03 
ex 95.01 
ex 95.02 
ex 95.03 
ex 95.04 
ex 95.05 
ex 95.06 
ex 95.07 
ex 98.11 
Finished products 
Deacription 
Chairs and other seats (other than those falling 
within heading No 94.02) whether or not 
convertible into beds, made of base metals 
Other fumit'.tre of base metal 
Articles of tortoise-shell 
Articles of mother of pearl 
Articles of ivory 
Articles of bone (excluding whalebone) 
Articles of hom, coral (natural or agglomerated) 
or of other animal carving material 
Articles of vegetable carving material (for example, 
corozo) 
Articles of jet (and mineral substitutes for jet), 
amber, meerschaum, agglomerated amber and 
agglomerated meerschaum 
Smoking pipes, pipe bowls, of wood, root or other 
materials 
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Working or processina that confen the mrus of orlainarlng 
products 
Working, processing or assembly in which 
unstuffed cotton cloth is used of a weight of 
300 glm1 or less in the form ready to use, of 
which the value does not exceed 25°/e of the value 
of the finished product (1) 
Working, processing or assembly in which unstuffed 
cotton cloth is used of a weight of 300 g/m1 or 
less in the form ready to use of which the value 
does not exceed 25°/o of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
Manufacture from worked tortoise-shell 
Manufacture from worked mother of pearl 
Manufacture from worked ivory 
Manufacture from worked bone (excluding 
whalebone) 
Manufacture from worked hom, coral (natural or 
agglomerated) or other animal carving material 
Manufacture from worked vegetable carving 
material (for example, corozo) 
Manufacture from worked jet (and mineral 
substitutes for jet), amber, meerschaum, agglomer-
ated amber and agglomerated meerschaum 
Manufacture from roughly shaped blocks 
(1) This rule does not apply when the general rule of clwtae of tarilf headina is applied to the other non-orlainarins parrs which are parr of the composition 
of the final product. 
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CCT 
heading No 
ex 27.07 
27.09 
to 
27.16 
ex 29.01 
ex 34.03 
ex 34.04 
ex 38.14 
l 
l 
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ANNEX IV 
LIST C 
List of products excluded from the scope of this Protocol 
Description 
Assimilated aromatic oils as defined in Note 2 to Chapter 27, of which 
more than 650/o by volume distils at a temperature of up to 250° C 
(including mixtures of petroleum spirit and benzoic), for use as power 
or heating fuels 
Mineral oils and products of their distillation; bituminous substances; 
mineral waxes 
Hydrocarbons: 
- acyclic 
- cyclanes and cyclenes, excluding azulenes 
- benzene, toluene, xylenes 
for use as power or heating fuels 
Lubricating preparations containing petroleum oils or oils obtained from 
bituminous minerals, but not including preparations containing 70 °/o or 
more by weight of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous 
minerals 
Waxes with a basis of paraffin, of petroleum waxes, of waxes obtained 
from bituminous minerals, of slack wax or of scale wax 
Prepared additives for lubricants 
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( 1) If gon<ls 
are not 
pa~krd, on-
docatr 
number of 
arttcles or 
stare ·m 
bulk' as 
appropriate. 
(') Complo:te 
only whrrr 
thr regu-
lations of 
the rxpor-
ting coun~ 
try or ter. 
ritnry rl!·-
quirr. 
1. Exporter (Name, full addrrss, country) 
3. Consignee (Name, full a<ldrcss, country) 
(Opnonal) 
6. Transport details (Optional) 
ANNEX V 
MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
EUR.1 No A 000.000 
Srr notrs ovrrlcaf before complctin1 this form 
2. Certificate used in preferential trade between 
and 
... ...... . ..................... ····· ........................... .. 
(insrrt appropriatr countrirs, groups of countrirs or trrritorirs) 
4. Country, group of 
countries or territory 
in which the products 
are considered as 
originating 
7. Remarks 
5. Country, group of 
countries or territory 
of destination 
8. Item number; Marks and numbers; Number and kind of packages (1); 
Description of goods 
9. Gross 
weight (kg) 
or other mea-
sure (litres, 
m3, etc.) 
10. Invoices 
(Optional) 
11. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Declaration certified 
Export document (2) 
Form .................. . .No 
Customs office .. . .. . 
Issuing country or territory ..... . 
Date ... 
(Signaturr) 
Stamp 
12. DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, declare that the goods 
described above meet the conditions re-
quired for the issue of the attached certificate. 
Place and date: . .... . .......................... . 
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13. REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION, to 
Verification of the authenticity and accuracy of this certi-
ficate is requested. 
······································· .................... iPi~~"e"·~;;d'·d'~r~> ......................................................... .. 
Stamp 
(Si(lllature) 
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14. RESULT OF VERIFICATION, 
Verification carried out shows that this certificate (1) 
0 
D 
was issued by the customs office indicated and that 
the information contained therein is accurate. 
does not meet the requirements as to authenticity 
and accuracy (see remarks appended). 
, .. _ ............................................................................................................................................ . 
(Place and date) 
Stamp 
(Si(lllature) 
(1) lnaert X in the appropriate box. 
NOTES 
1. Certificates must not contain erasures or words written over one another. Any alterations must be made by deleting the 
incorrect particulars and adding any necessary corrections. Any such alteration must be initialled by the person who 
completed the certificate and endorsed by the customs authorities of the issuing country or territory. 
2. No spaces must be left between the items entered on the certificate and each item must be preceded by an item number. A 
horizontal line must be drawn immediately below the last item. Any unused space must be struck through in such a manner 
as to make any later additions impossible. 
3. Goods must be described in accordance with commercial practice and with sufficient detail to enable them to be identified. 
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( 1) If loodl 
arc not 
packed, in· 
clicate 
number of 
articlea or 
atare 'io 
bullt'u 
appropri· 
ate. 
APPUCATION FOR A MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE 
1. Exporter (Name, full address, country) 
3. Consignee (Name, full address, country) 
(Optional) 
6. Transport details (Optional) 
EUR.1 NoAooo.ooo 
See notes overleaf before complerina this form 
2. Application for a certificate to be used in preferential 
trade between 
and 
(insert appropriate countriea, aroups of countries or territories) 
4. Country, group of 
countries or territory 
in which the products 
are considered as 
originating 
7. Remarks 
S. Country, group of 
countries or territory 
of destination 
8. Item number; Marks and numbers; Number and kind of packages (1 1; 
Description of goods 
· 9. Gross 
weight (kg) 
or other mea-
sure (litres, 
m1, etc.) 
· 10. Invoices 
(Optional) 
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DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, exporter of the goods described overleaf, 
DECLARE that the goods meet the conditions required for the issue of the attached certificate; 
SPECIFY as follows the circumstances which have enabled these goods to meet the above conditions: 
SUBMIT the following supporting documents (1): 
• 
UNDERTAKE to submit, at the request of the appropriate authorities, any supporting evidence which these authorities may 
require for the purpose of issuing the attached certificate, and undertake, if required, to agree to any inspection 
of my accounts and to any check on the processes of manufacture of the above goods, carried out by the said 
authorities ; 
REQUEST the issue of the attached certificate for these goods. 
(Place and date) 
·· · ·········· ·· ····· ·············-················· ·················(·s~~~~·;~~;; ····· ··· ········· ······ ············ ······ ········· ..... · ··········· 
(') For example: import documents, movement certificates, invoices, manufacturer's declarations, etc., referring to the products used in manufacture or to 
the goods re-exported in the sam~ ltAte. · 
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ANNEX VI 
EUR. 2 
L!J Form uted In preferential trade 
FORM No between ( 1) ......................................... and ......................................... 
~ Exporter (Name, full addreu, country) ~~ Dec:laratlon by exporter 
I, the undersigned, exporter of the goods described below, 
declare that the goods comply with the requirements for 
the completion of this form ll!ld that the goods have ob-
tained the status of originating products. within the provi-
sions governing preferential trade shown in box 1. 
_!j Consignee (Name, full addrea, country) 
~ Place and elate 
~ Signature of exporter 
~ Remarb( 2) _!_] Country of origin (3) ~ Country of destination (4 ) 
~ G1011 weight (kg) 
~ Marka; Numben of conatgmnent; DeiCI'iptlon of gooda iEJ Authority In the exporting country (4 ) res-
pondble for verification of the dec:laratlon 
by the exporter 
(I) lnMrt the countries, groups of countries or territories c:oncerned. 
(2) Refer to any verification already carried out by the appropriate authorities. 
(3) The tenn 'country of origin' means country, group of countriea or territory where the goodt we mnaidered to be originatin& 
(4) The term 'country' means country, group of countries or ~tory of des~on. 
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E.l Request for verification 
The verification of the declaration by the exporter on the 
front of this fonn is requested (*) 
·······················--······ 19 .... _. (Piue and date) 
Stamp 
······················isipi;;;;;r···················· 
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~~ Remit of verification 
Verification carried out shows that (') 
D 
D 
the statements and particulars given in this form are 
accurate. 
this fonn does not meet the requirements as to accu-
racy and authenticity (see remarks appended.) 
···-·················iPi;;";;,";j·d;;;)··················-····., ···························--·· 19 ...... . 
Stamp 
--·········-·············-···••.a••••-···-·-·········· (Signatu~) 
(I) Jmen X In the appropriatr box. 
(*) Subsequent verifications of fonn1 EUR. 2 oball be aamed out at random or whenever the culltomo authoritieo of the importing State have ...-hie doubt u to the accuracy 
of tbe information regarding tbe authenticity of tbe fonno and the true origin of the good• in queotion. 
IDJtructlona for the completion of fonn EUR. 2 
1. A fonn EUR.2 may be made out only for goods which in the exporting country fulfil the conditions specified by the provisions 
governing the trade referred to in box 1. These provisions must be studied carefully before the form is completed. 
2. In the case of a consignment by parcel post the exporter attaches the fonn to the dispatch note. In the case of a consignment by 
letter post he encloses the form in a package. The reference 'EUR.2' and the serial number of the form should be stated on the customs 
green label declaration Cl or on the customs declaration C2/CP3, as appropriate. 
3. These instructions do not exempt the exporter from complying with any other formalities required by customs or postal regulations. 
4. An exporter who uses this fonn is obliged to submit to the appropriate authorities any supporting evidence which they may require and 
to agree to any inspection by them of his accounts and of the processes of manufacture of the goods described in box I I of this form. 
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28.4. 76 Official Journal of the European Communities 
FINANCIAL PROTOCOL 
HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS, 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF DENMARK, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, 
THE PRESIDENT OF IRELAND, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE GRAND DUKE OF LUXEMBOURG, 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS, 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 
NORTHERN IRELAND, 
and 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, and 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA, 
of the other part, 
CONSCIOUS of the need to promote the accelerated development of the Maltese economy 
with a view to facilitating the pursuit of the objectives of the Agreement establishing an 
association between the European Economic Community and Malta, 
HAVE DESIGNATED as their Plenipotentiaries: 
HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS: 
Joseph VAN DER MEULEN, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative to the European 
Communities; 
No L 111/67 
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HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF DENMARK: 
Niels ERSBOELL, 
Amb~ssador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative to the European 
Communities; 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY: 
Ulrich LEBSANFT, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative to the European 
Communities; 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC: 
Jean-Marie SOUTOU, 
Ambassador of France, Permanent Representative to the European Communities; 
THE PRESIDENT OF IRELAND: 
Brendan DILLON, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative to the European 
Communities; 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC: 
Giorgio BOMBASSEI FRASCANI DE VETTOR, 
Ambassador of Italy, Permanent Representative to the European Communities; 
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE GRAND DUKE OF LUXEMBOURG: 
Jean DONDELINGER, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative to the European 
Communities; 
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HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS: 
E. J. KORTHALS ALTES, 
Minister, Plenipotentiary, Deputy Permanent Representative to the European Communities; 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 
NORTHERN IRELAND: 
Sir Donald MAITLAND, CMG, OBE, 
Ambassador Extr,vJrdinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative to the European 
Communities; 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
Jean DONDELINGER, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative of Luxemburg, 
Chairman of the Permanent Representatives Committee; 
Theodorus HIJZEN, 
Director-General of External Relations of the Commission of the European Communities; 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALT A: 
Joseph Attard KINGSWELL, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Delegate of the Republic of 
Malta to the European Economic Community, 
WHO, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The Community shaH participate, within the 
framework of financial and technical cooperation, in 
the financing of projects designed to contribute to 
rhe economic and social development of Malta. 
Article 2 
1. For the purposes specified in Article 1, and for 
a period expiring five years after the entry into force 
of this Protocol, an aggregate amount of 26 million 
units of account may be committed as follows: 
(a) 16 million units of account in the form of loans 
from the European Investment Bank, hereinafter 
called 'the bank', accorded from its own resources 
on the terms set out in its statute; 
(h) five million units of account in the form of loans 
on special terms; 
(c) five million units of account in the form of grants. 
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Provision may be made for contributions to risk 
capital formation, to be charged against the amount 
shown in (b). 
2. The loans referred to in paragraph 1 (a) shall 
generally be combined with 2% interest rate subsidies 
financed by means of the funds shown in paragraph 
1 (c). 
Article 3 
1. The amount fixed in Article 2 shall be used for 
the financing or part-financing of projects such as: 
- capital projects in the fields of production and 
economic and social infrastructure, aimed in 
particular at diversifying the economic structure 
of Malta and, especially, at promoting its 
industrialization and the modernization of its 
agriculture, fisheries and tourist industry; 
- technical cooperation as a preliminary or 
complement to capital projects and, as a 
corollary, technical cooperation schemes in the 
field of training. 
2. Community aids shall be used to cover costs 
necessarily incurred in carrying out approved projects 
or schemes. They may not be used to cover current 
administrative, maintenance or operational expendi-
ture. 
Article 4 
1. Capital projects shall be eligible for financing 
either by loans from the bank, combined with interest 
rate subsidies on the terms set out in Article 2, or by 
loans on special terms, or by a combination of these 
two means. 
2. Technical cooperation shall normally be financed 
by grants. 
Article 5 
1. The amounts to be committed each year for each 
of the various forms of aid shall be distributed as 
evenly as possible throughout the period of 
application of this Protocol. During the initial 
period of application, however, a proportionately 
higher amount may, within reasonable limits, be 
committed. 
2. Any funds not committed by the end of the fifth 
year following the entry into force of the Protocol 
shall be used, until exhausted, in accordance with 
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the same arrangements as provided for in this 
Protocol. 
Article 6 
1. Loans accorded by the bank from its own 
resources shall be combined with terms as to 
duration established on the basis of the economic 
and financial characteristics of the projects for which 
such loans arc intended. The interest rate shall be 
that applied by the bank at the time of signature of 
each loan contract, subject to the interest rate 
subsidy referred to in Article 2 (2). 
2. Loans on special terms shall be accorded for 40 
years with a grace period of 10 years. The interest 
rate shall be fixed at 1%. 
3. The loans may be granted through the 
intermediary of the State of Malta or appropriate 
Maltese public bodies, on condition that they onlend 
the amounts to the recipients on terms decided, by 
agreement with the Community, on the basis of the 
economic and financial characteristics of the 
projects. 
Article 7 
Aid contributed by the Community for rhe execution 
of certain projects may, with the agreement of Malta, 
take the form of eo-financing in which, in particular, 
:::redit and development bodies and institutions of 
Malta, of Member States or of third States or 
international finance organizations would take part. 
Article R 
The following shall be eligible for financial and 
technical cooperation: 
(a) in general: 
- the State of Malta; 
(b) with the agreement of the State of Malta, for 
projects or measures approved by it: 
- Maltese official development agencies; 
- private agencies working in Malta for 
economic and social development; 
- firms, carrying on their activities in accordance 
with the methods of industrial and business 
management, which are set up as companies 
or firms under Maltese law; 
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- groups of producers that are nationals of 
Malta, and exceptionally, where no such 
groups exist, the producers themselves; 
- scholarship holders and trainees sent by Malta 
under the training schemes referred to in 
Article 3. 
Article 9 
1. On the entry into force of this Protocol, the 
Community and Malta shall establish by mutual 
agreement the specific objectives of financial and 
technical cooperation, by refe1ence to the priorities 
set by Malta's development plan. 
These objectives may be reviewed by mutual 
agreement to take account of changes in Malta's 
economic situation or in the objectives and priorities 
set by its development plan. 
2. Within the framework established pursuant to 
paragraph 1, financial and technical cooperation shall 
apply to projects and measures drawn up by Malta 
or by other beneficiaries approved by that country. 
Article 10 
1. For each request for financial aid under this 
Protocol, a dossier shall be submitted to the 
Community by the beneficiary referred to in Article 8 
(a) or, with the agreement of Malta, by those referred 
to in Article 8 (b). 
2. The Community shall appraise the requests for 
financing in collaboration with the State of Malta 
and the beneficiaries in accordance with the objectives 
set out in Article 9 (1), and shall inform them of the 
decisions taken on such requests. 
Article 11 
The execution, management and maintenance of 
works that are the subject of financing under this 
Protocol shall be the responsibility of Malta or the 
other beneficiaries referred to in Article 8 of this 
Protocol. 
The Community shal'l ensure that this financial aid 
is expended in accordance with the agreed allocations 
and to the best economic advantage. 
Article 12 
1. As regards projects and measures financed by the 
Community, participation in tendering procedures 
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and other procedures for the award of contracts shall 
be open, on equal terms, to all natural or legal 
persons of Malta and of the Member States. 
2. To promote participation by Maltese firms in the 
performance of contracts, an accelerated procedure 
for issuing invitations to tender involving shorter 
time limits for the submission of tenders may be 
used after approval by the relevant Community body 
where the works in question, because of their scale, 
are mainly of interest to Maltese firms. 
3. Where the relevant Community body considers 
it useful, participation by other countries in 
contracts financed by the Community may be 
authorized ex·ceptionally on a case-by-case basis. 
Participation by third countries may also be 
authorized on the same conditions where the 
Community is financing schemes jointly with other 
sources of funds. 
Article 13 
Malta shall apply to contracts awarded for the 
execution of projects or measures financed by the 
Community fiscal and customs arrangements as 
favourable as those applied in respect of other 
international organizations. 
Article 14 
Where a loan is accorded to a beneficiary other than 
the State of Malta, the provision of a guarantee by 
the latter or of other guarantees considered adequate 
may be required by the Community as a condition 
of the grant of the loan. 
Article 15 
Throughout the duration of the loans accorded 
pursuant to this Protocol, Malta shall undertake to 
make available to debtors enjoying such loans the 
foreign currency necessary for the payment of 
interest and commission and the repayment of 
principal. 
Article 16 
The results of financial and t·echnical cooperation 
shall be examined annually by the Association 
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Council which shall define, where appropriate, the 
general guidelines of such cooperation. 
Article 17 
This Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement 
establishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta. 
Article 18 
1. This Protocol shall require ratification, 
acceptance or approval in accordance with the 
procedures in force in each of the signatory States 
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and the European Economic Community. The acts 
necessary for this purpose shall be exchanged at 
Brussels. 
2. This Protocol will enter into force on the first 
day of the second month following the date on which 
the exchange of acts referred to in paragraph 1 has 
been carried out. 
Article 19 
This Protocol is drawn up in two copies in the 
Danish, Dutch, English, French, German and Italian 
languages, each of these texts being equally 
authentic. 
TH bekra:ftelse heraf har undertegnede befuldma:gtigede underskrevet denne 
finansprotokol. 
Zu Urkund dessen haben die unterzeichneten BevoUmachtigten ihre Unterschriften 
unter dieses Finanzprotokoll gesetzt. 
In witness whereof, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have affixed their signatures 
below this Financial Protocol. 
En foi de quoi, les plenipotentiaires soussignes ont appose leurs signatures au bas du 
present protocole financier. 
In £ede di che, i plenipotenziari sottoscritti hanno apposto le <loro firme in calce al 
presente protocollo finanziaro. 
Ten blijke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun handtekening onder dit 
Financieel Protocol hebben gesteld. 
Udfa:rdiget i Bruxelles, den fjerde marts nitten hundrede og seksoghalvfjerds. 
Geschehen zu Briissel am vierten Marz neunzehnhundertsechsundsiebzig. 
Done at Brussels on the fourth day of March in the year one thousand nine hundred 
and seventy-six. 
Fait a Bruxelles, le quatre mars mil neuf cent soixante-seize. 
Fatto a Bruxelles, addi quattro marzo millenovecentosettantasei. 
Gedaan te Brussel, de vierde maart negentienhonderd zesenzeventig. 
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Pour Sa Majeste le roi des Beiges 
Voor Zijne Majesteit de Koning der Belgen 
For Hendes Majestret dronningen af Danmark 
Fiir den Priisidenten der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 
Pour le president de la Republique fran~aise 
,. 
For the President of Ireland 
Per il Presidente della Repubblica italiana 
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Pour Son Altesse Royale le grand-due de Luxembourg 
Voor Hare Majesteit de Koningin der Nederlanden 
For Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland 
Pa Radet for De europreiske Frellesskabers vegne, 
Im Namen des Rates der Europaischen Gemeinschaften, 
In the name of the Council of the European Communities, 
Au nom du Conseil des Communautes europeennes, 
A nome del Consiglio delle Comunita europee, 
Namens de Raad van de Europese Gemeenschappen, 
For the President of the Republic of Malta 
... --·" 
-----~ 
.. 
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The Plenipotentiaries of: 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, 
Her Majesty the Queen of Denmark, 
The President of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
The President of the French Republic, 
The President of Ireland, 
The President of the Italian Republic, 
His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Luxembourg, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 11nd Northern 
Ireland, 
and of the Council of the European Communities, 
of the one part, 
and of the President of the Republic of Malta, 
of the other part, 
meeting at Brussels on 4 March 1976, for the signature: 
- of the Protocol laying down certain provisions relating to the Agreement establishing 
an association between the European Economic Community and Malta, 
- of the Financial Protocol, 
I. have, on signing the Protocol laying down certain provisions relating to the 
Agreement establishing an association between the European Economic Community 
and Malta, 
- adopted the following Joint Deol11rations by the Contracting Parties: 
No L 111/75 
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1. Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties on Article 2, 
2. Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties on Article 13, 
3. Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties on agricultural products, 
- taken note of the Declarations listed below: 
1. Declaration by the European Economic Community on the regional 
application of certain provisions of the Agreement, 
2. Declaration by the European Economic Community on Article 25 of the 
Protocol concerning the definition of the concept of 'originating products' 
and methods of administrative cooperation, 
- and taken note of the Exchange of Letters on scientific and technological 
cooperation and the protection of the environment between the Presidents of 
the two delegations, 
11. have, on signing the Financial Protocol, taken note of the Declaration below: 
- Declaration by the European Economic Community on Article. 2. 
The above Declarations and the Exchange of Letters are annexed to this Final Act. 
The Plenipotentiaries have agreed that these Declarations and this Exchange of Letters 
shall be subjected, in the same manner as the Protocols, to any procedures that may be 
necessary to ensure their validity. 
Til bekrzftelse heraf har undertegnede befuldmzgtigede underskrevet denne slutakt. 
Zu Urkund dessen haben die unterzeichneten Bevollmachtigten ihre Unterschriften 
unter diese Schluaakte gesetzt. 
In witness whereof, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have affixed their signatures 
below this Final Act. 
En foi de quoi, les plenipotentiaires soussignes ont appose leurs signatures au has du 
present acte final. 
In fede di che, i plenipotenziari sottoscritti hanno apposto le loro firme in calce al 
presente atto finale. 
Ten blijke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun handtekening onder deze 
Slotakte hebben gesteld. 
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Udfrerdiget i Bruxelles, den fjerde marts nitten hundrede og seksoghalvfjerds. 
Geschehen zu Briissel am vierten Miirz neunzehnhundertsechsundsiebzig. 
Done at Brussels on the fourth day of March in the year one thousand nine hundred 
and seventy-six. 
Fait a Bruxelles, le quatre mars mil neuf cent soixante-seize. 
Fatto a Bruxelles, addl quattro marzo millenovecentosettantasei. 
Gedaan te Brussel, de vierde maart negentienhonderd zesenzeventig. 
Pour Sa Majeste le roi des Beiges 
Voor Zijne Majesteit de Koning der Belgen 
For Hendes Majestret dronningen af Danmark 
Fiir den Priisidenten der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 
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Pour le president de la Republique fran~aise 
, 
For the President of Ireland 
Per i1 Presidente della Repubblica italiana 
Pour Son Altesse Royale le grand-due de Luxembourg 
Voor Hare Majesteit de Koningin der Nederlanden 
< 
For Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland 
-
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Fa Radet for De europa:iske Fa:llesskabers vegne, 
lm Namen des Rates der Europliischen Gemeinschaften, 
In the name of the Council of the European Communities, 
Au nom du Conseil des Communautes europeennes, 
A nome del Consiglio delle ·Comunita europee, 
Namens de Raad van de Europese Gemeenschappen, 
For the President of the Republic of Malta 
.... -~ 
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Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties on Article 2 
The Contracting Parties agree that the Community shall allocate the tariff quotas 
provided for in Article 2 between the Community as originally constituted and the new 
Member States as follows: 
(in metric tons) 
CCT Community New heading Description as or!~n~ Member States No cons1r1tu 
55.05 Cotton yarn, not put up for retail sale 750 160 
56.04 Man-made fibres, (discontinuous or waste), 
carded, combed or otherwise prepared for 
spinning 600 200 
60.05 Outer garments and other articles, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized 100 90 
61.01 Men's and boys' outer garments 300 430 
Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties on Article 13 
The Contracting Parties agree that, without prejudice to the application of the first 
subparagraph of Article 22 (2) of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72, the products listed in 
Article 13 of the Protocol and included in Annex Ill to that Regulation shall be admitted 
into the Community without quantitative restrictions or measures having equivalent 
effect throughout the period during which duty reductions apply. 
Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties on agricultural products 
1. The Contracting Parties declare their readiness to foster, so far as their agricultural 
policies allow, the harmonious development of trade in agricultural products to which 
the Protocol does not apply. 
The Contracting Parties shall apply their rules on veterinary, health and plant health 
matters in a non-discriminatory fashion and shall not introduce any new measures that 
have the effect of unduly obstructing trade. 
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2. The Contracting Parties shall examine, under the conditions set out in Article 14 of 
the Agreement, any difficulties that might arise in their trade in agricultural products 
and shall endeavour to seek appropriate solutions. 
Declaration by the European Economic Community concerning the regional application 
of certain provisions of the Agreement 
The European f.r:onomic Community declares that the application of the measures open 
to it under Article 10 of the Agreement might be limited, by reason of Community 
rules, to one of its regiotls. 
Declaration of the European Economic Community on Article 25 of the Protocol 
concerning the definition of the concept of 'originating products' and methods of 
administrative cooperation 
For the implementation of Article 25 of this Protocol, the Community is prepared to 
examine any request by Malta in order to bring derogations to this Protocol in favour 
of biscuits falling within heading No 19.08, embroidery falling within heading No 58.10 
and radios falling within heading No 85.15 which are being already exported from 
Malta to the Community. This examination shall be held in an appropriate institutional . 
framework, from the date of the signature of the Protocol olaying down certain provisions 
relating to the Agreement establishing an association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta with a view to allowing, if possible, the derogations to enter 
into force at the same date as the Protocol. 
Exchange of Letters relating to scientific and technological cooperation and the 
protection of the environment 
Your Excellency, 
Further to the wishes expressed by the Maltese delegation at the negotiations which 
have ended in a Protocol being concluded today between the European Economic 
Community and Malta, I have the honour to inform you, on behalf of the Member 
States of the European Economic Community, that the latter are ready to examine on 
a case-by-case basis the possibility of Malta having access to the results of the research 
programmes carried out by the Member States of the Community or by the latter in 
collaboration with other third countries in the fields of science, technology and the 
protection of the envirottment. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter. 
Please accept, your Excellency, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
157 
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Sir, 
You were good enough to make the following communication to me in your letter of 
today's date: 
'Further to the wishes expressed by the Maltese delegation at the negotiations 
which have ended in a Protocol being concluded today between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, I have the honour to inform you, on behalf of 
the Member States of the European Economic Community, that the latter are ready 
to examine on a case-by-case basis the possibility of Malta having access to the 
results of the research programmes carried out by the Member States of the 
Community or by the latter in collaboration with other third countries in the 
fields of science, technology and the protection of the environment. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter.' 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of that letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Declaration of the European Economic Community on Article 2 of the Financial 
Protocol 
1. The unit of account used to express the amounts indicated in Article 2 of the 
Financial Protocol equals the sum of the following amounts in terms of the national 
currencies of the Member States of the Community: 
German mark 
Pound sterling 
French Franc 
Italian lira 
Dutch guilder 
Belgian franc 
Luxembourg franc 
Danish krone 
Irish pound 
0·828 
0·0885 
1-15 
109 
0·286 
3·66 
0·14 
0·217 
0·00759 
2. The value of the unit of account in any other currency is equal to the sum of the 
counterva'lues in this currency of the amounts of currencies indic~ted in paragraph 1. 
The countervalue is fixed by the Commission on the basis of the rates established 
daily on the exchange markets. 
The daily rates of exchange in the various national currencies are available every 
day; they are published periodically in the Official journal of the European 
Communities. 
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Offillal Journal of the European Commumt1r~ No I. 11 'Ill I 
Information on the date of the entry into force of the Protocol laying down 
certain provisions relatmg to the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic: Community and Malta 
The t•xchangr of the mstrument~ givm~ not1ce of the completion of tht· pron·durt's neces-
sary for !to:- entry mto forn· of tht· Protocol laymg down t'erta1n prov1~1om relatm~ to tht-
Agretmcnt t:~t"'hli~hml( an asso~o1a11on between the European EconomK Community and 
Malta, s1~ncd m Bro ~~sel~ on 4 March I '176, having taken place on \0 Apnl lli76 in Brus-
seb, the Protocol will enter 1nto force on I June 1976 in accordance w1th Art1dc H of 
the ~ame. 
The date of the entry mto torcc of the Fmancial Protocol will be pul•hshed m the Ofll(t.ll 
Joun~<il o/ tht /:'uropt·•lll Com11111111f1t·.• once the procedures la1d down m Arllclt: I H of 
the same have betn completed. 
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No L .304/2 Official Journal of the European Communities 
ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL 
to the Agreement establishing an association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA, 
of the other part, 
HAVE DECIDED to extend the first stage of the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and Malta, signed in Valletta on 5 
December 1970, and to this end have designated as their Plenipotentiaries : 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 
Joseph VAN DER MEULEN, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, 
Permanent Representative of Belgium, 
Chairman of the Permanent Representatives Committee ; 
Roland de KERGORLAY, 
Assistant Director General of the Directorate-General for External Relations of the 
Commission of the European ~ommunities ; 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALTA: 
Josef von FERENCZ:'f, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Malta to the Euro-
pean Economic Community ; 
WHO, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and due form, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
TITLE I 
Trade 
Article I 
Article 2 
29. 11. 77 
I. The first stage of the Agreement establishing an 
association between the European Economic Commu-
nity and Malta is hereby extended until 31 December 
1980. 
The provisions governing the first stage of the Agree-
ment establishing an usociation between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and Malta, including 
those of the Protocol laying down certain provisions 
relating to the Agreement establishing an usociation 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta, signed on 4 March 1976, shall be supplemented 
2. Negotiations are provided for during the twelve 
months preceding the expiry of the first stage, with a 
view to defining the content of the second stage. 
UpdatinR supplement - H December 1978 
by the following provisions. · 
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Article J 
I. Subject to the special prov1s1ons laid down in 
Article 5 of this Protocol, products originating in 
Malta, other than those appearing in Annex 11 to the 
Treaty establishing the European Economic Commu-
nity, in Lists A and 8 of Annex I to the Agreement 
and in Article 4 of this Protocol, shall be exempt from 
payment of customs duty on entry into the Commu-
nity. 
2. Article 3 of Annex I to the Agreement shall be 
replaced by the following : 
'Article J 
For the following goods obtained from the 
processing of agricultural products, the exemption 
referred to in Article 3 (I) of the Additional 
Protocol shall be applied to the fixed component 
of the charge levied on imports of those goods 
into the Community : 
ccr 
hroclins No 
18.06 
19.03 
19.08 
Descrtplion 
Chocolate and other food preparations 
containing cocoa 
Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products 
Pastry, biscuits, cakes and other fine bakers' 
wares, whether or not containing cocoa in 
any proportion' 
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3. The products falling within the followins tariff 
headings shall be added to List A of Annex I to the 
Agreement: 
ccr 
hrodtn(l No 
22.06 
22.09 
DnutpttOn 
Vermouths, and other wines of fresh ppes 
flavoured with aromatic extracts 
Spirits (other than those of headins No 22.08) ; 
liqueurs and other spirituous beverases ; 
compound alcoholic preparations (known IS 
'concentrated extracts) for the manufacture of 
beverases: 
B. Compound alcoholic preparations (known IS 
'concentrated extracts) for the manufacture 
of beverases 
C. Spirituous beverages 
4. Products fallins within headins No 18.06 (choco-
late and other food preparations containins cocoa) 
shall be deleted from List A of Annex I to the Agree-
ment. 
Products falling within headins No 55.09 (other 
woven fabrics of cotton) shall be deleted from List 8 
of Annex I to the Agreement. 
Article 4 
The following products, originating in Malta, shall, on 
entry into the Community, be subject to the customs 
duty indicated ir. respect of each : 
ccr 
hroclina No Dncriptton 
Rolr of 
CUIIOJIII duly 
21.05 Soups and broths, in liquid, solid or powder form ; homosenized 
composite food preparations : ' 
A. Soups and broths, in liquid, solid or powder form 
22.03 Beer made from malt 
Article 5 
Article 2 of Annex I to the Asreement shall be replaced by the followins : 
'Article 2 
I. For the following products, orisinatins in Malta, the Community shall open annual 
Community tariff quotas for 1977 which shall be exempt from payment of customs duty 
within the limit of the quantities indicated below : 
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HO~ 
H.09 
56.04 
60.05 
61.01 
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Annu.1l 
I )t "l nptu111 ( nmmun1fy 
I.Hiff f.411CIId 
Cotton yarn, not put up for retail ~ak I 21111 tonne~ 
Other woven fahncs of l·otton I 00 tonne~ 
Man-made fibres (d1scontmuous or waste). carded, lOmhed or 
otherwise prepared for spmning ROO tonnes 
Outer garments and other article~. knllled or crocheted, not 
elasti.: or rubbenzed 216 tonnes 
Men's and boys' outer garments HI~ tonnes 
2. If the date of the opening of the quotas referred to in paragraph I does not coin-
cide with the beginning of the calendar year, they shall be opened on a pro rata basis. 
3. As from I January 1978, imports into the Community of the products referred 
to in paragraph I shall be subject to annual indicative ceilings, above which the 
customs duties applicable to third countries may be reintroduced in accordance with 
paragraphs 4 to 7. The amounts of the ceilings for 1978 shall be the amounts speci~ 
fied in paragraph I increased by 5 %. These ceilings shall be increased annually by 
5%. 
4. If, over two consecutive years, imports of a product subject to ceilings are less 
than 90 % of the amount fixed, the Community shall suspend the application of 
those ceilings. 
5. In the event of cyclical difficulties, the Community reserves the right, after 
consultation within the Association Council, to aprly for any year the same amount as 
that fixed for the preceding year. 
6. The Community shall notify the Association Council on I December of each 
year of the list of products subject to ceilings in the following year and of the amounts 
of the ceilings. 
7. By way of derogation from Article 3 (I) of the Additional Protocol, when a 
ceiling fixed for the importation of a product covered by paragraph I is reached, 
Common Customs Tariff duties may be charged again on imports of the product in 
question until the end of the calendar year.' 
Article 6 
For the products covered by Article "59 (I) (b) of the Act of Accession, Article 4 of the 
Protocol laying down certain provisions relating to the Agreement establishing an associa-
tion between the European Economic Community and Malta shall remain applicable 
until 31 December 1977. 
Articlt 7 
For the following product, originating in Malta, the Community shall open, for the period 
I July 1977 to ."lO June 1978, a Community tariff quota free of customs duties for the 
volume indicated : 
llpclating supplement - H Dt>cemher 1978 
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JH\Cnpuon Community 
ranff quora 
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16.02 Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal : 
B. Other: 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
I. Containing bovine meat or offal : 
bb) Other 650 tonnes 
Article 8 
I. The customs duties and charges having equiva-
lent effect applicable to products originating in the 
Community when imported into Malta shall be those 
actually applied in Malta on I July 1977. 
2. Any changes made by Malta in the customs 
duties and charges having equivalent effect applied 
vis-a-vis third countries must not have the effect of 
diminishing the percentage preference enjoyed by the 
Community in relation to third countries. 
Article 9 
In the event of modifications to the nomenclature "of 
the customs tariffs of the Contracting Parties affecting 
products referred to in the Agreement, the Association 
Council may adapt the tariff nomenclature of those 
products as it appears in the Agreement. 
TITLE 11 
Rules of origin 
Article 10 
1. A derogation from the rules of origin contained 
in the Protocol concerning the definition of the 
concept of 'originating products' and methods of admi-
nistrative cooperation, annexed to the Protocol laying 
down certain provisions relating to the Agreement 
establishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, hereinafter called 
the Origin Protocol, shall be granted for the following 
products. 
2. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
in Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading No 
16.02 to the effect that non-originating products from 
Chapter 2 must not be used, canned stewed steak 
manufactured in Malta shall be regarded as a product 
originating in Malta even though this condition is not 
observed, provided that the other conditions appli-
cable to this heading are satisfied. 
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The following entry must be made in box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.I, issued in respect of origi-
nating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation stewed steak'. 
This derogation shall apply until 30 June 1978. 
3. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
in Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading No 
18.06 to the effect that non-originating products from 
Chapter 17 may not represent more than 30 % of the 
value of the finished product, chocolates manufac-
tured in Malta shall be regarded as products origi-
nating in Malta even though this condition is not 
observed, provided that the other conditions appli-
cable to this heading are satisfied. 
The following entry must be made in box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.1 issued in respect of origi-
nating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation chocolates'. 
This derogation shall apply until 31 December 1978. 
4. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
in Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading No 
85.15 to the effect that at least 50 % in value of the 
materials and parts used must be originating products, 
intermediate-frequency transformers manufactured in 
Malta shall be regarded as products originating in 
Malta even though this condition is not observed, 
provided that the other conditions relating to this 
heading are satisfied. 
The following entry must be made in box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.l issued in respect of origi-
nating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation 1FT. 
This derogation shall apply until 30 June 1978. 
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5. By way of derogation from the special provi-
sions in Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading 
No I! US to the effect that non-onginaung transistors 
may not represent more than 1 % of the value of the 
finished product, receptiOn apparatus manufactured in 
Malta shall be regarded as a product originating in 
Malta even though this condition IS not observed, 
provided that the other wnditions relating to this 
heading are satisfied. 
The following entry must be made 1n box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.I issued in respect of origi-
nating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation radios'. 
This derogation shall apply until ]0 June 1978. 
6. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
in Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading No 
92.11 to the effect that non-originating transistors 
may not represent more than ] % of the value of the 
finished product, tape recorders manufactured in 
Malta shall be regarded as products originating in 
Malta if the value of the non-originating transistor 
does not exceed S % of the value of the finished 
product, provided that the other conditions relating to 
this heading are satisfied. 
The following entry must be made in box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.I issued in respect of origi-
nating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
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'Derogation tape recorders'. 
Th1s derogation shall apply until .10 June 1978. 
TITLE Ill 
General and final provisions 
A rltcle 11 
This Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement 
establishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta. 
Article 12 
I. This Protocol shall be subject to ratification, 
acceptance or approval, in accordance with the proce-
dures of the Contracting Parties, who shall notify each 
other of the completion of the procedures necessary 
to that end. 
2. This Protocol shall enter into force on the first 
day of the second month following the month in 
which the notifications referred to in paragraph I 
have been effected. 
Article /3 
This Protocol is drawn up in two copies in the 
Danish, Dutch, English, French, German and Italian 
languages, each of these texts being equally authentic. 
Til beknrftelse heraf har undertegnede befuldmzgtigede underskrevet denne protokol. 
Zu Urkund dessen haben die unterzeichneten Bevollmachtigten ihre Unterschriften unter 
dieses Protokoll gesetzt. 
In witness whereof, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have affixed their signatures below 
this Protocol. 
En foi de quoi, les plenipotentiaires soussignes ont appose leurs signatures au bas du 
present protocole. 
In fede di che, i plenipotenziari sottoscritti hanno apposto le loro firme in calce al 
presente protocollo. 
Ten blijke waarvan de ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun handtekening onder dit 
Protocol hebben gesteld. 
Udfaerdiget i Bruxelles, den syvogtyvende oktober nitten hundrede og syvoghalvfjerds. 
Geschehen zu Briissel am siebenundzwanzigsten Oktober neunzehnhundertsiebenund-
• siebzig. 
Done at Brussels on the twenty-seventh day of October in the year one thousand nine 
hundred and seventy-seven. 
Fait a Bruxelles, le vingt·sept octobre mil neuf cent soixante-dix-sept. 
Fatto a Bruxelles, addi ventisette ottobre millenovecentosettantasette. 
Gedaan te Brussel, de zevenentwingtigste oktober negentienhonderd zevenenzeventig. 
IJpdatin~ suppl(•ment • H Oecembt'r 197R 
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Pi Ridet for De europaeiske Faellesskabers vegne 
Fur den Rat der Europiiischen Gemeinschaften 
For the Council of the European Communities 
Pour le Conseil des Communautes europeennes 
Per it Consiglio delle Comumta europee 
Voor de Raad van de Europese Gemeenschappen 
- .~t·---
~ . 
For republikken Maltas regering 
Fur die Regierung der Republik Malta 
For the Government of the Republic of Malta 
Pour le gouvernement de la republique de Matte 
Per it governo della Repubblica di Malta 
Voor de Regering van de Republiek Malta 
0 
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FINAL ACT 
The Plenapotl·nt1ar1e~ of 
the Count·il of the European Communities, 
of the one part, and 
the Government of the Republic of Malta, 
of the other part, 
meeting in Brussels on the twenty-seventh day of October in the year one thousand nine 
hundred and seventy-seven for the signature of the Additional Protocol to the Agreement 
establishing an association between the European Eronomit Community and Malta, 
have, on signing this Protocol, adopted the joint declaration by the Contracting Parties on 
the application of Article 17 of the Protocol laying down certain provisions relating to the 
Agreement establishing an association between the European Economic Community and 
Malta. 
The Plenipotentiaries have agreed that this declaration shall be subjected, in the same 
manner as the Protocol, to any procedures that may be necessary to ensure its validity. 
Udf~rd1get 1 Bruxelb, den syvogtyvende oktober nitten hundrede og syvoghalvfjerds. 
Geschehen zu Briissel am siebenundzwanzigsten Olr ·ober neunzehnhundertsiebenund-
siebzig. 
Done at Brussels on the twenty-seventh day of October in the year one thousand nine 
hundred and seventy-seven. 
Fait a Bruxelles, le vingt-sept octobre mil neuf cent soixante-dix-sept. 
Fatto a 8ruxelles, addi ventisette ottobre millenovecentosettantasette. 
Gedaan te Brussel, de zevenentwintigste oktober negentienhonderd zevenenzeventig. 
2'l. I I. 77 
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Fur den Rat dt·r F.urop:ll\l hen (le'lll'IIIM.:haften 
For the Council of the European Communities 
Pour le Conseil des C:ommunautes europcennes 
Per il Consiglio delle Comunita europee 
Voor de Rud van de F.uropest· Grmeenschappen 
For republikkcn Maltas rcgcnng 
Fiir die Regierung der Republik Malta 
For the Government of the Republic of Malta 
Pour le gouvcrnement de la rcpublique de Malte 
Per 11 governo della Repuhblica di Malta 
Voor de Regering van de Republiek Malta 
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Jmnt declaration by the Contracting Parties on the application of Article 17 of 
the Protocol laying down certain provisions relating to the Agreement esta· 
blishing an association hetween the European Economic Community and Malta 
In the totH'>e of the negot1at10n~ whith h:d to the tandus1on of the Additional Protocol 
between thc European Eronom1t Community and the Republic of Malta 1t was stated that 
on the otta~wn of the rcvlt'W rderred to Ill Art1de 17 of the Protocol laying down certain 
prov1~1on-. rclatmg to the Agreemt·nt e~tahli~htng an association between the European 
Ewnom1t Community and Malta, the Contracting Part1es would namtne the tariff treat-
ment applied by Malta to produtt~ ongmatmg in the Community 
Updating supplement • 31 December 1978 
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No L 313/8 Official Journal of the European Communities 
lnfonnation concerning the date of entry into force of the Additional Protocol 
to the Agreement establishing an usociation between the European Economic 
Community and Malta 
Since the exchange of instruments notifying completion of the procedures necessary for 
the entry into force of the Additional Protocol to the Agreement establishing an associa-
tion between the European Economic Community and Malta, signed in Brussels on 27 
October 1977, took place on 30 November 1977 in Brussels, the Protocol will enter into 
force in accordance with Article 12 thereof on I January 1978 . 
Updating supplement • H Oecemhcr 1978 
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Information on the date of entry into force of various Agreements or Protocolo; 
with certain countries of the Mediterranean basin 
- The not1ficat1on procl'Ciure~ provided for in Article 
I 11 of the Fmanual Protorol between the EEC and 
the Republic of Malta~ SIRned in Brussels on 4 
March I 976 havmg been completed on 211 
September I 9711, the Protocol will enter into force 
on I November I 9711. 
- The notification procedure~ provided for in Article 
59 of the Cooperatwn Agreement between the 
EEC and the Republic of Tunisia (1) and in Article 
I] of the Agreement between the Member States 
of the European Coal and Steel Community and 
the Republil of Tunma 'iigned in Tunis on 25 
April I 976 bavmR been completed on 211 
September I 9711, the\c Agn·l·ments will enter into 
force on I Novemlwr I 9711 
- The notifllation proledures provided for in Article 
58 of the Cooperation Agreement between the 
EEC and the People's Democratic Republic of 
Algeria (2) and in Article I] of the Agreement 
between the Member States of the European Coal 
and Steel Community and the People's Democ-
ratic Republic of Algeria signed in Algiers on 26 
April 1976 having been completed on 28 
September I 978, these Agreemtnts will enter into 
force on I November I 9711. 
- The notification procedures provided for in Article 
60 of the Cooperation Agreement between the 
EEC and the Kingdom of Morocco (3) and in 
Article 13 of the Agreement between the Member 
States of the European Coal and Steel Community 
and the Kingdom of Morocco signed in Rabat on 
27 April 1976 having been completed on 29 
September 1978, these Agreements will enter into 
force on I November 1978. 
(1) OJ No L 265, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
~I OJ No L 263, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
()) OJ No L 264, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
1 pd.1110 · '11ppl•·m1•nt 11 llt·r:•·mllf'r I'J7X 
The notification prolTdures provided for m Article 
) I of the Cooperation ARreement bPtween the 
EEC and the Arab Republic of Egypt (ij signed in 
Brussel'i on I I! January 1977 having been 
completed on 21! September I 978, the Agreement 
will enter m to force on I November I 978. 
- The not1hcation prol·cdures provided for in Article 
411 of the Cooperation Agreement between the 
EEC and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (S) 
signed in Brussels on I 8 January 1977 having 
been completed on 29 September 1978, the Agree-
ment w1ll enter into force on I November 1978. 
The notificatiOn prO< edures provided for in Article 
49 of the CooperatiOn ARreement between the 
EEC and the Syrian Arab Republic·((,) signed in 
Brussels on I 11 January I 977 having been 
completed on 211 September I 978, the Agreement 
will enter into force on I November I 978. 
- The notification procedures provided for in Article 
49 of the Cooperation Agreement between the 
EEC and the Lebanese Republic (1) signed in Brus-
sels on 3 May 1977 having been carried out on 28 
September 1971!, the Agreement will enter into 
force on I November 1978. 
- The notification procedures provided for in Article 
16 of the Additional Protocol to the Apeement 
between the EEC and the State of Israel Ut and in 
Article 13 of the Protocol on Financial Coopera-
tion between the EEC and the State of Israel 
signed in Brussels on 8 February 1977 having 
been completed on 28 September 1978, these 
Protocols will enter into force on I November 
1978. 
Ul OJ No L 266, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
('JJ OJ No L 268, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
(fol OJ No L 269, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
(~ OJ No L 267, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
(8 OJ No L 270, 27. 9. 1978, p. 2. 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 666/76 
of 25 March 1976 
concluding the Agreement extending the provisions governing the first stage of 
the Agreement establishing an association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 238 
thereof, 
Having regard to the recommendation from the 
Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parlia-
ment, 
Whereas the provisions governing the first stage of the 
Agreement establishing an association between the 
European Economic Community and Malta (I~ signed 
at Valletta on 5 December 1970, expire on 31 March 
1976; 
Whereas the Agreement in question provides for the 
opening of negotiations with a view to defining the 
content of the second stage ; 
Whereas, pending the adoption and entry into force 
of the provisious governing the second stage, an agree-
ment should be concluded extending the provisions 
governing the first stage of the said Agreement, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The Agreement extending the prov1s1ons governing 
the first stage of the Agreement establishing an associ-
ation between the European Economic Community 
and Malta is hereby concluded on behalf of the 
Community. 
The text of the Agreement is annexed to this Regula-
tion. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall give the notifica-
tion referred to in Article 2 of the Agreement on 
behalf of the Community • 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official journal of 
the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 25 March 1976. 
(1) GEN I 1 
For the Council 
The President 
M. MART 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1693/77 
of 25 July 1977 
extending the term of validity of the arrangements applicable to trade with 
Malta beyond the date of expiry of the first stage of the Association Agreement 
(see GOODS II 135 - 137) 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 2610/77 
of 28 November 1977 
on the conclusion of the Additional Protocol to the Agreement establishing an 
association between the European Economic Community and Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 23!! 
thereof, 
Having regard to the recommendation from the 
Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parlia-
ment, 
Whereas the Additio!lal Protocol to the Agreement 
establishing an association betwee'n the European 
Economic Community and Malta should be approved, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The Additional Protocol to the Agreement esta-
blishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta and the declaration 
annexed to the Final Act are hereby approved on 
behalf of the Community. 
The texts of the Protocol and of the Final Act are 
annexed to this Regulation. 
Article Z 
The President of the Council shall, as far as the 
Community is concerned, give the notification 
provided for in Article I 2 of the Additional Protocol 
to the Agreement establishing an association between 
the European Economic Community and Malta • 
Article J 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Official journal of 
the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be "binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 28 November 1977. 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1978 
For the Council 
The President 
L. OUTERS 
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DECISION No 1/72 OF THE COUNCIL OF ASSOCIATION 
---··- -----------.. -- ... -~-- --·~- -- --·····--- -- -... ----·-·--
laying down the rules of procedure of the Council of 
Association and establishing the Committee of Association 
and the Customs Co-operation Committee 
THE COUNCIL OF ASSOCIATION, 
HAVING REGARD to the Agreement establishinp, an Association between the 
European Economic Community and r,Tal ta and in particular Article 12 (3) 
and Article 14 (3) thereo,f, 
HAS DECIDED 
Article 1 
--------· 
The rules of procedure of the Council of Association are hereby 
I 
adopted. These rules of procedure shall be annexed to this decision and 
I 
form an integral part thereof. 
Article 2 
A Committee of Association shall be established to assist the 
Cov~cil of Associati•n to carry out its tasks. 
INS! I 2 COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - MALT A ASS. 
Article 3 
0 ....... _ ......... 
A Customs Co-operation Committee shall be established, to operate 
under the authority of the Committee of Association, with the specific 
task of ensu.rinp: administrative co-operation between the Contracting 
Parti~s with re~ard to the correct and uniform implementation of the 
customs provisions of the A~reernent. 
Article 4 
• The composition, tasks and operation of these Committees shall be 
.. 
laid down in the rules of procedure of the Council of Association. 
The Secretaries 
J. MILf A. SANT 
Done at ~Luxembourg, on 24 April 1972 
By the Council of Association 
The President 
Gaston THORN 
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ANNEX 
RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE COUNCIL OF ASSOCIATION 
Article 1 
The Council of Association shall meet at ministerial level at least 
once every year. 
Apart from the meetings provided for in the precedi~g paragraph, 
the Council of Association shall meet at the level of the representatives 
of the members of the Council of Association. 
The representative of a member of the Council of Association shall 
have the rights of a full member. 
Article 2 
The Office of President of the Council of Association shall be held 
in rotation for a duration of six months by a member of the Council of 
the European Communities and a member of the Maltese Government. 
The first term of office of the President may be curtailed by 
decision of the Council of Association. 
Article 3 
Ueetings of the Cm.mcil of Association shall take place where the · 
meetings of the Council of the European Communities are usual~y held. 
The date of the meetings shall be fixed by the President of the 
Council of Association, after consultation with the members. 
l 
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Article 4 
The members of the Council of Association may be accompanied by 
officials to assist them. The President shall be informed of the 
composition of each delegation before the beeinning of each meeting. 
Article 5 
Unless otherwise decided, the meetings of the Council of As.sociatiorl 
shall not be open to the public. Entry to meetings of the Council shall 
be subject to production of a pass. 
Article 6 
Decisions on ureent matters may be truren by the Council of Association 
by means of a vote by correspondence provided such a procedure is accept-
able both to the Community and Pal ta. 
Article 7 
All communications from the President as provided for in these rules 
of procedure shall be addressed to the members of the Cotmcil of the 
European Communi ties ~ to the G0ncral Sc.crc tariat· of the Council and to the 
General Secretariat of the Commission and also to the Permanent 
Delegation of !.2-lta to the European Communities. 
• 
--:j 
- . ~-: , I-
I 
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Article 8 
The provisional agenda for each meeting shall be drawn up by the 
President. It shall be sent to the persons and institutions referred 
to in the preceding Article not less than fifteen days before the begin-
ning of the meeting. 
The provisional agenda shall include those items in respect of 
which a request for their inclusion has reached the Presi.dent not less 
n twenty-one days before the beginning of the meeting. 
The only items which may appear in the provisional agenda are those 
in respect of which the relevant documentation is transmitted to the 
persons and institutions referred to in the preceding Article not later 
than on the date of dispatch of the aeenda. 
The agenda shall be adopted by the Council of Association at the 
beginning of each meeting. An item other than those appearing on the 
provisional agenda may be included in the agenda with the agreement of 
both the Community and Halta. 
Article 9 
Hinutes shall be kept of each meeting and shall include a summary 
of conclusions adopted by the Council of Association on the basis of a 
brief account of the discussions drawn up by the President. 
After their approval by the Cottncil of Association the minutes shall 
be signed by the President in office and by the Secretaries of the 
Council of Association and shall be kept in the archives of the Council 
of Association. A copy of the minutes shall be forwarded to the persons 
and institutions referred to in Article 7. 
INST I 6 COLLECTED ACTS • EEC • MAL TA ASS. 
Article 10 
The official languages of the Cotmcil of Association shall be Dutch, 
English, French, German and Italian. 
Unless otherwise decided, the Cotmcil of Association shall delib-
erate on the basis of documents pr~pared in these five languages. 
A:n.y member of the Cotmcil of Association may object to the discus-
sion of a text proposed during a meeting, if such text is not made 
available in one of the five languages which he specifies. 
Article 11 
Acts adopted by the Council of Association shall bear the signature 
of the President. 
Article 12 
Recommendations and decisions of the Council of Association within 
the meaning of Article 12 of the Agreement shall bear the title of 
"recommendation" or "decision", followed by a serial number and a 
description of their subject matter. 
Article 13 
All recommendations and decisions within the meaning of Article 12 
of the Agreement shall be divided into articles. 
The acts referred to in the above paragraph shall be concluded with 
the words "Done at .•••••••• on ••••••••", the date to be inserted being 
the date on which they are adopted by the Council of Association. 
Recommendations and decisions of the Council of Association shall be 
communicated to the persons and instituti~ns referred to in Article 7. 
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Article 14 
The Committee of Association shall be instructed to assist the 
Council of Association in carrying out its tasks, preparing discussions, 
examining any matter entrusted to it by the Council of Association, and 
in general, ensurin~ the continuity of co-operation required for the 
smooth operation of the Aereement. 
The Committee of Association shall be composed of r.epresentatives 
of the members of the Council of Association. 
The office of President and the Secretariat of this Committee shall 
be held under the s~1c conditions and subject to the same rules of rota-
tion as those of the Council of Association. 
Article 15 
-----
The tasks of the Secretariat shall be carried out jointly by an 
official of the Community and an official of the Maltese Government. 
Article 16 
The Customs Co-operation Committee shall be instructed to undertake 
administrative co-operation for the correct and uniform implementation of 
the provisions of the Protocol annexed to the Association Agreement, and 
to carry out such other dutie!l in the customs field as might be entrusted 
to it by the Committee of Association. 
It shall be composed both of customs experts of the llember States 
and officials of the Commission whose duties include dealing with customs 
matters, and of r.lal tese customs experts. The meetings of this Committee 
shall be presided by the staff of the Commission. 
INST I 8 COLLECTED ACTS - EEC - MALT A ASS. 
The Cust01~s Co-opero.tion Corruni ttee shall keep the Committee of 
Association ree;ularly informed of all its wor!c and shall submit in 
advance the agendas for its meetings to the C08Dittee of Association. 
This shall be done throueh the Secretariat of the Council of 
Association. The Customs Co-operation Conrnittce shall inform the 
Committee of Association of any matters entailing questions of 
principle or of interpretation of the Aereement. 
Article 17 
The Community on the one hand and ! :al ta on the other shall be 
responsible for such expenditure as they may incur by reason of 
their participation in the meetincs of the Council of Association 
and of its Comrni ttees or Worl::ine Parties: both with regard to 
personnel, travelling and subsistence e:~penses, and to postal·and 
telecommunications expenses. 
Expenditure on interpretation at meetings and translation and 
reproduction of documents shall be borne by the Community, with the 
exception of costs of interpretation or translation into or from 
English, which shall be borne by 7Ial ta. 
Expenditure relating to practical arrane:ernents for meetings 
shall be borne by the Communi t~r. 
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Article 18 
Without prejudice to other applicable provisions, the deliberations 
of the Council of Association shall be covered b;y the duty of professionEJ-_ 
secrecy, lUlless the Council decides otherwise. 
Article 19 
Correspondence intended for the Council of Association shall be 
--reRsed to the President of the Council of Association and sent to the 
aadress of the General Secretariat of the Council of the European 
Communities. 
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DECISlON No 2/72 OF THE COUNCIL OF ASSOCIATION" 
fixin~; the duration of the first term of office 
of the President of the Council of Association 
THE COUNCIL OF liSSOCIATION, 
HAVING REGARD to the A.~reement establishing an .'\.ssoci.aU.('In ho+woen 
the European EC'OL:v.ni c Community and l'.Tal ta, 
HAVING REGARD to the rules of procedure of the Council of 
Association, adopted by Decj.sion No. 1/72 of the Council of 
Association and in parti·;ular Artie;le 2, second sentence, 
thereof, 
~AS DEC1 DED ~ 
... 
The first term of office of the President of the Council of 
A""'"'nci a ti or: 'JhR.ll he Cl..lrtaiJ •Jcl to expire on 30 September 1972 
~ •. 
The Secre"tu.:rje8 
J. f.TILIS A. SANT 
Done nt Luxembourg, on 24 April 1972 
B~·· the Council of .ilssociation 
The President 
Gaston THORN 
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RECm:TI'lENDATION No 1/72 OF THE COUNCIL OF ASSOCIATION 
layinG down the methods of administrative co-op~ration 
in tl.1e field of customs 
for the iu.:_.1lementation of the EEC - l'Tal ta 
Assnoiation ABreement 
THE COUNCIL ~F ASSOCIATION; 
HAVING REGARD to the Agreement establishing an Association between 
the European Economic Conu-.1Uni ty and r.qal ta~ signed at Valletto. on 
5 December 1970, and in particular Title I thereof, 
HAVING REGARD to the Protocol on the definition of t.he concept of 
"originating" nroducts and on the metllods of administrative co-operation, 
and in particular Article 16 (2) thereof, 
WHEREAS the smooth functioning of the Agreement requires organiz;ation 
of close administrative cc-operation between the Ccntracting Parties 
to the Agreement in order to ensure correct and uniform implementation 
of the customs provisions contained therein, and more particularly 
those of the Protocol on the definition of the concept of "originating" 
products and on the methods of administrative co-operation, 
GOODS I 2 COLLECTED ACTS • EEC· MALTA ASS. 
RECGr.'llTh"'NDS THE EUROPEAN ECONOmiC C0raJ1UNITY AND UALTA • 
to take, within their ren)ecti ve sph·eres of competence s the requisite 
measures for the im1Jler.1entation of the following ·provisions~ 
A. Issue of movement certificates A.tl. 1 
·-·-·- --
I. Role of the ex~orter --------------~-----
1. It shall be for the exporter or his representative 
aut~orized to sien the ex~ort declaration? to request on the 
eX})orter • s res1.1onsi bili ty, the endorsement of a movement 
certificate A.M. 1 • 
This request sr·all be made out on a form A.M. 1 which 
must be completed in accordance with the provisions of Title II 
of the Protocol on the definition of the concept of "originatine" 
products and on the metbods of administrative co-operation, 
hereinafter referred to as "the Protocol 11 , and with the rules 
set out on the back of the first sheet of the form. 
2. The ex~orter or his representative shall attach to his 
request any document proving that the goods to be exported 
are such as to qualify them for the endorsement of a movement 
certificate A.M. 1 • 
II. Role of the CustoJi1D authorities 
-------------------------------
1 • It oh all be the responsi bili t~r of the Customs authorities 
of the ex_portine country to ensure that the form A.r.~. 1 is duly 
completed. In }1arti.cular. they shall check whether the space 
reserved for the descri~.~tion of the goods has be_en completed 
in such manner as to e:;~clude all :>os si bili ty of fraudulent 
additions. To this end the deocription of tne goods must be 
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indicated wi tl'"~out leaving any blank lineo. Where the fl].Jace 
is not completely filled, a horizontal line must be drawn below 
the last line of the description, the empty space being cros::>ed 
through. 
2. Since the movement certificate A.m. 1 constitutes the 
documentary evidence for the a-,:Jplication of the preferential 
tariff and quota system laid down in the Agreement~ it shall 
be the res: 10nsi bili ty of the Customs office of the exporting 
count~/ carefully to verify the origin of the goods and to 
check the other statemento on the certificate. 
1. The movenent certificate A.TL 1 shall be endorsed by the 
Customs authori tics of a r.'Iember State of the Euro:Jean Economic 
Community if the goods being exported con be considered pro-
ducts oric,inating in the Community within the meaning of the 
Protocol. 
2. For the purpose of verif~ting whether the condition stated 
in paragra:lJh 1 has been met, the Customs authorities shall have 
the rieht to call for any documentary evidence or to carry out 
any check which they consider apiJropriate. 
3. The Customs authorities of the Me111ber State shall refuse 
to endorse a movement certificate A.M. 1 if it appears from the 
export documents nubr,1i tted that the goods to which the certifi-
cate relates are not consigned to Ualta. 
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1. The movement certificate A.n. 1 shall be cndoroed by the 
Customs authorities of ~ial ta if the goods being exported can be 
considered :products orieinating in r·1al ta within the meaning 
of the Protocol. 
2, For the ~;ur;1ose of verifyinG whether the condition stated 
in J?aragraph 1 has been r:1et, the Customo authorities shall ha'\" 
the right to call for any documentary evidence or to carry out 
any check which the~.r consider a~1propriate. 
3. The Customs authorities of Ualta shall refuse to endorse 
a movement certificate A.M. 1 if it appears from the export 
documents submitted that the goods to vihich the certificate 
relates arc not consi&ncd to the Co~nunity. 
In that part of the rltovement certificate A.M. 1 reserved for 
the Custo111S authorities, a reference must be made to the date an1 
type or to the serial number of the export document of which the 
exporter's declaration is a certified true copy. 
VI. Customf3 office staE~·~ -------------------~ 
', 
The Customo office stan1~J used to stamp the certificateo shall 
be ~)referably steel. The Meobcr 3tateo and Malts shall ~~rovide 
each other, throur,:h the t:')rnmissicu of the European Communi ties, 
with s.L.;ecimen impressionu of the ty~le:J of stam-~; used in the 
Customs office~3. 
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VII • !l~.r:!~££!E2~!-~f-~~;(,9~_9l}~ __ £.9~~~f~£~~2Q_~-·.li.!_1_!?;y_££!'!~!~£e!£2._2.f 
!~2-~§JE~_!YQ£ 
1 • It shall always be ~Josoi blc to rc;Jlacc one or more move-
ment certificates A.M. 1 by one or more other raovement certifi-
cates A.ri. 1 1 provided that this is done at the Customc office 
where tl:e goods arc J1cld. 
2. ~here the ne~ movement certificate A.li. 1 relates to pro-
ductu v1hicll were orir~inally il.1ported from a Tlember State or 
I-talta and wnich arc being rc-ex_)orted in the same state, the 
new certificates issued in the re-ex~Jortin{; r.Iembcr State or 
Ual ta must indicate the cou.::rbry in which the original certificate 
was irmuod. 
1. Where, as a result of errors or involuntary omissions; no 
request for a movowent certificate A.rT. 1 was made at the time 
the goods \Verc c=~lJOrted, a certificate raay be issued after the 
actual exportation of the goods to which it relates. In thio 
case, the ex~·Jortcr must· 
( . ' 1) r.1ake a reC}uest in wri tine,, g1v1ng detailF.l of the tyT)C, 
quanti t'.r, method of packing and rnarkintss of the goodc and 
also tho place and date of disiJatch· 
GOODS I 6 
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ccrtifv that .,..10 r:1ovcnent cortj ficatc was i.ssuecl g,t 
tr1o time~ of cx·.1ortat:Lon of the e;oodo in question: a11d 
stu.tr:· tr·c reasons tborcfor: 
( iii) enclose a form A.r~. 1 dul~:! cor11:!)leted and signed. 
2. The CustomrJ authori tics !Jlay issue a movement certificate 
A.T.1. 1 retroactively only after verifying that the information 
su:JlJlied in the exporter., s request agrees with that in the 
correoDonding file. 
Certificates issued retroactively nust be endorsed in 
red ink with ono of the following phraoeo· 
11 
"NACHTRAGLICH AUSGESTELLTn, "DELIVRE A POSTERIORI", "RILASCIATO 
A POSTERIORI" ) "AFGEGEVEN A POSTERIORI 11 , 11 ISSUED RETROACTIVELY'' . 
3. The Custons authorities lilay issue a movement certificate 
A.U. 1 retroactively only under tl1e condition that the goodo 
in question were conoigned to the territory of one of the 
Contracti11R Partie~ at the time the goods were exported. 
In the event of the tbeft, loss or destruction of a move-
ment certificate A.I.I. 1 > tre exyJorter ~1ay a:Jlll~r to the Customs 
authori tios w!Jich iosucd it for a dUlllicate l!lade out on the 
baoir::; of th G exf>Ort docu; 10nt::1 in tll oir ::)ossession. The duplica Le 
issued in this way mv.st be endorsed in red ink with one of the 
followine words "DUPLIKA.Tn y :.DUPLICATA 11 , "DUPLICATO·', 
"DUPLICAAT:', "DUPLICATE". 
The duplicate 1. whicl'· muot mention the data of the original 
certificate A.l'I. 1 , ~::hall take effect a~-:: from that date. 
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I. Direct truns ·.1ort of .o:ood;::: 
---------------'"-·--··· --·-·· -~----
Goods trnn.s ,ortccl •:1i thout _:Jaooing through territories other 
than thofJC of tlle Cont:cnctinr; Parties shall be considerc;d afJ 
goods trru1.STJOrtcd dirc::ct. 
However 1 the followine ohall not be con~idered aD intorru~_lt­
ing direct trans 1lort 
(a) calls at lJort;;; situated in terri torics other than those of 
the Contracting Partieo· 
(b) transhinmentn :in ouclJ ~;orts, where these result from force 
majeure or where they arc consequent l..l"LJon conditions at sea: 
(c) passage through territories other tl1an those of the Contrac t.~tlg 
Partj_e::.::, or trru1.s1Ji:.1rt1t.mt in such territories, where the 
:passage tl~rough ::mcl1 territorio'J or the transhipment is 
covered bv a sinr·l e trans~1ort document drawn up in a Hember 
State or r.Ta.l ta. 
II. Acce'ltance of r,JoVci,lent certificates after cxpir•r of the tirJe-limi t 
______ .~.; __________ -----· - ··-- ---- -··--··· -··---··-------·-·-·- . ·-"------·- .. ···· _____ .. _______ _ 
for their subl·lif:wio·l 
Movement certificate::.:: A.ll. 1 subnitted to the Customs 
authori tics of the irr.~Jorting countr:.r after expiry of the tir;le-
limi t for their subni:JniOJ1. sti~Julated j_n Article 9 of the Protocol 
rt.~ay be acceY.Yted for the .•ur;;oDe of o..~_lJlying the :9referential 
system provided t:~o failure to obr1crve this tir,le-lini t results 
fro;·1 force ;mjeuro or o::ce·:1tional circm.u:::tances. 
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In addition to sucb caseo~ the CuF:toms authoritierJ of the 
im·:>ortine countr•,r ma:r accept fluch certificateD :rrovidcd the 
goodr, have been oubr11i tted to then1. before the expiry of the ;:;aid 
time-limit. 
III. !££~E!~~££_~f-~2Y£@£g!_££!!ifi£~!~~-~i!~-~!~!~~~~!~-~2! 
£~!!2~~22~igB_!~-!~£-~222~_l@2~!!£2 
The discovery of slight discre:)ancies bc;twecn the state-
ments macle in the I11ovcment certificate A.n. 1 and those made in 
the document~ submitted to the Customs office for the purpose 
of carrying out the forrnali ti e~:J for importin6 the good·s shall 
not i]'JSO facto render the certificate null and void, if it is 
duly c;rJtablished tl,at the certificate doc;r:; correspond to the; 
goods submitted. 
c. Free zones 
The Hember Statm~ and Ilal ta shall take; all necessary r3teps to 
ensure that BOods traded within the; Association under the cover of 
movei~lent certificate A.f'T. 1 nnd vrJ~ich in the course of tra.n3~ort use 
a free zone situated in their terrj_ tory are not replaced by other 
goods and ttat they do not undergo handline other than the normal 
operations de:Jie-;ned to l~ee·n them in good condition. 
I. Forr·l A.n. 2 sl,o.ll. be ugcd Golel~r for ·)ootal com:::ie;nr.Hmto 
( includint; ···~rccl·1' of :.1. value of u) to 1 , 000 units of account )Cr 
consignr:1ont. 
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II. It shall be for the exporter or his re~re8entative, on the 
exporter·. n ref:3;ionsi bili ty 1 to complete alld oign the two parto 
of form A.r1. 2. 
If the goods contained in the consi@J.ment have alread~r 
been checked in tl1e e:>qorting country in the light of the 
definition given for the conce;;Jt of "originatin[s" rroduct£, 
the ex.::1orter r,1a;r refer to this checl<: in the s:_1ace reserved for 
"Ob:.1crvation~J 11 in form A.I . r. 2 (part 1). 
III. On tbn green label Model C 1 or declaration C 2 or C 2 T1. 
or the Customs declaration CP 3 or CP 3 H; the exporter shall 
enter the form number "A.rr. 2" 1 followed by i to serial nWJ.lbcr. 
He shall alDo mark the form nur11ber and serial number on the 
invoice for the goods contained in the consignment. 
The production of a movement certificate A.H. 1 al'ld the com-
:.~letion of a. foni1 ·A.rl. c. shall be waived for goods sent as small 
pa.ckages to ~,1ri vc1te .. ·)ersonn u.nd forming part of ;;:>anscnger 1 s personal 
luggage, provided sucl1 importA fulfil the conditions laid down in 
Article 15 of the Protocol. 
GOODS I 10 
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F. Rctroacti vc chocks on r,lOvc:mwnt certificates A.r.t. 1 a'Yld on forms A.m. 2 
I. Retroactive checks on movement certificates A.T.1. 1 and on 
forms A.M. 2 shall be c.J.rriod out at random; lliJ.d also whenever 
the Customn nuthori tic~J of the iu,~ortine; country have reasonable 
doubt as to the o.uth::mtici ty of the docuraent or the accuracy of 
the information ro~ardint_; the true origin of the goods in question 
or of certain p~rts thareof. 
II. For the 0ur·,ose of iN~lowcnting the provisions of Paragraph I 
above, tl'Je Custor.1:-J a.uthoritiGD of tlw importing country shall return 
the rtOVOl~wnt ccrtificato A.I1. 1 or ::mrt 1 of form A.r-1. 2 t0 the 
Customs authori tio:J of the o~~~1orting cotmtry, /j'i ving the formal 
or substaative reasonr; for an inquiry. To 7_1art 1 of form A.n. 2 
they shall attach the invoice if it has been submitted, or a copy 
thereof 1 ~nd they sball forward an;r information that ha:J been 
obtained sut:;gesting that t1w particulars given on the said cert-
ificate or the said form nre inaccurate. 
If the Customs authori tie:J of the im~1orting country decide to 
surJpcnd execution of tho ; >rovi~Ji0~1D of the Agreement while o.wai t-
ing the results of the check, they shall offer to release the 
eoods to the irr1-t1orter uubject to any consarva.tory meaourcs deemed 
necesnary. 
III. The Ctn3toms authori ti os of the ir..1porting counti"'J shall be 
infon1ed of the results of the check as soon as possible. Thc~o 
rcr:.lUl ts r.1ust be suer' :J.S to make it )os si ble to determine whether 
the disputed movo1.Jcnt certificate A.n. 1 or form A.r.1. 2 a:r~:>lies to 
the e;oods actually o:c; ~ortedy and '"'bctl;cr tbcse goods can, in fact 1 
qualify for a.~pli cutio11 of thG llrefcrentie.l oyr.;tem. 
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IV. Whcro suc!1 disr,utcs cannat be scttlcd bctwcon the Custorlm 
v. 
authori tiorJ of the imj;orting cou.11tr;t and tl:ose of tho oxportinG 
country or whoro they raiGe a question as to the intor]lretation 
of the Protocol) they shall be submitted to the Council of 
Assocj_ation. 
For the ?Urposo of the retroactive check on ccrtificates, 
the Custor"1s authori tien of the cx~Jortj_nt; country must kcep all 
' 
export documents~ or copicr3 of movcwcnt ccrtificates used in nl ~~-
thereof, for not lc~:Js them hYo ycars. 
The Secrctaries 
Donc at Jiuxembourg~ on 24 A""1riJ 19·/,.., 
By tbo Council of Association 
The President 
Gaoton THORN 
J. r'IILIS A. SANT 
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DECISION No 1/76 OF THE COUNCIL OF ASSOCIATION 
of 29 June 1976 
derogating from the concept of 'origin.ating products' for reception apparatus 
falling within heading No 85.15 of the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature 
THE COUNCIL OF ASSOCIATION, 
Having regard to the Agreement establishing an associ-
ation between the European ·Economic Community 
and Malta, signed in Valletta on 5 December 1970, 
Having regard to the Protocol laying down certain 
provisions relating to the Agreement establishing an 
association between the European Economic Commu-
nity and Malta, signed in Brussels on 4 March 1976, 
(hereinafter called the 'Protocol of 4 March 1976'), and 
in particular Article 25 of the Protocol concerning the 
definition of the concept of 'originating products' and 
methods of administrative cooperation (hereinafter 
called the 'origin Protocol'), 
Whereas by the Declaration annexed to the Protocol 
of 4 March 1976, the Community declared that, for 
the purpose of applying Article 25 of the origin 
Protocol, it was prepared to examine any request by 
Malta for derogations to the origin Protocol for 
biscuits falling within heading No 19 .08, embroidery 
falling within heading No 58.10 and radios falling 
within heading No 85.15 which are already being 
exported from Malta to the Community ; whereas this 
examination has been carried out with a view to 
allowing the derogation to enter into force on the 
same date as the Protocol of 4 March 1976 ; whereas 
this examination has revealed that for biscuits falling 
within heading No 19.08 and embroidery falling 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1978 
. 
within heading No 58.10 no derogation is necessary at 
present because the products made in Malta satisfy the 
definition of the concept of 'originating products' laid 
down in the origin Protocol ; whereas, however, for 
radios falling within heading No 85.15 it is necessary 
to provide for a derogation from that definition, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS : 
Article I 
By way of derogation from the particular provisions 
concerning the percentage of 3 % of the value of non-
originating transistors laid down for heading No 85.15 
of the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature in List A annexed 
to the origin Protocol, reception apparatus falling 
within this heading made in Malta shall be considered 
as products originating in Malta, provided that the 
other conditions relating to this heading are satisfied. 
Article 2 
This Decision shall enter into force on I July 1976. 
It shall apply until 30 June 1977. 
Done at Brussels, 29 June 1976. 
The Presidmt 
of the Countil o.f A.l'sofi,lfion 
J. DONDELINGER 
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DECISION No 1/78 OF THE ASSOCIATION COUNCIL 
defining the guidelines for co-operation 
between the European Economic Community and Malta 
THE ASSOCIATION COUNCIL, 
Having regard to the Protocol laying down certain provisions relating 
to the Agreement establishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, hereinafter referred to as the 
"Protocol", and in particular Articles 18 and 21 (1) thereof, and to 
the Financial Protocol and in particular Article 9 (1) thereof, 
IJpdatmg supplenwnt - H lkcemht>r 1971! 
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Whereas Article 18 of the Protoool provides for t~e institution of 
co-operation with the aim of contributiDg to the de·!~lOJID8Ilt of llal.ta 
by effort a complement&'ry to thoae. made by Jlal. ta 1 tself and of streac-
thenil18 existing economie liDka 011 as bro&d a basia as possible tor 
the mutual bene fit of both parties; 
Whereas, in accordance w1 th Article 21 ( 1) of the Protocol and 
Article 9(1) of the P:lnancial Protocol, it ie necesaar;y to define the 
general guidelines for this co-operation and the specifie objectives 
of financial and technical co-operation, 
e HAS DBCIDBD AS POLLOWS: 
Arti~le 1 
The following objectives aball be t&ten as s-neral guidelinea 
for the •o-operation to be establlshed between the European Bconolllic 
CODII!UJ11 ty and Mal ta for the 1111tual bene fit ot both parties bearing in 
mind the complementarit7 of thair ecODOJd"c int,erwllts: 
- the deyelopment .and modernization of Jaltese induatr.r in order 
to helJ create emplo~t, improve iDduatrial .productivity:and 
contribute to the balance of pa,.ents equilibrium; 
e - the deTelOJIIIIent and IDodemi•ti~ of the acrioultural and fisbing 
sectorat 
- the denlopment of baaic ~truo1iure . ad of aoheaea for teblmical 
assistance, vocaticmal. tra1J1iD« ·8Dd reaearch, 'tbeae beins crucial 
for the atta1nment ot th~ aboYe objectivear 
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the strengthening of co-operation between European and Maltese fi1~~j 
in the industrial field to facilitate the ·transfer of technology and 
inflow of capital; 
- assistance tov~ds improvement of living and working conditions and 
the development of the least favoured regions. 
Article 2 
Technical and financial co-operation wilJ be put into effect in 
accordance with the following principles: 
an effort will be made to use Community a1d to support the economic 
co-operation schemes to be implemented under Article 20 of the 
Protocol; 
- special attention wi11 be paid to operations which would permit 
the simultaneous use of different forms of aid, in particular to 
operations likely to attract technology, capital and other benefits 
resulting from the implementation of the above-mentione~ Article 20 
of the Protocol; 
' Community aid measures will be designed to encourase, if possible, 
other suppliers of funds to give aid, in particular in the context 
of triangular co-operation. 
IJpdarmg suppl<'rnrn1 - q I><'Crrnher 1971! 
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Article J 
On the basis ot the principles set out in Article 2 and in the 
light of the objectives of Malta's de~lopment pl~, the aid specified 
in Article 2 of the Pinancial Protocol will be used in accordance with 
the provisions of tbat Protocol to ftaance or part-tinance projects 
and schemes which correspond to the econolllic priorities set out in the 
Annex hereto. 
!he Secretaries 
G.L. GIOLA 
Updating supplement • H December 1978 
Done at Brussels, 18 Jul7 1978 
Por the Association Counc:tl 
!he President 
M. LABIS!EIK 
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ANNEX 
I. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND TRAINING 
Technical assistance for the preparation of a development 
strategy and to ensure the effectiveness of the process of 
selecting, preparing, executing and administering projects. 
Technical assistance for the development of export markets 
that are as deversified as possible (surveys, trade relations, 
trade networks). 
II. DEVELOPMENT OF PRODUCTION 
Industry 
Establishment of infrastructure necessary for industrial 
development (industrial estates or projects for the production 
of certain primary products). 
Development of industries which create stable employment, 
in particular those requiring a highly skilled workforce. 
Development of industries which can use the production or 
repair equipment left on military bases. 
Projects which make use of Malta's geographical position 
and existing infrastructure (service and supply bases). 
Updating supplement - H necemher 1978 
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Agriculture 
De~elopment ~4 modernization of agriculture and fieheries. 
II I. TOYRISM 
Improvement of the potential for tourism and diversifi~P.tion 
of reception ca.paci ty, in particular tourism inf1-e.Btructure 
projects. 
!V. SCIENT IF' IC CO:::OPPiBATION 
Co-operation activities in the scientific, technologic~l 
, and environmental protection fields. 
Updating supplement - 30 June 1982 No ::: 
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DECISION No 1/82 OF THE EEC-MALTA COUNCIL OF ASSOCIATION 
of 1 January 1982 
replacing the unit of account by the ECU in the Protocol concerning the defini-
tion of the concept of 'originating products' and methods of administrative 
cooperation to the Agreement establishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta 
THE ASSOCIATION COUNCIL, 
Having regard to the Agreement establishing an asso-
ciation between the European Economic Community 
and Malta, and in particular Title I thereof, 
· Having regard to the Protocol concerning the defini-
tion of the concept of 'originating products' and 
methods of administrative cooperation, hereinafter 
called the 'Protocol', annexed to the Additional 
Protocol to the Association Agreement, and in parti-
cular Article 25 thereof, 
Whereas the unit of account is not appropriate to the 
current international monetary situation ; whereas it is 
therefore necessary to adopt a new common value 
basis for determining when EUR. 2 forms may be used 
instead of EUR. 1 movement certificates and when no 
documentary evidence of origin is required ; 
Whereas the European Communities introduced the 
ECU as from 1 January 1981 ; 
Whereas it is convenient to use the ECU to serve as a 
common value basis ; 
Whereas for administrative and commercial reasons 
the common value basis must remain fixed for periods 
of at least two years, and whereas the ECU to be used 
must in consequence be exceptionally fixed at a base 
date to be updated every two years, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The Protocol shall be amended as follows : 
1. in the second subparagraph of Article 6 (1) the 
amount '1 000 units of account' shall be replaced 
by '1 620 ECU'; 
2. in Article 6 (1), the third subparagraph shall be 
replaced by the following : 
Updating ~upplement - 30 June I 982 
'Up to and including 30 April 1983 the ECU to be 
used in any given national currency shall be the 
equivalent in that national currency of the ECU as 
at 1 October 1980. For each successive period of 
two years thereafter it shall be: the equivalent in 
that national currency of the ECU as at the first 
working day in October in the year immediately 
preceding that two year period. 
Amounts in the national currency of the exporting 
State equivalent to the amounts expressed in this 
Article a~d in Article 17 in ECU shall be fixed by 
the exporting State and communicated to the other 
parties to the Agreement. 
When these amounts are more than the correspon-
ding amounts fixed by the importing State, the 
importing State shall accept them if the goods are 
invoiced in the currency of the exporting State. 
If the goods are invoiced in the currency of another 
Member State of the Community the importing 
State shall recognize the amount notified by the 
State concerned.' 
3. in Article 17 (2) the amounts '60 units of account' 
and '200 units of account' shall be replaced by '105 
ECU' and '325 ECU' respectively. 
Article 2 
This Decision shall enter into force on 1 February 
1982. 
Done at Brussels, 7 January 1982. 
For the Association Council 
The President 
P. FARRUGIA 
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Table 
III 
Regulation (EEC) N° 363/74 of the Council of 4 Fe-
bruary 1974 opening, allocating and providing for 
the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
cotton yarn falling within heading N° 55.05 of the 
Common Customs !ariff, originating in Malta 
Regulation (EEC) NO 364/74 of the Council of 4 Fe-
bruary 1974 opening, allocating and providing for 
the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded, 
combed or otherwise prepared for spinning falling 
within heading N° 56.04 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malta 
Regulation (EEC) N° 365/74 of the Council of 4 Fe-
bruary 1974 opening, allocating and providing for 
the administration of a Community tariff quota for 
outer garments and other articles, knitted or cro-
cheted, not elastic or rubberized falling within 
~eading NO 60.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
-origina.tine in Malta 
Regulation (EEC) N° 366/74 of the Council of 4 Fe-
bruary 1974 opening, allocating and providing for 
the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for men's and boys' outer garments falling within 
heading N° 61.01 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malta 
GOODS II 
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., Table 11 
IV 
Regulation (EEC) No 555/74 of the Council of 4 March 1974 totally '>uspendins 
the customs duties on certain industrial products originating in Malta . . . . . . 
Regulation \EEC) No 556/74 of the Council of 4 March 1974 totally or partiAlly 
suspending Common Customs Tariff duties on certain products, falling within 
Chapters 1 to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta . . . . . 
Regulation (EEC) No 2917/74 of the Council of 18 Nevember 1974 opening, allocating 
and providing for the administration of a Co...-ity tariff quota for cotton yam 
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I R~gulauon (EEC) No 1045/75 of the Counc1l of 21 April 1975 increasin!( the SIZe I of t1tl· Com"'unity tariff quotas opened for 1975 for cenain textile product~ 
i ori~lll<ll1ng m Malta hv ~·t'gulations (EEC) No 2917/74, (EEC) No 291R/74, 
, ii.:.H .) 1\'n 2919/74 an<! .'J No 2920/74 . 
Re!!" .,,.l (EEC) No 31491'7'> of the Council of 24 November 1975 totally suspending 
the t:U\< .. 1\ dmi··\ on cntain indu~trial product~ originating in Malta ( 1976) . . . . 
Re~ui;Ht<" IFF.C1 No '.1';0/75 of the' Counl.il of 24 November 1975 •. 1tening, """-
catlllll .11 • pr" · .•. iin~ ( • ihe admini~tration of a Community tariff quota for cotton 
yar.t, Lll' ·•r.: '>lllnn he..tcing No 5.5.05 of the Common l\ stoms Tariff, originating 
Ill :,, \ .l.t.• I]')/(") ••• 0 •• ' ••••••••••• 0 • 0 ••••••••.•••••••••• 0 •••• 0 •••••• 0 ••• 0 •• 
Regu!at.r•n (l£C) No 3151/75 of the Council of 24 November 1975 opening, allo-
catrng .tnd providing for the admini~tration of a Community tariff quota for man-
m,~c!c ( 1Ht:' ld•scominuous or waste), carded, ..:nmbed or otherwise prepared ,for 
\p , niiiJl,, fallml( within hcadi11g No 56.04 of the Common Cusl<>m\ Tariff, originating 
I ~·,.":::.:.: •;:;·~). ~o ~15~175 of t~< ~ou n•;; nf 24 ~ov~bu ~~~;. ~""'~·· ~~ 
' ca1'nl< and providinJ: for the admini~tratio• ,( ;1 Community tariff quota for'outcr 
.1 g:trm•·n• ~ anJ other articles, !mittcd or cr•vilctcd, not clastic or rubberized, falling 
within ht·adinJl No 60.05 of thc Common Custom~ Tariff, originarin~t in Malta (1976) 
Rep:u!M<"n (EEC) No 3153/7.'i of the Council· of 24 November 197 · tpcning, allo-
catin~ . ,! providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota for men's 
ant! bm ~' outer Rarments, falling within heading No 61.01 of the Common Customs 
T:uiif, originating in Malta (1976) ......................................... . 
Re~ulation (EEC) No 3203/15 of the Council of 3 December 1975 totally or 
p.t•·tiallv 1iusrmding Commo•1 Customs Tariff duties on certain products, faUiq 
with m ('hapten 1 to 24 of th·· C'..ommon Customs Tariff, originarinR in Malta (1976) 
Cn11ncil R~:l(nlation (EEC) No 10'i1/76 of 4 May 1976 increasin~ the volume of 
the < :ommunirv tariff quota\ opc11cd for 1976 by Regulations (EEC) No 3150/75, 
(F.ECl ~~~ H.'il/7.'1, (EF.C) No 31.'\J./75 and (EEC) No 3153175 in respect of cenain 
tcxt1lc prm.luc:l'i origin:ltin~o: j, Malta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . 
Council Re~ulation (EP:) No 1641/76 of 29 June 1976 amending Regulations 
(EEC) No 3152/75 and (P·C) No 3153/75 opening, allocating and providing 
for the admini~tration of ( ommunity tariff quotas for outer ~arment\ fallinK 
within headin~ Nos 60.05 a' d 61.01 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating 
in Malta (1976) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Council Rl'guJation (EEC) No 1656/76 of 29 June 1976 concemmg tlu: applica-
1 
tion of I )c~-i~ion No I /76 of the EEC-Malta Council of Association derogating 
from. the conc«..-pt of 'uri~inating prod_ucts' for reception apparatus falling within IJn,dm• No R<.15 of th< "'""d' Tanff Nom<ndature . . . . . . . .. 
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( .ounlil Hu·ulation (I.LCJ !''o 3'' '1 ·711 of 9 I kn:mha 1976 opening, alloc.llin~ and 
pnnrdrng f, · tlrl' adnHill\tr.nHJII •.1 .r t ommuttit} tMitf quota for cotton y.u11 f.rllin~ 
within h~ .·' 'l'. No 'iS.O'i of thl ( ommon Cu\lolll\ I Jril•. ori~rn.ttrn~ m Malta ( 1977) 
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prto\i,ltng f, t~•c .ldtll:ni•t!.llillll ol a Community t.rrifr quota for man-rnadc lrhrn 
1 ia!l;n~ \\ itl1 · 1 •cadu1~ 1\o Sh.t;.; of the Common Cmtom\ Tariff, onJ.(in.llin~ 111 
1\ Lilt .I ( I 97i I ' . . ' ' . ' ' . . . . . . . ' ................... . 
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: prt~inatltl~ ;" Malta ( I'J7 7 J . • • . ..•.•••••....••..•......•••••.•....••.•.•• .' 
1
1 Coum.il l{q~ulation (EI'.C) _No lll4'i;7(, of 9 n.· •. :mhcr. ]') otally SU\pcnding thl· 
~u\turn\ dutll\ on ccrtJIIl 1n, t:al producb ,, );•naung 111 Malta (1977) ...... . 
I 
, I ounul Re~ul.1tion (EEC) !'lo .11146/76 of 9 f). c·mhcr 1976 totally or pallially ~U\· 
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(1978) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2816/77 of 28 November 1977 establishing ceilings 
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Commi~~ion Re~tulation (EEC) No 944/78 of 3 May 1978 reimposina the levyint 
nf cu\tom\ dutie' applicable to third countries on certain products oripnatins 
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tive cooperation . . . . . . . · · • . · · · · · · · · • · · · • · · · ·· 
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in J\1:th:t . . . . . . . . . . · : · · · • · · • • • • · • • • • • • • 
Commi,cinn R~lation (EEC) No 1617111 of I No.cmt.r 1971 maJdni the 
importation of certain tntilf proctuc. ttrilinatina in Malta •t.ieet to quudtati., 
limit.:ttinn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • · • • • • • . . . . . . 
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Council Regulation (EEC) No 2300/79 of 16 October 1979 on exceptional aid 
to the Republic of Malta in the form of pigmeat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Commission Regulatioa (EEC) No 2459/79 of 6 November 1979 amending 
Regulation (EEC) No 1251/78 as regards certain textile products originating 
in Malta . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o o 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 o • 0 ••• 0 0 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2645179 of 20 November 1979 establishing ceilings and 
Community surveillance of imports of certain producu originating in Malta ( 1980) ... 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79 of 11 December 1979 making the 
importation of certain textile products originating in CCtUin third countries 
subject to Community surveillance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2929/79 of 18 December 1979 totally or partially 
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the periods of validity of Regulations (EEC) No 3044/79, (EEC) No 3045/79, 
(EEC) No 3046/79 and (EEC) No 1782/80 on Community surveillance of 
imports of certain textile products originating respectively in Malta, Spain, 
Portugal and Egypt . 0 0 0 • • • • • • • • • 0 0 • • 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • • 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80 of 22 December 1980 extending the term 
of validity of the arrangements applicable to trade with Malta be)ond 31 Dt.>cem-
ber 1980 . . ............... . 
Council Regu~ation (E~C) No 3~17 /80 of 22 December 1980 establishing ceilings 
and Commumty surveillance of •mports of certain products originating in Malta 
(1981) ................... 0 ••••••••••• 0 ••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••• 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3527/80 of 22 December 1980 totally or partially 
~u\pending Common Cu~toms Tariff dutie\ on certain product~ falling within Chap-
ters I to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff and originating in Malta ( 198 1) .. 
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CounciJ Regulation (EEC) No 3555/80 of 16 December 1980 determining the. 
arnngemmu to ~ applied ~ith regard to imports into Greece, oriSina'ting in Algeria, 
lsrac:J. Malta, Moroc--..o, Portugal, Syria, Tunisia or Tu"'ey .•..............•....... 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1471/81 of 1.9 May 1981 suspending the appli-
cation of ceilings established by Regulation (EEC) No 3517/80 for imports of 
certain products originating in Malta. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1853/81 of 30 June 1.981 amending Regulation 
(EEC) No 3508/80 extending the terms of validity of the arrangements appli-
~able to trade with Malta beyond 31 December 1.980 ......... . 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1854/81 of 30 June 1981 amending Regulation 
(EEC) No 3517/80 establishing ceilings for and Community surnillance of 
imports of certain products originating in Malta (1.981) . . . . . . . . . 
• Commission Regulation (EEC) No 3357/81 of 23 November 1981 extending 
the period of applicability of Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79 making the 
imports of certain textile products from certain third countries subject to 
Community surveillance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3670/81 of 15 December 1981 amending Regu-
lation (EEC) No 3508/80 extending the term of validity of the arrangements 
applicable to trade with Malta beyond 31 December 1.980 ....... . 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 3785/81 of 23 December 1.981 extending 
the periods of validity of Regulations (EEC) No 3044/7.9, (EEC) No 3045/7.9, 
(E.EC) No 3046/7.9 and (EEC) No 1782/80 on Community surveillance of 
imports of certain textile products originating respectively in Malta, Spain, 
Portugal and Egypt ......................... . 
Council Regulation (EEC) !~,Jo 3804/81 of 21 December 1981 establishing ceilings 
aDd Community surveillanc:e of imports of certain products originating iu Malta 
• (1982) . . . . . . . . ................................................... . 
Couocil Replation (EEC) No 3806/81 of 21 December 1981 totally or partially 
sus,.ndiog Common Customs Tariff duties on certaio products, fallill& witbio 
Cbpters J to 24 of tbe Commoa Customs Tariff and ori&laatin& ia Malta (1982) . 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 137/82 of 1.9 January 1982 concerning the 
application of EEC-Malta Council of Auociation Decision No t/82 repla-
cing the unit of account by the ECU in the Protocol concerning the defini-
tion of the concept of 'originating products' and methods of administrative 
cooperation, to the Agreement establishing an usoeiation between the 
European Economic Community and Malta . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Council Regulation (EEC) No 1551/82 of 8 June 1982 suspending t:I\e ~pplica­
tion of ceilings established by Regulation (EEC) No 3804/81 for imports of 
certain products originating in Malta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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(EEC) No 3508/80 extending the term of validity of the arrangements appli-
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surveillance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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surveillance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3356/82 of 3 December 1982 establishing ceilings and 
Community surveillance of imports of certain products originating in Malta (1983) 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 3521/82 of 21 December 1982 amending 
and extending the period of applicability of Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79 
making the imports of certain textile products from certain third countries 
subject to Community surveillance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
·commission Regulation (EEC) No 3522/82 of 21 December 19S2 extending 
the periods of validity of Regulations (EEC) No 3044/79, (EEC) No 3045/79, 
(EEC) No 3046/79 and (EEC) No 1782/80 on Community surveillance of 
imports of certain textile products originating respectively in Malta, Spain, 
Portugal and Egypt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3531/82 of 21 December 1982 amending Regu-
lation (EEC) No 3508/80 extending the term of validity of the arrangements 
applicable to trade with Malta beyond 31 December 1980 . . . . . . . . 
... 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3495/82 of 10 December 1982 totally or partially 
suspending Common Customs Tariff duties on certain products, falling within Chapters 1 
to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff and originating in Malta (1983) ........... . 
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(OJ N° 1 48, 20.2.1974) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 363/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 4 February 197 4 
opening, allocatirg and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for cotton yarn falling within heading No 55.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community and in particular Article 113 
thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, signed at Valetta 
on 5 December 1970, provides in Article 3 (1) together 
with Article 2 of Annex I for the opening by the Com-
munity of an annual Community tariff quota of 750 
metric tons of cotton yarn not put up for retail sale 
falling within heading No 55.05 of the Common 
Customs Tariff, originating in Malta; whereas, 
pursuant to Article 1 of the said Annex the quota duty 
is equal to 30% of the Common Customs Tariff duty 
in respect of the product concerned; whereas, with a 
view to granting Malta a treatment not less favourable 
than that enjoyed by countries eligible for the General-
ized System of Preferences, the abovementioned volume 
should be increased by 50% and the duties totally 
suspended; whereas, as regards the allocation of this 
tariff quota, the quota volume laid down in the 
1970 
Germany 30·2 
Benelux 41·5 
France 
Italy 28·3 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
22·4 
31·0 
3·0 
21-1 
3·0 
19·5 
Agreement should be confined to the original Member 
States and the additional volume of 375 metric tons 
resulting from the increase should be allocated to all 
Member States; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure to all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quota and uninterrupted appli-
cation of the rate laid down for that quota to all 
imports of the product concerned into all Member 
States until the quota has been used up; whereas, 
having regard to the principles mentioned above, the 
Community nature of the quota can be respected by 
allocating the Community tariff quota among the 
Member States; whereas, in order to reflect more 
accurately the actual development of the market in 
the product concerned, such allocation should be in 
proportion to the needs of the Member States, assessed 
by reference to both the statistics of each State's 
imports of the said goods from Malta over a represen-
tative period and the economic outlook for the quota 
period concerned; 
Whereas, during the past three years for which 
statistics are available, the corresponding imports by 
each of the Member States represent the following 
percentages of the imports into the Community, from 
Malta of the products concerned: 
1971 1972 
41-5 34·5 57·3 51-4 
42·0 34·8 28·7 25·7 
2-1 . 1·7 5·4 4-8 
14·4 12·0 8·6 7-8 
0·1 
5-3 3·2 
11-7 7·0 
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Whereas both these percentages and the estimates 
from certain Member States should be taken into 
account for the purposes of allocating the two 
abovementioned quota amounts; whereas initial 
quota shares may consequently by fixed approximately 
as follows: · 
Benelux 26·0 
Denmark 0·1 
France 5·0 
Germany 45·0 
Ireland 1·3 
Italy 17·6 
United Kingdom 5·0 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into two 
tranches, the first tranche being allocated among the 
Member States, and the second forming a reserve 
intended ultimately to cover the requirements of the 
Member States which have used up their initial 
quota shares; whereas, in order to ensure a certain 
degree of security to importers in each Member 
State, the first tranche of the Community quota should 
be determined at a level which, under present circum-
stances, may be 70% of the quota amount; 
Whereas the initial quota shares of the Member 
States may be used up, at different times; whereas, in 
order to take this fact into account and avoid any 
break in continuity, is it important that any Member 
State having used up almost the whole of its initial 
quota share should draw an additional quota share 
from the reserve; whereas, this must be done by each 
Member State as and when each of its additional 
quota shares is almost entirely used up, and repeated 
as many times as the reserve allows; whereas the 
initial and additional quota shares must be available 
for use until the end of the quota period; whereas this 
method of administration calls for close cooperation 
between Member States and the Commission, which 
must, in particular, be able to observe the extent to 
which the quota amount is used and inform Member 
States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, a 
considerable balance remains in one or other Member 
State it is essential that that Member State pays a 
large amount of it back into the reserve, in order to 
avoid a part of the Community quota's remaining 
unused in one Member State when it could be used 
in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bourg are united in and represented by the Benelux 
Economic Union, all transactions concerning the 
administration of shares granted to the abovementioned 
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Economic Union may be carried out by any of its 
members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. Until 3! December 1974, a tariff quota of 1125 
metric tons shall be opened in the Community for 
cotton yarn not put up for retail sale, falling within 
heading No 55.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malta. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Community 
Customs Tariff duties shall be totally suspended. 
This suspension shall be fully applied in the new 
Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first tranche, amounting to 795 metric tons of 
the Community tariff quota referred to in Article 1, 
shall be shared among the Member States; the 
proportions which, subject to Article 5, shall be valid 
until 31 December 1974 shall consist of the following 
amounts; 
Germany 
Benelux 
France 
Italy 
360 metric tons 
204 metric tons 
40 metric tons 
140 metric tons 
Denmark 1 metric ton 
Ireland 10 metric tons 
United Kingdom 40 metric tons 
2. The second tranche of 330 metric tons shall 
constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2 (1) or 90% of that share 
less the amount returned into the reserve, where the 
provisions of Article 5 have been applied, has been 
exhausted, that Member State shall proceed without 
delay, by notifying the Commission, to draw a second 
share equal to 15% of its initial share, rounded up to 
the next unit where appropriate, to the extent that 
the amount in the reserve allows. 
2. If, after its initial share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in par<1-
41 
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graph 1, proceed without delay to draw a third share 
equal to 7· 5% of its initial share, rounded up to the 
next unit where appropriate, to the extent that the 
amount in the reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member State 
has been used, that Member State shall proceed, in the 
same way, to draw a fourth share equal to the third. 
This process shall be applied until the reserve Is 
exhausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, the Member States may proceed to draw 
shares smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs, 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be 
used up. They shall inform the Commission of the 
reasons which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall be valid until 31 December 1974. 
Article 5 
If, by 15 September 1974, a Member State has not 
used up its initial share, it shall, not later than 10 
October 1974, return to the reserve the unused 
portion of this share in excess of 20% of the initial 
amount. It may return a larger quantity if there is 
reason to believe that such quantity might not be used. 
The Member States shall, not later than 10 October 
1974, notify the Commission of the total imports of 
the product concerned effected up to 15 September 
1974 inclusive, and charged against the Community 
quota and, where appropriate, the proportion of their 
initial share that is being returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with Articles 
2 and 3 and shall inform each of them of the extent to 
which the reserve has been used as soon as it received 
the notifications. 
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The Commission shall, not later than 15 October 
1974, notify Member States of the amount in the 
reserve after the return of shares pursuant to Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing which 
uses up the reserve is limited to the balance available 
and, for this purpose, shall specify the amount thereof 
to the Member State which makes the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, when additional shares are 
drawn pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for charges 
to be made without interruption against their accumu-
lated shares of the Community quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers of 
the product concerned established in their territory 
have free access to the shares allocated to them. 
3. The Member States shall charge imports of the said 
goods against their share as and when the goods are 
entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used up 
its share shall be determined on the basis of the imports 
charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
Member States shall inform the Commission at 
regular intervals of imports actually charged against 
their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall co-
operate closely in order to ensure that this Regulation 
is observed. 
Article 10 
The tariff quota laid down in this Regulation shall be 
opened for 1974. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third 
day following its publication in the Official journal 
of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 4 February 1974. 
For the Council 
The President 
W. SCHEEL 
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(OJ N° L 48, 20.2.1974) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 364/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 4 February 1974 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded, combed or otherwise prepared 
for spinning falling within heading No 56.04 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating 
in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community and in particular Article 113 
thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas the Agreement between the European Eco-
nomic Community and Malta, signed at Valetta on 
5 December 1970, provides in Article 3 (1) together 
with Article 2 of Annex I for the opening by the 
Community of an annual Community tariff quota of 
600 metric tons of man-made fibres (discontinuous or 
waste), carded, combed, or otherwise prepared for 
spinning falling within heading No 56.04 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta; 
whereas, pursuant to Article 1 of the said Annex the 
quota duty is equal to 30% of the Common Customs 
Tariff duty in respect of the product concerned; 
whereas, with a view to granting Malta a treatment 
not less favourable than that enjoyed by countries 
eligible for the Generalized System of Preferences, the 
abovementioned volume should be increased by 50% 
and the duties totally suspended; whereas, as regards 
the allocation of this tariff quota, the quota volume 
1970 
Benelux 1·0 
France 7·2 
Germany -
Italy 91·8 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
0·5 
3·7 
-
46·8 
-
14-5 
34-5 
laid down in the Agreement should be confined to the 
original Member States and the additional volume of 
300 metric tons resulting from the increase should be 
allocated to all Member States; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure to all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quota and uninterrupted 
application of the rate laid down for that quota to all 
imports of the product concerned into all Member 
States until the quota has been used up; whereas, 
having regard to the principles mentioned above, the 
Community nature of the quota can be respected by 
allocating the Community tariff quota among the 
Member States; whereas, in order to reflect more 
accurately the actual development of the market in the 
product concerned, such allocation should be in pro-
portion to the needs of the Member States, assessed by 
reference to both the statistics of each State's imports 
of the said goods from Malta over a representative 
period and the economic outlook for the quota period 
concerned; 
Whereas, during the past three years for which 
statistics are available, the corresponding imports by 
each of the Member States represent the following 
percentages of the imports into the Community from 
Malta of the products concerned: 
1971 1972 
7·7 1·7 - -
- - - -
- - - -
92-3 20·3 100 66·8 
- -
10·4 15·5 
67-6 17-7 
43 
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Whereas, both these percentages and the estimates 
from certain Member States as well as the practical 
need to ensure that the obligations contracted under 
the Agreement concerned are allocated fairly among 
all the Member States; whereas, initial quota shares 
may consequently be fixed approximately as follows: 
Benelux 11·7 
Denmark 3·3 
France 13-3 
Germany 10·0 
Ireland 5·0 
Italy 48·3 
United Kingdom 8·4 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into two 
tranches, the first tranche being allocated among the 
Member States, and the second forming a reserve 
intended ultimately to cover the requirements of the 
Member States which have used up their initial shares; 
whereas, in order to ensure a certain degree of security 
to importers in each Member State, the first tranche 
of the Community quota should be determined at a 
level which, under present circumstances, may be 
67% of the quota amount; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up at different times; whereas, in order to take 
this fact into account and avoid any break in continuity 
it is important that any Member State having used up 
almost the whole of its initial share should draw an 
additional share from the reserve; whereas, this must, 
be done by each Member State as and when each of its 
additional shares is almost entirely used up, and 
repeated as many times as the reserve allows; whereas 
the initial and additional shares must be available for 
use until the end of the quota period; whereas this 
method of administration calls for close cooperation 
between Member States and the Commission, which 
must, in particular, be able to observe the extent to 
which the quota amount is used and inform Member 
States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, a 
considerable balance remains in one or other Member 
State it is essential that that Member State pays a large 
amount of it back into the reserve, in order to avoid 
a part of the Community quota's remaining unused 
in one Member State when it could be used in others; 
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Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bourg are united in and represented by the Benelux 
Economic Union, all transactions concerning the ad-
ministration of shares granted to the abovementioned 
Economic Union may be carried out by any of its 
members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. Until31 December 1974, a Community tariff quota 
of 900 metric tons shall be opened in the Community 
for man-made fibres {discontinuous or waste), carded, 
combed or otherwise prepared for spinning falling 
within heading No 56.04 of the Common Customs 
Tariff, originating in Malta. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Com-
munity Customs Tariff duties shall be totally suspen-
ded. 
This suspension shall be fully applied in the new 
Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first tranche, of 600 metric tons of the Com-
munity tariff quota referred to in Article 1 shall be 
shared among the Member States ; the proportions 
which, subject to Article 5, shall be valid until 31 
December 1974 shall consist of the following amounts: 
Benelux 70 metric tons 
Denmark 20 metric tons 
France 80 metric tons 
Germany 60 metric tons 
Ireland 30 metric tons 
Italy 290 metric tons 
United Kingdom 50 metric tons 
2. The second tranche of 300 metric tons shall consti-
tute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2 {1), or 90% of that 
share less the amount returned into the reserve, where 
the provisions of Article 5 have been applied,. has been 
exhausted, that Member State shall proceed without 
delay, by notifying the Commission, to draw a second 
share equal to 15% of its initial share, rounded up to 
the next unit where appropriate, to the extent that the 
amount in the reserve allows. 
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2. If, after its initial share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member State 
has been used, that Member State shall, in accordance 
with the conditions laid down in paragraph 1, proceed 
to draw a third share equal to 7·5% of its initial share, 
rounded up to the next unit where appropriate, to the 
extent that the amount in the reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member State 
has been used, that Member State shall proceed, in the 
same way, to draw a fourth share equal to the third. 
This process shall be applied until the reserve is ex-
hausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, the Member States may proceed to draw 
shares smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs, 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be used 
up. They shall inform the Commission of the reasons 
which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall be valid until 31 December 1974. 
Article 5 
If, by 15 September 1974, a Member State has not 
used up its initial share, it shall, not later than 10 
October 1974, return to the reserve the unused portion 
of this share in excess of 20% of the initial amount. 
It may return a larger quantity if there is reason to 
believe that such quantity might not be used. 
The Member States shall, not later than 10 October 
1974, notify the Commission of the total imports of 
the product in question effected up to and including 
15 September 1974 and charged against the Commu-
nity quota and, where appropriate, the proportion of 
their initial share that is being returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with Articles 
2 and 3 and shall inform each of them of the extent to 
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which the reserve has been used as soon as it receives 
the notifications. 
The Commission shall, not later than 15 October 1974, 
notify Member States of the amount in the reserve 
after the return of shares pursuant to Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing which 
uses up the reserve is limited to the balance available 
and, for this purpose, shall specify the amount thereof 
to the Member State which makes the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, when additional shares are 
drawn pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for charges 
to be made without interruption against their accu-
mulated shares of the Community quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers of 
the product concerned established in their territory 
have free access to the shares allocated to them. 
3. The Member States shall charge imports of the 
said goods against tneir shares as and when the goods 
are entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used up 
its share shall be determined on the basis of the im-
ports charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
Member States shall inform the Commission at regular 
intervals of imports actually charged against their 
shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall coop-
erate closely in order to ensure that this Regulation is 
observed. 
Article 10 
The tariff quota laid down in this Regulation shall be 
opened for 1974. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third 
day following its publication in the Official journal 
of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 4 February 1974. 
For the Council 
The President 
W. SCHEEL 
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(OJ N° L 48, 20.2.1974) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 365/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 4 February 1974 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized 
falling within heading No 60.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community and in particular Article 113 
thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas the Agreement between the European Econo-
mic Community and Malta, signed at Valetta on 
5 December 1970, provides in Article 3 (1) together 
with Article 2 of Apnex I for the opening by the Com-
munity of an annual Community tariff quota of 100 
metric tons of outer garments and other articles, knitted 
or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized falling within 
heading No 60.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malta; whereas, pursuant to Article 1 
of the said Annex, the quota duty is equal to 30% 
of the Common Customs Tariff duty in respect of the 
product concerned; whereas, with a view to granting 
Malta a treatment not less favourable than that enjoyed 
by countries eligible for the Generalized System of 
Preferences, the abovementioned volume should be 
increased by 50% and the duties totally suspended; 
whereas, as regards the allocation of this tariff quota, 
1970 
Benelux -
France 87·5 
Germany 12·5 
Italy -
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
-
7·1 
1·0 
-
-
-
91·9 
the quota volume laid down in the Agreement should 
be confined to the original Member States and the 
additional volume of 50 metric tons resulting from the 
increase should be allocated to all Member States; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure to all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementionedquota and uninterrupted appli-
cation of the rate laid down for that quota to all imports 
of the product concerned into all Member States until 
the quota has been used up; whereas, having regard 
to the principles mentioned above, the Community 
nature of the quota can be respected by allocating the 
Community tariff quota among the Member States; 
whereas, in order to reflect more accurately the actual 
development of the market in the product concerned, 
such allocation should be in proportion to the needs 
of the Member States, assessed by reference to both 
the statistics of each State's imports of the said goods 
from Malta over a representative "period and the 
economic outlook for the quota period concerned; 
Whereas, during the past three years for which statistics 
are available, the corresponding imports by each of 
the Member States represent the following percentages 
of the imports into the Community from Malta of the 
products concerned: 
1971 1972 
- - - -
75·0 6·6 91-6 17·1 
12·5 1·1 4·2 0·8 
12·5 1·1 4·2 0·8 
- -
0 1·1 -
90·1 81-3 
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Whereas both these percentages and the estimates from 
certain Member States as well as the practical need to 
ensure that the obligations contracted under the 
Agreement concerned are allocated fairly among all 
the Member States; whereas, initial quota shares may 
consequently be fixed approximately as follows: 
Benelux 10·0 
Denmark 3·3 
France 43·3 
Germany 15·0 
Ireland 3·3 
Italy 13-3 
United Kingdom 11-8 
Whereas. in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into two 
tranches, the first tranche being allocated among the 
Member States and the second forming a reserve 
intended ultimately to cover the requirements of the 
Member States which have used up their initial quota 
shares; whereas, in order to ensure a certain degree 
of security to importers in each Member State, the 
first tranche of the Community quota should be 
determined at a level which, under present circum-
stances, may be 80% of the quota amount; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up at different times; whereas, in order to take 
this fact into account and avoid any break in continuity, 
it is important that any Member State having used up 
almost the whole of its initial share should draw an 
additional share from the reserve; whereas, this must 
be done by each Member State as and when each of 
its additional shares is almost entirely used up, and 
repeated as many times as the reserve allows; whereas 
the initial and additional shares must be available for 
use until the end of the quota period; whereas this 
method of administration calls for close cooperation 
between Member States and the Commission, which 
must, in particular, be able to observe the extent to 
which the quota amount is used and inform Member 
States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, a 
considerable balance remains in one or other Member 
State, it is essential that that Member State pays a 
large amount of it back into the reserve, in order to 
avoid a part of the Community quota's remaining un-
used in one Member State when it could be used in 
others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
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bourg are united in and represented by the Benelux 
Economic Union, all transactions concerning the 
administration of shares granted to the abovemen-
tioned Economic Union may be carried out by any of 
its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article. 1 
1. Until 31 December 1974, a Community tariff quota 
of 150 metric tons shall be opened in the Community 
for outer garments and other articles, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized falling within 
heading No 60.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malta. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Community 
Customs Tariff duties shall be totally suspended. 
This suspension shall be fully applied in the new 
Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first tranche, amounting to 120 metric tons of 
the Community tariff quota referred to in Article 1, 
shall be shared among the Member States; the 
proportions which, subject to Article 5, shall be valid 
until 31 December 1974 shall consist of the following 
amounts: 
Benelux 12 metric tons 
Denmark 4 metric tons 
France 52 metric tons 
Germany 18 metric tons 
Ireland 4 metric tons 
Italy 16 metric tons 
United Kingdom 14 metric tons 
2. The second tranche, of 30 metric tons shall 
constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2, or 90% of that share 
less the amount returned into the reserve, where the 
provisions of Article 5 have been applied, has been 
exhausted, that Member State shall proceed without 
delay, by notifying the Commission, to draw a second 
share equal to 15% of its initial share, rounded up to 
the next unit where appropriate, to the extent that 
the amount in the reserve allows. 
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2. If, after its initial share has been exhausted·, 90% 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in para-
graph 1, proceed to draw a third share equal to 
7·5% of its initial share, rounded up to the next unit 
where appropriate, to the extent that the amount in the 
reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member State 
has been used, that Member State shall proceed, in the 
same way, to draw a fourth share equal to the third. 
This process shall be applied until the reserve ts 
exhausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, the Member States may proceed to draw shares 
smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs if there 
is reason to believe that they might not be used up. 
They shall inform the Commission of the reasons 
which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall be valid until31 December 1974. 
Article 5 
If, by 15 September 1974, a Member State has not used 
up its initial share, its shall, not later than 10 October 
1974, return to the reserve the unused portion of this 
share in excess of 20% of the initial amount. It may 
return a larger quantity if there is reason to believe 
that such quantity might not be used. 
The Member States shall, not later than 10 October 
1974, notify the Commission of the total imports of 
the product concerned effected up to 15 September 
1974 inclusive and charged against the Community 
quota and, where appropriate, the proportion of their 
initial share that is being returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with Articles 
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2 and 3 and shall inform each of them of the extent 
to which the reserve has been used as soon as it 
receives the notifications. 
The Commission shall, not later than 15 October 1974 
notify Member States of the amount in the reserve, 
after the return of shares pursuant to Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing which 
uses up the reserve is limited to the balance available 
and, for this purpose, shall specify the amount thereof 
to the Member State which makes the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, when additional shares are 
drawn pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for charges 
to be made without interruption against their accumu-
lated shares of the Community. quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers of 
the product concerned established in their territory 
have free access to the shares allocated to them. 
3. The Member States shall charge imports of the 
said goods against their share as and when the goods 
are entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used up 
its share shall be determined on the basis of the imports 
charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
Member States shall inform the Commission at regular 
intervals of imports actually charged against their 
shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall co-
operate closely in order to ensure that this Regu-
lation is observed. 
Article 10 
The tariff quota laid down in this Regulation shall be 
opened for 1974. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 4 February 1974. 
For the Council 
The President 
W. SCHEEL 
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(OJ N° L 48, 20.2.1974) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 366/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 4 February 1974 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for men's and boys' outer garments falling within heading No 61.01 of the Common 
Customs Tariff, originating in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community and in particular Article 113 
thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas the Agreement between the European Econo-
mic Community and Malta, signed at Valetta on 
5 December 1970, provides in Article 3 (1) together 
with Article 2 of Annex I for the opening by the Com-
munity of an annual Community tariff quota of 300 
metric tons of men's and boys' outer garments falling 
within heading No 61.01 of the Common Customs 
Tariff, originating in Malta; whereas, pursuant to 
Article 1 of the said Annex, the quota duty is equal 
to 30% of the Common Customs Tariff duty in respect 
of the product concerned; whereas, with a view to 
granting Malta a treatment not less favourable than 
that enjoyed by countries eligible for the Generalized 
System of Preferences, the abovementioned volume 
should be increased by 50% and the duties totally 
suspended; whereas, as regards the allocation of this 
tariff quota, the quota volume laid down in the Agree-
1970 
Germany 56·8 
Benelux 23·7 
France 6·6 
Italy 12-9 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
25·6 
10·7 
2-9 
5-8 
6·9 
0·4 
47·7 
ment should be confined to the original Member States 
and the additional volume of 150 metric tons resulting 
from the increase should be allocated to all Member 
States; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure to all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quota and uninterrupted 
application of the rate laid down for that quota to 
all imports of the product concerned into all Member 
States until the quota has been used up; whereas, 
having regard to the principles mentioned above, the 
Community nature of the quota may be respected 
by allocating the Community tariff quota among the 
Member States; whereas, in order to reflect more 
accurately the actual development of the market in 
the product concerned, such allocation should be in 
proportion to the needs of the Member States, 
assessed by reference to both the statistics of each 
State's imports of the said goods from Malta over a 
representative period and the economic outlook for 
the quota period concerned; 
Whereas, during the past three years for which 
statistics are available, the corresponding imports by 
each of the Member States represent the following 
percentages of the imports into the Community from 
Malta of the products concerned: 
1971 1972 
42·7 24-8 55·5 43-4 
44-6 26·0 27·3 21·4 
7-1 4·2 11-7 9·2 
5·6 3·2 5·5 4·2 
11-7 7·6 
0·3 0·2 
29-8 14·0 
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Whereas both these percentages and the estimates 
from certain Member States should be taken into 
account for the purposes of allocating the two above-
mentioned quota amounts; whereas, initial quota 
shares may consequently be fixed approximately as 
follows: 
Benelux 22·0 
Denmark 3·1 
Germany 48·3 
France 9·3 
Ireland 0·4 
Italy 6·6 
United Kingdom 10·0 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into two 
tranches, the first tranche being allocated among the 
Member States, and the second forming a reserve 
intended ultimately to cover the requirements of the 
Member States which have used up their initial 
quota shares; whereas, in order to ensure a certain 
degree of security to importers in each Member State, 
the first tranche of the Community quota should be 
determined at a level which, under present ctrcum-
stances, may be 65% of the quota amount; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up at different times; whereas, in order to 
take this fact into account and avoid any break in 
continuity, it is important that any Member State 
having used up almost the whole of its initial share 
should draw an additional share from the reserve; 
whereas, this must be done by each Member State 
as and when each of its additional shares is almost 
entirely used up, and repeated as many time as the 
reserve allows; whereas the initial and additional 
quota shares must be available for use until the end 
of the quota period; whereas this method of ad-
ministration calls for close cooperation between 
Member States and the Commission, which must, 
in particular, be able to observe the extent to which 
the quota amount is used and inform Member States 
thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, a 
considerable balance remains in one or other Member 
State it is essential that that Member State pays a 
I arge amount of it back into the reserve, in order to 
avoid a part of the Community quota remaining 
unused in one Member State when it could be used 
in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bourg are united in and represented by the Benelux 
Economic Union, all transactions concerning the 
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administration of shares granted to the abovemen-
tioned Economic Union may be carried out by any of 
its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. Until 31 December 1974, a Community tariff 
quota of 450 metric tons shall be opened in the 
Community for men's and boys' outer garments 
falling within heading No 61.01 of the Common 
Customs Tariff. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Com-
munity Customs Tariff duties shall be totally sus-
pended. 
This suspension shall be fully applied m the new 
Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first tranche amounting to 290 metric tons of 
the Community tariff quota referred to in Article 1 
shall be shared among the Member States; the 
proportions which, subject to Article 5, shall be 
valid until 31 December 197 4 shall consist of the 
following amounts: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
France 
Germany 
Ireland 
Italy 
64 metric tons 
9 metric tons 
27 metric tons 
141 metric tons 
1 metric ton 
19 metric tons 
United Kingdom 29 metric tons 
2. The second tranche of 160 metric tons shall 
constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2, or 90% of that share 
less the amount returned into the reserve, where the 
provisions of' Article 5 have been applied, has been 
exhausted, that Member State shall proceed without 
delay, by notifying the Commission, to draw a second 
share equal to 15% of its initial share, rounded up 
to the next unit where appropriate, to the extent that 
the amount in the reserve allows. 
2. If, after its initial share has been exhausted, 
90% or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
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State has been used, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in para-
graph 1, proceed to draw a third share equal to 
7·5% of its initial share, rounded up to the next unit 
where appropriate, to the extent that the amount in 
the reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 
90% or more of the third share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall proceed, 
in the same way to draw a fourth share equal to the 
third. 
This process shall be applied until the reserve is 
exhausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, the Member States may proceed to draw 
shares smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs, 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be 
used up. They shall inform the Commission of the 
reasons which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall be valid until 31 December 1974. 
Article 5 
If, by 15 September 1974, a Member State has not 
used up its initial share, it shall, not later than 10 
October 1974, return to the reserve the unused 
portion of this share in excess of 20% of the initial 
amount. It may return a larger quantity if there is 
reason to believe that such quantity might not be 
used. 
The Member States shall, not later than 10 October 
1974, notify the Commission of the total imports of 
the product concerned effected up to 15 September 
1974 inclusive, and charged against the Community 
quota and, where appropriate, the proportion of 
their initial share that is being returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with Articles 
2 and 3 and shall inform each of them of the extent 
to which the reserve has been used as soon as it 
receives the notifications. 
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The Commission shall, not later than 15 October 
1974, notify Member States of the amount in the 
reserve after the return of shares pursuant to Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing which 
uses up the reserve is limited to the balance available 
and, for this purpose, shall specify the amount thereof 
to the Member State which makes the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, when additional shares are 
drawn pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for charges 
to be made without interruption against their accumu-
lated shares of the Community quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers 
of the product concerned established in their territory 
have free access to the shares allocated to them. 
3. The Member States shall charge imports of the 
said goods against their share as and when the goods 
are entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used 
up its share shall be determined on the basis of the 
imports charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
Member States shall inform the Commission at 
regular intervals of imports actually charged against 
their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely in order to ensure that this Regu-
lation is observed. 
Article 10 
The tariff quota laid down in this Regulation shall 
be opened for 1974. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third 
day following its publication in the Official journal 
of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 4 February 1974. 
For the Council 
The President 
W. SCHEEL 
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(OJ N° 1 67, 9.3.1974) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 555/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 4 March 197 4 
totally suspending the customs duties on certain industrial products originating 
in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission ; 
Whereas, by virtue of the Agreement (1) establishing 
an Association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta, the Community applies the 
Common Customs Tariff duties, reduced by 70 %, to 
products covered by this Agreement ; whereas it seems 
advisable provisionally to increase this tariff advantage 
by means of the total suspension of the customs 
duties applicable to such products ; whereas, however, 
this measure cannot affect the products subject to the 
tariff quotas provided for in the abovementioned 
Agreement; 
Whereas, in order to avoid the danger of disrupting 
traditional patterns of trade by imports of such 
products, provision should be made to enable the 
Commission to reintroduce at any time, by means of a 
Regulation, the levying of conventional duties in 
respect of Malta, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. Until 31 December 1974, the Common Customs 
Tariff duties and the customs tariff duties of the new 
Member States shall be totally suspended in respect of 
products falling within Chapters 25 et seq of the 
Common Customs Tariff covered by the Agreement 
establishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, pursuant to Article 
1 of Annex I thereto, with the exception of products 
falling within heading Nos 55.05, 56.04, 60.05 and 
61.01. 
Ireland, however, shall be authorized to apply to .such 
products duties equal to those which it applies to 
Member States other than the United Kingdom. 
2. The suspension referred to in paragraph 1 shall 
apply solely to products originating in Malta. The 
rules of origin shall be those in force at the time as 
regards the implementation of the above Agreement. 
The rule whereby the condition requiring sufficient 
processing is waived in respect of products originating 
in the Community as originally constituted shall not, 
however, apply in the case of the abovementioned 
products when they undergo in Malta only insufficient 
working or processing as defined in items 1 to 6 of 
list A, annexed to the Protocol to the aforesaid Agree-
ment. 
Article 2 
In order to avoid disrupting traditional trade patterns 
by imports of products benefiting from the duty 
suspension provided for in Article 1, the Commission 
may, by means of a Regulation, reintroduce the 
levying of customs duties at any time up to the end of 
the calendar year, at the level applicable in pursuance 
of Article 1 of Annex I to the aforesaid Agreement. 
Article 3 
The suspension of customs duties laid down in this 
Regulation shall be introduced for 1974. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the thirtieth 
day following its publication in the Official journal 
of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 4 March 1974. 
(1) ofe GEN I 1 
For the Council 
The PreJidmt 
W. SCHEEL 
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(OJ N° L 67, 9.3.1974) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 556/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 4 March 1974 
totally or partially suspending Common Customs Tariff duties on certain 
products, falling within Chapters 1 to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff, origi-
nating in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Articles 43 
and 113 thereof ; 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1059/69 (I) of 28 May 1969 laying down the trade 
arrangements applicable to certain goods resulting 
from the processing of agricultural products, as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1491/73J"' and in 
particular Article 12 thereof ; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission ; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parlia-
ment; 
Whereas, under Annex I to the Agreement (,t) esta-
blishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, the Community 
must partially suspend the Common Customs Tariff 
duties applicable to certain products ; whereas it also 
appears necessary provisionally to adjust or to supple-
ment certain of the tariff benefits provided for in the 
abovementioned Annex ; whereas, accordingly, the 
Community should, in respect of the products origi-
nating in Malta listed in Annex A to this Regulation, 
suspend either the fixed component of the levy appli-
cable to goods coming under Regulation (EEC) No 
1059/69 or the customs duty applicable to the other 
products for the period until 31 December 1974 and 
at the levels indicated for each of them ; 
Whereas, for certain products of Chapters I to 24 of 
the Common Customs Tariff, this scheme would, 
however, involve the application in the new Member 
States in 1974 of customs duties higher than or very 
close to those applied by the new Member States to 
non-member countries in general on the basis of the 
Act of Accession ; whereas, in order_ to maintain an 
equivalent preferential margin for these. products also, 
reduced customs duties should be applied to them in 
accordance with the detailed rules based on the prin-
ciple of maintaining in the new Member States a pref-
erence proportional to that which exists between the 
duties of the Commpn Customs Tariff and the duties 
Jiven in Annex A to this Regulation ; whereas, with a 
view to granting Malta the best possible treatment, in 
accordance with the objectives of the preference 
scheme, the duties given in Annex A should also be 
( 1) 
(2) cf. AGRI/EEC V 2268 cf. GEN I 7 
applied wherever the duties calculated according to 
the abovementioned detailed rules prove to be higher 
than them, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
l. Until 31 December 1974, the products ongi-
nating in Malta listed in Annex A shall be admitted 
for import into the Community as originally consti-
tuted at the customs duties indicated for each of them. 
On importation into Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom, there shall be applied to the above-
mentioned products the customs duties determined by 
multiplying, by a coefficient equal . to the margin of 
preferences existing between the duties given in 
Annex A and the Common Customs Tariff duties 
applicable, the duties obtained by reducing the differ-
ence between the lowest duty applied on I January 
1972 to the developing countries and the Common 
Customs Tariff, by 20 % in respect of the products 
mentioned in Annex B, and by 40 % in respect of the 
other products given in Annex A. 
However, the duties given in Annex A shall be 
applied where the duties resulting from the abovemen-
tioned calculation are higher than them. 
2. For the purposes of the application of this Regu-
lation, the rules of origin shall be those in force at the 
time as regards the implementation of the Agreement 
establishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta. 
The rule whereby the condition requiring sufficient 
processing is waived in respect of products originating 
in the Community as originally constituted shall not, 
however, apply in the case of the abovementioned 
products when they undergo in Malta only insufficient 
working or· processing as defined in items I to 6 of 
list A annexed to the Protocol to the aforesaid Agree-
ment. 
Article 2 
When products benefiting from the arrangements 
provided for in Article I are imported in the Commu-
nity in such quantities or at such prices that Commu-
53 
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nity producers of products similar to or in direct 
competition with them suffer or are likely to suffer 
from serious disadvantage, the Common Customs 
Tariff duties may be reintroduced in whole or in part 
on the products in question. Such measures may also 
be taken in the event of actual or potential serious 
disadvantage in a single region of the Community. 
Article 3 
1. In order to ensure the application of Article 2, 
the Commission mjly decide, by means of a Regula-
tion, to reintroduce the levying of customs duties for a 
limited period. 
2. In the event of such action being requested by a 
Member State, the Commission shall take a decision 
within a period of not more than 10 working days 
from receipt of the request aitd shall inform the 
Member States of the action taken. 
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3. Any Member State may refer to the Council the 
measure taken by the Commission, within a period of 
not more than 10 working days after it has been 
informed thereof. The fact that the matter is referred 
to the Council shall not cause the measure to be 
suspended. The Council shall meet immediately. It 
may, acting on a qualified majority, amend or rescind 
the measure in question. 
Article 4 
The suspension of customs duties laid down in this 
Regulation shall be introduced for 1974. 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the thirtieth 
day following its publication in the Official Journal 
of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 4 March 1974. 
For the Council 
The President 
W. SCHEEL 
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CCT heading 
No 
02.01 
05.03 
15.10 
16.02 
20.02 
20.07 
ANNEX A 
Description 
2 
Meat and edible offals of the animals falling within heading No 01.01, 01.02, 
01.03, or 01.04 fresh, chilled or frozen : 
A. Meat: 
Ill. Of swine : 
b) Other . 
Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up as a layer or between 
two layers of other material : 
B. Other ......... . 
Fatty acids ; acid oils from refining ; fatty alcohols : 
C. Other fatty acids ; acid oHs from refining . 
Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal : 
A. Liver: 
I. Goose or duck liver . 
B. Other: 
Il. Game or rabbit meat or offal : 
-Game 
-Rabbit 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
ex 1. Containing bovine meat or offal : 
- Prepared or preserved bovine tongue . 
2. Other: 
aa) Ovine meat or offal 
bb) Other 
Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid : 
E. Sauerkraut 
ex F. Capers 
Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, whether or not 
containing added sugar, but urrfermented and not containing spirit : 
A. Of a specific gravity exceeding 1·33 at 15"C : 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net weight : 
- Fruits falling within heading No 08.01, excluding pineapples 
GOODS 
Rate of duty 
3 
Free 
Free 
Free 
14 °/o 
12% 
14°/o 
18 °/o 
18 0/o 
18 0/o 
16 0/o 
16 0/o 
25 0/o 
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CCT heading 
No 
20.07 
(cont'd) 
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Description 
2 
b) Of a vailue not exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net weight: 
ex 1. With an added sugar content exceeding 30 °/o by weight : 
- Fruits falling within heading No 08.01, excluding ·pine-
apples .................... · · · 
ex 2. Other: 
- Fruits falding within heading No 08.01, excluding pine-
apples . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
B. Of a specific gravity of 1·33 or less at,15"C: 
11. Other: 
a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice . . . . 
ex 3. Other citrus fruit juices : 
aa) Containing added sugar . 
bb) Other . 
ex 6. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricot and peach 
juices: 
aa) Containing added sugar . 
bib) Other 
7. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing either separately or 
together, over 25 °/o of grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, 
pear, tomato, apricot or peach juice : · 
11. Containing added sugar . 
22. Other ........ . 
h) Of a vaJ.ue of 30 u.a. or l~s per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice : 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 °/o by weight . 
bb) Other ...................... . 
4. Other citrus fruit juices : 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 1/e by weight . 
b~) With an added sugar content of 30 °/e or less by weight . 
cc) Not containing added sugar . 
7. Other fruit and vegetable juices : 
ex aa} With an added sugar content exceeding 30 °/o by weight, 
excluding apricots and peaches . . . . . . . . . 
ex bb) With an added sugar content of 30 'I• or less by weight, 
excluding apricots and peaches . . . . . . . . . . 
ex cc) Not containing added sugar, excluding apricots and peaches 
Rate of duty 
3 
25 1/e + (L) 
25 .,. 
12 .,. 
14 .,. 
15 °/o 
17 .,. 
18 1/o 
17 1/o 
18 .,. 
12 1/o + (L) 
12 .,. 
14°/e + (L) 
14 °/o 
15 .,. 
17 1/e + (L) 
17'/• 
18 .,, 
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CCT heading 
No 
20.07 
(cant' d) 
21.06 
23.01 
Description 
2 
8. Mixtures : 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures contammg either separately or 
together, over 25 °/o of grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, pear, 
tomato, apricot or peach juice : 
11. With an a·dded sugar content exceeding 30 °/o by weight 
22. With an added sugar content of 30 °/o or less by weight 
33. Not containing added sugar . . . . 
Natural reasts (active or inactive) ; prepared baking powders : 
A. Active natural yeast : 
11. Bakers' yeast : 
a) Dried 
b) Other . 
Flours and meals, of meat, offals, fish, crustaceans or molluscs, unfit for 
human consumption ; greaves : 
B. Flours and meals of fish, crustaceans or molluscs . 
GOODS II 
Rate of duty 
3 
170fo + (L) 
17 Ofo 
18 °/o 
7°/o +VC 
70fo +VC 
Free 
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ANNEX B 
List of the products in respect of which the difference between the lowest duties applied on 
1 January 1972 to developing countries by Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom and 
the duties of the Common Customs Tariff must be reduced by 20 1/t, in accordance with 
CCT heading 
No 
16.02 (a) 
20.02 
20.07 
Article 1 
Description 
Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offai : 
B. ·Other: 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
ex 1. Containing bovine meat or offal : 
- prepared or preserved bovine tongue 
Vegetables prepared or preser.ved otherwtise than by vinegar or 
acetic acid : 
E. Sauerkraut 
Fruit juices (!including grape must) and vegetable juices, whethe·r 
or not containing added sup, but unfermen'tOO an.d not cont·anning 
spirit: 
A. Of a specific gravity exceeding 1-33 at 15" C : 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net weight : 
- Fruits falling within heading No 08.01, excluding 
pinea·pple 
b) Of a value not exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net 
weight: 
ex 1. With an added sugar content exceeding 30 °/o by 
weight; 
- Fruits falling within heading No 08.01, ex-
cluding 1pineaopples 
ex 2. Othe~s : 
- Fruits falling within heading No OS.ot, ex-
cluding pineapples 
B. Of a ~ic gravi.ty of 1·33 or less at 15oC: 
11. Other: 
a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net w.t : 
2. Grapefruit juice 
ex 3. Other citrus ,£ruit juices : 
aa) Containing added sugar 
bb) Other 
ex 6. Other fru~ and vegetable juices, excluding apricot 
and :peach juices : 
aa) Con·t~ning added sugar 
bb) Other 
(a) From 1 April 1'174, this heading will he dolotod frnm thos Annox. 
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CCT heading 
No 
20.07 
(cant' d) 
DescnptJOn 
7. Mixtures : 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing either 
-sepa.r.ately or together, over 25 °/o of gr·ape, 
citrus ~ruit, 1Pine31p.p'le, appk, pear, tomato, 
apricot or peach ~lllioe : 
11. Containing added sugar 
22. Other 
b) Of a value of 30 u.a. or ·less per 100 kg net woight: 
2. Gr.a,peliruit juice : 
aa) With an added sugar content ex·ceedmg 30 °/o by 
weight 
bb) Other 
4. Other citrus fruit juices : 
aa) With an a.dded sugar content exceeding 30 °/o by 
weight 
bb) w;th an added sugar content of 3() 0/o or less by 
weight 
cc) Not containing added sugar 
7. Other fruit and vegetable juices : 
ex aa) W1ith an ·aJdded sugar rontent exceeding 30 °/o 
thy weight, excluding apmoots and peaches 
ex hb) With .and .added ~ugar content of 30 °/o or less 
by weight, ex!CludiDg aprJ100ts :and peaohes 
ex cc) Not containing added sugar, excluding apricots 
and peaches 
8. Mixtures : 
ex bb) Other, exdu.ding mi~tures containing" either 
separately or together, over 25 °/o of grape, ci-
-trus fruit, pineapple, pear, romaro, apricot or 
•peach juioe : 
11. With an added sugar content exceeding 
3() 0/o by weight 
22. With an added sugar content of 30 °/o or 
less by weight 
33. Not containing added sugar 
GOODS 
------'-~------- ----------------~------------------
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(OJ N° L 315, 26.11.1974) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 2917/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 18 November 1974 
opening, allocation and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for cotton yarn falling within heading No 55.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating 
in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 113 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas the Agreement between the European Eco-
nomic Community and Malta, signed at Valetta on 
5 December 1970, provides in Article 3 (1), together 
with Article 2 of Annex I, for the opening by the 
Community of an annual Community tariff quota 
of 750 metric ton&, of cotton yarn not put up for 
retail sale falling within heading No 55.05 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta; 
whereas, pursuant to Article 1 of the said Annex, the 
quota duty is equal to 30 % of the Common Customs 
Tariff duty in respect of the product concerned; 
whereas, with a view to granting Malta a treatment 
not less favourable than that enjoyed by countries 
eligible for the generalized system of preferences, 
the abovementioned volume should be increased by 
50% and the duties totally suspended; whereas, as 
regards the allocation of this tariff quota, the quota 
volume laid down in the Agreement should be con-
1971 
Germany 41·5 
Benelux 42·0 
France H 
Italy 14·4 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
34·5 
34·8 
1·7 
12·0 
-
5·3 
11-7 
fined to the original Member States and the additional 
volume of 375 metric tons resulting from the increase 
should be allocated to all Member States; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure to all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quota and uninterrupted 
application of the rate laid down for that quota to 
all imports of the product concerned into all Member 
States until the quota has been used up;· whereas, 
having regard to the principles mentioned above, the 
Community nature of the quota can be respected by 
allocating the Community tariff quota among the 
Member States; whereas, in order to reflect more 
accurately the actual development of the market in 
the product concerned, such allocation should be in 
proportion to the needs of the Member States, as-
sessed by reference to both the statistics of each 
State's imports of the said goods from Malta over 
a representative period and the economic outlook for 
the quota period concerned; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which stat-
istics are available, the corresponding imports by 
each of the Member States represent the following 
percentages of the imports into the Community, from 
Malta, of the products concerned: 
1972 1973 
57·3 51-4 45·5 39·8 
28·7 25·7 34·8 30·4 
5·4 4-11 8·0 7·0 
8·6 7-8 11-7 10·2 
0·1 0·0 
3-2 0·1 
7·0 12·5 
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Whereas, in view of these factors of the foreseeable 
development during 1975 of the market for the prod-
ucts in question and in particular of the estimates 
submitted by certain Member States, initial quota 
shares may consequently be fixed approximately as 
follows: 
Benelux 21·0 
Denmark 0·1 
France 5·6 
Germany 52·0 
Ireland 1·0 
Italy 9·0 
United Kingdom 11-3 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into two 
tranches, the first tranche being allocated among the 
Member States and the second forming a reserve 
intended ultimately to cover the requirements of the 
Member States which have used up their initial quota 
shares; whereas, in order to ensure a certain degree 
of security to importers in each Member State, the 
first tranche of the Community quota should be 
determined at a level which, under present circum-
stances, may be approximately 70% of the quota 
amount; 
Whereas the initial quota shares of the Member 
States may be used up at different times; whereas, 
in order to take this fact into account and avoid any 
break in continuity, it is important that any Member 
State having used up almost the whole of its initial 
quota share should draw an additional quota share 
from the reserve; whereas this must be done by each 
Member State as and when each of its additional 
quota shares is almost entirely used up, and repeated 
as many times as the reserve allows; whereas the 
initial and additional quota shares must be available 
for use until the end of the quota period; whereas 
this method of administration calls for close cooper-
ation between Member States and the Commission, 
which must, in particular, be able to observe the 
extent to which the quota amount is used and inform 
Member States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, 
a considerable balance remains in one or other 
Member State, it is essential that that Member State 
pays a large amount of it back into the reserve to 
prevent a· part of the Community quota fri'Jm 
remaining unused in one Member State when it could 
be used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of die Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bour8 are united in and represented by the Benelux 
Economic Union, all transactions concerning the 
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administration of shares granted to the abovemen-
tioned Economic Union may be carried out by any 
one of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1975 a tariff 
quota of 1 125 metric tons shall be opened in the 
Community for cotton yam not put up for retail 
sale, falling within heading No 55.05 of the Common 
Customs Tariff, originating in Malta. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Com-
munity Corrunon Customs Tariff duties shall be 
totally suspended. 
This suspension shall be fully applied in the new 
Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first tranche, amounting to 805 metric tons. of 
the Community tariff quota referred to in Article 1, 
shall be shared among the Member States; the 
proportions which, subject to Article 5, shall be valid 
until 31 December 1975 shall consist of the following 
amounts: 
Germany 410 metric tons 
Benelux 185 metric tons 
France 50 metric tons 
Italy 80 metric tons 
Denmark 1 metric ton 
Ireland 9 metric tons 
United Kingdom 70 metric tons 
2. The second tranche of 320 metric tons shall 
constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2 (1), or 90% of that 
share less the amount returned into the reserve, where 
the provisions of Article 5 have been applied, has 
been exhausted, that Member State shall proceed 
without delay, by notifying the Commission, to draw 
a second share equal to 15% of its initial share, 
rounded up to the next unit where appropriate, to 
the extent that the amount in the reserve allows. 
· 2. If, after its initial share has been exhausted, 90 % 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
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State has been used, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in para-
graph 1, proceed without delay to draw a third share 
equal to 7·5% of its initial share, rounded up to the 
next unit where appropriate, to the extent that the 
amount in the reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member State 
has been used, that Member State shall proceed, in 
the same way, to draw a fourth share equal to the 
third. 
This process shall be applied until the reserve is 
exhausted. 
4. Nothwithstanding the prov1s1ons of paragraphs 
1, 2 and 3, the Member States may proceed to draw 
shares smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs, 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be 
used up. They shall inform the Commission of the 
reasons which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall be valid until 31 December 1975. 
Article 5 
If, by 15 September 1975, a Member State has not 
used up its initial share, it shall, not later than 10 Oc-
tober 1975, return to the reserve the unused portion 
of this share in· excess of 20% of the initial amount. 
It may return a larger quantity if there is reason to 
believe that such quantity might not be used. 
The Member States shall, not later than 10 October 
1975, notify the Commission of the total imports of 
the product concerned effected up to 15 September 
1975 inclusive, and charged against the Community 
quota and, where appropriate, the proportion of 
their initial share that is being returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with Articles 
2 and 3 and shall inform each of them of the extent 
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to which the reserve has been used as soon as it 
received the notifications. 
The Commission shall, not later than 15 October 
1975, notify Member States of the amount in the 
reserve after the return of share5 pursuant to 
Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing which 
uses up the reserve is limited to the balance available 
and, for this purpose, shall specify the amount there-
of to the Member State which makes the final 
drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, when additional shares are 
drawn pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for charges 
to be made without interruption against their ac-
cumulated shares of the Community quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers of 
the product concerned established in their territory 
have free access to the shares allocated to them. 
3. The Member States shall charge imports of the 
said goods against their share as and when the goods 
are entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used 
up its share shall be determined on the basis of the 
imports charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
Member States shall inform the Commission at 
regular intervals of imports actually charged against 
their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely in order to ensure that this Regu-
lation is observed. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1975. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 18 November 1974. 
For the Council 
The President 
Ch. BONNET 
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(OJ NO L 315, 26.11.1974) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 2918/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 18 November 1974 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded, combed or otherwise prepared 
for spinning falling within heading No 56.04 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating 
in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to rhe Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 113 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Com-
mission; 
Whereas the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, signed at Valetta 
on 5 December 1970, provides in Article 3 (1), 
together with Article 2 of Annex I, for the opening 
by the Community of an annual Community tariff 
quota of 600 metric tons of man-made fibres 
(discontinuous or waste), carded, combed, or other-
wise prepared for spinning falling within heading 
No 56.04 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malra; whereas, pursuant to Article 1 
of the said Annex, the quota duty is equal to 30 % 
of the Common Customs Tariff duty in respect of 
the product concerned; whereas, with a view to 
granting Malta a treatment not less favourable than 
generalized system of preferences, the above-
mentioned volume should be increased by 50% and 
the duties totally suspended; whereas, as regards 
and the duties totally suspended; whereas, as regards 
the allocation of this tariff quota, the quota volume 
1971 
Germany -
Benelux 7·7 
France -
Italy 92·3 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
-
1·7 
-
20·3 
-
10·4 
67·6 
laid down in the Agreement should be confined to 
the original Member States and the additional 
volume of 300 metric tons resulting from the increase 
should be allocated to all Member States; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure to 
all Community importers equal and uninterrupted 
access to the abovementioned quota and uninter-
rupted application of the rate laid down for that 
quota to all imports of the product concerned into 
all Member States until the quota has been used 
up; whereas, having regard to the principles 
mentioned above, the Community nature of the 
quota can be respected by allocating the Community 
tariff quota among the Member States; whereas, in 
order to reflect more accurately the actual develop-
ment of the market in the product concerned, such 
allocation should be in proportion to the needs of 
the Member States, assessed by reference to both the 
statistics of each State's imports of the said goods 
from Malta over a representative period and the 
economic outlook for the quota period concerned; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which 
statistics are available, the corresponding imports by 
each of the Member States represent the following 
percentages of the imports into the Community from 
Malta of the products concerned: 
1972 1973 
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
100 66·8 - -
- - -
15·5 - -
17·7 - -
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Whereas, both these percentages and the estimates 
from certain Member States as well as the practical 
need to ensure that the obligations contracted under 
the Agreement concerned are allocated fairly among 
all the Member States; whereas, initial quota shares 
may consequently be fixed approximately as follows: 
Benelux 10·0 
Denmark 3·3 
France 13-3 
Germany 10·0 
Ireland 5·0 
Italy 41·8 
United Kingdom 16·6 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into two 
tranches, the first tranche being allocated alnong the 
Member States and the second forming a reserve 
intended ultimately to cover the requirements of the 
Member States which have used up their initial 
shares; whereas, in order to ensure a certain degree 
of security to importers in each Member State, the 
first tranche of the Community quota should be 
determined at a level which, under present circum-
stances, may be approximately 65% of the quota 
amount; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up at different times; whereas, in order to 
take this fact into account and avoid any break in 
continuity, it is important that any Member State 
having used up almost the whole of its initial share 
should draw an additional share from the reserve; 
whereas, this must be done by each Member State as 
and when each of its additional shares is almost 
entirely used up, and repeated as many times as the 
reserve allows; whereas the initial and additional 
shares must be available for use until the end of 
the quota period; whereas this method of 
administration calls for close cooperation between 
Member States and the Commission, which must, in 
particular, be able to observe the extent to which 
the quota amount is used and inform Member States 
thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, 
a considerable balance remains in one or other 
Member State it ·is essential that that Member State 
pays a large amount of it back into the reserve to 
prevent a part of the Community quota from 
remaining unused in one Member State when it 
could be used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the King-
dom of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg are united in and represented by the 
Benelux Economic Union, all transactions concerning 
the administration of shares granted to the 
abovementioned Economic Union may be carried out 
by any one of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1975, a Com-
munity tariff quota of 900 metric tons shall be 
opened in the Community for man-made fibres 
(discontinuous or waste), carded, combed or 
otherwise prepared for spinning falling within 
heading No 56.04 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malta. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Com-
munity Common Customs Tariff duties shall be 
totally suspended. 
This suspension shall be fully applied m the new 
Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first tranche of 575 metric tons of the Com-
munity tariff quota referred to in Article 1 shall be 
shared among the Member States; the proportions 
which, subject to Article 5, shall be valid until 
31 December 1975 shall consist of the following 
amounts: 
Benelux 60 metric tons 
Denmark 20 metric tons 
France 80 metric tons 
Germany 60 metric tons 
Ireland 30 metric tons 
Italy 250 metric tons 
United Kingdom 75 metric tons 
2. The second tranche of 325 metric tons shall 
constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% oi: more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2 (1), or 90% of that 
share less the amount returned into the reserve, 
where the provisions of Article 5 have been applied, 
has been exhausted, that Member State shall proceed 
without delay, by notifying the Commission, to draw 
a second share equal to 15% of its initial share, 
rounded up to the next unit where appropriate, to 
the extent that the amount in the reserve allows. 
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2. If, after its initial share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in 
paragraph 1, proceed to draw a third share equal 
to 7·5% of its initial share, rounded up to the next 
unit where appropriate, to the extent that the amount 
in the reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 
90% or more of the third share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall 
proceed, in the same way, to draw a fourth share 
equal to the third. 
This process shall be applied until the reserve is 
exhausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, the Member States may proceed to draw 
shares smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs, 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be 
used up. They shall inform the Commission of the 
reasons which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall be valid until 31 December 1975. 
Article 5 
If, by 15 September 1975, a Member State has not 
used up its initial share, it shall, not later than 
10 October 1975, return to the reserve the unused 
portion of this share in excess of 20% of the initial 
amount. It may return a larger quantity if there 
is reason to believe that such quantity might not be 
used. 
The Member States shall, not later than 
10 October 1975, notify the Commission of the total 
imports of the product in question effected up to 
and including 15 September 1975 and charged 
against the Community quota and, where appro-
priate, the proportion of their initial share that is 
being returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account. of the shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with 
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Articles 2 and 3 and shall inform each of them of the 
extent to which the reserve has been used as soon 
as it receives the notifications. 
The Commission shall, not later than 
15 October 1975, notify Member States of the 
amount in the reserve after the return of shares 
pursuant to Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing. 
which uses up the reserve is limited to the balance 
available and, for this purpose, shall specify the 
amount thereof to the Member State which makes 
the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, when additional shares are 
drawn pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for charges 
to be made without interruption against their 
accumulated shares of the Community quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers 
of the product concerned established in their 
territory have free access to the shares allocated to 
them. 
3. The Member States shall charge imports of the 
said goods against their shares as and when the 
goods are entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used 
up its share shall be determined on the basis of 
the imports charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
Member States shall inform the Commission at 
regular intervals of imports actually charged against 
their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely in order to ensure that this 
Regulation is observed. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
1 January 1975. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 18 November 1974. 
For the Council 
The President 
Ch. BONNET 
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(OJ NO 1 315, 26.11.1974) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 2919/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 18 November 1974 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized, 
falling within heading No 60.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 113 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, signed at Valetta 
on 5 December 1970, provides in Article 3 (1), 
together with Article 2 of Annex I, for the opening 
by the Community of an annual Community tariff 
quota of 100 metric tons of outer garments and 
other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized, falling within heading No 60.05 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta; 
whereas, pursuant to Article 1 of the said Annex, 
the quota duty is equal to 30% of the Common 
Customs Tariff duty in respect of the product 
concerned; whereas, with a view to granting Malta 
a treatment not less favourable than that enjoyed 
hy countries eligible for the generalized system of 
preferences, the abovementioned volume should be 
increased by 50% and the duties totally suspended; 
whereas, as regards the allocation of this tariff quota, 
the quota volume laid down in the Agreement should 
1971 
Germany 12·5 
Benelux -
France 75·0 
Italy 12·5 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
1·1 
-
6·6 
H 
-
1·1 
90·1 
be confined to the original Member States and the 
additional volume of 50 metric tons resulting from 
the increase should be allocated to all Member 
States; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure to all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted 
access to the abovementioned quota and 
uninterrupted application of the rate laid down for 
that quota to all imports of the product concerned 
into all Member States until the quota has been 
used up; whereas, having regard to the principles 
mentioned above, the Community nature of the 
quota can be respected by allocating the Community 
tariff quota among the Member States; whereas, in 
order to reflect more accurately the actual deYclop-
ment of the market in the product concerned, such 
allocation should be in proportion to the needs of 
the Member States, assessed by reference to ~oth the 
statistics of each State's imports of the said goods 
from Malta over a representative period and the 
economic outlook for the quota period concerned; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which 
statistics are available, the corresponding imports by 
each of the Member States represent the following 
percentages of the imports into the Community from 
Malta of the products concerned: 
1972 1973 
4·3 0·8 - -
- - - -
93·6 17·1 94·6 52·0 
2·1 0·4 5·4 2·9 
- O·S 
0·1 2·9 
81-6 41·0 
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Whereas both these percentages and the estimates 
from certain Member States as well as the practical 
need to ensure that the obligations contracted under 
the Agreement concerned are allocated fairly among 
all the Member States; whereas initial quota shares 
may consequently be fixed approximately as 
follows: 
Benelux 8·3 
Denmark 4·2 
France 41·2 
Germany 12·5 
Ireland 4·2 
Italy 12·5 
United Kingdom 16·6 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into 
two tranches, the first tranche being allocated among 
the Member States and the second forming a reserve 
intended ultimately to cover the requirements of the 
Member States which have used up their initial 
quota shares; whereas, in order to ensure a certain 
degree of security to importers in each Member 
State, the first tranche of the Community quota 
should be determined at a level which, under present 
circumstances, may be 80% of the quota amount; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up at different times; whereas, in order to 
take this fact into account and avoid any break in 
continuity, it is important that any Member State 
having used up almost the whole of its initial share 
should draw an additional share from the reserve; 
whereas this must be done by each Member State 
as and when each of its additional shares is almost 
entirely used up and repeated as many times as the 
reserve allows; whereas the initial and additional 
shares must be available for use until the end of 
the quota period; whereas this method of 
administration calls for close cooperation between 
Member States and the Commission, which must, 
in particular, be able to observe the extent to which 
the quota amount is used and inform Member States 
thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, 
a considerable balance remains in one or other 
Member State it is essential that that Member State 
pays a large amount of it back into the reserve to 
prevent a part of the Community quota from 
remaining unused in one Member State when it 
could be used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the King-
dom of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg are united in and represented by the 
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Benelux Economic Union, all transactions concerning 
the administration of shares granted to the 
abovementioned Economic Union may be carried out 
by any one of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1975, a Com-
munity tariff quota of 150 metric tons shall be 
opened in the Community for outer garments and 
other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized, falling within heading No 60.05 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Com-
munity Common Customs Tariff duties shall be 
totally suspended. 
This suspension shall be fully applied m the new 
Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first tranche of 120 metric tons of the Com-
munity tariff quota referred to in Article 1 shall be 
shared among the Member States; the proportions 
which, subject to Article 5, shall be valid until 
31 December 1975 shall consist of the following 
amounts: 
Benelux 10 metric tons 
Denmark 5 metric tons 
France 50 metric tons 
Germany 15 metric tons 
Ireland 5 metric tons 
Italy 15 metric tons 
United Kingdom 20 metric tons 
2. The second tranche of 30 metric tons shall 
constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2, or 90% of that 
share less the amount returned into the reserve, 
where the provisions of Article 5 have been applied, 
has been exhausted, that Member State shall 
proceed without delay, by notifying the Com-
mission, to draw a second share equal to 15% of 
its initial share, rounded up to the next unit where 
appropriate, to the extent that the amount in the 
reserve allows. 
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2. If, after its initial share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall, in 
accordance · with the conditions laid down in 
paragraph 1, proceed to draw a third share equal 
to 7·5% of its initial share, rounded up to the next 
unit where appropriate, to the extent that the amount 
in the reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 
90% or more of the third share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall proceed, 
in the same way, to draw. a fourth share equal to 
the third. 
This process shall be applied until the reserve is 
exhausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, the Member States may proceed to draw 
shares smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be 
used up. They shall inform the Commission of the 
reasons which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the. additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall be valid until31 December 1975. 
Article 5 
If, by 15 September 1975, a Member State has not 
used up its initial share, it shall, not later than 
10 October 1975, return to the reserve the unused 
portion of this share in excess of 20% of the initial 
amount. It may return a larger quantity if there 
is reason to believe that such quantity might not be 
used. 
The Member States shall, not later than 
10 October 1975, notify the Commission of the 
total imports of the product concerned effected up to 
15 September 1975 inclusive and charged against the 
Community quota and, where appropriate, the 
proportion of their initial share that is being returned 
to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with 
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Articles 2 and 3 and shall inform each of them of 
the extent to which the reserve has been used as soon 
as it receives the notifications. 
The Commission shall, not later than 
15 October 1975, notify Member States of the 
amount in the reserve after the return of shares 
pursuant to Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing 
which uses up the reserve is limited to the balance 
available and, for this purpose, shall specify the 
amount thereof to the Member State which makes 
the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, when additional shares are 
drawn pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for 
charges to be made without interruption against their 
accumulated shares of the Community quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers 
of the product concerned established in their 
territory have free access to the shares allocated to 
them. 
3. The Member States shall charge imports of the 
said goods against their share as and when the goods 
are entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used 
up its share shall be determined on the basis of the 
imports charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Artide 8 
Member States shall inform the Commission at 
regular intervals of imports actually charged against 
their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely in order to ensure that this 
Regulation is observed. , 
.4rticle 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
1 January 1975. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 18 November 1974. 
For the Council 
The President 
Ch. BONNET 
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(OJ NO 1 315, 26.11.1974) 
REGULATION (EEC) No 2920/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 18 November 1974 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for men's and boys' outer garments falling within heading No 61.01 of the Common 
Customs Tariff, originating in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Article 
113 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, signed at Valetta 
on 5 December 1970, provides in Article 3 (1 ), 
together with Article 2 of Annex I, for the opening 
·by the Community of an annual Community tariff 
quota of 300 metric tons of men's and boys' outer 
garments falling within heading No 61.01 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta; 
whereas, pursuant to Article 1 of the said Annex, 
the quota duty is equal to 30% of the Common 
Customs Tariff duty in respect of the product 
concerned; whereas, with a view to granting Malta 
a treatment not less favourable than that enjoyed by 
. countries eligible for the generalized system of 
preferences, the abovementioned volume should be 
increased by 50% and the duties totally suspended; 
whereas, as regards the allocation of this tariff quota, 
the quota volume laid down in the Agreement should 
be confined to the original Member States and the 
additional volume of 150 metric tons resulting from 
1971 
Germany 42-7 
Benelux 44-6 
France 7·1 
Italy 5·6 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
24-8 
26·0 
4·2 
3-2 
11-7 
0·3 
29·8 
the increase should be allocated to all Member 
States; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure to all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted 
access to the abovementioned quota and uninter-
rupted application of the rate laid down for that 
quota to all imports of the product concerned into 
all Member States until the quota has been used up; 
whereas, having regard to the principles mentioned 
above, the Community nature of the quota may be 
respected by allocating the Community tariff quota 
among the Member States; whereas, in order to 
reflect more accurately the actual development of the 
market in the product concerned, such allocation 
should be in proportion to the needs of the Member 
States, assessed by reference to both the statistics of 
each State's imports of the said goods from Malta 
over a representative period and the economic 
outlook for the quota period concerned; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which 
statistics are available, the corresponging imports by 
each of the Member States represent the following 
percentages of the imports into the Community from 
Malta of the products concerned: 
1972 1973 
55·5 43·4 31-0 19·4 
·27·3 21-4 3H 22·0 
11-7 9·2 11-9 7·4 
5·5 4-2 22·0 13·7 
7·6 29·0 
0·2 0·2 
14·0 8·3 
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Whereas in view of these factors of the foreseeable 
development during 1975 of the market for the 
products in question and in particular of the 
estimates submitted by certain Member States, 
initial quota shares may consequently be fixed 
approximately as follows: 
Benelux 12·8 
Denmark 13·9 
Germany 47·6 
France 9·5 
Ireland 0·3 
Italy 3·2 
United Kingdom 12·7 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into two 
tranches, the first tranche being allocated among the 
Member States and the second forming a reserve 
intended ultimately to cover the requirements of the 
Member States which have used up their initial quota 
shares; whereas, in order to ensure a certain degree 
of security to importers in each Member State, the 
first tranche of the Community quota should be 
determined at a level which, under present 
circumstances, may be 65% of the quota amount; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up at different times; whereas, in order to 
take this fact into account and avoid any break in 
continuity, it is important that any Member State 
having used up almost the whole of its initial share 
should draw an additional share from the reserve; 
whereas, this must be done by each Member State as 
and when each of its additional shares is almost 
entirely used up, and repeated as many times as the 
reserve allows; whereas the initial and additional 
quota shares must be available for use until the end 
of the quota period; whereas this method of adminis-
tration calls for close cooperation between Member 
States and the Commission, which must, in 
particular, be able to observe the extent to which the 
quota amount is used and inform Member States 
thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, 
a considerable balance remains in one or other 
Member State it is essential that that Member State 
pays a large amount of it back into the reserve to 
prevent a part of the Community quota from remain-
ing unused in one Member State when it could be 
used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bourg arc united in and represented by the Benelux 
Economic Union, all transactions concerning the 
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administration of shares granted to the above 
mentioned Economic Union may be carried out by 
any one of its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1975, a Com-
munity tariff quota of 450 metric tons shall be 
opened in the Community for men's and boys' outer 
garments from Malta falling within heading No 61.01 
of the Common Customs Tariff. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the 
Community Common Customs Tariff duties shall 
be totally suspended. 
This suspension shall be fully applied in the new 
Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first tranche amounting to 315 metric tons of 
the Community tariff quota referred to in Article 1 
shall be shared among the Member States; the 
proportions which, subject to Article 5, shall be valid 
until 31 December 1975 shall consist of the following 
amounts: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
France 
Germany 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
40 metric tons 
55 metric tons 
30 metric tons 
150 metric tons 
1 metric ton 
10 metric tons 
29 metric tons 
2. The second tranche of 135 metric tons shall 
constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2 (1), or 90% of that 
share less the amount returned into the reserve, 
where the provisions of Article 5 have been applied, 
has been exhausted, that Member State shall proceed 
without delay, by notifying the Commission, to draw 
a second share equal to 15% of its initial share, 
rounded up to the next unit where appropriate, to 
the extent that the amount in the reserve allows. 
2. If, after its initial share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in para-
graph 1, proceed to draw a third share equal to 7·5% 
of its initial share, rounded up to the next unit where 
appropriate, to the extent that the amount in the 
reserve allows. 
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3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member State 
has been used, that Member State shall proceed, in 
the same way, to draw a fourth share equal to the 
third. 
This process shall be applied until the reserve is 
exhausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, the Member State may proceed to draw 
shares smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs, 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be 
used up. They shall inform the Commission of the 
reasons which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall be valid until 31 December 1975. 
Article 5 
If, by 15 September 1975, a Member State has not 
used up its initial share, it shall, not later than 
10 Ocotber 1975, return to the reserve the unused 
portion of this share in excess of 20% of the initial 
amount. It may return a larger quantity if there is 
reason to believe that such quantity might not be 
used. 
The Member States shall, not later than 10 October 
1975, notify the Commission of the total imports of 
the product concerned effected up to 15 September 
1975 inclusive and charged against the Community 
quota and, where appropriate, the proportion of their 
initial share that is being returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with Articles 
2 and 3 and shall inform each of them 'Of the extent 
to which the reserve has been used as soon as it 
receives the notifications. 
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The Commission shall, not later than 15 October 
1975, notify Member States of the amount in the 
reserve after the return of shares pursuant to 
Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing 
which uses up the reserve is limited to the balance 
available and, for this purpose, shall specify the 
amount thereof to the Member State which makes 
the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, when additional shares are 
drawn pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for charges 
to be made without interruption against their 
accumulated shares of the Community quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers of 
the product .concerned established in their territory 
have free access to the shares allocated to them. 
3. The Member States shall charge imports of the 
said goods against their share as and when the goods 
are entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used up 
its share shall be determined on the basis of the 
imports charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
Member States shall inform the Commission at 
regular intervals of imports actually charged against 
their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely in order to ensure that this Regu-
lation is observed. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1975. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States . 
.Done at Brussels, 18 November 1974. 
For the Council 
The President 
Ch. BONNET 
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(OJ NO L 315, 26.11.1974) 
REGULATION {EEC) No 2921/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 18 November 1974 
totally suspending the customs duties on certain industrial products originating in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Article 
113 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas, by virtue of the Agreement {1) establishing 
an association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta, the Community applies 
the Common Customs Tariff duties, reduced by 70%, 
to products covered by this Agreement; whereas it 
seems advisable provisionally to increase this tariff 
advantage by means of the total suspension of the 
customs duties applicable to such products; whereas, 
however, this measure cannot affect the products 
subject to the tariff quotas provided for in the 
abovementioned Agreement; 
Whereas, in order to avoid the danger of disrupting 
traditional patterns of trade by imports of such 
products, provision should be made to enable the 
Commission to reintroduce at any time, by means of 
a Regulation, the levying of conventional duties in 
respect of Malta, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1975, the 
Common Customs Tariff duties and the customs 
tariff duties of the new Member States shall be totally 
suspended in respect of products falling within 
Chapters 25 et seq. of the Common Customs Tariff 
covered by the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta, pursuant to Article 1 of Annex I thereto, with 
the exception of products falling within heading 
Nos 55.05, 56.04, 60.05 and 61.01. 
Ireland, however, shall be authorized to apply to 
such products duties equal to those which it applies 
to Member States other than the United Kingdom. 
2. The suspension referred to in paragraph 1 shall 
apply solely to products originating in Malta. The 
rules of origin shall be those in force at the time 
as regards the implementation of the above Agree-
ment. 
The rule whereby the condition requiring sufficient 
processing is waived in respect of products originating 
in the Community as originally constituted shall not, 
however, apply in the case of the abovementioned 
products when they undergo in Malta only 
insufficient working or processing as defined in items 
1 to 6 of list A, annexed to the Protocol to the 
aforesaid Agreement. 
Article 2 
In order to avoid disrupting traditional trade patterns 
by imports of products benefiting from the duty 
suspension provided for in Article 1, the Commission 
may, by means of a Regulation, reintroduce the levy-
ing of customs duties at any time up to the end of 
the calendar year at the level applicable in pursuance 
of Article 1 of Annex I to the aforesaid Agreement. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1975. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 18 November 1974. 
( 1 ) of • GEN I 1 
For the Council 
The President 
Ch. BONNET 
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REGULATION (EEC) No 329~/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 19 December 1974 
totally or partially suspending Common Customs Tariff duties on certain products, 
falling within Chapters 1 to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular 
Articles 43 and 113 thereof; 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 1059/69 (1) of 28 May 1969 laying down the 
trade arrangements applicable to certain goods 
resulting from the processing of agricultural products, 
as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1491/73, 
and in particular Article 12 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European 
Parliament; 
Whereas, under Annex I to the Agreement (.2) estab-
lishing an Association between the European Eco-
nomic Community and Malta, the Community must 
partially suspend the Common Customs Tariff duties 
applicable to certain products; whereas it also 
appears necessary provisionally to adjust or to 
supplement certain of the tariff benefits provided for 
in the abovementioned Annex; whereas, accordingly, 
the Community should, in respect of the products 
originating in Malta listed in Annex A to this 
Regulation, suspend either the fixed component of 
the levy applicable to goods coming under Regulation 
(EEC) No 1059/69 or the customs duty applicable 
to the other products from 1 January to 31 December 
1975 and at the levels indicated for each of them; 
Whereas, for certain products of Chapters 1 to 24 of 
the Common Customs Tariff, this scheme would, 
however, involve the application in the new Member 
States in 1975 of customs duties higher than or very 
close to those applied by the new Member States to 
non-member countries in general on the basis of the 
Act of Accession; whereas, in order to maintain an 
equivalent . preferential margin for these products 
also, reduced customs duties should be applied to 
them in accordance with the detailed rules based on 
(1) cf. AGRI/EEC V 2208 
( 2) cf. GEN I 1 
the principle of maintammg in the new Member 
States a preference proportional to that which exists 
between the duties of the Common Customs Tariff 
and the duties given in Annex A to this Regulation; 
whereas, with a view to granting Malta the best 
possible treatment, in accordance with the objectives 
of the preference scheme, the duties given in Annex A 
should also be applied wherever the duties calculated 
according to the abovementioned detailed rules prove 
to be higher than them, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January until 31 December 1975, the 
pro-ducts ol"iginating in Malta Hsted in Annex A shall 
be admj.tted :for import 'into the Community as 
originally constituted at the customs duties indicated 
for each of tthem. 
On ,importation into Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom, there shall be applied to the 
abovementioned products the customs duties deter-
mined by multiplying, by a coefficient equal to the 
margin of preferences eX'isting between ,the duties 
given in Annex A and the Common Customs Tariff 
duties applicable, the duties obtained by reducing the 
difference be,tween ~he lowest dUJty applied on 
1 January 1972 to the developing countries and the 
Common Customs Tariff, by 40% in respect of the 
produots mentioned in Annex B, and hy 60%. ir. 
respect of the other products given in Annex A. 
However, the duties given in Annex A shall be 
applied where the duties resulting from the 
a.bovementioned calculation are higher than them. 
2. For the purposes of the application of this 
Regulation, the rules of origin shall he t!hose in 'force 
at the time as regards t~he implementation of the 
Agreement establishing an Association between the 
European Economic Community .and Malta. 
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The rule whereby the condition requmng sufficient 
processing is waived in respect of products ori•ginat-
ing in the Community as originally constituted shall 
not, however, apply in the case of the above-
mentioned products when they undergo in Malta 
only insufficient working or processing as defined 
in items 1 to 6 of <list A annexed to ·t'he Protocol to 
the aforesaid Agreement. 
Article 2 
When products benefiting ·from the arr>angements 
provided for in Article 1 are imported in the 
Community in such quantities or at such prices that 
Community producers of produc·ts similar to or in 
direct comped~ion with t'hem suffer or are likely to 
suffer from serious disa•dvantage, the Common 
Customs Tariff duties may be reintroduced in 
whole or in part on the products in question. Such 
measures may also be •l!aken in the event of actual or 
potential serious disadvantage in a single region of 
the Community. 
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Article 3 
1. In ord~r to ensure the application of Article 2, 
the Commission may decide, by means of a Regu-
lation, to reintroduce the levying of customs duties 
for a limited period. 
2. In the event of such action being requested by a 
Member State, the Commission shall take a decision 
within a period of not more than 10 working days 
from recdpt of the request and shall inform the 
Member States of the action taken. 
3. Any Member State may refer to the Council the 
measure taken by the Commission, wi1'hin a period 
of not more than 10 working days afu:er it has been 
informed thereof. The fact .that the m:~:tter is referred 
to the Council shall not cause t'he measure to he 
suspended. The Council shall meet immediately. It 
may, acting on a qualified majority, amend or 
rescind the measure in question. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into .force on 1 January 
1975. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 19 December 1974. 
For the Council 
The President 
J. P. FOURCADE 
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CCT 
heading No 
ANNEX A 
Description 
2 
Rate of duty 
3 
02.01 Meat and edible offals of the animals falling within heading 
No 01.01, 01.02, 01.03, or 01.04 fresh, chilled or frozen: 
A. Meat: 
III. Of swine: 
b) Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free 
02.04 Other meat and edible meat offals, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
ex B. Furred game, frozen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free 
04.06 Natural honey ....................................... . 26% 
05.03 Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up as a 
layer or between two layers of other material: 
B. Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free 
15.10 Fatty acids, acid oils from refining; fatty alcohols: 
C. Other fatty acids; acid oils from refining . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free 
16.02 Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal: 
A. Liver: 
I. Goose or duck liver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14% 
B. Other: 
11. Game or rabbit meat or offal: 
-Game . .. .. ... ....... ..... .... ... ... .. . .. .. . . 10% 
- Rabbit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14% 
III. Other: 
b) Other: 
ex 1. Containing bovine meat or offal: 
- Prepared or preserved bovine tongue 18% 
2. Other: 
a a) Ovine meat or offal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18% 
bb) Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18% 
20.02 Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar 
or acetic acid : 
E. Sauerkraut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16% 
ex F. Capers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12% 
II 75 
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CCT 
heading No 
20.07 
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Description 
2 
I Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, 
whether or not containing added sugar, but unfermented and 
not containing spirit: 
A. Of a specific gravity exceeding 1·33 at 15° C: 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net 
weight: 
Rate of duty 
3 
- Fruits falling within heading No 08.01, 
excluding pineapples . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21% 
b) Of a value not exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net 
weight: 
ex 1. With an added sugar content exceeding 
30 % by weight: 
- Fruits falling within heading No 08.01, 
excluding pineapples ............. . 
ex 2. Other: 
21% + (L) 
- Fruits falling within heading No 08.01, 
excluding pineapples . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21% 
B. Of a specific gravity of 1· 33 or less at 15° C: 
11. Other: 
a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice ....................... . 10·5% 
ex 3. Other citrus fruit juices: 
aa) Containing added sugar . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14% 
bb) Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 15% 
ex 6. Other fruit and vegetable juices, e~cluding 
apricot and peach juices: 
aa) Containing added sugar . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17% 
bb) Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18% 
7. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing 
separately or together, over 25% of 
grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, 
pear, tomato, apricot or peach juice: 
11. Containing added sugar . . . . . . 17% 
22. Other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18% 
b) Of a value of 30 u.a. or less per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice: 
aa) With· an added sugar content exceeding 
30% by weight ....................... . 
bb) Other ............................... . 
4. Other citrus fruit juices: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 
30% by weight ....................... . 
bb) With an added sugar content of 30% or 
less by weight ........................ . 
cc) Not containing added sugar ........... . 
10% + (L) 
10% 
14% + (L) 
14% 
15% 
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CCT 
hcadina No 
20.07 
(cont'd) 
Dacription 
7. Other fruit and vegetable juices: 
ex aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 
30% by weight, excluding apricots and 
peaches .......•.................... 
ex bb) With an added sugar content of 30% 
or less by weight, excluding apricots 
and peaches ...................... .. 
ex cc) Not containing added sugar, excluding 
apricots and peaches ............... . 
8. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures contammg 
either separately or together, over 25% 
of grape, ~trus fruit, pi~e~pple, pear, 
tomato, apncot or peach JUice: 
11. With an added sugar content 
exceeding 30% by weight ...... . 
22. With an added sugar content of 
30% or less by weight ......... . 
33. Not containing added sugar .... . 
21.06 Natural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
23 01 
A. Active natural yeast: 
11. Bakers' yeast: 
a) Dried ...................................... . 
b) Other •...•.................................. 
Flours and meals, of meat, offals, fish, crustaceans or molluscs, 
unfit for human consumption; greaves: 
B. Flours and meals of fish, crustaceans or molluscs 
llatc of duty 
3 
17% + (L) 
17% 
18o/o 
17% + (L) 
17% 
18% 
6% +VC 
6% +vc 
Free· 
N° 2 
15.3.1976 
• 
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ANNEX 8 
Ust of the products in respect of which the difference between the lowest duties applied on 
1 January 1971 to developing countries by Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom and the 
duties of the Common Customs Tariff must be reduced by 40 'I•, in accordance with Article 1 
CCT 
lleadlaa No 
16.01 (a) 
Dacripdon 
Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal: 
B. Other: 
DI. Other: 
b) Other: 
ex 1. Containing bovine meat or offal: 
- Prepared or preserved bovine tongue 
20.01 Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid: 
E. Sauerkraut 
10.07 Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, whether or not 
containing added sugar, but unfermented and not containing spirit: 
A. Of a specific gravity exceeding 1-33 at 15° C: 
DJ. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net weight: 
- Fruits falling within heading No 08.01, excluding pineapple 
b) Of a value not.exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net weigh:t: 
ex 1. With an added sugar content exceeding 30o/o by 
weight: 
- Fruits falling within heading No 08.01, excluding 
pineapples 
ex 2. Others: 
- Fruits falling within heading No 08.01, excluding 
pineapples 
B. Of a apecific gravity of 1-33 or less at 15° C: 
U. Other: 
a) Of a value exc:eeding 30 u.a. per 100 k1 net weight: 
1. Grapefruit juice 
ex 3. Other citrua fruit juica: 
aa) Containing added sugar' 
bb) Other 
ex 6. Other fruit and vegetable juica, excluding apricot and 
peach juices: 
~ aa) Containing added aupr 
bb) Other 
(ll ·- l Aptll 1".5 thlt lleadlq will Ill ..._. frota dill An-. 
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CCT 
heading No 
20.07 
(cant' d) 
• 
Description 
7. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing either 
separately or together, over 25% of grape, citrus 
fruit, pineapple, apple, pear, tomato, apricot or 
peach juice: 
11. Containing added sugar 
22. Other 
b) Of a value of 30 u.a. or less per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30% by weight 
bb) Other 
4. Other citrus fruit juices: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30% by weight 
bb) With an added sugar content of 30% or less by weight 
cc) Not containing added sugar 
7. Other fruit and vegetable juices: 
ex aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30% by 
weight, excluding apricots and peaches 
ex bb) With an added sugar content of 30% or less by 
weight, excluding apricots and peaches 
ex cc) Not containing added sugar, excluding apricots and 
peaches 
8. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing either separately 
or together, over 25% of grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, 
pear, tomato, apricot or peach juice: 
11. With an added sugar content exceeding 30% by 
weight 
22. With an added sugar content of 30% or less by 
weight 
33. Not containing added sugar 
1(0 2 
15.3.1976 
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REGULATION (EEC) No 1045/75 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 21 April 1975 
increasing the size of the Community tariff quotas opened for 1975 for certain 
textile products originating in Malta by Regulations (EEC) No 2917/7 4, (EEC) No 
2918/74, (EEC) No 2919/74 and (EEC) No 2920/74 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EU~OPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission ; 
Whereas, by its Regulations (EEC) No 2917 /Z4._, 
(EEC) No 2918/74~ (EEC) No 2919/74 and (EEC) 
No 2920/74 _, the Council opened Community tariff 
quotas for 197.5 for the products falling respectively 
within heading Nos .S.S.O.S, .56.04, 60.0.5 and 61.01 of 
the Common Customs Tariff, originating .in Malta ; 
Whereas the tariff advantages for the products in ques-
tion should be adjusted by increasing by .5 % the size 
of each of the aforementioned quotas and whereas the 
additional quantities resulting from this increase 
should be allocated to the reserves of these quotas, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Artidt: 1 
I. The quota provided for in Article of Regula-
tion 
- (EEC) No 2917/74 shall be increased from I 12.5 
metric tons to I 181 metric tons, 
- (EEC) No 2918/74 shall be increased from 900 
metric tons to 94.5 metric tons, 
- (EEC) No 2919/74 shall be increased from 150 
metric tons to 1.58 metric tons, 
- (EEC) No 2920/74 shall be increased from 4.50 
metric tons to 473 metric tons. 
2. The reserve provided for in Article 2 (2) of Regu-
lation 
- (EEC) No 2917/74 shall be increased from 320 
metric tons to 376 metric tons, 
- (EEC) No 2918/74 shall be increased from 32.5 
metric tons to 370 metric tons, 
- (EEC) No 2919/74 shall be increased from 30 
metric tons to 38 metric tons, 
- (EEC) No 2920/74 shall be increased from 135 
metric tons to 158 metric tons. 
Artic/1: 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the first day 
of the second month following the day of its publica-
tion in the Official journal of the Europt:ml Commu-
nitit:s. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 21 April 1975. 
For tht: Council 
Tht: Prt:sidmt 
R. RYAN 
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REGULATION (EEC) No 3149/75 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 24 November 1975 
totally suspending the customs duties on certain industrial products originating in 
Malta (19V6) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Article 
113 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas, by virtue of the Agreement (1) establishing 
an association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta, the Community applies the 
Common Customs Tariff duties, reduced by 70%, to 
products covered by this Agreement; whereas it 
seems advisable provisionally to increase this tariff 
advantage by means of the total suspension of the 
customs duties applicable to such products; whereas, 
however, this measure cannot affect the products 
subject to the tariff quotas provided for in the 
abovementioned Agreement; 
Whereas, in order to avoid the danger of disrupting 
traditional patterns of trade by imports of such pro-
ducts, provision should be made to enable the Com-
mission to re-introduce at any time, by means of 
a Regulation, the levying of conventional duties in 
respect of Malta, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Artide 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1976 the 
Common Customs Tariff duties and the customs 
tariff duties of the new Member States shall be totally 
suspended in respect of products falling within 
Chapters 25 et seq. o£ the Common Customs Tariff, 
covered by the· Aareement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta, pursuant to Article 1 of Annex I thereto, with 
( 1 ) cf. GEN I 1 
the exception of products falling within heading 
Nos 55.05, 56.04, 60.05 and 61.01. 
Ireland, however, shall be authorized to apply to 
such products duties equal to those which it applies 
to Member States other than the United Kingdom. 
2. The suspension referred to in paragraph 1 shall 
apply solely to products originating in Malta. The 
rules of origin shall be those in force at the time as 
regards the implementation of the above Agreement. 
However, the last sentence of Article 1 (2) (b) of the 
Protocol relating to the definition of the concept of 
originating products and to methods of administra· 
tive cooperation shall not apply in the case of 
products obtained in Malta from: 
- products originating in one or more Member 
States of the Community as originally constituted 
and exported to one or more new Member States, 
or 
- products originating in one or more new Member 
States and exported to one or more Member 
States of the Community as originally constituted, 
where the· products referred to in the two indents 
above have undergone only the insufficient working 
or processing listed in points 1 to 6 of List A annexed 
to the above Protocol. 
Article 2 
In order to avoid disrupting traditional trade patterns 
by imports of products benefiting from the duty 
suspension provided for in Article 1, the Commis-
sion may, by means of a Regulation, re-introduce the 
levying of customs duties at any time up to the end 
of the calendar year, at the level applicable in 
pursuance of Article 1 of Annex I to the aforesaid 
A,reement. 
Artide 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1976. 
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This Regulation shall be ·binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 24 November 197$. 
For the Council 
The President 
B. VISENTINI 
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REGULATION (EEC) No 3150175 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 24 November 1975 
openiq, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for cotton yam, falling within heading No 55.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malta (1976) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 113 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, signed at Valetta 
on 5 December 1970, provides in Article 3 (1) 
together with Article 2 of Annex I for the opening 
by the Community of annual Community tariff 
quota of 750 metric tons of cotton yarn not put up 
for retail sale, falling within heading No 55~05 of 
the Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta; 
whereas the first stage of the Agreement ends on 
31 March 1976 and, pursuant to Article 6 of Annex I, 
the pro rata temporis clause would apply to the 
volume of the quota; whereas the Community intends · 
to maintain its trading relations with Malta; whereas 
. the provisions governing the second stage should not 
be less favourable than those laid down for the 
first; whereas in order not to disrupt ttadins patterns 
for the products in question, the Community tariff 
quota should be operied for the whole of 1976; 
whereas, pursuant to Article 1 of the said Annex the 
quoci duty is equal to 30% of the Common Customs 
Tariff duty in respect of the product concerned; 
whereu, with a view to' granting Malta a treatment 
not less favourable th.an that enjoyed by countries 
tm 
Germany" 57-3 
leDelwr 28•7 
. , ..... 5-4 
... 8•6 
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Deuwk ' 
Inland 
Ualtell K!aptom 
eligible for the generalized preferences system, the 
abovementioned volume should be increased to 
1181 metric tons and the duties totally suspended; 
whereas, as regards the allocation of this tariff quota, 
the quota volume laid down in the Agreement should 
be confined to the original Member States and the 
new Member States shall participate in the 
supplementary volume; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure to 
all Community importers equal and uninterrupted 
access to the abovementioned quota and uninter-
rupted application of· the rate laid down for that 
quota to all imports of the product concerned into 
all Member States until the quota has been used up; 
whereas, having regard to the principles mentioned 
above, the Community nature of the quota cao be 
respected by allocating the Community tariff quota 
among the Member States; whereas, in order to 
reflect more accurately the actual development of the 
market in the product concerned, such allocation 
should be in proportion to the needs of the Member 
States, assessed by reference to both the statistics of 
each State's imports of the said goods from Malta 
·over a representative period and the economic out-
look for the quota period concerned; 
51-4 
Whereas, durins the last three years for which 
statistics are available; the corresponding imports by 
each of the MemJ:,er States rep~nt the following 
percentages of the imports into the Community, from. 
Malta, of the products concerned: 
tm 1f74 
45-S 39•8 30•1 24•3 
2.5•7 34-8 30·4 39·7 32·0 
4-8 8o() 7o() 23·7 19-1 
7-8 11-7 1()o1 6•5 5·1 
0•1 ()o() 0·1 
. 3•1 ()ol 0•6 
7•0 11-5 18·7 
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Whereas in view of these factors of the foreseeable 
development during 1976 of the market for the 
products in question and in particular of the estimates 
submitted by certain Member States, initial quota 
shares may consequently be fixed approximately as 
follows: 
Benelux 23·0 
Denmark 0·1 
France 6·2 
Germany 51·0 
Ireland H 
Italy 9·9 
United Kingdom 8·7 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into two 
instalments, the first instalment being allocated 
among the Member States, and the second forming 
a reserve intended ultimately to cover the require-
ments. of the Member States which have used up 
their initial quota shares; whereas, in order to 
ensure a certain degree of security to importers in 
each Member State, the first instalment of the Com-
munity quota should be determined at a level which, 
under present circumstances, may be approximately 
70% of the quota amount; 
Whereas the initial quota shares of the Member 
States may be used up at different times; whereas, 
in order to take this fact into account and avoid 
any break in continuity, it is important that any 
Member State having used up almost the whole of 
its initial quota share should draw an additional 
quota share from the reserve; whereas, this must be 
done by each Member State as and when each of 
its additional quota shares is almost entirely used 
up, and repeated as many times as the reserve allows; 
whereas the initial and additional quota shares must 
be available for use until the end of the quota period; 
whereas this method of administration calls for close 
cooperation between Member States, and the Com-
mission, which must, in particular, be able to 
observe the extent to which the quota amount is used 
and inform Member States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, 
a considerable balance remains in one or other 
Member State it is essential that that Member State 
pays a large amount of it back into the reserve, in 
order to avoid a part of the Community quota 
remaining unused in one Member State when it 
could be used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bourg are united in and represented by the Benelux 
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Economic Union, any measure concerning the 
administration of the quota shares allocated to that 
economic union may be carried out by any of its 
members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1976 a tariff 
quota of 1181 metric tons shall be opened in the 
Community for cotton yarn not put up for retail sale, 
falling within heading No 55.05 of the Common 
Customs Tariff, originating in Malta. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota, the Common 
Customs Tariff duties. shall be totally suspended. 
This suspension shall be fully applied in the new 
Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first instalment, amounting to 805 metric tons 
of the Community tariff quota referred to in Article 1, 
shall be shared among the Member States; the shares, 
which subject to Article 5 shall be valid until 
31 December 1976, shall consist of the following 
amounts: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
France 
Germany 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
185 metric tons, 
1 metric ton, 
50 metric tons, 
410 metric tons, 
9 metric tons, 
80 metric tons, 
70 metric tons. 
2. The second instalment of 376 metric tons shall 
constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2 (1) or 90% of that 
share less the amount returned into the reserve, where 
the provisions of Article 5 have been applied, has 
been exhausted, that Member State shall proceed· 
without delay, by notifying the Commission, to draw 
a second share equal to 15% of its initial share, 
rounded up to the next unit where appropriate, to 
the extent that the amount in the reserve allows. 
2. If, after its initial share has been exhausted, 90o/o 
.or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
• 
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State has been used, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions Iaid down in 
paragraph 1, proceed without delay to draw a third 
share equal to 7·5% of its initial share, rounded up 
to the next unit where appropriate, to the extent 
that the amount in the reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member State 
has been used, that Member State shall proceed, in 
the same way, to draw a fourth share equal to the 
third. · 
This process shall be applied until the reserve is 
exhausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, a Member States may proceed to draw 
sliares smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs, 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be 
used up. They shall inform the Commission of the 
reasons which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall be valid until31 December 1976. 
Article 5 
The Member States shall return to the reserve, not 
later than 1 October 1976, the unused portion o£ 
their initial share which, on 15 September 1976, is in 
excess of 20% of their initial amount. They may 
return a greater portion if there are grounds for 
believing that such quantity may not be used in full. 
The Member States. shall, not later than 1 October 
1976, notify the Commission of the total imports of 
the product concerned effected up to and including 
15 September 1976, and charged against the 
Community quota and, where appropriate, the 
proportion of their initial share that is being returned 
to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shaH keep account of the shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with 
Articles 2 and 3 and shall inform each of them of 
the extent to which the reserve has been used as 
soon as it receives the notifications. 
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The Commission shall, not later than 5 October 
1976, notify Member States of the amount in the 
reserve after the return of shares pursuant to 
Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing which 
uses up the reserve is limited to the balance 
available and for this purpose shall specify the 
amount thereof to the Member State which makes 
the last drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, when additional shares are 
Jrawn pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for 
charges to be made without interruption against their 
accumulated shares of the Community quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers 
of the product concerned established in their 
tetritory have free access to the shares allocated to 
them. 
3. The Member States shall charge imports of the 
said goods against their share as and when the goods 
are entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used 
up its share shall be determined on the basis of the 
impocts charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
On receipt of a request from the Commission, 
Member States shall inform it of imports actually 
charged ag.tinst their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely in order to ensure that this 
Regulation is observed. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall et:tter into force on 1 January 
1976. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 24 November 1975. 
For the Council 
The President 
B. VISENTINI 
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REGULATION (EEC) No 3151/75 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 24 November 1975 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community. tariff quota 
for man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded, combed or otherwise prepa~ed 
for spinning, falling within heading No 56.04 of the Common Customs Tanff, 
originating in Malta (1976) 
THE COUNCIL OF T~ EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 113 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, signed at Valetta 
on 5 December 1970, provides in Article 3 (1) together 
with Article 2 of Annex I for the opening by the 
Community of an annual Comm~;~nity tariff quota of 
600 metric tons of man-made fibres (discontinuoug 
or waste), carded, combed, or otherwise prepared 
for spinning, falling within heading No 56.04 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta; 
whereas the first stage of the Agreement ends on 
31 March 197 6 and, pursuant to Article 6 of :Annex I, 
the pro rata temporis clause would apply to the 
volume of the quota; whereas the Community 
intends to maintain its trading relations with Malta; 
whereas the provisions ~overning the second stage 
should not be less favourable than those laid down 
for the first; whereas in order not to disrupt trading 
patterns for the products in question, the Community 
tariff quota should be opened for the whole of 1976; 
whereas, pursuant to Article 1 of the said Annex the 
quota duty· is equal to 30% of the Common Customs 
Tariff duty in respect of the product concerned; 
whereas, with a view to granting Malta treatment not 
1972 
Germany 
-
Benelux 
-
France 
-
Italy 100 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Ki.nadom 
less favourable than that enjoyed by countries 
eligible for the generalized preferences system, the 
abovementioned volume should be increased to 945 
metric tons and the duties totally suspended; whereas, 
as regards the allocation of this tariff quota, the 
quota volume laid down in the Agreement should be 
confined to the original Member States and the new 
Member States should participate in the supplemen-
tary volume; . · 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure to all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quota and uninterrupted 
application of the rate iaid down for that quota to 
all imports of the product concerned into all Member 
States until the quota has been used up; whereas, 
having regard to the principles mentioned above, the 
Community nature of the quota can be respected by 
allocating the Community tariff quota among the 
Member States; whereas, in order to reflect more 
accurately the actual development of the market in 
the product concerned, such allocation should be in 
proportion to the needs of the Member States, 
assessed by reference to both the statistics of each 
State's imports of the said goods from Malta over 
a representative period and the economic outlook 
for the quota period concerned; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which 
statistics are available, the corresponding imports by 
each of the Member States represent the following 
percentages of the imports into the Community from 
Malta of the products concerned: 
1973 1974 
- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -
66·8 
- - - -
- -
100 
1H 
- -
17-7 - -
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Whereas, both these percentages and the estimates 
from certain Member States as well as the practical 
need to ensure that the obligations contracted under 
the Agreement concerned are allocated fairly among 
all the Member States; whereas, initial quota shares 
may consequently be fixed approximately as follows: 
Benelux 10·4 
Denmark 3·5 
France 13·9 
Germany 10·4 
Ireland 5·2 
Italy 43·6 
United Kingdom 13·0 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the 'products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amount should be diviaed into two 
instalments, the first instalment being allocated 
among the Member States, and the second forming 
a reserve intended ultimately to cover the require-
ments of the Member States which have used up 
their initial shares; whereas, in order to ensure a 
certain degree of security to importers in each 
Member State, the first instalment of the Community 
quota should be determined at a level which, under 
present ·circumstances, may be approximately 60% 
of the quota amount; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up at different times; whereas, in order to . 
take this fact into account and avoid any break in 
continuity, it is important that any Member State 
having used u'p almost the whole of its initial share 
should draw an additional share from the reserve; 
whereas, this must be done by each Member State 
as and when .each of its additional shares is almost 
entirely used up, and repeated as many times as the 
reserve allows; whereas the initial and additional 
shares must be available for use until the end of the 
quota period; whereas this method of administration 
calls for close cooperation between Member States 
·and the Commission, which must, in particular, be 
a~le to observe the extent to which the quota amount 
is used aod inform Member States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, a 
considerable balance remains in one or other Member 
State it it essential that that Member State pays a 
· larse amount of it back into the reserve, in order to 
avoid a p~ of the Community quota remaining 
unuaed in one Member State when it could be uaed 
in othen; 
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Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg are united in and represented by the 
Benelux Economic Union, any measure concerning 
the administration of the quota shares allocated to 
that economic union may by carried out by any of 
its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1976 a 
Community tariff quota of 945 metric tons shall be 
opened in the Community for man-made fibres 
(discontinuous or waste), carded, combed or 
otherwise prepared for spinning, falling within 
heading No 56.04 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malta. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota, the 
Common Customs Tariff duties shall be totally 
suspended. 
This suspension shall be fully applied in the new 
Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first instalment, amounting to 575 metric tons 
of the Community tariff quota referred to in Article 1, 
shall be shared among the Member States; the shares, 
which subject to Article 5 shall be valid until 
31 December 1976, shall consist of the following 
amounts: 
Benelux 60 metric tons, 
Denmark 20 metric tons, 
France 80 metric tons, 
Germany 60 metric tons, 
Ireland 30 metric tons, 
Italy 250 metric tons, 
United Kingdom 75 metric tons. 
2. The second instalment of 370 metric tons shall 
constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2 (1), or 90% of that 
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share less the amount returned into the reserve, where 
the provisions of Article 5 have been applied, has 
been exhausted, that Member State shall proceed 
without delay, by notifying the Commission, to 
draw a second share equal to 15% of its initial share, 
rounded up to the next unit where appropriate, to 
the extent that the amount in the reserve allows. 
2. If, after its initial share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in 
paragraph 1, proceed to draw a third share equal to 
7·5% of its initial share, rounded up to the next unit 
where appropriate, to the extent that the amount in 
the reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall proceed, 
in the same way to draw a fourth share equal to the 
third. 
This process shall be applied until the reserve is 
exhausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, a Member State may proceed to draw 
shares smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs, 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be 
used up. They shall inform the Commission of the 
reasons which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall be valid until31 December 1976. 
Article 5 
The Member States shall return to the reserve, not 
later than 1 October 1976, the unused portion of 
their initial share which, on 15 September 1976, is in 
excess of 20% of their initial amount. They may 
return a larger portion if there are grounds for 
believing that such portion may not be used in full. 
The Member States shall, not later than 1 October 
1976, notify the Commission of the total imports of 
the product in question effected up to and including 
15 September 1976, and charged against the 
Community quota and, where appropriate, the 
proportion of their initial share that is being returned 
to the reserve. 
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Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with 
Articles 2 and 3 and shall inform each of them of 
the extent to which the reserve has been used as 
soon as it receives the notifications. 
The Commission shall, not later than 5 October 
1976, notify Member States of the amount in the 
reserve after the return of shares pursuant to 
Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing which 
uses up the reserve is limited to the balance available 
an·d for this purpose shall specify the amount thereof 
to the Member State which makes the last drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, when additional shares are 
drawn pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for charges 
to be made without interruption against their 
accumulated shares of the Community quota~ 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers 
of the product concerned established in their 
territory have free access to the shares allocated to 
them. 
3. The Member States shall charge imports of the 
said goods against their shares as and when the 
goods are entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used 
up its share shall be determined on the basis of 
the imports charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
On receipt of a request from the Commission, 
Member States shall inform it of imports actually 
charged against their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely in order to ensure that this 
Regulation is observed. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shaU enter into force on 1 January 
1976. 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 24 November 1975. 
For the Council 
The President 
B. VISENTINI 
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REGULATION {EEC) No 3152/75 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 24 November 1975 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Comm~nity tariff q~ota 
for outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elasttc or rubbenzed, 
falling within heading No 60.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta 
{1976) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the. 
European Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 113 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal' from the Commission; 
Whereas the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, signed at Valetta 
on 5 December 1970, provides in Article 3 {1) 
together with Article 2 of Annex I for the opening 
by the Community of an annual Community tariff 
quota of 100 metric tons of outer garments and 
other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized, falling within heading No 60.05 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta; 
whereas the first stage of the Agreement ends on 
31 March 1976 and, pursuant to Article 6 of Annex I, 
the pro rata temporis clause would apply to the 
volume of the quota; whereas the Community intends 
to maintain its trading relations with Malta; whereas 
the provisions governing the second stage should 
not be less favourable than those laid down for the 
first; whereas in order not to disrupt trading patterns 
for the products in question, the Community tariff 
quota should be opened for the whole of 1976; 
whereas, pursuant to Article 1 of the said Annex, 
the quota duty is equal to 30% of the Common 
Customs Tariff duty in respect of the product 
concerned; whereas, with a view to granting Malta 
1972 
Germany 4·3 
Benelux -
France 93-6 
Italy 2-1 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
treatment not less favourable than that enjoyed by 
countries eligible for the generalized preferences 
system, the abovementioned volume should be 
increased to 158 metric tons and the duties totally 
suspended; whereas, as regards the allocation of this 
tariff quota, the quota volume laid down in the 
Agreement should be confined to the original Mem-
ber States and the new Member States should 
participate in the supplementary volume; 
'whereas .it is in particular necessary to ensure to all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quota and uninterrupted 
application of the rate laid down for that quota 
to all imports of the products concerned into all 
Member States until the quota has been used up; 
whereas, having regard to the principles mentioned 
above, the Community nature of the quota can be 
respected by allocating the Community tariff quota 
among the Member States; whereas, in order to 
reflect more accurately the actual development of 
the market in the product concerned, such allocation 
should be in proportion to the needs of the Member 
States, assessed by reference to both the statistics 
of each State's imports of the said goods from Malta 
over a representative period and the economic 
outlook for the quota period concerned; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which 
statistics are available, the corresponding imports by 
each of the Member States represent the following 
percentages of the imports into the Community from 
Malta of the products concerned: . 
1973 1974 
0·8 - - 4·0 1-8 
- - - 7·0 3-3 
17-1 94-6 52·0 50·0 22-8 
0·4 H 2-9 39·0 17-8 
- 0·6 1-8 
. 
0·1 2-9 -
81-6 41•0 52•5 
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Whereas both these percentages and the estimates 
from certain Member States as well as the practical 
need to ensure that the obligations contracted under 
the Agreement concerned are allocated fairly among 
all the Member States; whereas, initial quota shares 
may consequently be fixed approximately as follows: 
Benelux 8·3 
Denmark 4·2 
France 41·7 
Germany 12·5 
Ireland 4·2 
Italy 12·5 
United Kingdom 16·6 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
fot the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into 
two instalments, the first instalment being allocated 
among the Member States and the second forming 
a reserve intended ultimately to cover the 
requirements of the Member States which have used 
up their initial quota shares; whereas, in order to 
ensure a certain degree of security to importers in 
each Member State, the first instalment of the Com-
munity quota should be determined at a level which, 
under present circumstances, may be 75% of the 
quota amount; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up at different times; whereas, in order to 
take this fact into account and avoid any break in 
continuity, it is important that any Member State 
having used up almost the whole of its initial share 
should draw an additional share from the reserve; 
whereas, this must be done by each Member State 
as and when each of its additional shares is almost 
entirely used up, and repeated as many times as the 
reserve allows; whereas the initial and additional 
shares must be available for use until the end of 
the quota period; whereas this method of 
administration calls for close cooperation berween 
Member States and the Commission, which must, 
in particular, be able to observe the extent to which 
the quota amount is used and inform Member States 
thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the' quota period, 
a considerable balance remains in one or other 
Member State it is essential that that Member State 
·pays a large amount of it back into the reserve, in 
order to prevent a part of the Community quota 
from remaining unused in one Member State when 
it could be used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands· and the Grand Duchy 
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of Luxembourg are united in and represented by the 
Benelux Economic Union, any measure concerning 
the administration of the quota shares allocated to 
that economic union may be carried out by any of 
its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1976 a Com-
munity tariff quota of 158 metric tons shall be 
opened in the Community for outer garments and 
other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized, falling within heading No 60.05 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Common 
Customs Tariff duties shall be totally suspended. 
This suspension shall be fully applied in the new 
Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first instalment, amounting to 120 metric tons 
of the Community tariff quota referred to in Article 1, 
shall be shared among the Member States; the 
shares, which subject to Article 5 shall be valid until 
31 December 1976, shall consist of the following 
amounts: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
France 
Germany 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
10 metric tons, 
5 metric tons, 
50 metric tons, 
15 metric tOf!S, 
5 metric tons, 
15 metric tons, 
20 metric tons. 
2. The second instalment of 38 metric tons shall 
constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a· Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2 (1), or 90% of that 
share less the amount returned into the reserve, 
where the provisions of Article 5 have been applied, 
has been exhausted, that Member State shall proceed 
without delay, by notifying the Commission, to draw 
a second share equal to 15% of its initial share, 
rounded up to the next unit where appropriate, to 
the extent that the amount in the reserve allows. 
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2. If, after its initial share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in 
paragraph 1, proceed to draw a third share equal 
to 7·5% of its initial share, rounded up to the next 
unit where appropriate, to the extent that the amount 
in the reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall proceed, 
in the same way, to draw a fourth share equal to 
the third. 
This process shall be applied until the reserve is 
exhausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, a Member State may proceed to draw 
shares smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be 
used up. They shall inform the Commission of the 
reasons which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall be valid until31 December 1976. 
Article 5 
The Member States shall return to the reserve, not 
later than 1 October 1976, the unused portion of 
their initial share which, on 15 September 1976, is 
in excess of 20% of their initial amount. They may 
return a larger portion if there are grounds for 
believing that such portion may not be used in full. 
The Member States shall, not later than 1 October 
1976, notify the Commission of the total imports 
of the product concerned effected up to and including 
15 September 1976, and charged against the Com-
munity quota and, where appropriate, the proportion 
of their initial share that is being returned to the 
reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with· 
Articles 2 and 3 and shall inform each of them of 
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the extent to which the reserve has been used as 
soon as it receives the notifications. 
The Commission shall, not later than 5 October 
1976, notify Member States of the amount in the 
reserve after the return of shares pursuant to 
Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing 
which uses up the reserve is limited to the balance 
available and for this purpose shall specify the 
amount thereof to the Member State which makes 
the last drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, when additional shares 
are drawn pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for 
charges to be made without interruption against 
their accumulated shares of the Community quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers 
of the product concerned established in their 
territory have free access to the shares allocated to 
them. 
3. The Member States shall charge imports of the 
said goods against their share as and when the goods 
are entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used 
up its share shall be determined on the basis of the 
imports charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
On receipt of a request from the Commission, 
Member States shall inform it of imports actually 
charged against their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely in order to ensure that this 
Regulation is observed. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
1 January 1976. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 24 November 1975. 
For the Council 
The President 
B. VISENTINI 
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REGULATION (EEC) No 3153175 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 24 November 1975 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for men's and boys' outer garments falling within heading No 61.01 of the Common 
Customs Tariff, originating in Malta (1976) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 113 thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; 
Whereas the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, signed at Valetta 
on 5 December 1970, provides in Article 3 (1) 
together with Article 2 of Annex I for the opening , 
by the Community of an annual Community tariff 
quota of 300 metric tons of men's and boys' outer 
garments, falling within heading No 6f01 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta; 
whereas the first stage of the Agreement endLt on 
31 March 1976 and, pursuant to Article 6 of Annex I, 
the pro rata temporis clause would apply to the 
volume of the quota; whereas the Community 
intends to maintain its trading relations with Malta; 
whereas the provisions governing the second stage 
should not be less favourable than those laid down 
for the first; whereas in order not to disrupt trading 
patterns for the products in question, the Community 1 
tariff quota should be opened for the whole of 1976; 
whereas, pursuant to Article 1 of the said Annex, 
the quota duty is equal to 30% of the Common 
Customs Tuiff duty in respect of the product 
concerned; whereas, with a view to gr;mting Malta 
treatment not less favourable than that enjoyed by 
l97l 
Germany 55·5 
Benelux 27-3 
France 11-7 
Italy 5·5 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kinadom 
countries eligible for the generalized preferences 
system, the abovementioned volume should be 
increased to 473 metric tons and the duties totally 
suspended; whereas, as regards the allocation of 
this tariff quota, the quota volume laid down in the 
Agreement should be confined to the original 
Member States and the new Member States should 
participate in the supplementary volume; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure to 
all Community importers equal and uninterrupted 
access to the abovementioned quota and uninter-
rupted application of the rate laid down for that 
quota to all imports of the products concerned into 
all Member States until the quot;1 has been used 
up; whereas, having regard to the principles 
mentioned above, the Community nature of the 
quota may be respected by allocating the Community 
tariff quota among the Member States; whereas, in 
order to reflect more accurately the actual 
development of the market in the product concerned, 
such allocation should be in proportion to the needs 
of the Member States, assessed by reference to both 
the statistics of each State's imports of the said 
goods from Malta over a representative period and 
the economic outlook for the quota period 
concerned; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which 
statistics are available, the corresponding imports 
by each of the Member States represent the 
following percentages of the imports into the Com-
munity from Malta of the products concerned: 
1973 1974 
43-4 31·0 19-4 16·2 7·7 
21-4 35-1 22·0 45-5 21-6 
9-2 11-9 7-4 22·9 10·9 
4-2 22·0 13-7 15-4 7·4 
7-6 29·0 31-9 
'0·2 0·2 0·4 
14·0 8·3 20·1 
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Whereas in view of these factors, of the foreseeable 
development during 1976 of the market for the 
products in question and in particular of the 
estimates submitted by certain Member States, initial 
quota shares may consequently be fixed 
approximately, as follows: 
Benelux 12·7 
Denmark 17·5 
France 9·5 
Germany 47·6 
Ireland 0·3 
Italy 3·2 
United Kingdom 9·2 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amount should be divided into 
two instalments, the first instalment being allocated 
among the Member States, and the second forming 
a reserve intended ultimately to cover the 
requirements of the Member States which have used 
up their initial quota shares; whereas, in order to 
ensure a certain degree of security to importers in 
each Member State, the first instalment of the Com-
munity quota should be determined at a level which, 
under present circumstances, may be 67% of the 
quota amount; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States 
may be used up at different times; whereas, in order 
to take this fact into account and avoid any break in 
continuity, it is important that any Member State 
having used up almost the whole of its initial share 
should draw an additional share from the reserve; 
whereas, this must be done by each Member State 
as and when each of its additional shares is almost 
entirely used up, and repeated as many times as the 
reserve allows; whereas the initial and adaitional 
quota shares must be available for use until the end 
of the quota period; whereas this method of 
administration calls for close cooperation between 
Member States and the Commission, which must, in 
particular, be able to observe the extent to which the 
quota amount is used and inform Member States 
thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, 
·a considerable balance remains in one or other 
Member State it is essential that that Member State 
pays a large amount of it back into the reserve, in 
order to avoid a part of the Community quota 
remaining unused in one Member State when it could 
be used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the King-
dom of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg are united in and represented by the 
Benelux Economic Union, any measure concemins 
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the administration of the quota shares allocated to 
that economic union may be carried out by any of 
its members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1976· a Com-
munity tariff quota of 473 metric tons shall be 
opened in the Community for men's and boys' outer 
garments from Malta, falling within heading No 
61.01 of the Common Customs Tariff. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Common 
Customs Tariff duties shall be totally suspended. 
This suspension shall be fully applied in the new 
Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first instalment, amounting to 315 metric tons 
of the Community tariff quota referred to in Article 1, 
shall be shared among the Member States; the 
shares, which subject to Article 5 shall be valid until 
31 December 1976, shall consist of the following 
amounts: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
France 
Germany 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
40 metric tons, 
55 metric tons, 
30 metric tons, 
150 metric tons, 
1 metric ton, 
10 metric tons, 
29 metric tons. 
2. The second instalment of 158 metric tons shall 
constitute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% -or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2 (1), or 90% of that 
share less the amount· returned into the reserve, 
where the provisions of Article 5 have been applied, 
has been exhausted, that Member State shall proceed 
without delay, by notifying the Commission, to draw 
a second share equal to 15% of its initial share, 
rounded up to the next unit where appropriate, to 
the extent that the amount in the reserve allows. 
2. If, after its initial share has been exhausted, 90o/o 
or more of the second share drawn by 1 Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in 
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paragraph 1, proceed to draw a third share equal 
to 7·5% of its initial share, rounded up to the next 
unit where appropriate, to the extent that the amount 
in the reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 
90% or more of the third share drawn by ~ Member 
State has been used, that Member State shall proceed, 
in the same way to draw a fourth share equal to 
the third. 
This process shall be applied until the reserve is 
exhausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, a Member State may proceed to draw 
shares smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs, 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be 
used up. They shall inform the Commission of the 
reasons which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall be valid until31 December 1976. 
Article 5 
The Member States shall return to the reserve, not 
later than 1 Octob~r l976, the unused portion of 
their initial share which, on 15 September 1976, is 
in excess of 20% of their initial amount. 'they may 
return a greater portion if there are grounds for 
believing that such portion may not be used in full. 
The Member States shall, not later than 1 October 
1976, notify the Commission of the total imports of 
the product concerned effected up to and including . 
15 September 1976, and charged against the Com· 
munity quota and, where appropriate, the proportion 
of their initial share that is being returned to the· 
reserve. 
Article 6 • 
The Commiaaion shall keep account of the shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with 
Articlu 2 and 3 and shall inform each of them· of 
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· the extent to which the reserve has been used as 
soon as it receives the notifications. 
The Commission shall, not later than 5 October 1976, 
notify Member States of the amount in the reserve 
after the return of shares pursuant to Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing 
which uses up the reserve is limited to the balance 
av«ilable and for this purpose shall specify the 
amount thereof to the Member State which makes 
the last drawing. 
Article 7 
1. The Member States shall take all appropriate 
measures to ensure that, when additional shares are 
drawn pursuant to .Article 3, it is possible for charges 
to be . made without interruption against their 
accumulated shares of the Community quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers 
of the product concerned established in their 
territory have free access to the shares allocated to 
them. 
3. The Member States shall charge imports of the 
said goods against . their share as and when the 
goods are entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used 
up its share shall be determined on the basis of th" 
imports charged in accordance 'with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
On receipt of a request from the Commission, 
Member States shall inform it of imports actually 
charged against their shares. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely in order to ensure that this 
Regulation is observed . 
Article 10 
This llegulation shall enter into force on 
1 January 1976. 
This P4u}ation shall be binding in its entitety and. directly applicable in all Member 
States. • 
DOiie at BNI.elt, 14 November 1975. 
Por 'the Council 
Tht Pruldem 
··~ 
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REGULATION (EEC) No 3203/75 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 3 December 1975 
totally or partially suspending Common Customs Tariff duties on certain 
products, falling within Chapters 1 to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff, origi-
nating in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Articles 43 
and 113 thereof ; 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1059/69 (1) of 28 May 1969 laying down the trade 
arrangements applicable to certain goods resulting 
from the processing of agricultural products, as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1491/73 (2), and in 
particular Article .12 thereof ; 
Having regard to the proposal ftom the Commission ; 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parlia-
ment; 
(1976) 
Whereas, under Annex I to the Agreement 6) esta-
blishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta, the Community 
must partially suspend the Common Customs Tariff 
duties applicable to certain products ; whereas it also 
appears necessary provisionally to adjust or to supple-
ment certain of the tariff benefits provided for in the 
abovementioned Annex ; whereas, accordingly, the 
Community should, in respect of the products origi-
nating in Malta listed in Annex A to this Regulation, 
suspend either the fixed component of the levy appli-
cable to goods coming under Regulation (EEC) No 
1059/69 or the customs duty applicable to the other 
products from 1 January to 31 December 1976 and at 
the levels indicated for each of them ; 
Whereas, for certain products of Chapters ·1 to 24 of 
the Common Customs Tariff, this scheme would, 
however, involve the application in the new Member 
States in 1976 of customs duties higher than or very 
close to those applied by the new Member States to 
non-member countries in general on the basis of the 
Act of Accession ; whereas, in order to maintain an 
(I) OJ No L 141, 12. 6. 1969, p. I. 
(2) OJ No L I ~1. 7. 6. 1973, p. I. 
( 3 ) cf • GEN I 1 
equivalent preferential margin for these products also, 
reduced customs duties should be applied to them in 
accordance with the detailed rules based on the prin-
ciple of maintaining in the new Member States a pref-
erence proportional to that which exists between the 
duties of the Common Customs Tariff and the duties 
given in Annex A to this Regulation ; whereas, with a 
view to granting Malta the best possible treatment, in 
accordance with the objectives of the preference 
scheme, the duties given in Annex A should also be 
applied wherever the duties calculated according to 
the abovementioned detailed rules prove to be higher 
than them, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
I. From I January until 31 December 1976, the 
products originating in Malta listed in Annex A shall 
be admitted for import into the Community as origi-
nally constituted at the customs duties indicated. for 
each of them. 
On importation into Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom, there shall be applied to the above-
mentioned products the customs duties determined by 
multiplying, by a coefficient equal to the margin of 
preferences existing between the duties given in 
Annex A and the Common Customs Tariff duties 
applicable, the duties obtained by reducing the differ-
ence between the lowest duty applied on I January 
1972 to the developing countries and the Common 
Customs Tariff, by 60 % in respect of the products 
mentioned in Annex B, and by 80 % in respect of the 
other products given in Annex A. 
However, the duties given in Annex A shall be 
applied where the duties resulting from the abovemen-
tioned calculation are higher than .them. 
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2. For the purposes of the application of this Regu-
lation, the rules of origin shall be those in force at the 
time as regards the implementation of the Agreement 
establishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta. 
However, Article I (2) (b), last sentence, of the 
Protocol relating to the definition of the concept of 
'originating' products and to methods of administra-
tive cooperation, shall not apply in the case of 
products obtained in Malta from : 
- products originating in one or more Member 
States of the Community as originally constituted 
and exported to one or more new Member States, 
or 
- products originating in one or more new Member 
States and exported to one or more Member States 
of the Community as originally constituted, 
provided that the products referred to in the two 
indents above have undergone only the insufficient 
working or processing listed in items I to 6 of List A 
annexed to the abovementioned Protocol. 
Article 2 
When products benefiting from the arrangements 
provided for in Article I are imported in the Commu-
nity in such quantities or at such prices that Commu-
nity producers of products similar to or in direct 
competition with them suffer, or are likely to suffer 
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from serious disadvantage, the Common Customs 
Tariff duties may be reintroduced in whole or in part 
on the products in question. Such measures may also 
be taken in the event of actual or potential serious 
disadvantage in a single region of the Community. 
Article 3 
l. In order to ensure the application of Article 2, 
the Commission may decide, by means of a Regula-
tion, to reintroduce the levying of customs duties for a 
limited period. 
2. In the event of such action being requested by a 
Member State, the Commission shall take a decision 
within a period of not more than I 0 working days 
from receipt of the request and shall inform the 
Member States of the action taken. 
3. Any Member State may refer to the Council the 
measure taken by the Commission, within a period of 
not more than I 0 working days after it has been 
informed thereof. The fact that the matter is referred 
to the Council shall not cause the measure to be 
suspended. The Council shall meet immediately. It 
may, acting on a qualified majority, amend or rescind 
the measure in question. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I January 
1976. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 December 1975. 
For the Council 
The Prnident 
F. FABBRI 
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.ANHJX A 
,., 
/ 
~ l)tlcripdon lacaof..., 
I 2 3 
'; 
01.01 Meet and edible offala of the animale faDiq within 
h~ No 01.01, 01.02, 01.03, or 01.04 frah, chilled 
or froZen..: · 
A. Meat: 
m. Of1wine: 
b) Other Free 
02..04 Other meat and edible meat offal•, frah, chilled or fro-
zen: 
ex B. Furred pme, frozen Free 
03.01 Frelh fith (alive or dead), chiHed or frozen : 
B. Saltwater filh : 
I. Whole, beadle~~ or in pieces : 
ex q) Other: 
- Aquarium flab Free 
04.06 Natural honey 26°/o 
05.03 Honehair and honehair waste, whether or not put up 
u a layer or between two layers of other material : 
B. Other Free 
15.10 Fauy acld1, acid oils from refinina ; fatty alcohola : 
C. Other fatty acids ; acid oils from refinin1 Free 
16.02 Other prepared or praerved meat or meat offal : 
A. Liver: 
I. Gooae or dude liver · 14 1/o 
B. Other: 
II. Game or rabbit meat or offal : 
-Game 9 .,, 
-Rabbit 14 .,, 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
ex 1. Containin1 bovine meat or offal : 
- Prepared or p~~e~erved bovine tongue 17 .,, 
2. Other: 
aa) Ovine meat or offal 18 .,, 
bb) Other 16 .,, 
.j. 
I 
' '\·~-
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.. 
.... 
I 2 
'VI•cUies prep.recl or paaerved otherwile than by 
...._.,or acetiC acid: 
· E. SauerkraUt 
ex P. Capen 
a ... o141cr 
J 
71J.07 · Fruit juica (includin~ ~pe muat) and veptable juica, 
whether or not contal!Unl added sugar, but unfennented 
and not containiq spirit : 
A. Of a specific RNvity exceeding lo3J at 15" C : 
ID. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a per 100 kB 
net weiJht: 
- Fruit fallina within headin,R No 08.01, ex-
cluding pineapples 
- Fruit fallin" within headina No 08.09, ex-
cluding melons and water-melons 
b) Of a value not exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg 
~weiaht: 
ex 1. With· an added aupr content excee-
ding 30 .,, by weipt : 
- Fruit falling within heading No 
08.011, excludina pineapples 
- Fruit fallina within headina No 
08.09, excluding melons and water· 
melons 
ex 2. Other: 
19 .,. 
19 .,. 
19 1/t + (L) 
19 1/t + (L) 
- Fruit falli!JI within headina No 
08.01, excluding pineapples 19 'I• 
.....:. Fruit falling within heading No 
08.09, excluding melons and water· 
melons 19 'I• 
B. Of a specific aravity of 1·33 or leu at 15" C : 
II. Other: 
a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kB net 
weiaht: 
2. Grapefruit juice 9-S 'I• 
ex 3. Other citrus fruit juica : 
aa) Containina added sugar 14 'I• 
bb) Other 1S 'I• 
ex 6. Other fruit and vegetable juices, exclu-
ding apricot and peach juices : 
aa) Containing added sugar 17 •to 
bb) Other 18 'I• 
7. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures con· 
taining separately or. topther, 
over 25 'I• of grape, c:itrua fruit, 
pineapple, apple, pear, tomato, 
apricot or peach juice : 
11. Containing added auaar 17 'I• 
22. Other 18 1/t 
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CCT 
heading 
No 
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Description Rarr of duty 
-----;----- ---------------------------------
20.07 
(cont'd) 
21.06 
23.01 
2 
b) Of a value of 30 u.a. or less per 100 kg net 
weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice : 
aa) With an added sugar content excee-
ding 30 Ofo by weight 
bb) Other 
4. Other citrus fruit juices : 
aa) With an added sugar content excee-
ding 30 0/o by weight 
bb) With an added sugar content of 
30 °/o or less by weight 
cc) Not containin'g added sugar 
ex 7. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding 
apricots and peaches : 
aa) With an added sugar content excee-
ding 30 °/o by weight 
bb) With an added sugar content of 
3 
9 °/o + (L) 
9 °/o 
14 Ofo (L) 
14 Ofo 
150fo 
170fo+(L) 
30 °/o or less by weight 17 °/o 
cc) Not containing added sugar 18 °/o 
8. Mixtures : 
ex bb) O~h~r, excluding mixtures con-
tatntng either separately or to-
gether, over 25 °/o of grape, citrus 
fruit, pineapple, apple, pear, to-
mato, apricot or peach juice : 
11. With an added sugar con-
tent exceeding 30 Ofo by weight 
22. With an added sugar content 
of 30 °/o or less by weight 
33. Not containing added sugar 
Natural yeasts (active or inactive) ; prepared baking 
pbwders: 
A. Active natural yeast : 
11. Bakers' yeast : 
a) Dried 
b) Other 
Flours .and meal, of meat, offals, fish, crustaceans or 
molluscs, unfit for human consumption ; greaves : 
B. Flours and meals of fish, crustaceans or molluscs 
17 Ofo + (L) 
17 °/f'i 
18 Ofo 
5 Ofo +VC 
5 Ofo +VC 
Free 
__ j _____ ---
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.ANNEX B 
Lilt of the products in respect of which the difference between the lowest duties applied on 
1 January 1972 to developiq countries by Denmark, Ireland and the United KiDBdom and 
the duties of the Common Customs Tariff must be reduced by 60 1/e, in accordance with 
CCT 
headlna 
No 
16.02 (a) 
20.02 
20.07 
Article 1 
Dncription 
Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal : 
B. Other: 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
ex 1. Containing bovine meat or offal : 
- Prepared or preserved bovine tongue 
Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or 
acetic add : 
E. Sauerkraut 
Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, whether 
or not containing added sugar, but unfermented and not con· 
taining spirit : 
A. Of a specific gravity exceeding 1-33 at 15" C : 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net weight : 
- Fruit falling within heading No 08.01, excluding 
pineapple 
- Fruit falling within heading No 08.09, excludini 
melons and water-melons 
b) Of a value not exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net 
weight: 
ex 1. With an added sugar content exceeding 30 'I• 
by weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading No 08.01, ex-
cluding pineapples 
- Fruit falling within heading No 08.09, ex-
cluding melons and water-melons 
ex 2. Other: 
- Fruit falling within beading No 08.01, ex· 
cluding pineapples 
- Fruit fallin~ within heading No 08.09, ex· 
cluding melons and water-melons 
8. Of a specific gravity of 1·33 or less at 15" C: 
11. Other: 
a) Of a value exceediDB 30 u.a. per 100 Ita net weiahc : 
2. Grapefruit juice 
(a) Prom 1 April lf16 this lteadina will lie deleted from thia Annex. 
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20.07 
(con( d) 
CCT 
headina 
No 
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Description 
ex 3. Other citrus fruit juices : 
aa) Containing added sugar 
bb) Other 
ex 6. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apri-
cot and peach juices : 
aa) Containing added sugar 
bb) Other 
7. Mi"tures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing either 
separately or together, over 25 °/o of grape, 
citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, pear, tomato, 
apricot or peach juice : 
11. Containing added sugar 
22. Other 
b) Of a value of 30 u.a. or less per 100 kg net weight : 
2. Grapefrui·t juice : 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 °/o 
by weight 
bb) Other 
4. Other citrus fruit juices : 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 °/o 
by weight 
bb) With an added sugar content of 30 °/o or less 
by weight 
cc) Not containing added sugar 
ex 7. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricots 
and peaches : 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 1/o 
by weight 
bb) With an added sugar content of 30 1/o or less 
by weight 
cc) Not containing added sugar 
8. Mixtures : 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing either 
separately or together, over 25 °/o of grape, 
citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, pear, tomato, 
apricot or peach juice : 
11. With an added sugar content exceeding 
30 °/t by weight 
22. With an added sugar content of 30 °/o 
or less by weight 
33. Not containing added sugar 
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7. 5. 76 Official Journal of the European Communities No L 120/5 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1051/76 
of 4 May 1976 
increasing the volume of the Community tariff quotas opened for 1976 by Regu-
lations (EEC) No 3150/75, (EEC) No 3151/75, (EEC) No 3152/75 and (EEC) No 
3153/75 in respect of certain textile products originating in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and in 
particular Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, by Regulations (EEC) No 3150/75) (EEC) No 3151/751 (EEC) No 
31 .52/75, and (EEC) No 3153/75 , the Council opened the following nil duty Commu-
nity tariff quotas for 1976 for the following products: 
CCT 
hcadm~ No IJe'i(npuon 
Quantity 
(m metnc tons) 
S5.0'i 
56.04 
Cotton yarn, not put up for retail sale I 181 
Man-made fibres (dtscon!lnuous or waste), carded, 
combed or otherwise prepared for spinning 945 
60.0S Outer garments and other arttcles, knitted or crocheted, 
not elastic or rubbenzcd l.'i8 
473 61.01 Men's and boys' outer garments 
Whereas an adjustment involving an increase of 5 % 
in each of the quantities concerned for 1976 should 
be made to the tariff concessions for these products ; 
whereas the additional amount should be distributed 
between the shares of the Member States and the 
reserve, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article I 
I. The quota of I 181 metric tons in Article I (I) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 31.50/7 5 shall be increased to 
I 240 metric tons. 
2. The quota of 945 metric tons in Article I (I) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3151/75 shall be increased to 
992 metric tons. 
3. The quota of I SR metric tons in Article I (I) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3152/75 shall be increased to 
165 metric tons. 
4. The quota of 473 metric tons in Article I (1) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3153/7 5 shall be increased to 
496 metric tons. 
Article 2 
The following shall be substituted for Article 2 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3150/75: 
'Article 2 
I. A first instalment, amounting to 846 metric 
tons of the Community tariff quota referred to in 
Article I, shall be shared among the Member 
States ; the shares, which, subject to Article 5, shall 
be valid until 31 December 1976, shall consist of 
the following amounts : 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
194 metric tons, 
1 metric ton, 
431 metric tons, 
53 metric tons, 
9 metric tons, 
84 metric tons, 
74 metric tons. 
2. The second instalment of 394 metric tons 
shall constitute the reserve.' 
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Artich J 
The following shall be substituted for Article 2 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3151/75 : 
'Artidt: 2 
I. A first mstalment, amounting to 603 metric 
tons of the Community tariff quota referred to in 
Article I, shall be shared among the Member 
States ; the shares, which, subject to Article 5, shall 
be valid until 31 December 1976, shall consist of 
the following amounts : 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
63 metric tons, 
21 metric tons, 
63 metric tons, 
84 metric tons, 
31 metric tons, 
263 metric tons, 
78 metric tons. 
2. The second instalment of 389 metric tons 
shall constitute the reserve.' 
Artidt: 4 
The following shall be substituted for Article 2 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3152/75: 
'Articlt: 2 
I. A first instalment, amounting to 125 metric 
tons of the Community tariff quota referred to in 
Article I, shall be shared among the Member 
States ; the shares, which, subject to Article 5, shall 
be valid until 31 December 1976, shall consist of 
the following amounts : 
Benelux 
Denmark 
I 0 metric tons, 
5 metric tons, 
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Germany 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
16 metric tons, 
52 metric tons, 
5 metric tons, 
16 metric tons, 
21 metric tons. 
2. The second instalment of 40 metric tons 
shall constitute the reserve.' 
Articlt: 5 
The following shall be substituted for Article 2 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 31.'i3/75 : 
'Article 2 
I. A first instalment, amounting to 330 metric 
tons of the Community tariff quota referred to in 
Article I, shall be shared among the Member 
States ; the shares, which, subject to Article 5, shall 
be valid until 31 December 1976, shall consist of 
the following amounts : 
Benelux 
Denmark 
Germany 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
42 metric tons, 
58 metric tons, 
I 57 metric tons, 
31 metric tons, 
I metric ton, 
11 metric tons, 
30 metric tons. 
2. The second instalment of 166 metric tons 
shall constitute the reserve.' 
Article 6 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the seventh 
day following its publication in the Official journal 
of the Europt:an Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding m its entirety and directly applicable m all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 4 May 1976 
For tht: Council 
The Prnident 
G. THORN 
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8. 7. 76 Official Journal of the European Communities No L 182/1 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1641/76 
of 29 June 1976 
amending Regulations (EEC) No 3152/75 and (EEC) No 3153/75 opening, allo-
cating and pr'>viding for the administration of Community tariff quotas for 
outer garments f:JIIing within heading Nos 60.05 and 61.01 of the Common 
Cu~otoms Tariff, originating in Malta (1976) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Agreement of 5 December 1970 between 
the European Economic Community and Malta (I) 
provides for the opening by the Community of annual 
Community tariff quotas for the importation into the 
Community, as originally constituted, of I 00 metric 
tons of outer garments and other articles, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized, falling within 
heading No 60.05, and 300 metric tons of men's and 
boys' outer garments, falling within heading No 
61.0 I ; whereas, at its meeting on 4 and 5 of June 
1973, the Council agreed that from I January 1974 
Malta should enjoy treatment not less favourable than 
that accorded to countries eligible for generalized pref-
erences ; whereas, on that basis and by Regulations 
(EEC) No 3152/75 and (EEC) No 3153/751 as 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1051/76; the 
Community opened, for 1976, tariff quotas of 165 
metric tons and 496 metric tons respectively for 
products falling within tariff heading Nos 60.05 and 
61.01 in which, following the Decision of 4 and 5 
June 1975, the new Member States participate by the 
allocation of initial quota shares and by the possibility 
of using the Community reserves which were set up ; 
Whereas under the Protocol laying down certain provi-
sions relating to the Agreement establishing an Associ-
ation between the European Economic Community 
(1) GEN I 1 
(2) GEN I 79 
and Malta (l), signed on 4 March 1976, the tariff 
quotas in question have been increased to I 90 metric 
tons and 730 metric tons respectively for the above-
mentioned products, i.e., to levels higher than those 
for the current year ; whereas, in addition, the 
Contracting Parties to the abovementioned Agree-
ment, agreed in a Joint Declaration that, under the 
tariff quotas of 190 metric tons and 730 metric tons, 
quantities of 90 metric tons and 430 metric tons 
should be allocated to the new Member States ; 
Whereas the respective quantities allocated to the new 
Member States, when shares in the tariff quotas 
opened for 1976 were distributed, arc les~ than 90 
metric tons and 430 metric tons ; whereas, therefore, 
the difference between the present quotas of 165 
metric tons and 496 metric tons and the new quotas 
of 190 metric tons and 730 metric tons, should be allo-
cated to the initial shares of the new Member States; 
whereas it is therefore necessary to amend Regulations 
(EEC) No 3152/75 and (EEC) No 3153/75, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Artich I 
I. The quotas provided for in Article I of Regula-
tions (EEC) No 3 I 52/75 and (EEC) No 31.B/7S, shall 
be increased respectively to 190 metric tons and ?JO 
metric tons. 
2. The initial shares provided for in Article 2 (I) of 
the said Regulations for Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom shall be amended as follows : 
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- Regulation (EEC) No 3152/75: 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
-Regulation (EEC) No 3153/75: 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
9 metric tons, 
9 metric tons, 
38 metric tons ; 
210 metric tons, 
3 metric tons, 
110 metric tons. 
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Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the seventh 
day following its publication in the Official journal 
of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 29 June 1976. 
For the Council 
The President 
G. THORN 
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No L 185/4 Official Journal of the European Communities 9. 7. 76 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1656/76 
of 29 June 1976 
concerning the application of Decision No 1/76 of the EEC-Malta Council of 
Association derogating from the concept of 'originating products' for reception 
apparatus falling within heading No 85.15 of the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas an Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and Malta (I) was signed on 5 
December 1970 and entered into force on I April 
1971; 
Whereas a Protocol laying down certain provisions 
relating to the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta (2) was signed in Brussels on 4 March 1976 and 
entered into force on I June 1976 ; 
Whereas under Article 25 of the Protocol concerning 
the definition of the concept of 'originating products' 
and methods of administrative cooperation, annexed 
to the above Protocol and forming an integral part of 
the Agreement, the Council of Association has 
adopted Decision No I /76 derogating from the 
concept of 'originating products' for reception appa-
ratus falling within heading No 85.15 of the Brussels 
Tariff Nomenclature ; 
Whereas it is necessary to apply this Decision in the 
Community, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article I 
For the purpose of implementing the Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta, Council of Association Decision No I /76, of 
which the text is annexed, shall apply in the Commu-
nity. 
A rtich 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the seventh 
day following its publication in the Official Journal 
of the Europt·,m CommunitieJ. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable m all Member 
States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 29 June 1976. 
(1) GEN I 1 (2) GEN I 79 
For the Co111wl 
G. THORN 
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20. 12. 76 Official Journal of the European Communities NoL350/49 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3041/76 
of 9 December 1976 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for cotton yam falling within heading No 55.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malta (1977) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regand to the Treaty esta~blishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Article 
113 rhereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Agreement between the European Eco-
nomic Community and Malta (1), signed on 5 Decem-
ber 1970, and the Protocol .1aying down certain pro-
visions concerning that Agreement as a result of the 
accession of new Member Stattes to the European 
Economic Community (2), provide •for the opening 
by the Community of an annua~l Community tariff 
quo~a of 910 metric tons of cotton yarn, not put up 
for retail sale, falling within heading No 55.05 of rhe 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta; 
whereas, pursuant to ltlhe joint dedaration annexed 
to this Protocol, the tariH quota should be allocared 
among the Member States as f.ollows: 750 metric tons 
for the Community as originally constituted and 
160 metric tons for the new Member States; whereas 
the first stage of the Agreement ends on 30 June 1977 
and, pursuant to Annex I to the Agreement, the pro 
rata temporis dause would apply to the volume of 
the quota; whereas vhe Community intends to main-
tain its trading relations with Ma'lta; whereas th~ 
provisions governing the second stage should not be 
less favourable than those bid down for rhe first; 
whereas in order not to disrupt trading patterns for 
the products in question, the Community tariff quota 
should be opened for rhe whole of 1977; whereas, 
pursuant to Annex I to the said Agreement, the quota 
duty is equal to 30% of the Common Customs Tariff 
(1) GEN I 1 (2) GEN I 79 
duty in respect of rhe products concerned; whereas 
to comply with rhe special provisions of the said 
Protocol, separate arrangements should be made for 
Member States of the Community .as originally con-
stitUII:ed on the one hand, and ·for the new Member 
States on the other; 
Whereas, since 1 January 1974, Ma'lta has been 
granted treatment no less bvourable than that en-
joyed hy countries eligible for the generalized tariff 
preferences; whereas to this end therefore customs 
duti·es should he totally suspended and the quota 
volume increased to 1 079 metric ttons for 1977; 
whereas, however, the Community has already 
opened a duty-free tariff quota of 1 240 metric tons 
for the products in question for 1976; whereas 
therefore the quota volume should be held at this 
level and the difference between these volumes 
should be allocated to the two groups of Member 
States; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure for all 
Community importers equ·al and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quota and uninterrupted 
application of the rate bid down tor that quo~a to 
all imports of the product concerned into al'I Member 
States until the quota has been used up; whereas, 
having regard to rhe principles mentioned abcwe, rhe 
Community fllarure of the quot.a can be respected 
by allocating 'the Community tariff quota among the 
Mem•ber States; whereas, in order to rdlect more 
accurately the actual development of the market in 
the product concerned, such allocation should be in 
proporrion to othe needs of nhe Member States, as-
sessed •by reference to both the statistics of each 
State's imports of the Slai:d goods from Malta over 
a representatlive period and the economic outlook 
for the quota perrod concemed; 
Whereas, during rhe last three years ror which statis-
tics are available, the corresponding imports by each 
of rhe Member States represent the following per-
centages of the imports into the Community, fron1 
Malta, of the products concerned: 
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1973 1974 1975 
Germany 45·5 I 30·1 13-7 
Benelux 34-8 39·7 54-7 
France 8·0 23-7 14·0 
Italy 11·7 6·5 17·6 
Denmark - 0·3 -
Ireland 1·0 2·7 12·5 
United Kingdom 99·0 97·0 87·5 
Whereas in view of these factors of the foreseeable 
development during 1977 of the market for the prod-
ucts in question and in particular of the estimates 
submitted by certain Member States, initial quota 
shares may consequently be fiX'ed approximately as 
follows: 
Germany 56·5 
Benelux 25·5 
France 7·0 
Italy 11·0 
Denmark 1·0 
Irdand 11·0 
United Kingdom 88·0 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amounts should be divided into 
two -instalments, rhe fill'St instalment'S tbeing al·located 
among the Member States and the second forming 
reserves intended ultimately to oover the require-
ments of the Member Srates which have used up 
their initial quota shares; whereas, in order to ensure 
a certain degree of security for importers in each 
Member State, the first instalments of the quotas 
should be determined at a level which, under present 
circumstances, may .be approximately 70% of the 
quora amounts; 
Whereas dte initial quota shares of the Member States 
may be used up at different times; whereas, in order 
to take this fact into account and avoid any break in 
continuity, it is important rhat any Member State 
having used up almost the whole of its initial quota 
share should draw an additional quota S'hare from 
the reserve; wthereas, this must be done by each 
Member State as and when each of it'S additional 
quota sh'llres is ahnost entirely used up, and repeated 
as many times as rhe reserve dlows; whereas rhe 
initial and addi.tiona'l quota S'hares must be availa·ble 
for use unril ·the end of the quota period; whereas 
this method of administration calls for close cooper-
ation between Member States, and the Commission, 
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which must, in particular, be able to observe the ex-
tent to which the quota amount is used and inform 
Member States thereof; 
Whereas if, a·t a specified date in rhe quota period, 
a considerable balance remains in one or other Mem-
ber State it is essential that that Member State pays 
a .large amount of it ba'Ck into the reserve, in order 
~o avoid a part of the Community quotla remaining 
unused in one Member State when it could be used 
in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bourg are united in and represented by the Benelux 
Economic Union, any measure concerning the ad-
ministration of me quota shares allocated to rhat 
economic union may be carried out by any of its 
members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January until 31 December 1977, a tariff 
quota of 1 240 metric tons shall be opened in the 
Community for cotton yarn, not put up for retail,. 
sale, falling within heading No 55.05 of the Common 
Customs Tariff, originating in Malta. 
2. Within the limits of rhis tariff quota the Common 
Customs Tariff duries shall be touatly suspended. 
This suspension shall tbe fully applied in the new 
Member States. 
3. An amount of 1 046 metric tons shall be allocated 
to the Member States of rhe Community as originaHy 
constituted. 
4. An amount of 194 metric tons shaU be allocated 
to the new Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first instalment, amounring to 730 metric tons 
of the amount &pecified oin Article 1 (3), shalt be allo-
cated among me Member Sta.tes of the Community 
as originally constituted; rhe shares, which subject to 
Artiole 5 a~ valid until 31 December 1977, shall be 
as fol-lows: 
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Germany 413 metric rons, 
Benelux 186 metric tons, 
France 51 metric tons, 
Italy 80 metric tons. 
The second instalment of 316 metric tons shall con-
stitute rhe relevant re9erve. 
2. A first instalment, ·amounting to 140 metric tons 
of rhe amount mentioned in Article 1 (4), shall be 
allocated among the new Member Stares; the shares, 
which subject to Article 5 are valid unril 31 Decem-
ber 1977, shall be as foriows: 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United K·ingdom 
2 metri-c tons, 
15 metric tons, 
123 metric tons. 
The second instalment of 54 metric tons shall con-
stitute the relevant reservoe. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2, or 90% of that share 
less the amount returned into the reserve, where the 
provisions of Article 5 have heen appiied, has been 
exhausted, that Member State shall proceed without 
delay, by notifying the Commission, to draw a second 
share equal to 15% of its initial share, rounded 
up to the next unit where appropriate, to the extent 
that the amount in the relevant re9erve allows. 
2. H, after its initial share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the second share drawn by a Memher 
State has been used, that Member State shaN, in 
accordance with the conditions laid down in para-
graph 1, proceed without delay to draw a third 
share equa'l to 7·5% of its ini.rial share, rounded up 
to the next unit where approprrate, to the extent 
that the amount in the reserve allOWis. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the third share drawn ·by a Member State 
has been used, that Member Scate shaH proceed, in 
the same way, to draw a fourth share equal to the 
third. 
This process shall be appl1ed until the reserves are 
exhausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provtsrons of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, the Member States may proceed to draw 
sha•res smltller than those fixed in those pangraplts, 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be 
used up. 'J1hey shatl inform the Commission of the 
reasons which 1ed them to apply this paragraph. 
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Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn pursuant to 
Article 3 shall,be valid until31 December 1977. 
Article 5 
Member States shatl return to the reserve, not later 
than 1 October 1977, the unused portion of their 
initial share which, on 15 September 1977, is in 
excess of 20% of the initial amount. They may re-
turn a greater portion if there are grounds for be-
lieving that such quantity may not ·be used in full. 
Member States shall, not later than 1 October 1977, 
notify the Commission of the total imports of the 
product concerned effected up to 15 September 1977 
inclusive, and charged against the Community quota 
and, where appropriate, the proport'ion of ·their ini-
tial share that is being returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of rhe shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with Articles 
2 and 3 and shall inform each of them of the extent 
to which the reserves have been used as soon as it 
received the notifications. 
The Commission shatl, not later rhan 5 October 
1977, noti·fy Member States of the amount in the 
reserves afrer the return of shares pursuant to Article 
5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing 
which uses up any reserve is limited to the bal-ance 
available and, for this purpose, shaU specify the 
amount thereof to the Member State which makes 
rhe Final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. Member States shall take all appropriate measures 
to ensure that, when additional shares are drawn 
pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for charges to be 
made without interruption against their accumulated 
shares of the Community quota. 
2. Member States shall ensure that imporrellS of 
rhe product concerned e9tatl1lished in their territory 
have free access to the shares aHocated to them. 
3. Member States shatl charge rmports of the said 
goods a~ainst their share as and when the goods are 
entered for home use. 
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4. The extent to which a Member State has used up 
its share shall be determined on the basis of the 
imports charged in accordance wirh paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
On receipt of a request from the Commission, Mem-
ber States shall inform it of imports actually charged 
against their shares. 
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Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely in order to ensure that this 
Regulation is observed. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shaJI enter in~ force on 1 January 
1977. 
This Regulation sh:dl be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 9 December 1976. 
For the Council 
The President 
P. J. J, MER TENS 
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20. 12. 76 Official Journal of the European Communities No L350/53 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3042/76 
of 9 December 1976 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for man-made fibres falling within heading No 56.04 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
originating in Malta (1977) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Article 
113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and Malta (1), signed on 5 De-
cember 1970, and the Protocol Laying down certain 
provisions concerning that Agreement a·s a result of 
the accession of new Member States to the European 
Economic Community (2), provide for the opening 
by the Community of an annual Community tariff 
quota of 800 metr.i'c tons of man-made fibres 
(discontinuous or waste), carded, combed or other-
wise prepared for spinning, falling wi•thin heading 
No 56.04 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating 
in Malta; whereas, pursuant to the joint declaration 
annexed to thi·s P.rotocol, the tariff quota should be 
alloca-ted among the Memlber States as ~allows: 600 
metr.ic tons for the Community as originally consti-
tuted and 200 metric tons for the new Member 
States; whereas the frrst stage of the Agreement ends 
on 30 June 1977 and, pmsuant to Annex I to the 
Agreement the pro rata temporis clause would apply 
to the volume of the quota; whereas the Community 
intends to maintain its trading relations with Malta; 
whereas the provisions governing the second stage 
should not be less favourable than those laid down 
for the fi·rst; whereas in order not to disrupt trading 
patterns for the products jn question, the Community 
tariff quota should be opened for the whole of 1977; 
whereas, pursuant to Annex I to the said Agreement, 
the quota duty is equal to 30% of the Common Cus-
(1) GEN I 1 
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toms Tariff duty in respect of the products concerned; 
whereas to comply with the special provisions of 
the said Protocol, separate arrangements should be 
made for Member States of the Community as orig-
inally constituted on the one hand, and for the new 
Member States on the other; 
Whereas, since 1 January 1974, Malta has been 
granted treatment no less favourable than rhat en-
joyed by countries eligible for the generalized tariff 
preferences; whereas to this end therefore vhe duty 
r;ates should be totally suspended and the quota vol-
ume increased to 940 metric tons for 1977; whereas, 
however, the Community has a'lready opened a duty-
free tariff quota of 992 metric tons for the products 
in question for 1976; whereas therefore the quota 
volume should be hdd at this l·evel a111d the difference 
between these volumes shou·Id be aJ.I.ocared to the 
two groups of Member States; 
W·hcreas it i~ in particular necessary to ensure for all 
Community .importers equal and uninterrupted access 
to the abovementioned quota and uninterrupted ap-
plication of ·the rate •laid down for that quota to all 
imports of the product concerned into all Member 
States until the quota has been used up; whereas, 
having regard to the principles mentioned above, the 
Community nature of the quota oan be respected by 
allocating the Community tariM quota among the 
Member States; whereas, in order to reflect more 
accurately the actual development of the market in 
the products concerned, such allocation should be in 
proportion to the needs of the Member States, as-
sessed by reference to both rhe !ltatistics of each 
State's imports of the said goods from Malta over 
a representative reference ·period and the economic 
outlook for the quota period concerned; 
Whereas, during the last three years for which stat-
istics are available, the corresponding imports by each 
of the Member States represent the foHowing per-
centages of the imports into the Community from 
MaJ.ta of the products conceorned: 
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1973 1974 197; 
- -
Germany - - -
Benelux - - -
France - - -
Italy - - 100 
(= 1*) 
Denmark - 1 100 -
(= 16*) 
Ireland -- - -
United Kingdom - - -
{"') metric tons. 
Whereas, in connection with the allocation of both 
the quota volumes ·referred to above, acoount must 
be taken of both these percentages and t'he estimates 
from certain Member States as well as the practical 
need to ensure that the obligations contra<eted under 
the Agreement concerned are allocated fairly among 
all t~he Member States; whereas, ininial percentage 
shares in the quota volumes may consequently be 
fixed approx.imately as follows: 
Germany 13 
Benelux 13 
France 18 
Italy 56 
Denmark 16 
Ireland 24 
United Kingdom 60 
Whereas, in order to take into account ~mport trends 
for the products concerned in the di·f.ferent Member 
States, the quota amounts should he divided into 
two instalmenrs, t~he first instalments 'being a'llocated 
among the Member States and rhe seoond forming 
reserves intended ultimately to cover the require-
ments of the Member States which have used up 
nheir initial shares; whereas, :in Qrder to ensure a 
ce!'tain ·degree of security .for importers in each Mem-
ber State, the first 'insta·lment'S of the quotas should 
be determined at a level which, under present cir-
cumstances, may be approximately 60% of the quota 
amounts; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up at different t)mes; whereas, in order to 
take this fa<et jnto account and aV'oid any break in 
conninuity, ·it is :important tlhat any Member State 
having used up almost the whole of its initial share 
should draw an additional share from the reserve; 
whereas, this must be done by each Member State 
as and when ea·ch of its additional shares is almost 
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entirely used up, and repeated as many times as the 
reserve allows; whereas the initial and additional 
shares must be available for use until the end of the 
quota period; whereas this method of administration 
caBs for close cooperation between Member States 
and the Commis<sion, which must, in particular, be 
able to observe the extent to whlch the quota amount 
is used and inform Member Stares thereof; 
Wlhereas if, at a specified date in the quota period,· 
a considerable balance remains in one or other Mem-
ber State it is essendal that that Member State pays 
a large amount of it hack into the reserve, in order 
to avoid a part of tthe Community quota remaining 
unused in one Member State when it rou'ld be used 
in others; 
Whereas, since the Kdngdom of Belgium, tihe ~ing­
dom of the Nethedands and the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg are united in and represented by the 
Benelux Ec011Qmic Union, any measure concerning 
the admirri!ltranion of the quota shares allocated to 
that economic union may be carried out by any of its 
members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January until 31 December 1977, a Com-
munity tariff quota of 992 metric tons shall be 
opened in the Community for man-made fibres (dis-
continuous or waste), carded, combed or otherwise 
prepared for spinning, falling within heading No 
56.04 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating 
in Malta. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the Com-
munity Customs Tariff duties shall be totally 
suspended. 
This suspemrion shall be fully applied m the new 
Member States. 
3. An amount of 771 metric tons s<hall be aJ,located 
vo the Member State o.f the Gemmunity as original.ly 
constituted. 
4. An amount of 221 metric tons shall be allooated 
to the new Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first insnalment, amounting to 480 metric tons 
of the amount speoiflied in Article 1 (3), shall be aUo-
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cared among the Member States of the Community 
as originally constrtuted; the shares, which subject to 
Article 5 are valid until 31 December 1977, shaH be 
as follows: 
Benelux 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
63 metric tons, 
63 metric tons, 
86 metnic tons, 
268 metric tons. 
The second instalment of 291 metric tons shall con-
stitute the relevant reserve. 
2. A first jnstalment, am<>unting to 133 metric tons 
of 'the amount mentioned in Arnide 1 (4), shall be 
allocated among rhe new Member Stares; the shares, 
whi-ch subject to Artide 5 are valid until 31 Decem-
ber 1977, sha:J-I.be a~ follows: 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
21 metric tons, 
32 metri.:: tons, 
!!0 metric tons. 
The second tranche of 88 metric tons shall constitute 
the relevant reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the .initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2, or 90% of that share 
Jegs the amount returned into the reserve, where the 
provisions <X Artide 5 have been appLied, has been 
exhausted, that Member State Nil proceed without 
delay, by notifying the Commission, to draw a 
second share equa-l to 15% of its ~nitial share, rounded 
up to the nex-t unit where appropniare, to the extent 
that the amount in the relevant ·reserve atlows. 
2. H, after its inicia·l share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
State has 1been used, that Member S-tate shaN, in ac-
cordance with the oonditions 'laid down in pruragraph 
1, proceed to draw a third share equal to 7·5% of 
its initial share, rounded up to the next unit where 
appropriate, to rhe extent that the amount in the 
reserve a:NOW5. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member State 
has been used, that Member State shall "proceed, in 
the same way ro draw a fourth share equal to the 
third. 
This process sihall be applied until rhe reserves are 
exhausted. 
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4. Not~thstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, the Member States may proceed to draw 
shares smatler than those fixed in those paragraphs, 
if uhere is reason to believe that they m.iglht not be 
used up. They shall inform the Commission of the 
reasons which led them ro apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the :l'dditi<mal 9hares drawn pursuant to 
Amide 3 shall be valid until 31 December 1977. 
Article 5 
Member States sha'll return to rhe reserve, not later 
than 1 October 1977, the unused portion of their 
inlirial sha·re which, on 15 September 1977, is in 
excess of 20% of the initial amount. They may re-
turn a larger portlion if there are grounds for believ-
ing uhat such portion may not he used in full. 
Member States shall, not later than 1 0Ct'<Jiber 1977, 
nocify rhe Commission of the total imports of the 
product in questron effected up to and including 15 
September 1977 and charged against the Community 
quota and, where appropriate, the proportion of their 
initial share that is being returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission sha.l\1 keep account of rhe shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with Articles 
2 and 3 and shall inform eadh of them of the extent 
to which the reserves have been used as soon as it 
receives the notifications. 
The Commission shall, not later than 5 October 1977, 
notify Member States of the amount in the reserves 
after the return of shares pursuant to Amide 5. 
The CommisSiion shall ensure that any drawing which 
uses up any reserve is limhed ro the balaoce a·vaila.ble 
and, for this purpose, shall specify the amount thereof 
to the Member State which makes the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. Member States shall take all appropriate measures 
to ensure that, when additional shares are drawn 
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pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for charges to be 
made without interruption against their accumulated 
shares of the Communilty quota. 
2. Member States shall ensure that importen of the 
product concerned e&ra!blHhed in their territory have 
free access to the shares allocated to them. 
3. Member States shall charge imports of the said 
goods against tiheir sha·res as and when the goods are 
entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Mem1ber Stue has used up 
its share sha-Ll be determined on the basis of the 
imports cha.rged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
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Article 8 
On receipt of a request from the Commission, Mem-
ber States shaH infoon it of imports actuaUy charged 
against their sha·res. 
Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall co-
operate closely in order to ensure that this Regu-
lation is observed. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shadi enter into force on 1 JanuQry 
1977. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 9 December 1976. 
For the Council 
The President 
P. J. ]. MER TENS 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3043/76 
of 9 December 1976 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for outer garments falling within heading No 60.05 of the Common Customs Tariff. 
originating in Malta (1977) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Article 
113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and Malt.a (1), signed on 
5 December 1970, and the Protocol laying down 
certain provisions concerning that Agreement as a 
resu'lt of the accession of new Member States to the 
European Economic Community (2), provide for the 
opening by rhe Community of an annual Community 
tariff quota of 190 metric tons, of outer garments and 
other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized, falling within heading No 60.05 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta; 
whereas, pursu.ant to the joint declar:ation annexed to 
this Protocol, the tariff quota s·hould be allocated 
among the Member States as follows: 100 metric 
tons for the Community as originaUy constituted and 
90 metric tons for the new Member States; whereas 
the first stage of the Agreement ends on 30 June 
1977 and, pursuant to Annex I to the Agreement 
the pro rata temporis clause would apply to the 
volume of the quota; whereas the Community 
intends to maintain its trading relations with Malta; 
whereas the provisions governing the second stage 
should not be less favourable than those laid down 
for the first; whereas in order not to disrupt trading 
patterns for the products in question, the Community 
tari6f quot·a should be opened for the whole of 1977; 
whereas, pursuant to Annex I to the said Agreement, 
the quota duty is equal to 30% of the Common 
Customs Tariff duty in respect of rhe product 
concerned; whereas to comply with the special pro-
( 1 ) GEN I 1 
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visions of the said Protocol, separate arrangements 
should be made for Member States of the Com-
munity as originally constituted on the one hand, and 
for the new Member States on the other; 
Whereas, since 1 January 1974, Malta has been 
granted treatment no less favourable than that en-
joyed by countries eligible for the generalized tariff 
preferences; whereas to this end therefore the duty 
r:ates should be totally suspended and the quota 
volume increased to 216 metric tons for the year 
1977, of which 122 metric tons should be allocated 
to the Member States of the Community as orig-
inally constituted and 94 metric tons to the new 
Member States; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure for all 
Community importers equal and uninterrupted 
access to the abovementioned quota and uninter-
rupted application of the rate laid down for that 
quota to all imports of the products concerned into 
all Member States until the quota has been used up; 
whereas, having regard to the princip•les mentioned 
above, the Community nature of the quot•a can be 
respected by allocatin·g the Community tari.ff quota 
among the Member States; whereas, in order to 
reflect more accurately the actual development of the 
market in the product concerned, such allocation 
should be in proportion to the needs of the Member 
States, assessed by reference to both the statistics of 
each State's imports of the said ·goods from Malta 
over a representative period and ~he economic out-
look for the quota period concerned; 
Whereas, during the l.ast three years for which stat-
istics are avai'iable, nhe corresponding imports by 
each of the Member States represent the following 
percentages of the imports into t'he Community from 
Malta of the products concerned: 
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1973 1974 1975 
Germany - 4 34-4 
Benelux - 7 4-2 
France 94·6 50 54·2 
Italy 5-4 39 7-2 
Denmark 1-3 H 0·6 
Ireland 7-8 - 0·6 
United Kingdom 90·9 96·6 98·8 
Whereas both these percentages afld the estimates 
from certain Member States as well as the practical 
need to ensure that the obligations contracted under 
the Agreement concernrd are allocated fairly among 
all the Member States; whereas, initial percentage 
shares in the quota volume may consequently be 
fixed approximately as follows: 
Germany 17 
Benelux 11 
France 55 
Italy 17 
Denmark 17 
Ireland 17 
United Kingdom 66 
Whereas, in ol'der to take irlto account import trends 
for the products concerned in the different Member 
States, the quota amounts should be divided into two 
instalments, the first instalments being allocated 
among the Member States and the second forming 
reserves intended ultimately to cover the requirements 
of the Member States which have used up their 
initia•l quota shares; whereas, in order to ensure a 
certain degree of security to importers in each 
Member State, rhe .first instalments of the quotas 
should be ·determined at a level which, under present 
circumstances may be 75% of rhe quota amounts; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up at different times; whereas, in order to 
take this fact into account and avoid any break in 
continuity, it is important that any Member State 
having used up almost the whole of its initial share 
should draw an ·a·dditional share from the reserve; 
whereas, this must he done by eaoh Member State 
as and when each of its a·dditional shares is almost 
entirely used up, and repeated as many times as the 
reserve allows; whereas the initi.a·l and additional 
shares must be available for use until the end of the 
quota period; whereas this method of administration 
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calls for close cooperation between Member States 
and the Commission, which must, in particular, be 
able to observe the extent to which the quota 
amount is used .and inform Member States thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, 
a considerable balance remains in one or other 
Member State it is essential that that Member State 
pays a large amount of it back into the reserve, in 
order to prevent a part of the Community quota 
from remaining unused in one Member State when 
it could he used in ot;hel'S; 
W.hereas, since 11he Kingdom of Belgium, the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy 
of Luxembour-g are united in and represented by the 
Benelux Economic Union, any measure concerning 
the administration of the quota shares aHocatecl to 
that economic union may be carried out by any of its 
members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January until 31 December 1977, a tariff 
quota of 216 metric tons shaH be opened in the 
Community for outer garments and other articles, 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized falling 
within heading No 60.05 of the Common Customs 
Tariff, originating in Malta. 
2. Within the limits of this tariff quota the 
Community Customs Tariff duties shal\ be totally 
suspended. 
This suspension shaH be fuJ.Iy applied in the new 
Member Sta1:es. 
3. An amoun1: of 122 metric tons shall be allocated 
to the Member States of the Community as originally 
constituted. 
4. An amount of 94 metric ton~ ·shall be allocated 
to the new Member States. 
Article 2 
1. A first instalment, amounting to 90 metric tons 
of the amount specified in Article 1 (3), shall be 
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allocated among the Member States of the Com-
munity as originally constituted; the shares, which 
subject to Article 5 are valid until 31 December 1977, 
shaH be as follows: 
Benelux 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
10 metric tons, 
15 metric tons, 
50 metric tons, 
15 metric tons. 
The second instalment of 32 metric tons shaH consti-
tute tthe relevant reserve. 
2. A first instalment, amounting to 70 metric tons 
of the amount specified in Article 1 (4), shall be 
a}looated among the new Member Srates; the shares, 
which subject to Article 5 are valid until 31 Decem-
ber 1977, shaH he as foHows: 
Denmark 
Ireland 
United Kingdom 
12 metric tons, 
12 metric tons, 
46 metric tons. 
The second ·instalment of 24 metric tons shall 
constitute the relevant reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as laid down in Article 2, or 90% of that share 
less the amount returned into the reserve, where the 
provisions of Article 5 have heen applied, has been 
exhausted, nhat Member State shall proceed without 
delay, hy notifying the Commission, to <Imw a second 
share equal to 15% of its inithrl share, rounded up 
to the next unit where appropriate, to dte extent 
that rhe amount in the releV'ant reserve allows. 
2. If, after its initial share has heen exhausted, 90% 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member 
State has been used, that Member St'ate shall, in ac-
cot•dance with the conditions laid down in para-
graph 1, proceed to draw oa third mare equa·l to 7·5% 
of its initial share, rounded up to the next unit where 
appropriate, to nhe extent that the amount in the 
reserve allows. 
3. If, after its second share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member State 
has been used, that Member Stare shaH proceed, in 
the same way, to draw a fourth share equal to the 
third. 
This process shall be applied until the reserves are 
exhausted. 
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4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, the Member States may proceed to draw 
shares smaller than those fixed in those paragraphs 
if there is reason to believe that they might not be 
used up. They shaH inform the Commission of the 
reasons which led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares dr.awn pursuant to 
Article 3 shaU be ¥alid until31 December 1977. 
Article 5 
Member States shall return ·to the reserve, not later 
than 1 October 1977, the unused portion of their 
initial share which, on 15 September 1977, in excess 
of 20% of the initia•l amount. They may return 
a larger portion if there are .grounds for believing 
that such portion m.ay not be used in full. 
Member States shall, not later than 1 October 1977, 
notify the Commission of the rooal imports of the 
product concerned effected up to 15 September 1977 
inclusive and charged against the Community quota 
and, where appropriate, the proportion of their initial 
share that is being returned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of nhe shares 
opened by Member States in accordance with Articles 
2 and 3 and shall inform each of them of the extent 
to which the reserves have been used .as soon as it 
receives the notifications. 
The Commission shall, not later than 5 October 
1977, notify Member States of the amount in the 
reserves after rhe return of shares pursuant to 
Article 5. 
The Commission shall ensure that any drawing 
which uses up one of the reserves is limited to the 
bal.ance available and, for !this purpose, shaH specify 
the amount t'hereof to the Member State which 
makes the final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. Member States shall take all appropriate measures 
to ensure that, when additional shares are drawn 
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pursuant to Article 3, it is possible for d1arges to be 
made without interruption against their accumulated 
shares of the Community quota. 
2. Member States shall ensure that importers of the 
product concerned established in their territory have 
free access to the shares allocated to them. 
3. Member States shall charge imports of the said 
goods against their share as and when the goods 
are entered for home use. 
4. The extent to which a Member State has used up 
its share shal~ be determined on the basis of the 
imports charged in accordance wit'h pamgraph 3. 
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Article 8 
On receipt of a request from the Commission, 
Member States shall inform it of imports actually 
charged against their $hares. 
Article 9 
The Member States aQd the Commission shall cooper-
ate closely in order to ensure that this Regulation is 
observed. · 
Article 10 
This RegulGtion shall enter into force on 1 January 
1977. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 9 December 1976. 
For the Council 
The President 
P. J. ]. MER TENS 
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COUNCIL REGULATION IEECl No .3044/76 
of 9 December 1976 
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
for men's and boys' outer garments falling within heading No 61.01 of the Common 
Customs Tariff, originating in Malta (1977) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and i-n particular Article 
113 thereof, 
Having re~ard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Agreement be'tween the European 
Economic Community and Maha (1 ), signed on 
5 December 1970, and the Protocol laying down 
certain provisions concerning that Agreement as a 
result of the accession of new Member States to the 
European Economic Community (2), provide for the 
opening by the Community of an annual Communi-ty 
tariff quota of 730 metric tons of men's and boys' 
outer garments falling within heading No 61.01 of 
the Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta; 
whereas, pursuant to the joint declaration annexed 
to this Protocol, the tariff quota should be allocated 
among the Member States as follows: 300 metric 
tons for the Community as originally constituted 
and 430 metric tons for the new Member 
States; whereas the first stage of the Agreement ends 
on 30 June 1977 and, pursuant to Annex I to the 
Agreement the pro rata temporis clause would apply 
to the volume of the quota; whereas the Community 
intends to maintain its trading relations with Malta; 
whereas the provisions governing the second stage 
should not be less favourable than those laid down 
for the first; whereas in order not to -disrupt trading 
patterns for the products in question, the Com-
munity tariff quota ·shoul-d be opened for the whole 
of 1977; whereas, pursuant to Annex I to the said 
Agreement, the quota duty is equal to 30% of the 
Common Customs Tariff duty in respect of the prod-
ucts concerned; whereas to comply with the special 
provisions of the said Protocol, separate arrange-
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ments should be made for Member States of the 
Community as originally constituted on the one 
hand, and for the new Member States on the other; 
Whereas, since 1 January 1974, Malta has been 
granted treatment no less favourable than that 
enjoyed by countries eligible for the generalized tariff 
preferences; whereas to this end therefore the duty 
rates should be totally suspended and the quota 
volume increased to 815 metric tons for the year 
1977, of which 364 metric tons should be allocated 
to the Member States of the Community as originally 
constituted and 451 metric tons -to the new Member 
States; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure for 
all Community importers equal and uninterrupted 
access to the abovementioned quota and uninter-
rupted application of the rate laid down for that 
quota to all imports of the products concerned into 
all Member States until the quota has been used up; 
whereas, having regard to the principles mentioned 
above, the Community nature of rhe quofia may be 
respected by allocating the Community tariff quota 
among the Member States; whereas, in order to 
reflect more accurately the actual -development of the 
market in the products concerned, such allocation 
should be in proportion ·to the needs of the Member 
States, assessed by reference to both t-he statistics 
of each State's imports of the said goods from Malta 
over a representative reference period and rhe 
economic outlook for the quota period concerned; 
Whereas during the last three years for which stat-
istics are available, the corresponding imports by each 
of the Member S.nates represent the following 
percentages of the imports into the Community from 
Malta of the products concerned: 
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1973 1974 1975 
Germany 31·0 16·2 42-9 
Benelux 35·1 45·5 12·1 
France 11·9 22-9 3R·8 
Italy 22·0 15·4 6·2 
Denmark 77·4 60·9 45-4 
Ireland 0·5 0·7 2-3 
United Kingdom :?2·1 38-4 52-3 
Whereas in view of these factors, of the foreseeable 
development ·during 1977 of the market for the 
products in question and in particular of the estimates 
submitted by certain Member States, initial percentage 
shares in the quota volumes may consequently be 
fixed approximately as follows: 
Germany 65 
Benelux 18 
France 13 
Italy 4 
Denmark 35 
Ireland 1 
United Kingdom 64 
Whereas, in order to take into account import trends 
for the products concerned in the ·different Member 
States, the quota amounts should be divided into 
two instalments, rhe first instalments being allocated 
among the Member States and the second forming 
reserves intended ultimately to cover the requirements 
of the Member S~ates which have used up their 
initial quota shares; whereas, in order to ensure a 
certain degree of security for importers in each 
Member State, ~he first instalments of the quotas 
shouJ.d be determined at levels which, under present 
circumstances, may be approximately 67% of the 
quota amounts; 
Whereas the initial shares of the Member States may 
be used up M different times; whereas, in order to 
take this fact into account and avoid any break in 
continuity, it is important that any Memtber State 
having use.d up a-lmost the whole of its initial share 
should draw an additional share from the reserve; 
whereas, this must be done by each Member State 
as and when each of its additional shares is almost 
entirely used up, and repeated as many .rimes as the 
reserve alJ.ows; whereas the initial and a-dditional 
quota shares must be available for use until the end 
of the quota period; whereas this method of admin-
istration calls for close cooperation between Member 
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States and the Commission, which must, in 
particular, be able to observe the extent to which the 
quota amount is used and inform Member States 
thereof; 
Whereas if, at a specified date in the quota period, 
a considerable balance remains in one or other 
Member State it is essential that that Member State 
pays a large amount of it back into the reserve, 
in order to avoid a part of the Community quot.l 
remaining unused in one Member State when it 
could be used in others; 
Whereas, since the Kingdom of Belgium, the 
Ktngdom of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy 
of Luxembourg are united in and represented by the 
Benelux Economic Union, any measure concerning 
the administration of the quota shares allocated to 
that economic union may be carried out by any of its 
members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January until! 31 December 1977, a taniff 
quota of 815 metrk tons shall lbe opened in the 
Community Eor men's and boys' outer garments 
from Malta falling wi~~:hin heatding No 61.01 of the 
Common Customs Tariff. 
2. Within the 1limits of this tar~ quota the Com-
muni-ty customs Tariff duties shaill be totally 
suspended. 
This suspension sha.ll be .6u11ly appiHed m the new 
Member States. 
3. An amount of 364 metric tons shaH lbe allocated 
to the Member States of the Community as originally 
constituted. 
4. An amount of 451 metric tons shalllbe allocated 
to the new Mietnber Stares. 
Article 2 
1. A first in9talment, amounting to 243 metric tons 
of the amount gpeoified in Artide 1 (3), shall be 
allocated among the Member Snares of the Com-
munity as originally constituted; the shares, which 
subjeot •to Artide 5 are va!Hd untiol 31 December 1977, 
shall ·be as follows: 
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G-:mtany 
France 
Itaay 
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44 metric tons, 
158 metric tons, 
31 metric tons, 
10 metric tons. 
The second instalment of 121 metric tons shall 
constitute the relevant reserve. 
2. A first iru;tallment, '.l.mounting to 300 metric tons 
of the amount mentioned in Article 1 (4), shall be 
alllocated among the new Member States; the shares, 
which subject to Article 5 are valid until 
31 December 1977, sha'lil he as follows: 
Denmark 
Ireland 
Un:red Kingdom 
105 metric tons, 
3 metric tons, 
192 metric tons. 
The second insta•lment of 151 metric tons shall 
constitute the relevant reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90% or more of the initial share of a Member 
State, as iaid ·down in Article 2, or 90% of that 
share less the amount rerumed .into the reserve, where 
the provisions of Artide 5 have been applied, has 
been exhausted, that Mom!ber State shal1I proceed 
without del•ay, by nOilifying the Commission, to draw 
a second share equal to 15% of rts inoitral share, 
rounded up to the next unit where appropriate, to 
the extent that the amount in the reilevant reserve 
allows. 
2. If, after ·its in.iria'l share has 'been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the second sha·re dnawn by a Member 
State has 'been used, that Member Sttate shall, in 
accordance wiot:h the conditions lai.d down in para-
graph 1, 'proceed to draw a third share equal to 
7·5% of •iots ini"tioad share, rourrded up to the next 
unit where appropriate, to the eX'tent that the amount 
in the reserve al~ows. 
3. H, after its second share has been exhausted, 90% 
or more of the third sha•re drawn by a Member State 
has 'been used, that Member State shaH .proceed, in 
the same way to draw a fourth share equal to the 
third. 
This process shall ·be applied until the reserves are 
exhausted. 
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1, 
2 and 3, the Member States may -proceed ro draw 
shares 911laller than those fixed in those paragraphs, 
if there· is reason to believe that they might not be 
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used up. They shal'l inform the Commission of the 
reasons whi:ch led them to apply this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Each of the additional shares drawn puTsuant to 
Arcide 3 shall be vaJ.id until 31 December 1977. 
Article 5 
Member States shall return to the reserve, not later 
than 1 October 1977, the unused portion of their 
initial share ~ich, on 15 September 1977, is in 
excess of 20% of the initial amount. They may 
return a greater portion .if there are grounds for 
believing that such portion may not he used in fulL 
Member States shall, not later rhan 1 October 1977, 
notify the Commission of the total imports of the 
product concerned effected uop to 15 September 1977 
inclusive, and charged against the Community quota 
and, where appropriate, the proporruon of their initial 
share that is heing rewrned to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commis!lion shaJ.I keep account of the s'hares 
opened •by Member States in accordance with 
Articles 2 and 3 and shall -inform each of them of the 
extent to which the reserves have been used as soon 
as it receivoes the notifications. 
The Commission shall, not later than 5 October 1977, 
notify Member States of the •a:mount .in the reserves 
after the return of shares pursuant to Article 5. 
The Commission shaltl ensure that any drawing which 
uses up any reserve is limited to the batlance 
availaible and, for this purpose, shadl specify the 
amount trhereof to the Member State which makes 
the ,final drawing. 
Article 7 
1. Mem!ber States sh:rll take all appropriate measures 
to ensure that, when additional shares are drawn 
pursuant to Arridle 3, it is poss,bJ.e for charges to be 
made without interruption against their accumulated 
shares of the Community quotJa. 
2. Member States shall ensure ·that impotters of the 
product concerned establiShed in their territory •have 
free access to the !ilhares aiJiooated •tO them. 
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3. Memlber States shall charge ·imports of the said 
goods against their share as and when the goods 
are entered for home use. 
4. 11he extent to whidh a Member State has used 
up its share shall be determined on the ba&is of the 
imports -charged in accordance with paragraph 3. 
Article 8 
On receipt of a cequest from t-he Commission, 
Member States Shall inform it of imports actuaUy 
charged against &eir shares. 
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Article 9 
The Member States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely -in order to ensure that this 
Regulation is db~rved. 
Article 10 
This Regulation shalll enter into force on 
1 January 1977. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and direcdy applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 9 December 1976. 
For the Council 
The President 
P. J. J. MER TENS 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3045/76 
of 9 December 1976 
totally suspending the customs duties on certain industrial products originating in Malta 
(1977) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regaro to the Treaty e91lalbHshi,ng the 
European Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 113 tfhereaf, 
Having regard ro the proposall from nhe Commission, 
Whereas, by virtue of the Agreement esl!alblishing 
an association between the European Economic 
Communi•ty and Malta (1), the Community applies 
the Common Customs T·ariff duties, reduced by 70%, 
to products covered lby this Agreement; whereas it 
seems adv.isaJble prov.iS'ionalffy ro increase this tariff 
advantage :by means of dhe tonal suspension of the 
customs duties aopplicaiblle to such .products; Wlhereas, 
however, this measu·re cannot affect the products 
subject ro the tariff quotas prov.ided for in the 
abovementioned Agreement; 
Whereas, in order to avoid the danger of disrupting 
trad'itional patnerns of trade by :imports of such 
products, proVIiS'ion should ·be made to enable the 
Commission ro .reintroduce at any time, by means 
of a Regulation, the levying of conventional duties 
in respect of Malta, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January unril 31 December 1977, the 
Common Ols.toms Tarir~ duti~ and nbe customs 
tariff duties .of rite new Member States shall be 
totatly suspended in respect of products faUing 
within Chapters 25 et seq. of the Common Customs 
Tariff covered by the Agreement es.tJa.bt.ishing an 
association between the European Economic Com-
munrty and Malta, pursuant to Article 1 of Annex I 
thereto, with t'he exception of .products faltling within 
heading Nos 55.05, 56.04, 60.05 and 61.01. 
Ireland, however, shall be au~horized ro apply to 
such products dut'ies equal to those which .it appiies 
to Member States other than the United ~ingdom. 
2. The suspension referred to in ·paragraph 1 shal'l 
apply solely ro products ori.ginating in Malta. The 
·rules a£ odgin slha'lll lbe those in force at nhe time 
as rega11ds the implementation of the ~ove Agree-
ment. 
Article 2 
In order to -avoid disrupting traditional trade patterns 
by imports of products benefiting from the duty 
suspension prov.ided for in Article 1, the CommiS"Sion 
may, by means o.f a Regulation, reintroduce the 
levying of customs duties at any ttime up to the end 
of the caJlendar yeaT, at the level apploicable in 
pursuance of Article 1 of Annex I to the aforesaid 
Agreement. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
1 January 1977. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 9 December 1976. 
For the Council 
The President 
P. J. J. MER TENS 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3046/76 
of 9 December 1976 
totally or partially suspending Common Customs Tariff duties on certain products 
falling within Chapters 1 to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating in Malta 
(1977) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
HaV'ing rega·rd to the Treaty establishing t'he 
European Economic Community, and in particular 
Articles 43 and 113 thereof, 
Having regard to Councid Regulation (EEC) No 
1059/69 of 28 May 1969 1laying down the tr.ade 
arrangements applicable to certain goods resulting 
from the processing a£ ag~irultural products (1 ), as 
la91: amended by Regulation (EEC) No 3058/75 (2), 
and in particular Article 12 thereof, 
HaV'ing ·regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European 
Parliament, 
Whereas, under Annex I to 1lhe Agreement 
estW>Lishing an ·association !betw~n the European 
Economic Community and Malta~""), the Community 
must .partiaUy osuspend the Common Customs Tariff 
du~ies applicable to certain producM; whereas .it also 
appears necessary provisionadly to adjust or to 
supplement certain of the ram£ benefits provided 
for in the abovementioned Annex; whereas, 
aocoroingly, the Community should, in respect of 
rhe products" originating in Malta liosted in Annex A 
to this Regulation, 9U9pend either tthe fixed 
component of the levy appilicable ro goods coming 
under Regu1laoion (E'JBC) No 1059/69 or the customs 
duty applicable ro the other .products ~rom 1 January 
until 31 December 1977 and at the levels indicated 
for each of them; 
Whereas, for ce~a:in products a£ Chaprers 1 to 24 
of the Common Cuostoms T ari.fif, llhis scltome would, 
(1) Oj No L 141, 12. 6. 1969, p. 1. 
~ Oj No L 306, 25. 11. 1915, p. 3. 
e) GEN I 1 
however, involve the a.pplication in the new Member 
States of customs duties higher than - or very 
close to - ~hose applied hy the new Member Sta·tes 
to non-member countr-ies in general on the basis 
of the Act of Accession; whereas, in order ro maintain 
an equivalent prefierential marsin for rhese products 
also, reduced customs duties should be applied to 
them in accord·ance with the detailed rules based on 
rhe principle of maintaining in the new Member 
States a preferena: proport·ional ro that which exists 
between the oo~ies of the Common Customs T ari.ff 
and the dunies given in Annex A to this Regulation; 
whereas, widl a view to granting Ma1ta the best 
possible treatment, in accordance winh the dbjectives 
of the preference scheme, .the dunies .. given in Annex A 
should aloso be applied wherm"er the du~ies ca!lculated 
according ro the abovementioned detailed rules prove 
to !be higher than <tbem, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January until 31 December 1977, the 
producrs oni·ginating in Malta listed in Annex A shal1l 
be admitted for import 'into the Community as 
originally constituted at the oustoms duties indicated 
for eatC'h af .them. 
On ·importation .into Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom, there shaill be applied to the 
abovementioned · produots the customs duties 
determined by multiplying, by a <X>Offioient equal to 
rhe margin of preferenoes exisoing between the duties 
given in Annex A and the Common Customs Tariff 
duties appJ.icable, the duties dbtained by reducing 
the difference between rhe !lowest duty llipipli.ed on 
1 Januaey 1972 to the devoeloping coun~ries, and the 
Common Customs To:uiff by 80% in respect of the 
products ·matrioned in Annex B in 1977, and by 
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80% in respect eA the other products given in Annex 
A from 1 January to 30 June 1977. 
However, lfrom 1 January 1977, the duties given in 
Annex A shall be appdied whe~ the duties ·~lring 
from the abovementioned ca:lcu1arion a~ higher than 
them. 
From 1 July 1977, the duties given in Annex A shall 
be applied to the products not .mentioned in Annex B. 
2. For the purposes of .the application of this 
Regu~Mlion, the rules of origin shall be those in fon::e 
at the time as regards the implementation of the 
Agreement estabJ.ishmg an :association between the 
European Economic Community and Malta. 
Article 2 
When products benefiting from the arrangements 
provided for in Article 1 are impo~ in the Com-
munity in souclt quantities or at such pMe5 that 
Community producers of products simiiar to or in 
direct competition wiobh them suffer or oare likely to 
suffer from serious disadvantage, the Common 
Customs T.ari££ duties may be reintroduced in ?Mole 
or in part on the products in question. Suoh 
measures may also be taken in the event of actual 
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or potoential serious disadvantage in a single region 
of the Community. 
Article 3 
1. In order to ensure the oapplication of Article 2, llhe 
Commission may decide, by means of oa Regulation, 
to reintroduce the levying of customs duties for a 
limited period. 
2. In chc- event of such .action ·being ~quested by 
a Member State, the Commistion shaH take a decision 
within a period of not mo~ than 10 working days 
from receipt of the request and shall inform llhe 
Member States of t'he action taken. 
3. Any Member State may refer to the Council the 
measure taken by the Commission, willhin .a period 
of not more than 10 working days after it has been 
informed thereof. The .f.act that the macter is ~ferred 
to the Council shall not cause the measu~ ·to be 
suspended. The Coundl shall meet immediately. It 
may, acting on a qualified majority, amend or rescind 
t'he measure in question. 
Article 4 
This Reguiation sbaJ.J enter into force on 
1 January 1977. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 9 December 1976. 
For the Council 
The President 
P. J. J. MER TENS 
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ANNEX A 
CCT 
headina Desaiption Rate of duty 
No 
2 3 
02.01 Meat and edible offals of the animals falling within heading 
Nil 01.01, 01.02, 01.03, or 01.04 fresh, chilled or frozen: 
A. Meat: 
m. Of swine: 
b) Other Free 
02.04 Other meat and edible meat offals, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
ex A. Of domestic pigeons 7o/o 
ex B. Furred game, frozen Free 
C. Other: 
ex I. Frogs' legs Free 
11. Other Free 
04.06 Natural honey 2So/o 
05.03 Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up as a 
layer or between two layers of other material: 
B. Other Free 
07.01 Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
exT. Other: 
- Okra (Hibiscus exculentus L. or Abelmoschus ex· 
culentus (L.) Moench) Fr« 
08.08 Berries, fresh: 
F. Other 6% 
15.10 Fatty acids, acid oils from refining; fatty alcohols: 
C. Other fatty acids; acid oils from refining Free 
16.02 Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal: 
A. Liver: 
I. Goose or duck liver 14% 
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CCT 
headina 
No 
16.02 
(cont'd) 
Desairtlon 
2 
B. Other: 
11. Game: or rabbit meat or offal: 
-Game 
-Rabbit 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
c:x 1. Containing bovine meat or offal: 
llate of duty 
3 
9% 
14% 
- Prepared or preserved bovine tongue 17 o/o 
2. Other: 
aa) Ovine meat or offal 
bb) Other 
10.02 Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or 
acetic acid: 
B. Truffles 
D. Asparagus 
E. Sauerkraut 
ex F. Capers 
20.07 Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, 
whether or not containing added sugar, but unfermented and 
not containing spirit: 
A. Of a specific gravity exceeding 1-33 at 15 OC: 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net 
weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
18% 
16% 
14% 
20% 
16% 
12% 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 15% 
b) Of a value not exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net 
weight: 
ex 1. With an added sugar content exceeding 
30% by weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.01, 08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, 
excluding pineapples melons and 
watermelons 15% + (L) 
ex 2. Other: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.01, 08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, 
excluding pineapples, melons and 
watermelons 15% 
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CCT 
Ilea dins 
No 
20.07 
(cont'd) 
Description Rate of duty 
1 3 
B. Of a specific gravity of 1·33 or less at 15 °C: 
11. Other: 
a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice 8% 
ex 3. Other citrus fruit juices: 
aa) Containing added sugar 
bb) Other 
6. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding 
apricot and peach juices: 
ex aa) Containing added sugar: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.01, 08.08 8, E and F and 08.09, 
excluding pineapples, melons and 
13% 
13% 
watermelons 10% 
- Other, excluding apricot and 
peach juices 17% 
ex bb) Other: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.01, 08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, 
excluding pineapples, melons and 
watermelons 10% 
- Other, excluding apricot and 
peach juices 18% 
7. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing 
separately or together, over 25% of 
grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, 
pear, tomato, apricot or peach juice: 
11. Containing added sugar 17% 
22. Other 18% 
b) Of a value of 30 u.a. or less per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 
30% by weight 
bb) Other 
4. Other citrus fruit juices: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 
30% by weight 
bb) With an added sugar content of 30% or 
less by weight 
cc) Not containing added sugar 
8% + (L) 
8% 
14% (Ll 
14% 
15% 
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No 
20.07 
(cont'd) 
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Description 
2 
7. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding 
apricots and peaches: 
ex aa) With an added sugar content 
exceeding 30 °/o by weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.01, 08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, 
excluding pineapples, melons and 
watermelons 
- Other, excluding apricot and 
peach juices 
ex bb) With an added sugat content of 3f1'/• 
or less by weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.01, 08.08 B, E and F and08.09, 
excluding pineapples, melons and 
Rate of duty 
3 
10% + (L) 
17% + (L) 
watermelons 10% 
- Other, excluding apricot and 
and peach juices 17% 
ex cc) Not containing added sugar: 
- Fruit falling within leading Nos 
08.01, 08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, 
excluding pineapples, melons and 
watermelons 10% 
- Other, excluding apricot and 
peach juices 18% 
8. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing 
either separately or together, over 
25% of grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, 
apple, pear, tomato, apricot or peach 
juice: 
11. With an added sugar content 
exceeding 30% by weight 
22. With an added sugar content of 
30% or less by weight 
33. Not containing added sugar 
17% + (L) 
17% 
18% 
21.06 Natural yeasf$ (active or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
A. Active natural yeast: 
11. Bakers' yeast: 
a) Dried 
b) Other 
5% +VC 
5% +VC 
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CCT 
heading 
No 
GOODS 
Oescrirrion 
2 
23.01 Flours and meal, of meat, offals, fish, crustac~ans or molluscs, 
unfit for human consumption; greaves: 
Abh,erliatiolls: 
(L) = levy, 
B. Flours and meals of fish, crustaceans or molluscs 
vc '"' variable compol'ent. 
II 131 
Rate of duty 
3 
Free 
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ANNEX B 
List of the products in respect of which the difference between the lowest duties applied on 
1 January 1972 to developing countries by Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom and the 
duties of the Common Customs Tariff must be reduced in accordance with Article 1 
CCT 
heading 
No 
07.01 
Description 
Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
ex T. Other: 
- Okra (Hibiscus exculentus L. or Abelmoschus exculentus (L.) 
Monench) 
08.08 Berries, fresh: 
F. Other 
16.02 (a) Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal: 
B. Other: 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
ex 1. Containing bovine meat or offal: 
- Prepared or preserved bovine tongue 
20.02 Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid: 
B. Truffles 
D. Asparagus 
E. Sauerkraut 
ex F. Capers 
20.07 Fruit juices. (including grape must) and vegetable juices, whether or not 
containing added suaar, but unfermented and not containing spirit: 
A. Of a specific gravity exceeding 1·33 at 15 OC: 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 B, E and F 
and 08.09, excluding pineapples, melons and watermelons 
b) Of a value not exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net weight: 
ex 1. With an added sugar content exceeding 30% by weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 B, E 
and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, melons and 
watermelons 
ex 2. Other: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 B, E 
and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, melons and 
watermelons 
(a) From the start of the marketina year for beef and veal this headina will be deleted from this Annex. 
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CCT 
heading 
No 
20.07 
(cant' d) 
Description 
B. Of a specific gravity of 1·33 or less at 1SOC: 
11. Other: 
a) Of a value exceeding 30 u.a. per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice 
ex 3. Other citrus fruit juices: 
aa) Containing added sugar 
bb) Other 
6. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricot and 
peach juices: 
ex aa) Containing added sugar: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 B, 
E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, melons 
and watermelons 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 
ex bb) Other: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 B, 
E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, melons 
and watermelons 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 
7. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing separately or 
together, over 25% of grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, 
apple, pear, tomato, apricot or peach juice: 
11. Containing added sugar 
22. Other 
b) Of a value of 30 u.a. or less per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30% by weight 
bb) Other 
4. Other citrus fruit juices: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30% by weight 
bb) With an added sugar content of 30% or less by weight 
cc) Not containing added sugar 
ex 7. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricots and 
peaches: 
ex aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 °/o by 
weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 B, 
E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, 
melons and watermelons 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 
133 
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headinR 
No 
20.07 
(COI!t'd) 
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Descriprion 
ex bb) With an added sugar content of 30 •to or less by 
weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 8, 
E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, 
melons and watermelons 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 
ex cc) Not containing added sugar: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 8, 
E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples. 
melons and watermelons 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 
8. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing eith~:r separ-
ately or together, O\ler 25% of grape, citrus fruit, 
pineapple, apple, pear, tomato, apricot nr peach 
juice: 
11. With an added sugar content exceeding 30 "'o 
by weight 
22. With an added sugar contC"nt of 30% or less 
by weight 
.H. Not containing added sugar 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1693/77 
of 25 July 1977 
extending the term of validity of the arrangements applicable to trade with 
Malta beyond the date of expiry of the fint stage of the Association Agreement 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Articles 43 
and 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parlia-
ment 1 
Whereas the provisions governing the first stage of the 
Agreement establishing an association between the 
European Economic Community and Malta (1), 
including the Protocol laying down certain provisions 
relating to the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta ~. which were extended by the Agreement of 
26 February 1976 (5), expire on 30 June 19n ; 
Whereas an Additional Protocol to the Association 
Agreement has been negotiated ; 
Whereas, pending the entry into force of that 
Protocol, the arrangements which the Community 
applies to trade with Malta under the association with 
that country should be extended, in the light of the 
outcome of the negotiation of the aforesaid Protocol, 
so as to avoid the sudden disruption of certain tradi-
tional trade patterns, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article I 
The trade arrangements provided for in the Agree-
ment establishing an association between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and Malta, including the 
Protocol laying down certain provisions to that Agree-
ment, except for Articles 4, 9 (I) and 11 of the said 
Protocol and in Decision No I /76 of the EEC-Malta 
Association Council of 29 June 1976 derogating from 
the concept of 'originating products' for reception 
apparatus falling within heading No 85.15 of the Brus-
sels tariff nomenclature (IH, shall remain applicable in 
the Community beyond 30 June 19n. 
GEN I 1 
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Article 2 
For the products covered by Article 59 (1) (b) of the 
Act of Accession (5), Article 4 of the Protocol laying 
down certain provisions relating to the Agreement 
establishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta shall remain appli-
cable until 31 December 19n. 
Article 3 
1. Until the date of entry into force of the Addi-
tional Protocol or until 31 December 19n, whichever 
is the sooner, the Common Customs Tariff duties in 
respect of the products originating in Malta indicated 
below shall be totally suspended within the limits of a 
global Community tariff quota of 375 tonnes: 
ccr 
h•ading 
No 
16.02 
O.scripllon of goods 
Other prepared or preserved meat or meat 
offal: 
B. Other: 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
I. Containing bovine meat or 
offal: 
bb) Other 
2. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
contained in Annex 11 to the 'origin' Protocol for 
heading No 16.02, which provides that the non-origi-
nating products of Chapter 2 may not be used, tinned 
stewed steak manufactured in Malta shall be regarded 
as a product originating in Malta, where this condition 
is not observed, provided that the other conditions 
applicable to this heading are observed. 
The following entry must be made in Section 7 of 
movement certificates EUR.1, issued in respect of orig-
inating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation stewed steak.' 
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Article 4 
I. A first instalment of 350 tonnes of the Commu-
nity tariff quota referred to in Article 3 shall be allo-
cated among the Member States ; the respective shares 
which, subject to Article 7, shall be valid until the end 
of the period specified in Article 3 (I) shall be as 
follows: 
Benelux 
Denmark 
France 
Germany 
Ireland 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
tonnes 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
338 
2. The second instalment of 25 tonnes shall be 
held as the Community reserve. 
Article 5 
I. If 90 % or more of a Member State's initial share 
as specified in Article 4 (1), or of that share minus the 
portion returned to the reserve where Article 7 is 
applic;.d. has been used up, that Member State shall 
with01lt delay, by notifying the Commission, draw a 
second share equal to 15 % of its initial share, 
rounded up where necessary to the next unit, to the 
extent permitted by the amount of the reserve. 
2. If, after its initial share has been used up, 90 % 
or more of the second share drawn by a Member State 
has been used up, that Member State shall, in accor-
dance with the conditions imposed by paragraph I, 
draw a third share equal to 7·5 % of its initial share, 
rounded up where necessary to the next unit. 
3. If, after its second share has beenr used up, 90 % 
or more of the third share drawn by a Member State 
has been used up, that Member Stat~ shall, in accor-
dance with the same conditions, draw a fourth share 
equal to the third. 
This process shall continue to apply until the reserve 
is used up. 
4. By way of derogation from paragraphs I to 3, a 
Member State may draw .shares smaller than those 
fixed in those paragraphs if there are grounds for 
believing that those fixed may not be used up. It shall 
inform the Commission of its reasons for applying 
this paragraph. 
Article 6 
Supplementary shares drawn pursuant to Article 5 
shall be valid until the end of the period specified in 
Article 3 (I). 
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Article 7 
The Member States shall return to the reserve, not 
later than I November 1977, the unused portion of 
their initial share which, on 15 October 1977, is in 
excess of 20 % of the initial amount. They may return 
a larger quantity if there are reasons to believe that 
this quantity may not be used. 
Member States shall, not later than I November 1977, 
notify the Commission of the total quantities of the 
said goods imported up to and including 15 October 
1977 and charged against the Community tariff quota 
and any quantities of the initial shares returned to the 
reserve. 
Article 8 
The Commission shall keep an account of the shares 
opened by the Member States pursuant to Articles 4 
and 5 and shall, as soon as it has been notified, inform 
each State of the extent to which the reserve has been 
used up. 
It shall inform the Member States, not later than 5 
November 1977, of the amount still in reserve after 
amounts have been returned thereto pursuant to 
Article 7. 
It shall ensure that the drawing which uses up the 
reserve is limited to the balance available and to this 
end shall specify the amount thereof to the Member 
State making the last drawing. 
Article 9 
I. Member States shall take all measures necessary 
to ensure that supplementary shares drawn pursuant 
to Article 5 are opened in such a way that imports 
may be charged without interrruption against their 
accumulated shares in the Community tariff quota. 
2. The Member States shall ensure that importers 
of the said goods established in their territory have 
free access to the shares allocated to them. 
3. The extent to which a Member State has used up 
its share shall be determined on the basis of the 
imports from Malta entered for home use. 
Article 10 
At the request of the Commission, Member States 
shall inform it of imports actually charged against 
their shares. 
Article 11 
The Member States and the Commission shall coop-
erate closely in order to ensure that Articles 3 to 10 
are observed. 
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Article 12 
1. The following products originating in Malta shall 
be exempted from the fixed component of the tax 
imposed on these products on importation into the 
Community: 
ccr 
head1ng 
No 
18.06 
Descnpuon 
Chocolate and other food preparations 
containing cocoa 
2. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
contained in Annex 11 to the 'origin' Protocol for 
heading No 18.06, which provides that non-origi-
nating products of Chapter 17 may not represent 
more than 30 % of the value of the finished products, 
chocolates manufactured in Malta shall be regarded as 
products originating in Malta, where this condition is 
not observed, provided that the other conditions appli-
cable to this heading are observed. 
The following entry must be made in Section 7 of 
movement certificates EUR.1, issued in respect of orig-
inating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation chocolates.' 
Article 13 
I. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
contained in Annex 11 to the 'origin' Protocol for 
heading No 85.15, which provides that at least 50 % 
in value of the materials and parts used must be origi-
nating products, intermediate-frequency transformers 
manufactured in Malta shall be regarded as products 
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ongtnating in Malta, where this condition is not 
observed, provided that the other conditions appli-
cable to this heading are observed. 
The following entry must be made in Section 7 of 
movement certificates EUR.l, issued in respect of orig-
inating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation IFT.' 
2. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
contained in Annex 11 to the 'origin' Protocol for 
heading No 92.11, which provides that non-origi-
nating transistors may not represent more than 3 % 
of the value of the finished product, tape recorders 
manufactured in Malta shall be regarded as products 
originating in Malta if the value of the non-origi-
nating transistor does not exceed 5 % of the value of 
the finished product, provided that the other condi-
tions applicable to this heading are observed. 
The following entry must be made in Section 7 of 
movement certificates EUR.1, issued in respect of orig-
inating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this pailllraph : 
'Derogal'on tape recorders.' 
Article 14 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Official journal of 
the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 July 1977. 
The provisions of this Regulation shall remain appli-
cable until the entry into force of the Additional 
Protocol or until 31 December 1977, whichever is the 
sooner. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 25 July 1977. 
Updatmg supplement - ~I December 1978 
For the Council 
The President 
H. SIMONET 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 280~/77 
of 12 December 1977 
on the total or partial suspension of Common Customs Tariff duties on certain 
products falling within Chapters I to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff, origi-
nating in Malta ( 1978) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE ElJKOPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty c\tahll,hmg the European 
Economic Commumty, and 111 par!lcular A rude~ 4 ~ 
and I I ' thereof, 
Having regard to Coum·il RegulatiOn (EEC) No 
I 0 )9/69 of 2H May 196':1 lay1ng down tht· trade amm-
gement~ applicable to ccrtam goods rc~ulting from the 
processing of agricultural product~ (1), as last amended 
by Regulation (EEC) No 'OSH/7) (1), and in partKular 
Artidc 12 thereof, ' 
Having regard to the propo,al from the Comm1~~ion, 
Having regard to the opmion of the European Parlia-
ment) 
Whcrca\, under Annex I to the Agreement e~ta­
bh~hmg an As~ouation between the European 
EconomK Commun1ty and Malta~). the Community 
mu\t partially ~u~pcnd the Common cu~tom~ Tariff 
dutic~ applicable to Ll'rtam produch; wlll'rea~ it abo 
appear~ ncces~ary proVI\IOnally to adJu~t or to ~upplc­
mcnt Lcrtam of the tanff bcndih prov1ded for 111 the 
abovcmentioncd Annex ; wherea~. actonlingly, the 
Community ~hould, in rc~pcct of the products ongi-
nating in Malta li~tcd 111 the Annex to th1~ Regulation, 
~u~pend either the f1xcd wmponent of the levy appli-
tablc to good~ wmmg under Regulation (EEC) No 
I 0 )':1/69 or the lU~tom~ duty apphc~bk to tht· other 
produtb from I January to ~I December I ':I?H and at 
the lcveb mthtated for eath of them, 
HAS ADOI'IH) TillS REGULATION. 
Arltth I 
from I January to 'I Deu·mher I ':17H, tht· 
produch originating in Malta, ll\ted in the Annex, 
'hall be admitted for import into the Community at 
the LU~tom~ dutie~ indiCated for t·ath of tlwm. 
2. For the purpo~e~ of the applltatwn of tlu~ Re~u­
latwn, the ruk\ of on~lll \hall he tho\l' 111 for1c at the 
( 1) OJ No L 141. 12 6 1%'1. p (') 0·1 No L \fl(,, 1.~ 11 1'17~. p I 
1
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t1me a~ reganb the 1mplcmentat1on of the Agreement 
cstabh~hmg an A'~ouat10n between the European 
Economlt Commumty and Malta. 
When produtt~ benditmg from the arrangement~ 
provided for 111 Art1tlc I arc imported in the Commu-
nity 111 ~uLh quantltle~ or at "llh prices that Commu-
nity produters of prodtll h s1milar to or in direct 
competition with them ~uffcr or arc likely to suffer 
from ~criou' di~advantage, the Common Customs 
Tariff dutll'' may be reintroduced 111 whole or 111 part 
on the prodtKh 111 que~tlon. Such mea~ure~ may also 
be taken 111 the event of actual or poterltlal senous 
disadvantagt· in a s1nglc rcg1on of the Community. 
I. In order to en\urt· the apphl.ttion ol Article 2, 
the Commi~~10'1 may dt·culc, by mean~ of a Regula-
tion, to remtroduce the lcvymg of cu~tom~ duties for a 
limited penod. 
2. In the event of ~uth action ht·1ng reque~ll'd by a 
Member State, the Con11111~s1on ~hall take a decision 
w1th111 a penod of not more than I 0 working days 
from rt'll'lpt of the requt·~t and ~hall inform the 
Member State~ of the act1on taken 
J. Any Member Stall' may rdl'f to tht· Counnl tht· 
mea~ure taken by till' Commi~~10n, with1n a penod of 
not more than I 0 work in~ day~ aftl'f it ha~ bt•t•n 
rn formed thereof. Thl' fact that the mattl'r 1~ rekrred 
to thl' Count rl ~hall not l·athl' thl' llll'a,urt· to be 
su~pendl'd. Thl' Count il ~hall m~·l't 1mmediatdy. lt 
may, ad1n~ on a qualifrl'd majority, anll'nd or rt·scind 
thl' llll'a\Ufl' Ill lJUl'\tlllll. 
:llltdt ·I 
Th1' ({,·y,ul.,t•on ,hall l'lltl'r 111to lolll' on I lanua1y 
1'17X 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable m all Ml·mher 
States. 
Done at Brussels, I 2 December I 977. 
For tht Cmmul 
A. HUMBLET 
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CCT 
IH·ad•n~t 
No 
!INNEX 
Dt·sniptlon 
02.01 Meat and ediblc offals of the animais falling within heading No 
01.01, 111.02, OI.IU, or 01.04 fresh, chilled or frozen: 
A. Meat: 
III. Of swine: 
b) Other 
02.04 Otber meat and edible meat offals, fresh, chilled or frozen : 
04.(16. 
ex A. Of domestic pigeons 
' ex B. Furred game, frozen 
C. Other: 
ex 1. Frogs' legs 
Il. Other 
Natural ~oney 
O.S.03 Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up as a layer 
or between two layers of other material : 
B. Other 
07.01 Vegetables, fresh or chi lied : 
ex T. Other: 
- Qkra (Hibiscus esculentus L. or Abelmoschus escu-
Free 
7% 
Free 
Free 
Free 
25% 
Free 
lentus (L.) Moench): Moringa oleifera (drumsticks) Free 
OH.OI! Berries, fresh : 
F. Other 6% 
15.10 Fatty acids, acid oils from refining; fatty alcohols : 
C. Othcr fatty acids; acid oils from rdining Free 
16.02 Other pn:pared or pre'L·rwd meat or nH'.l! offal : 
A. l.iwr : 
14 'Vo 
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lll 
Dl''lnpllon 
Nn 
16.02 B. Other : 
(mnt if) 
11. Game or rabbit meat or offal : 
-Game 
- Rabbit 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
I. Contammg bovine meat or offal : 
ex bb) Other: 
Prepared or preserved bovme tongue 
2. Other: 
aa) Ovine meat or offal 
bb) Other 
20.02 Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or 
acetic acid : 
B. Truffles 
D. Asparagus 
E. Sauerkraut 
ex F. Capers 
20.07 Fruit JUICes (includmg grape must) and vegetable juices, whether 
or not containmg added ~ugar, but unfcrmented and not 
contmning sp1rit : 
A. Of a specific gravity exceedmg I·'' at I ~ "C : 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding JO u.a. per I 00 kg nl't 
weight,: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos O!LO I, OH.OK 
B, E and F and O!Ul':l, exdudmg pmeappll''· 
GOODS 
H,lft' nl dutv 
9% 
14% 
17% 
18% 
16% 
14% 
20% 
16% 
12% 
melom and watermelon~ 15 % 
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b) Of a value not cxceedmg ,., u.a. per I 00 kg nl't 
weight: 
ex I With an added sugar content l'Xle,·dmg 
]0 % by we1ght : 
- Fruit fallmg within heading Nos ll!Ull, 
OK.OK B, E and F and 01!.09, l'xdudmg 
pinl·apple~. mdon~ and wat,·rm,·lolh 
l'X 2 Other: 
Fnut tailing with m heading No, OH 0 I, 
OH.OH B, E and F and OH 09, ,.x,ludmg 
I~% + (L) 
plnl·apple~. mdom and w.lkrnll'lom I ~ % 
II 141 
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ht .u\1n~• 
No 
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K.1h ut tlul\o 
20.07 B Of a ~peuhL gravlly of I· H or ll'S> at I ~ "C . 
(umt <I) 
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11. Otht·r. 
a) Of a valw: exceeding .10 u.a. per 100 kg net wetght: 
2. Grapcfrutt JUKe 
ex ~. Other citru~ frutt JUKc~ . 
aa) Contaming added 'ugar 
hh) Other 
6. Other frutt and vegetable JUKCS, exduding 
apriwt and peach JUices : 
ex aa) Contaming added 'ugar : 
- Fruu falling withtn heading Nos 
OIUJI, OIUJR B, E and F and 011.09, 
excluding pineapples, melons and 
8% 
13% 
13% 
watermelons I 0 % 
- Other, excludmg apricot and peach 
juices 
ex bb) Other : 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.01, 08.P8 B, E and F and 08.09, 
excluding pineapples, melons and 
17% 
watermelons I 0 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach 
juices 
7. Mixtures : 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures contatntng 
either separately or together, over 25 % 
of grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, 
pear, tomato, apricot or peach juice : 
11. Containing added sugar 
22. Other 
b) Of a value of JO u.a. or less per I 00 kg net weight : 
2. Grapefruit juice : 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding JO % 
by weight 
bb) Other 
4. Other citrus fruit juices : 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding JO % 
by weight 
bh) With an added >ugar wntcnt of ~0 % or less 
by wt·ight 
et:) Not containmg added sugar 
18% 
17% 
18% 
8% + (L) 
8% 
14% + (L) 
14% 
15% 
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(Cl 
hL,tdtn~ 
N., 
20.07 
(11111/ i/) 
7. Other fnnt and vegetablt- juu.:e,, excluding apri<.:ot 
and peat:h juit:t' : 
t'X aa) With an added ~ugar t·ontent ex<.:ecding 
10 % by weight : 
- Fnut fallmg within ht·admg No~ OX.O I, 
OX.O!! B, E and F and Oil 09, cxcludmg 
pineapples, melon' and watcrmclom 
- Other, exclud1ng apntot and peath 
juices 
ex bh) Wuh an added sugar <.:ontent ot .10 % or 
lc~s by weight : 
- Fruit falling within heading No~ 011.0 I, 
O!Ul8 B, E and F <md OX ()9, excluding 
pineapples, melons and wat<'rmelon~ 
- Other, exclmhng apmot and peat:h 
juit:es 
ex cc) Not containing added sugar: 
- Fruit falling within leadmg Nos OX.O I, 
0!!.0!! B, E and F and 0!!.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermflons 
- Other, excluding apncot and pcat:h 
juices 
8. Mixtures : 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containmg 
either separately or together, over 25 % of 
grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, pear, 
tomato, apricot or peach juice : 
11. With an added sugar content exceeding 
30 % by weight 
22. With an added sugar content of 30 % 
or less by weight 
.B. Not COf!taining added sugar 
21.06 Nartural yeasts (a~:tivc or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
A. At:tivc natural yt·ast : 
11. Baker~' yeast : 
a) Dried 
b) Other 
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tO%+ (L) 
17% + (L) 
tO% 
17% 
tO% 
tl!% 
17% + (L) 
17% 
tR% 
~%+w 
~%+VC 
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-----..------- ------------------- --
(If 
l1l.HIIIl~ 
No 
-----+-- ------------------
B.OI Flours and meal, of meat, offals, fish, crustaceans or molluscs, 
unfit for human consumption ; greaves : 
B. Flours and meals of fish, crustaceans or molluscs 
-----L--~~-""'==--- ---=--------- -------- --
AIJIJrtrr.lluJII' 
(l) ~ levy. 
vc. = van.1hll" tompom·nt 
Upd~ting supplement • 11 December 1978 
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No L 331/10 Official Journal of the European Communities 23. 12. 77 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 2816/77 
of 28 November 1977 
establishing ceilings and Community supervision for imports of certain products 
originating in Malta (1978) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regarJ to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Article 
113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Agreement establishing an assoctatton 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta (1}, as amended by the Additional Protocol to 
' that Agreement (2), makes provision for the total abo-
lition of customs duties in respect of the products to 
which the Agreement applies; whereas, however, for 
a number of products exemption from duties is sub-
ject to ceilings above which the customs duties appli-
cable to third countries may be reintroduced; where-
as the ceilings to be applied in 1978 sbould therefore 
he determined; whereas the application of ceilings re-
quires that the Community be regularly informed on 
imports of the products in question originating in 
Malta; whereas it is therefore desirable that imports 
of these products be subjected to a system of supervi-
sion; 
Whereas this objective may be achieved by means of 
an administrative procedure based on charging im-
ports of the products in question against the ceilings 
at Community level as and when the products are en-
tered ·with customs authorities for home use; whereas 
this administrative procedure must make provision 
for the possibility of customs tariff duties being rein-
troduced as soon as the ceilings are reached at Com-
munity level; 
Whereas this administrative procedure requires close 
and particularly rapid cooperation between the Mem-
ber States and the Commission and the latter must in 
particular be able to follow the progress of quantities 
charged against the ceilings and keep the Member 
States informed; whereas this cooperation has to be 
particularly close since the Commission must be able 
GEN I 1 
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to take the appropriate measures to reintroduce 
customs tariff duties if one of the ceilings is reached, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article I 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1978, imports 
of the products originJting in Malta listed in the 
Annex shall be subject to annual ceilings and Com-
munity supervision. 
The description of the products referred to in the first 
subparagraph, their tariff headings and statistical 
numbers and the levels of the ceilings are given in the 
Annex. 
2. Quantities s'hall be charged against the ceilings 
as and when products arc entered with customs 
authorities for home use accompanied by a movement 
certificate in accordance with the rules contained in 
the Protocol concerning the definition of the concept 
of 'originating products' and methods of administra-
tive cooperation annexed to the Protocol laying 
down certain provisions relating to the Agreement 
establishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta (3). 
Goods may be charged against the ceiling only if the 
movement certificate is submitted before the date on 
which customs duties are reimposed. 
The extent to which a ceiling is used up shall be de-
termined at Community level on the basis of the im-
ports charged against it in the manner defined in the 
preceding subparagraphs. 
The Member States shall inform the Commission at 
the intervals and within the time limits specified in 
paragraph 4 of imports effected in accordance with 
the above procedures. 
3. As soon as the ceilings have been reached, the 
Commission may adopt a Regulation reimposing 
GEN I 79 
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until the end of the calendar year the customs duties 
applicable to third countries. 
4. Member States shall forward to the Commission 
not later than the 15th day of each month statements 
of the quantities charged during the preceding month. 
If the Commission so requests, they shall provide 
such statements for periods of 10 days and forward 
them within five clear days of the end of each 10-day 
period. 
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Article 2 
The Commission shall take all appropriate measures, 
in dose cooperation with the Member States, for the 
purposes of applying this Regulation. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 28 November 1977. 
Updattng supplement • 31 December 1978 
For the Council 
The President 
L. OUTERS 
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ANNEX 
List of products subject to import ceilings in 1978 
Description 
.. 
·------
IM1 55.05 Cotton yarn, not put up for rcta1l 'ale 
1M2 55.09 Other woven fabrics of cotton 
1M3 56.04 Man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded, 
combed or otherwise prepared for spinning 
IM4 60.05 Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, 
not elastic or rubberized 
IM5 61.01 Men's and boys' outer garments 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1978 
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NJMEXE 
code 
55.05-o~ll Nos 
55.09-all Nos 
56.04-all Nos 
60.05-all Nos 
61.01-all Nos 
Level of 
ceiling 
(tonnes) 
5 
1260 
105 
840 
227 
856 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC') No 282$/77 
of 28 November 1977 
?pening,_ allocating and providing for the administration of a Community tariff quota 
tor certam prepared or preserved bovine meat falling within heading No ex 16.02 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, onginating m Malta (197!!) 
THE CHl"JCIL 0~ THE FllROPFAN COMMUNITIES, 
Haviltf.~ 1 :g;n J to the T1caty estnhli~hing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in p::~rticuhr 
Articles 43 ,md ll.i thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Cn111mission, 
Having reg;ml to the opinion nf the European l'arlia-
tnent } 
Wherca~ Article 7 of the Additional Protocol to the 
Agreemem between the European Economic Com-
munity and Malta (1) lays down that the Community 
i~ to open a Community tariff quota of 650 tonnes 
free of t:nstc.ms duti~s for certain prepared and pre-
served bovinr meat known as stewed steak falling 
within subheading ex 16.02 B Ill b) 1 hb) of the 
Om1mon Customs Tariff; whereas the tariff prefer-
t:ncc in question is to apply from the date of entry 
into for(.e u{ that Protocol until 30 June 1978; where-
as Article 10 of tht; Protocol also provides for a dero-
gation from the rules of origin laid down in the Pro-
tocol concerning the definition of the concept of 'ori-
ginating product~' and methods of administrative 
woperatirm annexed to the Protocol laying down 
certain provhions relating to the Agreement estab-
lishing ;m association between the European Econ-
omic Community and Malta (.2); whereas by Regu-
lation (EEC) No 1693/77 (3) the Community has 
already opened a, tariff quota of 375 tonnes for the 
period up to 31' December 1977; whereas conse-
quently a Community tariff quota of 275 tonnes 
~hould be opened for the first six months of 1978; 
Whereas it is in particular necessary to ensure equal 
and uninterrupted access to the abovementioned 
quota for all Community importers and uninterrupted 
application of the rates laid down for that quota to 
all imports of the products concerned into all Mem-
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her State~ unul the quota has been used up; whereas 
having 1 cgard to the prmciples mentioned above the 
Community nature of the quota might be respected 
hy means of a system ol use of the Community tariff 
quota ha~ed on allocation among the Member States; 
whereas to represent as closely as possible the actual 
~tate of the market 111 the products in question, allo-
cation should he proportion.tte to the requirements 
of the Member States as calculated from both statis-
tics on imports from Malta during a representative 
refert;nce period and the economic outlook for the 
tariff period in question: 
Whe1 ea~ the Community ~tatl~t1cs available provide 
no information on the situation of the products in 
question on Member States' markets: whereas how-
ever it may be taken that those products are market-
ed almost exclusively in one Member State; whereas 
consequently, to ensure a fair allocation of the quota 
volume among the Member States, each Member 
State should take a significant part of the quota 
volume, making due allowance for the situation 
referred to above; 
Whereas, to take account of the development of im-
ports into the various Member States of the products 
..:oncerned, the quota volume should be divided into 
two instalments, the first being shared among the 
Member States and the second held as a reserve to 
cover the subsequent requirements of those Member 
States which have used up their initial share; whereas 
to give each Member State's importers some degree 
of certainty, the first instalment of the Community 
quota might be fixed at approximately 90 % of the 
quota volume; 
Whereas the initial shares of Member States may be 
used up at varying speeds; whereas accordingly to 
avoid any discontinuity any Member State which has 
almost used up its initial share must take an ad-
ditional share from the reserve; whereas this must be 
done by each Member State as each one of its ad-
ditional shares is almost used up and as many times 
as the reserve allows; whereas the initial and ad-
ditional shares must apply until the end of the quota 
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period; whereas this form of administration requires 
close collaboration between the Member States and 
the Commission and the Commission must be able 
to monitor the extent to which the quota volume has 
been used up and inform the Member States thereof; 
Whereas if at a given date in the quota period a con-
siderable quantity of the initial share is left over in a 
Member State it is essential that the Member State 
concerned should return a significant proportion to 
the reserve to prevent a part of the Community quota 
from remaining unused in one Member State while it 
could be used in others; 
Whereas since the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands and the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bourg :He united in and represented by the Benelux 
Ewnomic Union any measure concerning the admin-
istration of the quota shares allocated to that eco-
nomic union may be carried out by any one of its 
members, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January until 30 June 1978 the Com-
mon Customs Tariff duty on the products indicated 
below, originating in Malta, shall be totally sus-
pended in respect of a Community tariff quota of 
275 tonnes: 
CCT 
heading 
No 
16.02 
Des,ription 
Other prepared or preserved meat or 
meat offal: 
B. Other: 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
1. Containing bovine meat or 
offal: 
bb) Other 
2. Notwithstanding the special prov1s1ons con-
tained in Annex II to the Protocol on origin for head-
ing No 16.02, which provides that non-originating 
products of Chapter 2 may not be used, tinned 
stewed steak manufactured in Malta shall be regard-
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ed as a product originating in Malta where this con-
dition is not observed, provided that the other condi-
tions applicable to that heading are observed. 
The following entry must be made in Section 7 of 
movement certificates EUR. 1 issued in respect of 
originating products pursuant to the derogation 
referred to in this paragraph: 
'Derogation stewed steak'. 
Article 2 
1. A first instalment of 250 tonnes of the Com-
munity tariff quota referred to in Article 1 shall be al-
located among the Member States; the respective 
shares which subject to Article 5 shall be valid until 
30 June 1978 shall be as follows: 
Benelux 2 tonnes, 
Denmark 2 tonnes, 
Germany 2 tonnes, 
France 2 tonnes, 
Ireland 2 tonnes, 
Italy 2 tonnes, 
United Kirtgdom 238 tonnes. 
2. The second instalment of 25 tonnes shall consti-
tute the reserve. 
Article 3 
1. If 90 % or more of the initial share of a Mem-
ber State, as laid down in Article 2 (1), or ·of that 
share less the amount returned to the reserve if 
Article 5 is applied, has been used up, that Member 
State shall without delay, by notifying the Commis-
sion, take a second share equal to 15 % of its initial 
share rounded up to the next unit, in so far as the re-
serve permits. 
2. If after its initial share has been exhausted 90 % 
or more of the second share taken by a Member State 
has been used, that Member State shall in accordance 
with the conditions laid down in paragraph 1 take a 
third share equal to 7·5% of its initial share rounded 
up to the next unit. 
3. If after its second share has been exhausted 
90 % or more of the third share taken by a Member 
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Stare has been used, thar t\1ember State shall, in thl' 
samc way, rakc a fourth share cqual to thl' th1rd. 
This proccss shall he.: applicd until the reserve i~ ex 
haustcd. 
4. Notwithstanding paragraphs 1, 2 and J, the 
Member States may take shares smaller than those 
fixed in those paragraphs if there is reason to helicve 
that they might not be used up. They shall inform the 
Commission of the rcasons which led them to apply 
this paragraph. 
Article 4 
Additional shan·s taken pursuant to Article 3 shall 
apply until JO June 1978. 
Article 5 
The Member States shall return to the reserve not 
later than 1 May 1978 the unused portion of their in-
itial shares which on 15 April 1978 is in excess of 
20% of the initial amount. They may return a great-
er amount if therc arc grounds for believing thar 
am!;unt may not be used up. 
The Mcmber States shall notify the Commission not 
latcr than 1 May 1978 of the total imports of the 
products in question effected up to 15 April 1978 in-
clusive and charged against the Community quota 
and of any portion of their initial shares which they 
arc rcturnlng to the reserve. 
Article 6 
The Commission shall keep account of the quota 
shares opened by Mcmber States fn accordance with 
Articles 2 and 3 and shaH inform each of them of the 
extent to which the reserve has been used as soon as 
it reccives the notifications. 
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The Commission shall notify Member States not later 
than 5 May 197X of the amount in the reserve after 
the rcturn of sharcs pursuant to Article 5. 
The Commission shall cnsurc thar anv share taken 
which uses up the reserve is limitcd t~ the balance 
availablc 1nd, for this purpose, shaH specify the 
amount then:of to the Member State which takes the 
last sharc. 
Article 7 
1. The Memher States shall take ali appropriate 
mcasures to ensurc th.n when additional shares arc 
taken out pursuant to Article 3 it is possible for 
quantities to he charged, without interruption against 
their accumulated shan·s of the Community quota. 
2. The Membcr States shall cnsure that importers 
of the produns in question established in their terri-
tory have frce acccss to the shares all()cated to them. 
3. Tite extcnt ro which a Mcmbcr Statc has used 
up its sharc shaH be dctermined on the basis of the 
imports originating in Malta entered with customs 
authoritics for home use. 
Article 8 
At the reqncst of the Commission, Member State~ 
shaH inform ir of imports actnally charged against 
their shares. 
Article 9 
The Mcmbcr States and the Commission shall 
cooperate closely in order to ensure that this Regula-
tion is observed. 
Article 1() 
This Regulation shaH enter into force on 1 January 
1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in ali Member 
States. 
Donc at Brussels, 28 November 1977. 
For the Council 
The President 
L. OUTERS 
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COMJVIISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 944/78 
of 3 May 1978 
reimposing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on 
certain products originating in Malta 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to the Agreement establishing an associ-
ation between the European Economic Community 
and Malta (1), and in particular to the Additional 
Protocol (2) thereto, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
2H 16/77 of 2H November 1 "J77 establishing ceilings 
and Community supervision of imports of certain 
products originating in Malta , and in particular 
Article I thereof, 
Whereas Article 5 of the abovementioned Additional 
Protocol provides that the products listed below, 
imported under reduced duty rates according to 
Article J, are subject to the annual ceiling there in!ii-
cated, above which the customs duties applicable to 
third countries may be re-established : 
tct 
lu.ldln~?, 
No 
61.111 Men\ and boy~· outer 
garments 
l\·tlu1~ 
{ttHllll'") 
HS6 
Whereas imports into the Community of the above-
mentioned products originating in Malta have reached 
that ceiling; whereas the situation on the Community 
market requires that customs duties applicable to 
third countries be reimposed for the produqs in ques-
tion, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Artidt I 
From 12 May until J 1 December 197!!, the levying of 
customs duties applicable to third countries shall be 
reimposed on imports into the Community of the 
following products : 
t't'l' 
hl'oldii\Jl, 
No 
61.01 Men's and boys' outer 
garments Malta 
Artidt: 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Of.fici,l/ Joumtl/ of 
tht· Europt:t111 Commu11itil'.•·. 
This Regulation shall be binding tn its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, J May 197!!. 
For tht: Commissio11 
Etienne DAVtGNON 
Mt:mbt:r o.f tht· Commi.•·sio11 
(') GEN I 1 
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No L 157/2 Official Journal of the European Communities 15. 6. 78 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1276/78 
of 12 June 1978 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 2825/77 opening, allocating and providing for 
the administration of a Community tariff quota for certain prepared or 
preserved bovine meat falling within heading No ex 16.02 of the Common 
Customs Tariff, originating in Malta (1978) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Article 7 of the Additional Protocol to the 
Agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nity and Malta (1) lays down that the Community is to 
open, for the period I July 1977 to 30 June 1978, a 
Community tariff quota of 650 tonnes free of customs 
duties for certain prepared and preserved bovine meat 
known as stewed steak, falling within subheading ex 
I6.02 8 Ill b) I bb) of the Common Customs Tariff ; 
whereas by Regulations (EEC) No 1693/77 (2) and . 
(EEC) No 2825/77 1 the Community opened a tariff 
quota of 37.5 tonnes for the period I July to 31 
December I977 and of 27 5 tonnes for the period I 
January to 30 June 1978 ; whereas, the quota of 37.5 
tonnes remained unused as at 31 December 1977 ; 
whereas provision should therefore be made for this 
quantity to be used up within the quota opened by 
Regulation (EEC) No 2825/77 ; whereas that Regula-
tion should be amended accordingly, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article I 
Regulation (EEC) No 2825/77 is hereby amended as 
follows: 
I. In Article I (I), the Community tariff quota shall 
be increased to 650 tonnes. 
2. In Article 2 (2), the reserve shall be increased to 
400 tonnes. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day of its 
publication in the Official journal of the European 
Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 12 June I978. 
GEN I 160 
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For the Council 
The President 
K. OLESEN 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1707/78 
of 18 July 1978 
derogating, for certain products coming from Malta, from the Protocol to the 
Agreement establishing an association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta concerning the definition of the concept of 'originating 
products' and methods of administrative cooperation 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas an Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta (1), hereinafter called 'the Agreement', was 
signed at Valletta on 5 December 1970 and entered 
into force on I .April 1971 ; 
Whereas a Protocol laying down certain provisions 
relating to the Agreement (2) and to which is annexed 
a Protocol concerning the definition of the concept of 
'originating products' and methods of administrative 
cooperation, hereinafter called 'the Origin Protocol', 
was signed in Brussels on 4 March 1976 and entered 
into force on I June 1976; 
Whereas an Additional Protocol to the Agreement (3) 
was signed in Brussels on 27 October 1977 and 
entered into force on 1 January 1978; whereas Article 
10 of that Protocol provides for derogations from the 
Origin Protocol in the case of intermediate-frequency 
transformers, radios and tape recorders until 30 June 
1978; 
Whereas the Government of the Republic of Malta 
has requested that these derogations be extended ; 
Whereas the derogations should be granted for a 
further period of six months, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
1. By way of derogation from ,the special provisions 
of Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading No 
85.1 5, to the effect that at least 50 % in value of the 
materials and parts used shall be originating products, 
intermediate-frequency transformers manufactured in 
Malta shall be regarded as products originating in 
Malta even though this condition is not observed, 
provided that the other conditions relating to this 
heading are satisfied. 
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The following entry shall be made in box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.I issued in respect of origi-
nating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation 1FT.' 
2. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
of Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading No 
85.15, to the effect that non-originating transistors 
may not represent more than 3 % of the value of the 
finished product, reception apparatus manufactured in 
Malta shall be regarded as a product originating in 
Malta even though this condition is not observed, 
provided that the other conditions relating to this 
heading are satisfied. 
The following entry shall be made in box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.1 issued in respect of origi-
nating products p,ursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation radios.' 
3. By way of derogation from the special provisions 
of Annex 11 to the Origin Protocol for heading No 
92.11, to the effect that non-originating transistors 
may not represent more than 3 % of the value o( the 
finished product, tape recorders manufactured in 
Malta shall be regarded as products originating in 
Malta if the value of the non-originating transistors 
does not exceed 5 % of the value of the finished 
product, provided that the other conditions relating to 
this heading are satisfied. 
The following entry shall be made in box 7 of move-
ment certificates EUR.1 issued in respect of origi-
nating products pursuant to the derogation referred to 
in this paragraph : 
'Derogation tape recorders.' 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of 
the European Communities. 
It shall apply from 1 July to 31 December 1978. 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 18 July 1978. 
Updaung supplement - 31 December 1978 
For the Council 
The President 
M. LAHNSTEIN 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 1834/78 
of 27 July 1978 
reimposing the levying of customs duties applicable to third countries on 
certain products originating in Malta 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EIJROPEAN 
COMMUNITlES, 
Having regard to the Trc~ty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to the Agreement establishing an associ-
ation between the European Economic Community 
and Malta (1), and in particular the Additional 
Protocol (2) thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
2816/77 of 28 November 1977 establishing ceilings 
and Community supervision of imports of certain 
products originating in Malta) and in particular 
Article I thereof, 
Whereas Article 5 of the abovementioned Additional 
Protocol provides that the products listed below, 
imported under reduced duty rates according to 
Article 3, are subject to the annual ceiling indicated, 
above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries may be re-established : 
CLI 
ht·adm~ 
No 
l)t•,tnptlon 
Other woven fabrics of 
cotton 
Ct·•lm~ 
{tonm·.,) 
105 
Whereas imports into the Community of those 
products originating in Malta have reached that 
ceiling; whereas the situation on the Community 
market requires that customs duties applicable to 
third countries on the products in question be reim-
posed, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
From 4 August to 31 December 197!l, the levying of 
customs duties applicable to third countries shall be 
reimposed on imports into the Community of the 
following products : 
ccr 
lll·admg 
No 
.S5.09 
tJ .. ·,tnpt•on 
Ot~er woven fabrics of 
cotton 
Article 2 
Malta 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the O.f.fifi,t/ }o11 ,.,,t/ of 
t/11: E11rope<1n CtJmmlmitit'.r. 
This Regulation shall be binding m its entirety and directly applicable m all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 27 July 1978. 
For the Commission 
Etienne DAVJGNON 
Member r~f thr: Commission 
(•) GEN I 1 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 2617/78 
of 8 November 1978 
making the importation of certain textile products originating in Malta subject 
to quantitative limitation 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
493/71 of 1 March 1971 on the safeguard measures 
provided for in the Agreement establishing an Associa-
tion between the European Economic Community 
and Malta (1), and in particular Article 1 thereof, 
Having regard to the formal request submitted by the 
United Kingdom after consultation within the Advi-
sory Committee established by Article 3 of that Regu-
lation, 
Whereas there has been a substantial increase in 
imports from the supplier countries on the Commu-
nity market; whereas these imports have given rise to 
market disturbance and are causing serious damage to 
Community producers resulting in the closure of 
mills and considerable loss of employment; 
Whereas in consequence of this situation imports of 
certain textile products originating in the majority of 
low-cost supplier countries are at present subject to a 
Community system of authorization and quantitative 
limitation under either bilateral agreements or auto-
nomous arrangements ; 
Whereas the extremely rapid increase in recent 
months of imports into the United Kingdom of 
certain of these products originating in Malta has 
helped to exacerbate the cumulative. disturbance of 
that market ; 
Whereas the volume of this increase makes it neces-
sary to take immediate action aimed at avoiding irre-
parable damage to United Kingdom producers and a 
serious deterioration in the economic situation of that 
region of the Community ; whereas it therefore justi-
fies the adoption, pursuant to Article 10 of the Agree-
ment establishing an Association between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and Malta, of the protec-
tive measures needed to overcome these difficulties, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
1. The importation into the United Kingdom of 
the textile products listed in Annex A hereto, origi-
<'> GEN II 1 
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nating in Malta, shall be suspended until 31 
December 1978. 
2. The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall 
not apply to products which have been placed on 
board and are in the course of shipment to the 
Community before the entry into force of this Regula-
tion. 
Article 2 
1. The importation into the United Kingdom of 
textile products listed in Annex B hereto, originating 
in Malta, shall be subject, until 31 December 1978, to 
the quantitative limits specified therein. 
2. The preceding paragraph shall not apply to 
products which have been placed on board and are in 
the course of shipment to the Community before the 
entry into force of this Regulation. 
3. Imports effected between 1 January 1978 and 
the date of entry into force of this Regulation shall be 
deducted from the quantities referred to in paragraph 
1. 
4. The regional quantitative limits specified in para-
graph 1 shall be administered in accordance with the 
provisions of Council Regulation (EEC) No 1023/70 
of 25 May 1970 establishng a common procedure for 
administering quantitative quotas (2). 
5. The entry into free circulation of the products 
referred to in paragraph 1 shall be subject to the pres-
entation of an import authorization or equivalent 
document issued by the authorities of the United 
Kingdom. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day of its 
publication in the Official journal of the European 
Communities. 
It shall be applicable until 31 December 1978. 
(2) OJ No L 148, 8. 6. 1970, p. I. 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 8 November 1978. 
Updating supplement - ~1 December 1978 
For the Commission 
Christopher TUGENDHAT 
Member of the Commission 
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2 
6 
8 
ccr headina 
No 
55.09 
ex 61.01 
ex 61.02 B 
ex 61.03 
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ANNEX A 
NIMEXE code 
(1978) 
55.09-01 ; 02; 
03 ; 04 ; os ; tt ; 
12; 13; 14; IS; 
16; 17; 19; 21; 
29 ; 31 ; 33 ; 35 ; 
37; 38; 39; 41 ; 
49; 51 ; 52; 53; 
54 ; ss ; 56 ; 57 ; 
59; 61; 63; 64; 
65 ; 66 ; 67 ; 68 ; 
69; 70; 71 ; 72; 
73 ; 74 ; 76 ; 77 ; 
78 ; 8 1 ; 82 ; 83 ; 
84 ; 86 ; 87 ; 92 ; 
93; 97 
61.01-62; 64; 
66 ; 72 ; 74; 76 
61.02-66; 68; 72 
61.03-tt; IS; 19 
Dncnption 
Other woven fabrics of cotton : 
Woven fabrics of cotton, other than 
gauze, terry fabrics, narrow woven 
fabrics, pile fabrics, chenille fabrics, 
tulle and other net fabrics 
Men's and boys' outer garments 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments: 
B. Other: 
Men's and boys' woven breeches, 
shorts and trousers (including 
slacks); women's, girls' and infants' 
woven trousers and slacks of wool, 
of cotton or of man-made textile 
fibres 
Men's and boys' under garments, 
including collars, shirt fronts and 
cuffs: 
Men's and boys' shirts, woven, of 
wool, of cotton or of man-made 
textile fibres 
Member 
State 
UK 
UK 
UK 
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4 
7 
ccr 
headina 
No 
55.05 
ex 60.04 
ex 60.05 A 11 
ex 61.02 B 
NIMEXE code 
(1978) 
55.05-13; 19; 
21 ; 25; 27 ; 29 ; 
33 ; 35 ; 37 ; 41 ; 
45 ; 46 ; 48 ; 52 ; 
58; 61 ; 6S; 67; 
69 ; 72 ; 78 ; 92 ; 
98 
60.04-01 ; os; 
13; 18; 28; 29; 
30; 41 ; so; 58 
60.05-22 ; 23 ; 
24; 25 
61.02-78 ; 82; 84 
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ANNEX B 
Descnption 
Cotton yam, not put up for retail sale 
Under garments, knitted or crocheted, 
not elastic or rubberized : 
Shirts, T -shirts, lightweight fine knit 
roll, polo or turtle necked jumpers 
and pullovers, undervests and the 
like, knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
or rubberized, other than babies' 
garments, of cotton or synthetic 
textile fibres ; T-shirts and light-
weight fine knit roll, polo or turtle 
necked jumpers and pullovers of 
regenerated textile fibres 
Outer garments and other articles, 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized : 
A. Outer garments and clothing acces- • 
sories: 
11. Other 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer 
garments: 
B. Other: 
Blouses and shirt blouses, knitted 
or crocheted (not elastic or rubber-
ized), or woven, for women, girls 
and infants, of wool, of cotton or of 
man-made textile fibres 
Member 
State 
UK 
UK 
UK 
GOODS II 
Uniu 
Tonnes 
I 000 pieces 
I 000 pieces 
159 
Quontitati"" 
lomiu horn 
I. I. to 31. 12. 
1978 
274 
365 
304 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 28.'\4/78 
of B November 1978 
establishing ceilings and Community surveillance of imports of certain products originating 
·in Malta ( 1979) 
THI' COUNCIL 01' THE EUROPEAN COMMlJNITIF~. 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article I 13 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Comm1ss1on, 
Wherea' the Agreement establi~hing an assoc1at1on 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta ( 1), a~ amended by the Additional Protocol to 
that Agreement (2), makes provision for the total 
abolition of customs duties in respect of the products to 
which the Agreement applie~; whereas however for a 
number of products eKemption from, duties is subject to 
ceilmg' above which the cu~toms duties applicable to 
third countries may he reintroduced; whereas the 
ce1ling~ to be applied in 1979 should therefore be 
detcrmmed; whereas the apphcat1on of ceilings requires 
that the Community be regularly informed on imports 
of the products in question originating in Malta; 
whereas it is therefore de~irable that 1mports of these 
products be subjected to a system of surveillance; 
Whereas thi~ objective may be achieved by means of an 
admin1~trat1ve procedure based on charging imports of 
the product~ in question against the ceilings at 
( .ommumty level a~ and when the products are entered 
wtth customs authoritic~ for home use; whereas this 
admim~trat1ve procedure must make provision for the 
po~sihility of wstom~ tariff duties being reintroduced as 
\oon a~ the l·eilings arc reached at Community level; 
Whereas thi~ administrative procedure requires dose 
and particularly rapid cooperation between the Member 
~tates and the Commission and the latter must in 
particular be able to follow the progress of quantities 
charged against the ceilings and keep the Member States 
informed; whereas this cooperation has to be 
particularly dose since the Commission must be able to 
take the appropriate measures to reintroduce customs 
t.1riff dunes if one of the ceilings is reached. 
1
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HA~ ADOPTED Hll!-. RE<;tJLATION: 
Article I 
I. from 1 January until 31 December 1979, imports of 
the products listt·d in the Annex originating in Malta 
~hall be subject to annual ceilings and Community 
surveillance. 
The description of the products referred to in the first 
subparagraph, their tariff headings and statistical 
numbers and the ceilings ~hall be as set out in the 
Annex. 
2. Quantities shall be charged against the ceilings as 
and when products are entered with customs authorities 
for home use accompanied by a movement certificate in 
accordance with the rules contained m the Protocol 
concerning the definition of the concept of 'originating 
products' and methods of administrative cooperation 
annexed to the Protocol laying down certain provisions 
relating to the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta (3 ). 
Goods may be charged against the ceiling only if the 
movement certificate is submitted before the date on 
which customs duties are reimposed. 
The extent to which a ceiling is used up shall be 
determined at Community level on the basis of the 
imports charged against it in the manner defined in the 
preceding subparagraphs. 
The Member States shall inform the Commission at the 
intervals and within the time limits specified in 
paragraph 4 of imports effected in accordance with the 
above procedures. 
3. As soon as the ceilings have been reached, the 
Commission may adopt a Regulation reimposing until 
('J GEN I 87 
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the end of the calendar year the customs duties 
applicable to third countries. 
GOODS 
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4. Member States shall forward to the Commission not 
later than the I Sth day of each month statements of the 
quantities charged during the preceding month. If the 
Commission so requests, they shall provide such 
statements for periods of 10 days and forward them 
within five clear days of the end of each 10-day period. 
The Commission shall take all appropriate measures, in 
close c~ol?eration with the Member St.ttc~. for the 
purposes of applying this Regulation. 
~er1.1i No 
IM I 
1M2 
IMJ 
I l\1 4 
11115 
Arttcle 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I .January 
1979. 
This Regl!lation shall he binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member State ... 
Done at Brussels, 21 Novt>mher 1978. 
ANNeX 
For the Council 
The !'resident 
J. ERTL 
List of products subject to import ceilings in 1979 
' 
CCT I hcadm,; No NIMEXF. code Dt..scriptton Level of CCihng (tonnes) 
___ I ---------3-------+------:----4 5 
)).05 
S5.0'.1 
56.04 
60.05 
61.01 
Cotton yarn, not put up for retail sale 
Other woven fabrics of cotton 
Man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded, 
combed or otherwl!>e prepared for spinning 
Outer garments and other arucles, knitted or crocheted, 
not clastic or rubbeuzed 
Men's and boys' outet garments 
55.05-all Nos 1323 
55.09-all Nos 110 
56.04-all Nos 882 
60.05-all Nos 238 
61.01-all Nos 899 
--------- ---·----------....!.......-----..l...----
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3145/78 
of 21 December 1978 
totally or partially suspending Common Customs Tariff duties on certain 
products, falling within Chapters I to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff. origi-
nating in Malta (1979) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES. 
Having n:gard to the Treaty e~tabli~hmg tht: Europt:an 
Economic Community, and in particular Articlt:s 4.~ 
and I 1.~ th~:r~:of, 
Having regard to Counul Rt:gulation (EEC) No 
1("~/6~ of 2X May 196~ laymg down tht: trade arran-
gt:ment~ apphcablt: to certam good~ r~:sulting from tht: 
proce~~ing of agncultural product~ (1), as last amt:ndt:d 
by RegulatiOn (EEC) No ~O)X/7) (2), and in particular 
Arttclt: 12 tht:rt:of, 
Having regard to tht: propo~al from tht: Commission, 
Having regard to tht: opmion of tht: Europt:an Parlia-
ment J 
Wherea~. undt:r Annt:x I to tht: Agrt:ement ~:sta­
bli~hing an AssociatiOn bt:twt:t:n tht: European 
Economic Community and Malta,(!), tht: Community 
mu~t partially ~uspt:nd the Common Custom~ Tariff 
dutie~ applltable to certain products; whereas it also 
appear~ nece~sary provisionally to adjust or to supple-
ment certam of the tnriff benefits provided for in the 
abovementloned Annex ; whert:as, accordingly, the 
Commumty should, in resp~:ct of the products origi-
nating 111 Malta listed in the Annex to this Regulation, 
su~pend e1ther the fixed component of the levy appli-
cable to good~ coming under R~:gulation (EEC) No 
I 0 )~/6~ or the customs duty applicable to tht: other 
product~ from I January to ~I December I ~7~ and at 
the leveb indicated for each of them, 
HAS ADOPTED TillS REGULATION· 
1lrt11h I 
I. From I January until J I Dect:mbt:r I ~7~. the 
product~ origmating 111 Malta h~ted in the Annex ~hall 
hl· admittl·d for import into the Community at tht: 
lU~tom~ duties indicated for t:ach of tht:m. 
2. For tht: purpose~ of the applil·ation of this Regu-
lation, tht: rules of origin shall be tho~t: in fore~: at the 
tlmt: as regards tht: impkmt:ntatwn ot thl· Agrt:t:mt:nt 
establishing an Association betwel·n tht: European 
Economic Commu111ty and Malta. 
Artidt 2 
Wht:n products bent:flting from the arrangements 
providt:d for 111 Article I are nnportt:d in thl· Commu-
nity in ~uch quantitit:s or at such pnct:s that Commu-
nity prodw.:t:r~ of products similar to or in dirt:ct 
competition with tht:m suffer or arl· likl·ly to sutfl·r 
from serious disadvantagt:, tht: Common Customs 
Tariff dutie~ may be rt:introdtKl'd in whok or in part 
on the products in question. Such m~:asures may also 
be takl·n in the l'Vt:nt of actual or potential ~erious 
dtsadvantage in a singk rt:gion of tht: Community. 
Artidl' 3 
I._ In ordt:r to ensure the application of Article 2, 
the CommissiOn may decide, by means of a R~:gula­
tion, to reintroduce the lt:vying of customs duties for a 
limitt:d period. 
2. In the ewnt of such action bt:ing r~:qut:stt:d by a 
M~:mbt:r State, tht: Commission shall takt: a dt:cision 
with m a period of not mort: than I 0 working days 
from rt:ceipt of tht: request and shall inform the 
Member States of the action takt:n. 
.l. Any Membt:r Statt: may re~er to the Council the 
measurt: takt:n by tht: Commission, within a pt:riod of 
not more than I 0 working days after it has been 
informed tlv:reof. The fact that the matll'r is referred 
to the Council shall not cau~e the measure to be 
suspended. Tht: Council ~hall me~:t immediatdy. It 
may, acting on a qualified majority, amend or rescind 
the measure in question. 
ll1t1ch 4 
This Regulation ~hall entt:r into fore~: on I January 
1~7~. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 111 all Member 
States. 
Done at Bru~sd~. 21 Delember I ~?X. 
( 1) OJ No L 141, 12 f> 1%':1, 1'- I 
(') Ol.Jio I. \Of>. 2'i 11 1':17'1. p \. 
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/-'or tht' Council 
'1111' Pn•idl'llt 
Otto Graf LAMBSDORI'F 
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ccr 
headong 
No 
ANNEX 
O.S<npuon 
02.01 Meat and edible offals of the animals falling within he11ding No 
01.0 I, 0 1.02, 0 1.0], or 01.04 fresh, chilled or frozen : 
A. Meat: 
Ill. Of swine : 
b) Other 
02.04 Other meat and edible meat offals, fresh, chilled or frozen : 
04.06 
ex A. Of domestic pigeons 
ex B. Furred game, frozen 
C. Other: 
ex I. Frogs' legs 
11. Other 
Natural honey 
05.03 Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up as a layer or 
between two layers of other material : 
B. Other 
07.01 Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
ex T. Other: 
- Okra (Hibiscus esculentus L. or Abelmoschus esculentus 
GOODS II 
Rat< of dury 
Free 
7% 
Free 
Free 
Free 
25 Ofo 
Free 
(L.) Moench) ; Moringa oleifera (drumsticks) Free 
08.08 Berries, fresh : 
F. Other 
15.10 Fatty acids, acid oils from refining ; fatty alcohols : 
C. Other fatty acids ; acid oils from refining 
16.02 Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal : 
A. Liver: 
I. Goose or duck liver 
B. Other: 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1978 
11. Game or rabbit meat or offal : 
-Game 
-Rabbit 
6% 
Free 
14 Ofo 
~% 
14 Ofo 
163 
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Rate of duty 
16.02 
(Hill/ 'J) 
Ill Oth,·r . 
b) Oth,·r. 
I. Contaming bovtne meat or offal : 
ex bb) Other : 
Prepared or preserved bovtne tongue 
2. Other: 
aa) Ovine meat or offal 
bb) Other 
20.02 Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic 
acid: 
B. Truffles 
D. Asparagus 
E. Sauerkraut 
ex F. Capers 
20.07 Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, whether or 
not cont~ining added sugar, but unfermented and not containing· 
sptrit: 
A. Of a specific gravity exceeding 1·33 at I 'i o C : 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 EUA per 100 kg net weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 B, E 
and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, melons 
17% 
18% 
16% 
14% 
20% 
16% 
12% 
and watermelons 15 % 
b) Of a value not exceeding 30 EUA per 100 kg net 
weight: 
· ex I. With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % 
by wetght: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 15 % + (L) 
ex 2. Other: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 01!.0 I, 
01!.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons IS % 
B. Of a ~pcctftL gravity of I·~~ or lc;s at I 'i "C 
11. Other: 
a) Of a value exceeding 30 EUA per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice 
ex 3. Other citrus fruit juices : 
aa) Containing added sugar 
bb) Other 
1!% 
13% 
U% 
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ccr 
headong 
No 
20.07 
(cont'd) 
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Descnptoon 
6. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricot 
and peach juices : 
ex aa) Contai!ling added sugar: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
Rate of duty 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 10% 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach 
juices 
ex bb) Other : 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
17% 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 10% 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach 
juices 
7. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing 
either separately or together, over 25 % of 
grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, pear, 
tomato, apricot or peach juice : 
11. Containing added sugar 
22. Other 
b) Of a value of 30 EUA or less per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice : 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % by 
18% 
17% 
18% 
weight 8 % + (L) 
bb) Other 8% 
4. Other citrus fruit juices : 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % by 
weight 14 % + (L) 
bb) With an added sugar content of 30 % or less by 
weight 14% 
cc) Not containing added sugar 15 % 
7. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricot and 
peach juice : 
ex aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % 
by weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.0 I, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons I 0 % + (L) 
- Othe1, excluding apricot and peach juices 17 % + (L) 
165 
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CCT 
headmg 
No 
20.07 
(cont'd) 
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Destnpt10n 
ex bb) Wuh an added sugar wntent of lO % or it:~' 
by we1ght · 
- Frlllt falling w1thin head1ng No, OM 01, 
08 08 B. E and F and OH 09, exdudmg 
Rate of duty 
pmeapples, melons and watermelons I 0 % 
- Other, excludmg apricot and peach JUlle' 17 % 
ex n) Not contammg added sugar: 
- FrUit falling w1thm head1ng No~ OM.lll, 
OH OH B, E and F and OH.09, exdudmg 
pmeapple~. melons and watermelon~ I 0 % 
- Other, cxcludmg apncot and peach JUICe' I H % 
8. Mixtures · 
ex bb) Other, exdudmg mixtures contaming either 
'eparately or together, over 2 ~% of grape, 
cl!ru' frlllt, pmeapple, apple, pear, tomato, 
apricot or pealh juice. 
I I W1th an added sugar content exn·cdmg 
lO% by we1ght 17% + (l) 
22. With an added sugar l'Ontent of .lO % or 
less by we1ght I 7 % 
ll Not contammg added sugar 18 % 
21.06 Natural yeasts (active or mact1ve), prepared bakmg powders: 
A. Active , natural yeast : 
11. Bakers yeast : 
a) Dned 
b) Other 
23.01 Flours and meal, of meat, offals, f1,h, crustaceans or molluscs, unfit 
for human consumptiOn ; greavcs : 
Ahhn1rutwn1 
iLJ - levy, 
B. Flour' and meals of hsh, rrustaccam or molluscs 
vc - vanable lomponenf 
~% + Vl 
~ Ofo +VC 
Free 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 1041/79 
of 23 May 1979 
amending the list of countries and products an~exed to Regulation (EEC) No 
1251/78 making the import of certain textile products from certain third coun-
tries subject to Community surveillance 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNmES, 
_ Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1439/74 of 4 June 1974 on co~mon rules for 
imports (I~ and in particular Article 7 thereof, 
After consulting the Advisory Committee set up 
under Article 5 of Regulation (EEC) No 1439/74, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 1251/78 
of 12 June 1978 (2~ as extended by Regulation (EEC) 
No 10/79 (3), makes the importation of certain textile 
products from certain third countries subject to 
Community surveillance ; whereas the said surveil-
lance does not cover imports originating in Malta ; 
Whereas in 1978 the trend of imports of certain 
textile products originating in Malta caused concern 
to Community producers, particularly in certain 
regions of the Community ; 
Whereas, in order to prevent any market disturbance 
caused by imports of certain textile products origi-
nating in Malta and in order to put into operation 
administrative procedures designed to provide rapid 
information on the trend of trade flows as regards the 
above products, the categories in question originating 
in Malta should be included among the products 
listed in the Annex to Regulation (EEC) No 1251/78, 
HAS ADOPI'ED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The list of products annexed to Regulation (EEC) No 
1251/78 shall be supplemented by the products listed 
in the Annex to this Regulation, originating in Malta. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Offin'al journal of 
the European Communities. It shall apply until 31 
December 1979. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 23 May 1979. 
~1~ Oi No L IS,, 15. 6. 1,4, p. I. z 0 No L 155, 13. 6. 1,8, p. 12. l 0 No L 2, 4. I. 1,7,, p. 11. 
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For the Commission 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vice-President 
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Category CC!" heodong No 
I 55.05 
2 
3 
4 
55.09 
56.07 
A 
60.04 
B I 
11 a) 
b) 
c) 
IV b) 1 aa) 
dd) 
2 ee) 
d) 1 aa) 
dd) 
2dd) 
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ANNEX 
List of products referred to in Article 1 
NIMEXE code 
(1979) 
55.05-13; 19; 21; 25; 27; 29; 
33; 35; 37; 41; 45; 46; 48; 
52; 58; 61 ; 65; 67; 69; 72; 
78; 92; 98 
55.09-01 ; 02; 03 ; 04; os; 11 ; 
12; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 19; 
21 ; 29; 31 ; 33; 35; 37; 38; 
39; 41 ; 49; 51 ; 52; 53; 54; 
55; 56; 57; 59; 61; 63; 64; 
65; 66; 67; 68; 69; 70; 71 ; 
72; 73; 74; 76; 77; 78; 81; 
82; 83; 84; 86; 87; 92; 93; 
97 
56.07-01 ; 04; 05; 07; 08; 11 ; 
13; 14; 16; 17; 18; 21; 23; 
24; 26; 27; 28; 32; 33; 34; 
36 
56.07-01; 05; 07; 08; 13; 14; 
16; 18; 21; 23; 26; 27; 28; 
33; 34; 36 
60.04-19; 20; 22; 23; 24; 26; 
41 ; so ; 58 ; 71 ; 79 ; 89 
Dtscnpt1on 
Cotton yarn, not put up for retail sale 
Other woven fabrics of cotton : 
Woven fabrics of cotton, other than gauze, 
terry fabrics, narrow woven fabrics, pile 
fabrics, chenille fabrics, tulle and other net 
fabrics: 
a) Of which other than unbleached or 
bleached 
Umts 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Woven fabrics of man-made fibres (discontin- Tonnes 
uous or waste): 
A. Of synthetic textile fibres : 
Woven fabrics of synthetic fibres (discon-
tinuous or waste) other than narrow woven 
fabrics, pile fabrics (including terry fabrics) 
and chenille fabrics : 
a) Of which other than unbleached or 
bleached 
Under garments, knitted or crocheted, not 1 000 
elastic c~ rubberized : pieces 
Shirts, T-shirts, lightweight fine knit roll, 
polo or turtle necked jumpers and 
pullovers, under-vests and the like, knitted 
or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized, 
other than babies' garments, of cotton or 
synthetic textile fibres ; T-shirts and light-
weight fine knit roll ; polo or turtle necked 
jumpers and pullovers of regenerated 
textile fibres, other than babies' garments 
Thord 
country 
Malta 
Malta 
Malta 
Malta 
__ ___,.__ ______ +--------------r--·-·---·-··------------+---+---
5 60.05 
AI 
11 b) 4 bb) 11 aaa) 
bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
22 bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
eee) 
60.05-01 ; 27; 28 ; 29 ; 30; 33; 
36; 37; 38 
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Outer garments and other articles, knitted or 1 000 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : pieces 
A. Outer garments and clothing accessories : 
Jerseys, pullovers, slip-avers, twinsets, cardi-
gans, bedjackets and jumpers, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized, of 
wool, of cotton or of man-made textile 
fibres 
Malta 
COLLECTED ACTS · EEC · MALT A ASS. GOODS 11 
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Coteaory 
6 
7 
8 
30A 
76 
ccr heodins No 
61.01 
BVd)t 
2 
3 
e)t 
61.02 
2 
3 
B 11 e)6aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
60.0S 
A 11 b) 4 aa) 22 
33 
44 
ss 
61.02 
B 11 e) 7 bb) 
cc) 
dd) 
61.03 
A 
61.04 
Bl 
61.01 
Bl 
61.02 
B 11 a) 
Official Journal of the European Communities 
NIMEXE code 
(1979) Dncnptoon 
Men's and boys' outer garments: 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments : 
B. Other: 
Unill 
I 000 
pieces 
61.01-62; 64; 66; 72; 74; 76 Men's and boys' woven breeches, shorts 
and trousen (including slacks); women's, 
61.02-66; 68; 71 girls' and infants' woven trousen and 
slacks of wool, of cotton or of man-made 
textile fibres 
60.0S-22 ; 23 ; 24 ; 2S 
61.02-78; 82; 84 
61.03-11 ; tS; 19 
61.04-11 ; 13; 18 
61.01-13; 15; 17; 1!11 
61.02-12; 14 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted or 1 000 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : pieces 
A. Outer garments and clothing accessories : 
11. Other 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments: 
B. Other: 
Blouses and shirt blouses, knitted, 
crocheted (not elastic or rubberized). or 
woven, for women, girls and infants, of 
wool, of cotton or of man-made textile 
fibres 
Men's and boys' under garments, including 1 000 
collan, shirt fronts and cuffs : pieces 
Men's and boys' shirts, woven, of wool, of 
cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
Women's, girls' and infants' under garments: 1 000 
pieces 
Women's, girls' and infants' woven 
pyjamas and night. dresses, of wool, of 
cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
Men's and boys' outer garments: 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments : 
B. Other: 
Men's and boys' woven industrial and occu· 
pational clothina; women's, girls' and 
infants' woven aprons, smock overalls and 
other industrial clothina (whether or not 
also suitable for domestic use). of wool, of 
cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
1000 
pieces 
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Third 
country 
Malta 
Malta 
Malta 
Malta 
Malta 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 24 May 1979 
on financial aid from the Community for the eradication of African swine fever 
in Malta 
(79/510/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL Of THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 43 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commis-
sion·, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parlia-
ment 1 
Whereas the Community should take all appropriate 
measures to protect itself against the appearance of 
African swine fever on its territory ; 
Whereas to this end the Community has undertaken 
and continues to undertake action designed to contain 
outbreaks of this type of disease far from its frontiers 
by helping countries affected to reinforce their preven-
tive measures ; 
Whereas certain measures have been undertaken by 
the Maltese authorities, in particular the slaughter of 
all pigs remaining on their territory and the destruc-
tion of all meat . from that slaughter ; 
Whereas, however, in the opinion of the Maltese 
authorities themselves, the measures hitherto used 
must be reinforced in order to attain the basic objec-
tive of eradicating the disease throughout the country 
by slaughtering all pigs there and of preventing rein· 
fection by restocking pig farms using modern 
husbandry techniques ; 
Whereas the Maltese authorities have · asked the 
Community to contribute to the cost of an effective 
crash programme for the eradiction of African swine 
fever and for restocking pig farms ; 
Whereas a favourable response should be given to this 
request and aid granted in view of the undertaking 
given by the Maltese authorities to protect the 
Community against African swine fever, to eliminate 
the disease completely and to prevent its recurrence 
by means of a crash programme to be completed 
within three years ; 
Updatini supplement· 31 December 1979 
Whereas this eradication programme must include 
certain measures which guarantee the effectiveness of 
the action taken ; whereas these measures must be 
capable of adaptation to developments in the situation 
by means of a procedure in which the Member States 
and the Commission will be closely associated ; 
Whereas it is necessary to keep Member States 
informed on the progress of the programme, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS : 
Article 1 
The Community shall make a financial contribution 
to the eradication of African swine fever in Malta. 
Article 2 
The contribution shall be paid on condition that the 
Maltese authorities establish a crash programme for 
the eradication · of African swine fever and the 
restocking of pig farms. 
This plan, which must be completed within a 
maximum period of three years, must satisfy 'the condi-
tions laid down in Article 3, and be approved in accor-
dance with Article 4. 
Article 3 
The programme specified in Article 2 must provide 
for: 
I. Rigorous eradication measures inclu~ing the 
following: 
(a) the slaughter of all pigs on the territory of 
Malta; 
(b) the destruction or consumption of all pigmeat 
on Maltese territory and of all pigmeat-based 
products with the exception of preserves in 
sterilized tins ; 
·(c) the cleaning, disinfection, disinsectization and 
deratization of farms and all pl•ces likely to 
have been contaminated by pigs, pigmeat or 
pigmeat·b~d products ; 
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(d) the destruction or adequate heat treatment of 
all scraps and swill from cooking and industrial 
processes using pigmeat ; 
(e) the searching out and systematic destruction of 
all scraps from international means of trans-
port. 
2. Preventive measures including the following : 
(a) the veterinary control of imports of pigmeat or 
pigmeat-based products likely to be infected 
because of conditions in the places whence 
they have come ; 
(b) the prohibition of any introduction on to 
Maltese territory of live pigs, whatever their 
origin and destination, during a period of at 
least six months after the measures specified in 
point 1 have been completed in full ; 
(c) by way of derogation from (b), the introduction 
of breeding pigs on to the island of Comino 
may be authorized under the conditions speci-
fied in point 3 two months after the comple-
tion of the measures specified in point 1. 
3. Measures for supervising restotking, including the 
following: 
(a) the prohibition of the use for animal feeding ol 
scraps and swill from cooking or industrial 
processes of pigmeat, except after adequate heat 
treatment in installations specially designed for 
the purpose. 
The use of such products for feeding pigs shall 
be restricted, in any case, to rearing establish-
ments, limited in number and specially autho-
rized for this purpose by the competent veteri-
nary authorities, which exclusively rear pigs for 
fattening; 
(b) the construction or renovation of piggeries in 
accordance with specifications indicated by the 
competent autho~ties ; 
(c) a gradual restocking of all Maltese territory 
using as a basis the breeding pigs introduced 
beforehand exclusively on Comino and by 
means of multiplier breeding establishments 
producing piglets intended for fattening situ-
ated on the island of Gozo and on certain speci-
fied parts of the island of Malta where the use 
of scraps and swill, whether or not treated, is 
prohibited ; 
(d) the separation and total isolation of rearing esta-
blishments according · to specialization 
(breeding pigs, multipliers and fattening pigs). 
Multiplier establishments which in addition 
fatten all or part of exclusively their own 
production may be authorized by the compe-
tent veterinary authorities in those parts of 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1979 
Maltese territory where the use of scraps and 
swill, whether or not treated, is prohibited ; 
(e) health-protection supervision of all movements 
of pigs, whatever their origin and destination ; 
(f) health-protection supervision of all rearing esta-
blishments as they become operational. 
4. An increase in the personnel strengths and their 
funds of the official services responsible for imple-
mentation of the programme. 
Article 4 
After examination of the programme proposed by the 
Maltese authorities and any amendments to be made 
thereto, the Commission shall decide, in accordance 
with the procedure provided for in Article 5, whether 
or not to approve it. 
Article 5 
1. Where the procedure laid down in this Article is 
to be used, matters shall without delay be referred by 
the chairman, either on his own initiative or at the 
request of a Member State, to the Standing Veterinary 
Committee (hereinafter called the 'Committee) set up 
by the Council Decision of 15 October 1968. 
2. Within the Committee the votes of Member 
States shall be weighted as provided in Article 148 (2) 
of the Treaty. The chairman shall not vote. 
3. The representative of the Commission shall 
submit a draft of the measures to be adopted. The 
Committee shall deliver its opinion on such measures 
within a time limit set by the chairman according to 
the urgency of the matters concerned. Opinions shall 
be delivered by a majority of 41 votes. 
4. The Commission shall adopt the measures and 
shall apply them immediately where they are in accor-
dance with the opinion of the Committee. Where 
they are not in accordance with the opinion of the 
Committee or if no opinion is delivered, the Commis-
sion shall without delay propose to the Council the 
measures to be adopted. The Council shall adopt the 
measures by a qualified majority. 
If, within three months from the date on which the 
proposal was submitted to it, the Council has not 
adopted any measures, the Commission shall adopt 
the proposed measures and apply them immediately, 
save where the Council has decided by a simple 
majority against those measures. 
Article 6 
Article 5 shall apply until 21 June 1981. 
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Article 7 
1. The estimated assistance of the Community shall 
be, for the period in question, a maximum of 5 
million European units of account, representing at the 
maximum 50 % of the total cost. 
2. Payments shall be made in annual instalments, 
within the limits of the budgetary appropriations, on 
presentation of the relevant supporting documents to 
the Commission. 
3. The three-year period for completing the 
programme provided for in Article 2 shall run from 
the date laid down by the Commission in its Decision 
approving the programme. 
Article 8 
1. The Commission shall follow the implementa· 
tion of the programme referred to in Article 2. It shall 
make regular reports to the Member States meeting 
Updat:ng supplement· 31 December 1979 
within the Committee on the progress of the 
programme, in the light of information obtained from 
the Maltese authorities and any reports from experts 
who, acting on behalf of the Community and 
appointed by the Commission, have made on the spot 
visits. 
2. The Commission may suspend Community aid 
if it considers the development of the situation and 
the results obtained justify such a measure. 
3. Amendments by the Maltese authorities to the 
programme as initially approved must themselves be 
approved by the procedure refe:red to in Article 4. 
Done at Brussels, 24 May 1979. 
For the Cou,cil 
The PreJidmt 
J. FRAN<;OIS-PONCET 
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COMMISSION DECISION 
of 26 July 1979 
approving the plan submitted by the Republic of Malta for the eradication of 
African swine fever and the re-stocking of pig farms 
(79/706/EEC) 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Decision 79/510/EEC of 24 
May 1979 on financial aid from the Community for 
the eradication of African swine fever in Malta 1 and 
in particular Articles 2 and 4 thereof, 
Whereas, by letter of 27 June 1979, the Republic of 
Malta communicated to the Commission a plan for 
the eradication of African swine fever and the 
re-stocking of pig farms; 
Whereas, after examination, this plan proves to be in 
accordance with the abovementioned Decision, and in 
particular with the criteria laid down in Article 3 
thereof; whereas, therefore, the conditions for a finan-
cial contribution by the Community are fulfilled ; 
Whereas the measures provided for in this Decision 
are in accordance with the opinion of .the Standing 
Veterinary Committee, 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1979 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS : 
Artide I 
The plan for the eradication of African swine fever 
and the re-stocking of pig farms submitted by the 
Republic of Malta is hereby approved. 
Artide l 
The three-year period for the implementation of the 
plan referred to in Article I shall run from I August 
1979. 
Done at Brussels, 26 July 1979. 
For tbe Commi.oion 
Finn GUNDELACH 
Vifl·· Prt·.,·idt·nt 
173 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 2300/79 
of 16 October 1979 
on exceptional aid to the Republic of Malta in the form of pigmeat 
THE COUNCIL OP THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNmES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Articles 43 
and 235 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parlia-
ment, 
Whereas the Republic of Malta has submitted a 
request to the Community for exceptional aid in the 
form of pigmeat ; 
Whereas the requirements of that country, particularly 
in the wake of the swine fever epidemic which 
recently decimated its pig herds, justify such aid ; 
Whereas the Community has taken steps to partici-
pate, by means of financial assistance, in the 
programme to eradicate African swine fever in Malta ; 
Whereas exceptional aid in the form of pigmeat can 
be considered an essential adjunct to Community 
financial assistance to Malta ; 
Whereas the circumstances giving rise to the granting 
of the exceptional aid in question dictate that this 
operation cannot be carried out until action has been 
taken to slaughter pigs, destroy pigmeat and decontam-
inate farms, slaughterhouses and meat storage prem-
ises on Maltese territory ; 
Whereas the quantities of pigmeat to be supplied by 
way of aid, stocks being at present available within the 
Community, must be mobilized on the Community 
market; 
Whereas the meat in question must be bought and 
transported as cheaply as possible ; whereas provision 
must be made for a tendering procedure in order to 
achieve that aim ; 
Whereas this aid is of an exceptional nature ; whereas 
the Regulations on the common orga'nization of the 
markets in the pigmeat sector do not provide for 
tendering procedures ; whereas the recipient c.ountry 
should therefore make its own arrangements, in accor-
dance with the conditions to be laid down by the 
Commillion, for mobilizing and transportina the 
meat in question ; 
WliJfftl implementation of this operation would 
appeer to be conducive to furthering the aims of the 
Community; 
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Whereas the Treaty does not provide the specific 
powers of action for this purpose, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Exceptional aid consisting of 2 500 tonnes of pigmeat, 
in the form of carcases or semi-carcases, without head, 
feet or flare fat and of a quality no lower than class 11 
on the Community scale for the classification of pig 
carcases, having a unit price no higher . than the 
average price recorded on the reference markets for 
the said class 11 adjusted if necessary for the presenta-
tion and point of marketing of the product, shall be 
granted to the Republic of Malta for consumption by 
the local population. 
Article 1 
The exceptional aid specified in Article 1 shall be 
mobilized by the recipient country on the Commu-
nity market in accordance with the tendering proce-
dure. The Commission shall lay down appropriate 
conditions for the tendering procedure and for the use 
of the aid by the recipient country. 
Article J 
The exceptional aid operation may be implemented as 
soon as the necessary health measures have been 
taken in Malta in respect of : 
- the slaughter of pigs, 
- the destruction of all types of pigmeat and of all 
pigmeat-bued products with the exception of 
preserves in sterilized tins, 
- the cleaning, disinfection, disinsectization and 
deratization of farms and all places likely to have 
been contaminated by pigs, pigmeat or pigmeat· 
based products. 
Article 4 
No refund shall be payable in respect of the goods 
supplied by way of exceptional aid under this Regula-
tion. · 
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Article j 
The Community shall finance refrigerated transports· 
tion of the exceptional aid to the port of unloading. 
Article 6 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official journal of 
the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 16 October 1979. 
Updating supplement. 31 December 1979 
For the Co.uncil 
The Presidmt 
J. GIBBONS 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 2459/79 
of 6 November 1979 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1251/78 as regards certain textile products origi-
nating in Malta 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
926/79 of 8 May 1979 on common rules for 
imports 1 and in particular Article 7 thereof, 
After consulting the Advisory Committee set up by 
Article 5 of Regulation (EEC) No 926/79, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
1251/78 ~ as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
I 041/79 ) makes imports of certain textile products 
originating in certain non-member countries subject 
to Community surveillance ; whereas this surveillance 
also applies to imports originating in Malta ; 
Whereas Malta has introduced administrative proce-
dures in order to provide rapid information on the 
trend of textile trade flows ; 
Whereas administrative has been established between 
the European Economic Community and Malta in the 
field of trade in certain textile products ; 
Whereas, in order to be effective, the said administra-
tive cooperation must be based in comparable statis-
tical data, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Without prejudice to the other provisions of Regula-
tion (EEC) No 1251 /78, the import document referred 
to in Article 2 of that Regulation shall be issued or 
endorsed only on presentation of an export licence 
issued and endorsed by the competent Maltese authori-
ties and of which a 'specimen is annexed hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the O.f.ficial Joumal of 
the Europea11 Commu11itieJ. 
It shall apply until 31 December 1979. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 6 November 1979. 
For tbe CommiJJioll 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vin··PreJidmt 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1979 
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BILAG- ANHANG - ANNEX- ANNEXE - ALLEGA TO - BULAGE 
1 Exporter (name. full address. country) 
Exportateur (nom, adresse complete. pays) 
5 Constgnee (name. full address. country) 
Destinatatre (nom, adresse complete, pays) 
B Place and date of shtpment - Means of transport 
Lteu et date d'embarquement - Moyen de transport 
10 Marks and numbers - Number and ktnd of packages - DESCRIPTION OF GOODS 
ORIGINAL 
3 Quota year 
Ann6e contmgenta1re 
. 
2 No 
4 Category number 
Num6ro de cat6gorie 
EXPORT LICENCE 
(Textile products) 
LICENCE D'EXPORTATION 
(Prodults textiles) 
6 Country of origin 
Pays d'ongme 
9 Supplementary detatls 
Donnees suppl6mentatres 
7 Country of destmation 
Pays de destmatton 
Marques et numeros - Nombre et nature des colts - DESIGNATION DES MARCHANDISES 
11 Quantity ( 1) 
Quantit6 (1) 
12 FOB Value (2) 
Valeur FOB (2) 
13 CERTIFICATION BY THE COMPETENT AUTHORITY- VISA DE L'AUTORITE COMPETENTE 
I, the undersigned, certtfy that the goods described above have been charged agamst the quantitattve hmtt establi~hed for the year shown in box No 3 in respect of the 
category shown in box No 4 by the provtstons regulating trade m textile products with the European Economic Commumty 
Je sousstgne certifie que les marchandises d6sign~es cHfessus ont 6t6 imput6es sur la limite quantttative fixee pour l'ann6e indiquee dans la case No 3 pour la cat~gorie 
designee dans la case No 4 dans le cadre des dispositions regtssant les 6changes de produits textiles avec la Communaute Economique Europeenne. 
14 Competent authority (name, full address, country) 
Autont6 comp~tente (nom. adresse compl~te. pays) 
Updating supplement· 31 December 1979 
At- A 
..... , on -le . . . . 
(Signature) (Stamp - Cachet) 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 2645/79 
of 20 November 1979 
establishing ceilings and Community surveillance of imports of certain products originating 
in Malta (1980) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof. 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Agreement establishing an assoaanon 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta {1), as amended by the Additional Protocol to 
that Agreement (2), makes provision for the total 
abolition of customs duties in respect of the products to 
which the Agreement applies; whereas however for a 
number of products exemption from duties is subject to 
ceilings above which the customs duties applicable to 
third countries may be reintroduced; whereas the 
ceilings to be applied in 1980 should therefore be 
determined; whereas the application of ceilings requires 
that the Community be regularly informed on imports 
of the products in question originating in Malta; 
whereas it is therefore desirable that imports of these 
products be subjected to a system of surveillance; 
Whereas this objective may be achieved by means of an 
administrative procedure based on charging imports of 
the products in question against the ceilings at 
Community level as and when the products are entered 
with customs authorities for home use; whereas this 
administrative procedure must make provision for the 
possibility of customs tariff duties being reintroduced as 
soon as the ceilings are reached at Community level; 
Whereas this administrative procedure requires dose 
and particularly rapid cooperation between the Member 
States and the Commission and the latter must in 
particular be able to follow the progress of quantities 
charged against the ceilings and keep the Member States 
informed; whereas this cooperation has to be 
particularly close since ~he Commission must be able to 
take the appropriate measures to reintroduce customs 
tariff duties if one of the ceilings is reached, 
( 1l GEN I 1 
(2l GEN I 160 
Updating supplement· 31 December 1979 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1980, imports of 
the products listed in the Annex originating in Malta 
shall be subject to annual ceilings and Community 
surveillance. · 
The description of the products referred to in the first 
subparagraph, their tariff headings and statistical 
numbers and the ceilings shall be as set out in the 
Annex. 
2. Quantities shall be charged against the ceilings as 
and when products are entered with customs authorities 
for home use accompanied by a movement certificate in 
accordance with the rules contained in the Protocol 
concerning the definition of the concept of 'originating 
products' and methods of administrative cooperation 
annexed to the Protocol laying down certain provisions 
relating to the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta (3). 
Goods may be charged against the ceiling only if the 
movement certifiCllte is submitted before the date! on 
which customs duties are reimposed. 
The extent to which a ceiling is used up shall be 
determined at Community level on the basis of the 
imports charged against it in the manner defined in the 
preceding subparagtaphs. 
The Member States shall inform the! Commission at tht 
intervals and · within the time limits specified in 
paragraph 4 of imports effected in accordance with the 
above procedures. 
3. As soon as the ceilings have been reachedt the 
Commission may adopt a Regulation reirnposina until 
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the end of the calendar year the customs duties 
applicable to third countries. 
4. Member States shall forward to the Commission not 
later than the 15th day of each month statements of the 
quantities charged during the preceding month. If the 
Commission so requests, they shall provide such 
statements for periods of 10 days and forward them 
within five dear days of the end of each 10-day period. 
Article 2 
The Commission shall take all appropriate measures, in 
dose cooperation with the Member States, for the 
purposes of applying this Regulation. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1980. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 20 November 1979. 
Updating supplement· 31 December 1979 
For the Council 
The President 
M. O'KENNEDY 
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ANNEX 
List of products subject to import ceilings in 1980 
Senal ccr NIMEXE Celhng heading Descnphon No No code (tonnes) 
I 2 3 4 5 
I M 1 55.05 Cotton yam, not put up for retail sale 55.05- 1389 
all Nos 
1M2 55.09 Other woven fabrics of cotton 55.09- 115 
, 
all Nos 
1M3 56.04 Man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded, combed 
or otherwise prepared for spinning 56.04- 926 
all Nos 
IM4 60.05 Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, 
not elastic or rubberized 60.05- 250 
all Nos 
IM5 61.01 Men's and boys' outer garments 61.01- 944 
all Nos 
Updating supplement· 31 December 1979 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 2819/79 
of 11 December 1979 
making the importation of certain textile products originating in certain third 
countries subject to Community surveillance 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
926/79 of 8 May 1979 on common rules for 
imports (1), and in particular Article 7 thereof, 
After consulting the advisory committee set up under 
Article 5 of the said Regulation, 
Whereas by virtue of Regulation (EEC) No 
1251/78 (2), as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
24.59/79 (3), the Commission has established a system 
of Community surveillance for imports of certain 
textile products listed in the Annex and originating in 
the Mediterranean countries which had signed Agree-
ments establishing preferential arrangements with the 
Community, that is to say Egypt, Greece, Portugal, 
Spain, Turkey and Malta ; 
Whereas the situation which led to the introduction 
of the said surveillance system still exists ; whereas 
that system should therefore remain in force ; 
Wfiereas, in the interests of clarity and administrative 
efficiency, the provisions previously adopted should 
be consolidated in a single act, incorporating all neces-
sary amendments, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
From 1 January 1980, entry into free circulation in 
the Community of the products set out in the Annex 
and originating in the countries indicated therein is 
hereby made subject to Community surveillance in 
accordance with the procedures laid down in Articles 
7, 8 and 11 of Regulation (EEC) No 926/79. 
Article 1 
The products to which Article I applies may be put 
into free circulation in a Member State only on 
production of an import document. This document 
shall be issued or endorsed by a competent authority 
( 1} OJ No L 131, 29. S. 1979, p. I.S. 
(l) 0 J No L I.S.S, 13. 6. 19711, p. 12. 
(l) OJ No L 2110, 9. 11. 1979, p. 1.1. 
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of the Member State of importation free of charge, for 
the quantities requested and within a maximum of 
five working days following the submission of a decla-
ration or application by a Community importer and 
shall be valid for three months from the date of issue. 
Article 3 
The declaration or application by the importer to the 
competent authority of the Member State for issue of 
an import document shall state : 
name and address of importer and exporter, 
relevant product category number as specified in 
column 1 ol the Annex, 
- the heading or subheading as specified in column 
2 of the Annex, 
- country of origin, 
- quantity of products in the unit specified in 
column 5 of the Annex for the category 
concerned, 
- an indication, if known, of the date proposed for 
importation, 
- whether the goods are to be reimported into the 
Community after outward processing, 
and shall be accompanied by a certified copy of the 
bill of lading, letter of credit, contract or any other 
commercial document indicating a firm intention to 
carry out the importation. 
Article 4 
Pursuant to Article 11 of Regulation (EEC) No 
926/79: 
(a) Member States shall communicate to the Commis-
sion within I 0 days after the end of each month 
the quantities or products in respect of which 
import documents were issued or endorsed during 
such month, broken down by country of origin 
and category and in the units specified in the 
Annex. Products to be reimported into the 
Community after outward processing shall be indi-
cated separately ; 
(b) Member States shall communicate to the Commis-
sion within 30 days after the end of each month 
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the quantities of the products to which Article I 
applies imported during such month, broken 
down by . country of origin, and NIMEXE code 
and in the units specified in the Annex. Such 
communication shall indicate separately the quan-
tities put into free circulation, the quantities 
imported for inward processing and the quantities 
reimported into the Community after outward 
processing. 
Article 5 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 1251/79 is hereby 
repealed. 
Article 6 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I January 
1980 and shall apply until 31 December 1980. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 11 December 1979. 
For the Commission 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vice-President 
Updating supplement· 31 December 1979 
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2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
ccr 
hndina 
No 
ss.os 
55.09 
56.07 
A 
60.04 
8 I 
11 a) 
b) 
c) 
IV b) 1 aa) 
dd) 
2ee) 
60.05 
AI 
d)1:1 
2dd) 
11 b) 4 bb) 11 aaa) 
bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
22 bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
eee) 
61.01 
BVd) 1 
2 
3 
e)l 
61.02 
2 
3 
811 e) 6 u) 
bb) 
cc) 
NJMBXB code 
(1980) 
SS.OS-13; 19; 21 ; 25; 27; 
29; 33; 35; 37; 41; 45; 46; 
48 ; 52 ; 58 ; 61 ; 65 ; 67 ; 69 ; 
72 ; 78 ; 92 ; 98 
55.09-0l ; 02; 03; 04; os; 
11; 12; 13; 14; IS; 16; 17; 
19; 21 ; 29; 31 ; 33; 35; 37; 
38; 39; 41 ; 49; Sl ; 52; 53; 
54; ss; 56; 57; 59; 61 ; 63; 
64; 65; 66; 67; 68 ; 69; 70; 
71 ; 72 ; 73 ; 74 ; 76 ; 77 ; 78 ; 
81 ; 82; 83; 84; 86; 87; 92; 
93; 97 
56.07-01 ; 04; os; 07; 08 ; 
11; 13; 14; 16; 17; 18; 21; 
23 ; 24 ; 26 ; 27 ; 28 ; 32 ; 33 ; 
34; 36 
60.04-19; 20; 22; 23; 24; 
26; 41 ; so; 58; 71 ; 79; 89 
60.05-01 ; 27; 28; 29; 30; 
33 ; 36 ; 37 ; 38 
61.01-62; 64; 66; 72; 74; 
76 
61.02-66; 68 ; 72 
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ANNEX 
Delcriplion 
Cotton yam, not put up for retail sale 
Other woven fabrics of cotton : 
Woven fabrics of cotton, other than puze, terry 
fabrics, narrow woven fabrics, pale fabrics, 
chenille fabrics, tulle and other net fabrics 
Unill 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Woven fabrics of man-made fibres (discontinuous Tonnes 
or waste): 
A. Of synthetic textile fibres : 
Woven fabrics of synthetic fibres (discontin-
uous or waste) other than narrow woven 
fabrics, pile fabrics (including terry fabrics) 
and chenille fabrics · 
Under garments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
or rubberized : 
Shirts,"T-shirts, lightweight fine knit roll, polo 
or turtle necked jumpers and pullovers, under-
vests and the like, knitted or crocheted, not 
elastic or rubberized, other than babies' 
garments, of cotton or synthetic textile fibres ; 
T-shirts and lightweight fine knit roll, polo or 
turtle necked jumpers and pullovers of regener-
ated textile fibres, other than babies' garments 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : 
A. Outer garments and clothing accessories : 
Jerseys, pullovers, slip-overs, waistcoats, twin-
sets, cardigans, bed-jackets and jumpers, 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberazed, 
of wool, of cotton or of man-made textile 
fibres 
Men's and boys' outer garments : 
Women's girls' and: infants' outer garments : 
B. Other: 
Men's and boys' woven breeches, shorts and 
trousers (including slacks); women's, girls' and 
infants' woven trousers and slacks, of wool, of 
cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
1 000 
pieces 
1000 
pieces 
1000 
pieces 
No L 320/11 
Third counlries 
Egypt 
Spaan 
Greece 
Turkey 
Portugal 
Malta 
Spain 
Greece 
Turkey 
Portugal 
Malta 
Spain 
Greece 
Portugal 
Malta 
Spain 
Greece 
Turkey 
Portugal 
Malta 
S_pain 
Greece 
Portugal 
Malta 
Spain 
Greece 
Portugal 
Malta 
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7 
8 
9 
12 
13 
16 
19 
60.05 
ccr 
heodons 
No 
A 11 b 4 aa) 22 
33 
44 
ss 
61.02 
B 11 e) 7 bb) 
cc) 
dd) 
61.03 
A 
55.08 
62.02 
BIll a) I 
60.03 
A 
BI 
11 b) 
c 
D 
60.04 
B IV b) I cc) 
2dd) 
d) I cc) 
2 cc) 
61.01 
BV c) I 
2 
3 
61.05 
Bl 
Ill 
NIMEXE code 
(1980) 
60.05-22; 23 ; 24; 25 
61.02-78; 82; 84 
61.03-11; 15; 19 
55.08-10; 30; so; 80; 
62.02-71 
60.o3-11; 19; 20; 27; 30; 
90 
60.04-48 ; 56; 75; 85 
61.01-51 ; 54; 57 
61.05-30 ; 99 
Descnption Unots 
Outer garments and other articles, knined or I 000 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : pieces 
A. Outer garments and clothing accesories : 
11. Other 
Women's girls, and infants' outer garments: 
B. Other: 
Blouses and shirt-blouses, knitted, crocheted 
(not elastic or rubberized), or woven, for 
women, girls and infants, of wool, of cotton or 
of man-made textile fibres 
Men's and boys' under garments, including I 000 
collars, shirt fronts and cuffs : pieces 
Men's and boy's shirts, woven, of wool, of 
cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
11urd countnn 
Greece 
Turkey 
Portugal 
Malta 
Portugal 
Malta 
Terry towelling and similar terry fabrics of cotton : Tonnes Portugal 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen 
linen ; curtains, and other furnishing articles : 
B. Other: 
Woven conon terry fabrics ; toilet and kitchen 
linen of woven cotton terry fabrics 
Stockings, under stockings, socks, ankle-socks, 
sockettes, and the like, knitted or crocheted, not 
elastic or rubberized : 
Other than women's stockings of synthetic 
textile fibres 
Under garments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
or rubberized : 
Men's and boys' underpants and briefs, 
women's, girls' and infants' (other than babies) 
knickers and briefs, knined or crocheted, not 
elastic or rubberized, of cotton or synthetic 
textile fibres 
Men's and boys' outer garments: 
Men's and boys' woven suits (including coordi-
nate suits consisting of two or three pieces, 
which are ordered, packed, consigned and 
normally sold together), of wool, of cotton or of 
man-made textile fibres, excluding ski suits 
Handkerchiefs : 
B. Other: 
Handkerchiefs of woven fabric, of a value of 
not more than I S EUA/kg net weight 
I 000 
pieces 
I 000 
pieces 
I 000 
pieces 
Spain 
Spain 
Greece 
Greece 
Tonnes Portugal 
(1) Community surveillance sholl only apply to proclucll fallins under NIMEXE code 62.02·71 in ClleJOty 9. 
Updating supplement· 31 December 1979 
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20 
22 
23 
25 
26 
27 
62.02 
B I a) 
c) 
56.05 
A 
56.05 
B 
60.04 
CCT 
heodins 
No 
B IV b) 2aa) 
bb) 
d) 2aa) 
bb) 
60.05 . 
A 11 b) 4 cc) 11 
22 
33 
44 
61.02 
B 11 e) 4 bb) 
cc) 
dd) 
ee) 
60.05 
A 11 b)4dd) 
61.02 
B 11 e) S aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
NIMEXE code 
(1980) 
62.02-11; 19 
56.05-03 ; os ; 07 ; 09 ; 11 ; 
13 ; IS; 19 ; 21 ; 23 ; 25 ; 28 ; 
32 ; 34 ; 36 ; 38 ; 39 ; 42 ; 44 ; 
45; 46; 47 
56.05-Sl ; SS; 61 ; 65; 71 ; 
75; 81 ; 85; 91 ; 95; 99 
60.04-51 ; 53; 81 ; 83 
60.05-41 ; 42; 43; 44 
61.02-48 ; 52; 53 ; 54 
60.05-Sl ; 52; 54; 58 
61.02-57 ; 58 ; 62 
Updating supplement· 31 December 1979 
Descnption Units 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen Tonnes 
linen ; curtains and other furnishing articles : 
B. Other: 
Bed linen, woven 
Yarn of man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), Tonnes 
not put up for retail sale : 
A. Of synthetic textile fibres : 
Yarn of discontinuous or waste synthetic 
fibres, not put up for retail sale 
Thard countnes 
Spain 
Greece 
Portugal 
Spain 
Greece 
Yarn of man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), Tonnes Spain 
not put up for retail sale : 
B. Of regenerated textile fibres : 
Yarn of discontinuous or waste regenerated 
fibres, not put up for retail sale 
Under garments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic I 000 Spain 
or rubberized : pieces 
Women's, girls' and infants' (other than babies) 
knitted or crocheted pyjamas and night dresses, 
of cotton or synthetic fibres 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted or I 000 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : pieces 
A. Outer garments and clothing accessories : 
11. Other 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments : 
B. Other: 
Women's, girls' and infants' (other than 
babies') woven and knitted or crocheted 
dresses, of wool, of cotton or of man-made 
textile fibres 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted or 1 000 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : pieces 
A. Outer garments and clothing accessories : 
11. Other 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments : 
B. Other: 
Women's, girls' and infants' (other than 
babies') woven and knitted or crocheted skirts, 
including divided skirts 
Greece 
Turkey 
Greece 
GOODS 11 186 
No L 320/14 
ccr 
..... No 
28 60.05 
A 11 b) 4 ee) 
30 A 61.04 
Bl 
31 61.09 
D 
33 51.04 
A Ill a) 
62.03 
B 11 b)l 
39 62.02 
B 11 a) 
c) 
Ill a)2 
c) 
76 61.01 
Bl 
61.02 
B Ha) 
90 ex 59-04 
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NIMIXI code 
(1!110) 
60.05-61 ; 62 ; 64 
61.04-11 ; 13; 18 
61.09-50 
51.04-06 
62.03-96 
Unill 
Outer prmeniS and other articles, knitted or I 000 Spain 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : pieces Greece 
A Outer prmeniS and clothing accessories : 
11. Other: 
Knitted or crocheted trousers (except 
shorts) other than babies' 
Women's girls' and infancs' under prmeniS: 
Women's, girls' and infants' woven pyjamas and 
night dresses, of wool, of cotton or of man-
made textile fibres 
I 000 
pieces 
Malta 
Corsets, corset-belts, suspender-belts, braasi~res, I 000 Spain 
braces, supenders, prters and the like (includinJ pieces Greece 
such articles of knitted or crocheted fabrics) 
whether or not elastic : 
Brassieres, woven, knitted or crocheted 
Woven fabrics of man-made fibres (continuous), Tonnes Portugal 
including woven fabrics of monofil or strip falling 
within heading No 51.01 or 5t.o2: 
A Woven fabrics of synthetic textile fibres: 
Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing of 
goods: 
B. Of other textile materials : 
11. Other: 
Woven fabrics of strip or the like of polye-
thylene or polypropylene, less than 3 m 
wide ; woven sacks of such strip or the like 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen Tonnes Portupl 
linen ; curtains and other fumilhina articles : 
B. Other: 
62-02-41 ; 43; 47; 65; 73; Woven table linen, toilet and kitchen linen, 
77 other than of cotton terry fabric 
61.01·13; IS; 17; 19 
6t.o2-12; 14 
59-04-11; ll; 15; 17; 18 
Men's and boys' outer prmenta : · 
Women's, girls' and infanta' outer pnnenta : 
B. Other: 
Men's and boys' woven industrial and occupa· 
tional clothina; women's, girls' and infanta' 
woven aprona, amock-ovenlla and other indul· 
trial and occupational clothinJ (whether or not 
alto suitable for clomeatic UH), of wool, of 
cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
I 000 Malta 
pieces 
Twine, c:cmlap, ropes and cables, plaited or not : Tonnn Portupl 
Twine, cord~AC, ropes and cables, of synthetic 
IC'Itill' fihR'I. J'llitnf or not 
Updatina•upplement. 31 December 1m 
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ccr NIMBXB code Ca!eJOIY hndins (1980) Description Units Third countries No 
101 ex 59.04 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or not : Tonnes Portugal 
59.04-80 Other than of synthetic textile fibres 
121 ex 59.04 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables plaited or not : Tonnes Portugal 
59.04-60 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or not, 
of flax or ramie 
145A ex 59.04 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or not : Tonnes Portugal 
59.04-20 - Of abaca (Manila hemp) 
145 8 ex 59.04 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or not : Tonnes Portugal 
59.04-50 - Of true hemp 
146A ex 59.04 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or not : Tonnes Portugal 
59.04-31 - Binder and baler twine for agricultural 
-
machines, of sisal and other fibres of the 
Asave family 
1468 ex 59.04 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or not : Tonnes Portugal 
59.04-35; 38 - Of sisal and other fibres of the Agave family, 
other than those falling within category 146 A 
146C ex 59.04 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or not : Tonnes Portugal 
59.04-70 - Of jute or other textile bast fibres included in 
category 154 
60.04 60.04-02 ; 03 ; 04 ; 06 ; 07 ; 
08;09; 10; 11; 12; 14; 16; 
Under garments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
or rubberized 
Tonnes Portugal 
19; 20; 22; 23; 24; 26; 29; 
31 ; 33; 34; 38; 41 ; 47; 48; 
50 ; 51 ; 53 ; 54 ; 56 ; 58 ; 60 ; 
71 ; 73; 75; 79; 81 ; 83; 85; 
89; 90 
60.05 60.05-01 ; 04; 06; 07; 08; Outer garments and other articles, knitted 0[' Tonnes Portugal 
09; 11; 13; 15; 16; 17; 19; crocheted, not elastic or rubberized 
21 ; 22 ; 23 ; 24 ; 25 ; 26 ; 27 ; 
28 ; 29 ; 30 ; 31 ; 32 ; 33 ; 36 ; 
37; 38; 39; 41; 42; 43; .... ; 
49; 51 ; 52; 54; 58 ; 61 ; 62; 
64 ; 66 ; 68 ; 71 ; 72 ; 73 ; 74 ; 
75; 76; 77; 78; 79; 80; 81 ; 
83 ; 85; 87; 88 ; 89; 91 ; 92; 
93; 94; 95; 96; 97; 98, 99 
61.01 61.01-01; 09; 13; 15; 17; 
19; 22; 23; 24; 25; 26; 29; 
Men's and boys' outer garments Tonnes Portugal 
31 ; 32; 34; 36; 37; 38; 41 ; 
42; .... ; 46; 47; 48; 51; 54; 
57; 58; 62; 64; 66; 68; 72; 
74; 76; 78; 81 ; 89; 92; 95; 
96; 98 
61.02 61.02-01 ; 03; os; 07; 12; 
14; 16; 18;22;23;24;25; 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments Tonnes Portugal 
26 ; 28 ; 31 ; 32 ; 33 ; 34 ; 35 ; 
36; 37; 39; 40; 41 ; 42; 43; 
.... ; 45 ; 47 ; 48 ; 52; 53 ; 54 ; 
55 ; 57 ; 58 ; 62 ; 64 ; 66 ; 68 ; 
72 ; 74; 76 ; 78 ; 82; 84 ; 85 ; 
87; 90; 91 ; 92; 94 
61.03 61.03-11 ; 15; 19; 51; 55; Men's and boys' under garments, including Tonnes Portugal 
59; 81 ; 85; 89 collars, shirt fronts and cuffs 
62.02 62.02-01 ; 09; 11 ; 15; 19; Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen Tonnes Portugal 
41 ; 43; 47; 61 ; 65; 71 ; 73; linen ; curtains and other furnishing articles 
75; 77; 81 ; 87; 89 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 2929/79 
of 18 December 1979 
totally or partially suspending Common Customs Tariff duties on certain 
products, falling within Chapters 1 to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff, origi-
nating in Malta (1980) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishmg the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Articles 43 
and 113 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
I 059/69 of 28 May 1969 laying down the trade arran-
gements applicable to certain goods resulting from the 
processing of agricultural products (1), and in parti-
cular Article 12 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commis-
sion) 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parlia-
ment) 
Whereas, under Annex I to the Agreement esta-
blishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta(.!), the Community 
must partially suspend the Common Customs Tariff 
duties applicable to certain products ; whereas it also 
appears necessary provisionally to adjust or to supple-
ment certain of the tariff benefits provided for in the 
abovementioned Annex ; whereas, accordinglv, the 
Community should, in respect of the products origi-
nating in Malta listed in the Annex to this Regulation, 
suspend either the fixed component of the levy appli-
cable to goods coming under Regulation (EEC) No 
I 059/69 or the customs duty applicable to the other 
products from I January to 31 December 1980 and at 
the levels indicated for each of them, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION 
Arttdt I 
I. From I January until 31 December 1980, the 
products originating in Malta listed in the Annex shall 
be admitted for import into the Community at the 
customs duties indicated for each of them. 
2. For the purposes of the application of this Regu-
lation, the rules of origin shall be those in force at the 
(I) OJ No L 141, 12. 6. 1969, p. I. 
(1) GEN I 1 
Updating supplement· 31 December 1979 
time as regards the implementation of the Agreement 
establishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta. 
Article 2 
When products benefiting from' the arrangements 
provided for in Article I are imported in the Commu-
nity in such quantities or at such prices that Commu-
nity producers of products similar to or in direct 
competition with them suffer or are likely to suffer 
from serious disadvantage, the Common Customs 
Tariff duties may be reintroduced in whole or in part 
on the products in question. Such measures may also 
be taken in the event of actual or potential serious 
disadvantage in a single region of the Community. 
Article 3 
I. In order to ensure the application of Article 2, 
the Commission may decide, by means of a Regula-
tion, to reintroduce the levying of customs duties for a 
limited period. 
2. In the event of such action being requested by a 
Member State, the Commission shall take a decision 
within a period of not more than 10 working days 
from receipt of the request and shall inform the 
Member States of the action taken. 
3. Any Member State may refer to the Council the 
measure taken by the Commission, within a period of 
not more than I 0 working days after it has been 
mformed thereof. The fact that the matter is referred 
to the Council shall not cause the measure to be 
suspended. The Council shall meet immediately. It 
may, acting on a qualified majority, amend or rescind 
the measure in question. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1980. 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 18 December 1979. 
For the Council 
Tbe Presitknt 
B.LENIHAN 
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ccr 
hndina 
No 
02.01 
02.04 
04.06 
05.03 
07.01 
08.08 
15.10 
16.02 
Official journal of the European Communities 
ANNEX 
Dncnption 
Meat and edible offals of the animals fallins within headins No 
01.01, 01.02, 01.03 or 01.04 fresh, chilled or frozen: 
A. Meat: 
Ill. Of swine : 
b) Other 
Other meat and edible meat offals, fresh, chilled or frozen : 
ex A. Of domestic pipns 
ex B. Purred pme, frozen 
C. Other: 
ex I. Prop' less 
11. Other 
Natural honey 
Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up 11 a layer or 
between two layen of other material : 
B. Other 
Vesetables, fresh or chilled: 
ex T. Other: 
- Okra (Hibiscus esculentus L. or Abelmoschus esculentus 
(L.) Moench) ; Morinp oleifera (drumsticks) 
Berries, fresh : 
P. Other 
Patty acids, acid oils from -refinins ; fatty alcohols : 
C. Other fatty acids ; acid oils from refinins 
Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal : 
A. Liver: 
I. Goose or duck liver 
B. Other: 
11. Game or rabbit meat or offal : 
-Game 
-Rabbit 
Updating supplement· 31 December 1m 
No L 334/3 
Rate of duty 
3 
Pree 
7% 
Pree 
Pree 
Pree 
25 1/o 
Pree 
Pree 
6% 
Pree 
14 'le 
'•t. 
14 'lo 
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Dnc:riprion 
2 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
I. Containina bovine meat or offal : 
ex bb) Other : 
Rate of duty 
3 
, - Prepared or preserved bovine tonpe 17.% 
2. Other: 
aa) Ovine meat or offal 
bb) Other 
20.02 Ve,etabla prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinepr or acetic 
acid: 
B. TNffles 
D. AsparaJUS 
E. Sauerkraut 
ex P. Capers 
20.07 PNit juices (includina ppe must) and ve,etable juices, whether or 
not containina added supr, but unfermented and not containina 
spirit: 
A Of a specific pvity exceedina 1·33 at IS oc: 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceedina30 EUA per 100 q net weiaht: 
- PNit fallina within headina Nos 08.01, 08.08 B, E 
and P and 08.09, excludin1 pineapples, melons 
18% 
16 .,. 
14% 
20% 
16% 
12% 
and watermelons I 5 % 
b) Of a value not exceedina 30 BUA per 100 q net 
weipt: 
ex I. With an added supr content exceedin1 30 % 
by weiaht: 
- PNit fallina within headina Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, B and P and 08.09, excludina 
pineapples, melons and watermelons I 5 % + (L) 
ex 2. Other: 
- Fruit fallina within h-.dina Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and P and 08.09, excludlna 
pineapples, melons and watermelons I 5 °/o 
B. Of a specific pvity of 1-33 or less at IS o C : 
11. Other: 
a) Of a value exceedina 30 BUA per 100 ka net weiaht : 
2. Grapefruit juice 
ex 3. Other citNs fNit juices : 
aa) Containina added aupr 
bb) Other 
8% 
13% 
13% 
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6. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricot 
and peach juices : 
ex 11) Containing added sugar : 
- fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 8, E and P and 08.09, excluding 
Rott of duty 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 10 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach 
juices 
ex bb) Other : 
- fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 8, E and P and 08.09, excluding 
17% 
pineapples, melons and watermelons I 0 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach 
juices 
7. Mixtures : 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures contaanang 
either separately or together, over 25 'lo of 
grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, pear, 
tomato, apricot or peach juice : 
11. Containing added sugar 
22. Other 
b) Of a value of 30 EUA or less per I 00 kg net weight : 
2. Grapefruit juice : 
11) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % by 
18% 
17% 
18% 
weight 8 'lo + (L) 
bb) Other 8 'lo 
4. Other citrus fruit juices : 
11) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % by 
weight 14 'lo + (L) 
bb) With an added sugar content of 30 % or less by 
weight 14% 
cc) Not containing added sugar IS 'lo 
7. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricot and 
peach juice: 
ex 11) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % 
by weight: 
- fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 8, E and f and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 10 'le + (L) 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 17 'lo + (L) 
No L 334/S 
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ex bb) With an added sugar content of 30 % or less 
by weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 8, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
Rote of duty 
3 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 10 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 17 % 
ex cc) Not containing added sugar : 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 8, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 10 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 18 % 
8. Mixtures : 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing either 
separately or together, over 25 % of grape, 
citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, pear, tomato, 
apricot or peach juice : 
11. With an added sugar content exceeding 
30 -o/o by weight 17 % + (L) 
22. With an added sugar content of 30 % or 
less by weight 17 % 
33. Not containing added sugar 18 % 
21.06 Natural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking powders : 
A. Active natural yeast : 
11. Baker's yeast : 
a) Dried 
b) Other 
23.01 Flours and meal, of meat, offals, fish, crustaceans or molluscs, unfit 
for human consumption ; greaves : 
Abbrtvralwns. 
(L) - levy. 
B. Flours and meals of fish, crustaceans or molluscs 
YC - variablr component. 
5% +VC 
5% +VC 
Free 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 3044/79 
of Zl December 1979 
amending Regulation (EEC) No Zl19179 as regards certain textile products origi· 
nating in Malta 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEq No 
926/79 of 8 May 1979 on common rules for 
imports('), and in particular Article 7 thereof, 
After consulting the Advisory Committee set up by 
Article 5 of Regulation (EEq No 926/79, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEq No 
2819/79 makes 1mports of certain textile products 
originating in certain non-member countries subject 
to Community surveillance, 
Whereas by Regulation (EEq No 2459/79 of 6 
November 1979 the Commission established 
Community surveillance of imports of certain textile 
products originating in Malta ; whereas the said Regu· 
latio~ expired on 31 December 1979 ; 
Whereas a system of administrative cooperation has 
been introduced between the European Economic 
Community and Malta with regard to trade in certain 
textile products ; 
Whereas in order to make such administrative cooper· 
ation effective it is necessary to reintroduce the 
measures provided for in the abovementioned Regula-
tion (EEq No 2459/79, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article I 
Without prejudice to the other provisions of Regula-
tion (EEq No 2819/79 the import document referred 
to in Article 2 of that Regulation shall be issued or 
endorsed only on presentation of an export licence 
issued and endorsed by the competent Maltese authori· 
ties and of which a specimen is annexed hereto. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I January 
1980. 
It shall apply until 31 December 1980. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21 December 1979. 
(1) OJ No L 131, 29. 5. 1979, p. 15. 
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For the Commission 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vice·Prtsidmt 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 3115/80 
of 27 November 1980 
extending the periods of validity of Regulations (EEC) No 3044/79, (EEC) No 
3045/79, (EEC) No 3046/79 and (EEC) No 1782/80 on Community surveillance of 
imports of certain textile products originating respectively in Malta, Spain, 
Portugal and Egypt 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
926/79 of 8 May 1979 on common rules for 
imports (1), and in particular Article 7 thereof, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Advisory 
Committee set up by Article 5 of the above Regula-
tion, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2819/79 (2), the period of validity of which was 
extended by Regulation (EEC) No 2936/80 (3), makes 
imports of certain textile products originating in 
certain non-member countries subject to Community 
surveillance ; 
Whereas by Regulations (EEC) No 3044/79 1 (EEC) 
No 3045/79 {it), (EEC) No 3046/79 (5), and (EEC) No 
1782/80 (6), the Commission established Community 
surveillance of imports of certain textile products origi-
nating respectively in Malta, Spain, Portugal and 
Egypt ; whereas those Regulations expire on 31 
December 1980 ; 
Whereas the reasons that justified the introduction of 
the above Regulations are still valid ; whereas the said 
Regulations should therefore be extended for an addi-
tional period, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Community surveillance of imports of certain textile 
products originating in Malta, Spain, Portugal and 
Egypt established respectively by Regulations (EEC} 
No 3044/79, (EEC) No 3045/79, (EEC) No 3046/79 
and (EEC) No 1782/80' is hereby extended until 31 
December 1981. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on l January 
1981 and shall apply until 31 December 19~1. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 27 November 1980. 
(1) OJ No L 131, 29. 5. 1979, p. 15. 
(2) OJ No L 320, 15. 12. 1979, p. 9. 
(3) OJ No L 305, 14. 11. 1980, p. 12. 
(4) OJ No L 343, 31. 12. 1979, p. 11. 
(5) OJ No L 343, 31. 12. 1979, p. 12. 
(6) OJ No L 174, 9. 7. 1980, p. 16. 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1980 
For the Commission 
etienne DAVIGNON 
Member of the Commission 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEq No 3508/80 
of 22 December 1980 
extending the term of validity of the arrangements applicable to trade with Malta beyond 
31 December 1980 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard 'to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular Arti-
cle 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commis-
sion, 
Whereas the provisions governing the first stage of 
the Agreement establishing an association between 
the European Economic Community and Malta (I), 
including the Protoool laying down certain provi-
sions relating to the Agreement establishing an asso-
ciation between the European Economic Commu-
nity and Malta (2) and the Additional Protocol to 
the agreement establishing an association between 
the European Economic Community and Malta (3), 
expire on 31 December 1980; 
Whereas it has not been possible, within the time 
limit laid down, to hold negotiations to determine 
the trade arrangements with Malta after 31 Decem-
ber 1980; 
. 
Whereas, pending the completion of such negotia-
tions, the arrangements which the Community 
applies to trade with Malta under the association with 
that country should be extended so as to avoid the 
sudden disruption of certain traditional trade 
patterns, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The trade arrangements provided for in the Agree-
ment establishing an association between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and Malta, including 
the Protocol laying down certain provisions relating 
to this Agreement, and the Additional Protocol to 
that Agreement, shall remain applicable in the Com-
munity until 30 June 1981. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day .fol-
lowing its publication in the official Journal of the 
European Commu~ities . 
It shall apply with effect from l January 1981. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 22 December 1980. 
( 1)GEN I 1 
( 2)GEN I 7
1
9 
( 3>GEN I 60 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1980 
For the Council 
The President 
J.SANTER 
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COUNCIL REGUlATION (EEC) No 3517/80 
of 22 December 1980 
establishing ceilings and Community surveillance of imports of certain products 
originating in Malta (1981) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing th,e 
European Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the provisions of the Additional Protocol to 
the Agreement establishing an association between the 
European Economic Community and Malta (') will 
lapse on 31 December 1980; 
Whereas, pending the entry into force of a new 
Protocol, it is necessary on the basis of Regulation 
(EEC) No 3508/80 J to extend until 30 June 1981 
the arrangements which the Community applies to 
trade with Malta within the context of the 
Association with that country; 
Whereas the abovementioned Additional Protocol 
makes provision for the total abolition of customs 
duties in respect of the products to which the 
Agreement applies; whereas, however, for a number 
of products exemption from duties is subject to 
ceilings above which the customs duties applicable to 
third countries may be reintroduced; whereas the 
ceilings to be applied in the first half of 1981 should 
therefore be determined; whereas the application of 
ceilings requires that the Community be regularly 
informed on imports of the products in question orig-
inating in Malta; whereas it is therefore desirable that 
imports of these products be subjected to a system of 
surveillance; 
Whereas, since a Protocol as provided for in Article 
I 18 of the 1979 Act of Accession does not exist, the 
Community must adopt the measures referred to in 
Article 119 of that Act; whereas the tariff measure 
concerned will, therefore, apply to the Community of 
Nine; 
Whereas this objective may be achieved by means of 
an administrative procedure based on charging 
imports of the products in question against the 
_ ceilings at Community level as and when the products 
(') GEU I 160 
Updating supplement • 31 December 1980 
are entered with customs authorities for home 'use; 
whereas this administrative procedure must make 
provision for the possibility of customs tariff duties 
being reintroduced as soon as the ceilings are reached 
at Community level; 
Whereas this a~ministrative procedure requires close 
and particularly rapid cooperation between the 
Member States and the Commission and the latter 
must in particular be able to follow the progress of 
quantities charged against the ceilings and keep the 
Member States informed; whereas this cooperation 
has to be particularly close since the Commission 
must be able to take the appropriate measures to 
reintroduce customs tariff duties if one of the ceilings _ 
is reached, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
I. From 1 January to 30 June 1981, imports into 
the Community of Nir. ~ of the products listed in the 
Annex originating in Malta shall be subject to annual 
ceilings and Community surveillance. 
The description of the products referred to in the first 
subparagraph, their tariff headings and statistical 
numbers and the ceilings shall be as set out in the 
Annex. 
2. Quantities shall be charged against the ceilings 
as and when products are entered with customs auth-
orities for home use accompanied by a movement 
certificate in accordance with the rules contained in 
the Protocol concerning the definition of the concept 
of 'originating products' and methods of 
administrative cooperation annexed to the Protocol 
laying down certain provisions relating to the 
Agreement establishing an association between the 
European Economic Community and Malta (Z.). 
Goods may be charged against the ceiling only if the 
movement certificate is submitted before the date on 
which customs duties are reimposed. 
(!) GEN I 7~ 
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The extent to which a ceiling is used up shall be 
determined at Community level on the basis of the 
imports charged against it in the manner defined in 
the preceding subparagraphs. 
The Member States shall inform the Commission at 
the intervals and within the time limits specified in 
paragraph 4 of imports effected in accordance with 
the above procedures. 
3. As soon as the ceilings have been reached, the 
Commission may adopt a Regulation reimposing until 
the end of the calendar year the customs duties 
applicable to third countries. 
4. Member States shall forward to the Commission 
not later than the 15th· day of each month statements 
of the quantities charged during the preceding month. 
If the Commission so requests, they shall provide 
such statements for periods of I 0 days and forward 
them within five clear days of the end of each I 0-day 
period. 
Article 2 
The Commission shall take all appropriate measures, 
in close cooperation with the Member States, for the 
purposes of applying this Regulation. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1981. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable m all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 22 December 1980. 
ANNEX 
List of products subject to import ceilings in 1981 
CCT 
Serial No heading Description 
No 
I 2 3 
I M I 55.05 Cotton yarn, not put up for retail sale 
I M 2 55.09 Other woven fabrics of cotton 
1M3 56.04 Man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), 
combed or otherwise prepared for spinning 
carded, 
IM4 60.05 Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, 
not elastic or rubberized 
I M 5 61.01 Men's and boys' outer garments 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1980 
For the Council 
The President 
J. SANTER 
NIMEXE 
code 
(1980) 
4 
55.05-
all Nos 
55.09-
all Nos 
56.04-
all Nos 
60.05-
all Nos 
61.01-
all Nos 
Level of cetlmg 
(tonnes) 
5 
729 
60 
486 
131 
495 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3527/80 
of 22 December 1980 
totally or partially suspending Common Customs Tariff duties on certain products falling 
within Chapters 1 to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff and originating in Malta ( 1981) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
3033/80 of 11 November 1980 laying down the trade 
arrangements applicable to certain goods resulting 
from the processing of agricultural products ('), and 
in particular Article 12 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, under Annex to the Agreement 
establishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta ('), the Community 
must partially suspend the Common Customs Tariff 
duties applicable to certain products; whereas it also 
appears necessary provisionally to adjust or to 
supplement certain of the tariff benefits provided for 
in the abovementioned Annex; whereas, accordingly, 
the Community should, in respect of the products 
originating in Malta listed in the Annex to this Regu-
lation, suspend either the fixed component of the levy 
applicable to goods coming under Regulation (EEC) 
No 3033/80 or the customs duty applicable to the 
other products from I January to 31 December 1981 
and at the levels indicated for each of them, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
I. From I January to 31 December 1981, the 
products originating in Malta listed in the Annex shall 
be admitted for import into the Community at the 
customs duties indicated for each of them. 
Greece shall apply customs duties calculated m 
accordance with Article 117 of the 1979 Act of 
Accession ('). 
(') OJ No L 323, 29. 11. 1980, p. I. 
(') GEN I 1 
(') OJ No L 291, 19 11. 1979, p. 45. 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1980 
2. For the purposes of the application of this Regu-
lation, the rules of origin shall be those in force at the 
time as regards the implementation of the Agreement 
establishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta. 
Article 2 
When products benefiting from the arrangements 
provided for in Article I are imported in the 
Community in such quantities or at such prices that 
Community producers of products similar to or in 
direct competition with them suffer or are likely to 
suffer from serious disadvantage, the Common 
Customs Tariff duties may be reintroduced in whole 
or in part on the products in question. Such measures 
may also be taken in the event of actual or potential 
serious disadvantage in a single region of the 
Community. 
Article 3 
l. In order to ensure the application of Article 2, 
the Commission may decide, by means of a Regu-
lation, to re-introduce the levying of customs duties 
for a limited period. 
2. In the event of such action being requested by a 
Member State, the Commission shall take a decision 
within a period of not more than I 0 working days 
from receipt of the request and shall inform the 
Member States of the acuon taken. 
3. Any Member State may refer to the Council the 
measure taken by the Commission, within a period of 
not more than I 0 working days after it has been 
informed thereof. The fact that the matter is referred 
to the Council shall not cause the measure to be 
suspended. The Council shall meet immediately. It 
may, acting on a qualified majority, amend or rescind 
the measure in question. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I January 
1981. 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 22 December 1980. 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1980 
For the Council 
The President 
J. SANTER 
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ANNEX 
CCT 
heading 
No 
Descnption Rate of duty 
2 
02.01 Meat and edible offals of the animals falling within heading No 
01.01, 01.02, 01.03 or 01.04 fresh, chilled or frozen: 
A. Meat: 
Ill. Of swine: 
b) Other 
02.04 Other meat and edible meat offals, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
ex A. Of domestic pigeons 
04.06 
ex B. Furred game, frozen 
C. Other: 
ex. I. Frogs' legs 
II. Other 
Natural honey 
05.03 Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up as a layer 
or between two layers of other material: 
B. Other 
07.01 Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
exT. Other: 
3 
Free 
7% 
Free 
Free 
Free 
25% 
Free 
- Okra (Hibiscus esculentus L. or Abelmoschus esculen-
tus (L.) Moench); Moringa oleifera (drumsticks) Free 
08.08 Berries, fresh: 
F. Other 
15.10 Fatty acids, acid oils from refining; fatty alcohols: 
C. Other fatty acids; acid oils from refining 
16.02 Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal: 
A. Liver: 
I. Goose or duck liver 
B. Other: 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1980 
11. Game or rabbit meat or offal: 
-Game 
-Rabbit 
6% 
Free 
14% 
9% 
14% 
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CCT 
heading 
No 
16.02 
(cont'd) 
Official Journal of the European Communities 
Descnpuon 
2 
B. Ill. Other: 
B) Other: 
I. Containing bovine meat or offal: 
ex bb) Other: 
Rate of duty 
3 
- Prepared or preserved bovine tongue 17 % 
2. Other: 
aa) Of sheep or goats 
-Sheep 
- Goats 
bb) Other 
18% 
18% 
16% 
16% 
20.02 Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or 
acetic acid: 
20.07 
B. Truffles 
D. Asparagus 
E. Sauerkraut 
ex F. Capers 
Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, whether 
or not cQntaining added sugar, but unfermented and not 
containing spirit: 
A. Of a specific gravity exceeding I· 33 at IS °C: 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 EUA per I 00 kg net 
weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 B, 
E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, 
14% 
20% 
IS% 
12% 
melons and watermelons 14 % 
b) Of' a value not exceeding 30 EUA per I 00 kg net 
weight: 
ex I. With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % 
by weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 
ex 2. Other: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
14% + (L) 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 14 % 
B. Of a specific gravity of I · 33 or less at IS o C: 
11. Other: 
a) Of a value exceeding 30 EUA per I 00 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice 
3. Other citrus fruit juices: 
ex aa) Containing added sugar: 
- excluding lemon juices 
8% 
13% 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1980 
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hcad1ng 
No 
Official Journal of the European Communities 
Descnption 
2 
Rate of duty 
3 
20.07 
(cont'd) 
B. II. a) 3. ex bb) Other 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1980 
- excluding lemon juices 
6. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricot 
and peach juices: 
ex aa) Containing added sugar: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
13% 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 9 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 17% 
ex bb) Other: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 9 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 18 % 
7. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing either 
separately or together, over 25 % of grape, 
citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, pear, tomato, 
apricot or peach juice: 
11. Containing added sugar 
22. Other 
b) Of a value of 30 EUA or less per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % 
by weight 
bb) Other 
4. Other citrus fruit juices: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % 
by weight 
bb) With an added sugar content of 30% or less by 
weight 
cc) Not containing added sugar 
7. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricot 
and peach juice: 
ex aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 
30% by weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 
17% 
18% 
8% + (L) 
8% 
14% + (L) 
14% 
15% 
9% + (L) 
17% + (L) 
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CCT 
heading 
No 
. 20.07 
(cont'd) 
Official Journal of the European Communities 
Descnptlon 
2 
B. 11. b) 7. ex bb) With an added sugar content of 30% or 
less by weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.0 I, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
Rate of dut} 
3 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 9 % 
- Other, e)lcluding apricot and peach 
juices 17% 
ex cc) Not contaming added sugar: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.0 I, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 9 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach 
juices 18% 
8. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing either 
separately or together, over 25% of grape, 
citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, pear, tomato, 
apricot or peach juice: 
11. With an added sugar content exceeding 
30 % by weight 
22. With an added sugar content of 30 % 
17% + (L) 
or less by weight 17 % 
33. Not containing added sugar 18 % 
21.06 Natural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking powders:. 
A. Active natural yeast: 
11. Baker's yeast: 
a) Dried 
b) Other 
23.01 Flours and meal, of meat, offals, fish, crustaceans or molluscs, 
unfit for human consumption; greaves: 
Abreviations: 
(L) = levy, 
B. Flours and meals of fish, crustaceans or molluscs 
vc = variable component. 
5 Ofo +VC 
5 Ofo +VC 
Free 
IJpdatin~ supplt·rnent - 31 Decem!ler 19'!0 
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COUNCn. REGULATION (EEC) No 3555180 
of 16 December 1980 
determining the arrangements to be applied with regard to imports into Greece, originating 
in Algeria, Israd, Malta, Morocco, Portugal, Syria, Tunisia or Turkey 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Havmg regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Communi!)·, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the situation envisaged in Article 119 of the 
1979 Act of Accession exists with regard to the 
Agreements between the European Economic 
Community and Algeria, Israel, Malta, Morocco, 
Portugal, Syria, Tunisia and Turkey respectively; 
whereas, under the said Article 119, the Community is 
therefore required to take the necessary measures to 
deal with this situation after accession; whereas. to that 
end, imports into Greece originating in Algeria, Israel, 
Malta, Morocco, Portugal, Syria, Tunisia or Turkey 
should be made subject, penging the conclusion of the 
Protocols referred to in Article 118 of the Act of 
Accession, to the general rules governing Greece's 
imports of goods originating in third countries, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
As from 1 January 1981, imports into Greece 
originating in Algeria, Israel, Malta. Morocco, Portugal, 
Syria, Tunisia or Turkey shall be subject to the tariff 
treatment applied to third countries enjoying 
most-favoured-nation treatment and to the common 
rules for imports in accordance with the 1979 Act of 
Accession, and in particular Articles 31 and 115 
thereof. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication in the Of{lcial journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be bmding in its entirety and directly appliC'able in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 16 December 1980. 
lJpd:ninA supplement - 31 Dcccmhcr 1981 
For the Council 
The President 
Colerte FLESCH 
. . 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1471/81 
of 19 May 1981 
suspending the application of ceilings established by Regulation (EEC) No 
3517/80 for imports of certain products originating in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, pursuant to Article 2 of Annex I to the 
Agreement establishing an association between the 
European Economic Community and Malta, the 
Community has, by Regulation (EEC) No 3517/80 1 
established the ceilings applicable in 1981 to imports 
of certain products originating in Malta ; whereas that 
Article provides that if, for two successive years, 
imports of a product subject to a ceiling are less than 
90 % of the amount fixed, the Community shall 
suspend the application of this ceiling ; 
Whereas the Communities' statistical summaries for 
1979 and 1980 show that imports of certain products 
which are subject to ceilings did not, during those 
years, reach 90 % of the ceilings indicated ; whereas, 
therefore, the Community should suspend application 
of the ceilings valid for imports of the products in 
question from 1 January 1981 ; whereas, however, it is 
desirable to follow the development of these imports 
by means of statistical surveillance, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The application of the ceilings established by Article 
1 (1) of Regulation (EEC) No 3517/80 shall be 
suspended from 1 January 1981 for imports of cotton 
yam, not put up for retail sale, falling within heading 
No 55.05 of the Common Customs Tariff and of man-
made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded, combed 
or otherwise prepared for spinning, falling within 
heading No 56.04 of the Common Customs Tariff, 
listed under Serial Nos I M 1 and I M 3 in the Annex 
to the said Regulation. 
These imports shall remain under Community surveil-
lance. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official journal of 
the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 19 May 1981. 
For the Council 
The President 
D. F. van der MEI 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1853/81 
of 30 June 1981 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80 extending the terms of validity of the 
~orrangements applicable to trade with Malta beyond 31 December 1980 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, on the basis of Regulation (EEC) No 
3508/80 1 the arrangements applicable to trade with 
Malta have been extended beyond 31 December 1980 
until 30 June 1981 ; 
Whereas the conditions justifying this extension still 
exist ; whereas the period of validity of the said Regula-
tion should therefore be extended, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80, '30 
June 1981' shall be replaced by '31 December 1981'. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day of its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European 
Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from 1 July 1981. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 30 June 1981. 
Updating supplement - ~I December 1981 
For the Council 
The President 
Ch. A. van der KLAAUW 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1854/81 
of 30 June 1981 
amending Regulation · (EEC) No 3517/80 establishing ceilings for and 
Community surveillance of imports of certain products originating in Malta 
(1981) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, on the basis of Council Regulation (EEC) No 
3508/80 of 22 December 1980 extending the term of 
validity of the arrangements applicable to trade with 
Malta beyond 31 December 1980 1 the Council 
adopted Regulation (EEC) No 3517/80 ; 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 3517/80 is valid until 
30 June 1981 ; whereas the ceilings established therein 
are equal to 50 % of the annual ceilings provided for 
in the Additional Protocol to the Agreement establi-
shing an association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta ~) ; 
Whereas the period of validity of Regulation (EEC) No 
3508/80 was extended until 31 December 1981 by 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1853/81 ; whereas it 
is therefore necessary to extend the period of validity 
of Regulation (EEC) No 3517/80 to the same date and 
to increase the ceilings fixed therein to the annual 
ceilings provided for in the abovementioned Addi-
tional Protocol, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Regulation (EEC) No 3517/80 is hereby amended as 
follows: 
1. In Article 1 (1 ), '30 June 1981' shall be replaced by 
'31 December 1981'. 
2. The Annex shall be replaced by the following : 
'ANNEX 
List of products subject to import ceilings in 1981 
Serial CCT NIMEXE Level 
No heading Description code of ceiling No (tonnes) 
I 2 3 4 5 
IM I 55.05 Cotton yarn, not put up for retail sale 55.05- I 458 
all Nos (suspended) 
I M 2 55.09 Other woven fabrics of cotton 55.09-
all Nos 120 
1M3 56.04 Man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded, combed or 56.04- 972 
otherwise prepared for spinning all Nos (suspended) 
1M4 60.05 Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not 60.05-
elastic all Nos 262 
I M S 61.01 Men's and boys . outer garments 61.01-
all Nos 991' 
(') GEN I 160 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1981 
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Artirle 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day of its publication in the Official journal 
r~/ thr: European Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from I July 1981. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 30 June 1981. 
For the Council 
The President 
Ch. A. van der KLAAUW 
llpdat ing supplenll'nt - 31 Decem her 1981 
No L 185/3 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 3357/81 
of 23 November 1981 
extending the period of applicability of Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79 making 
the imports of certain textile products from certain third countries subject to 
Community surveillance 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
926/79 of 8 May 1979 on common rules for 
imports (1), and in particular Article 7 thereof, 
Having consulted the Advisory Committee set up 
under Article 5 of the said Regulation, 
Whereas, by Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2819/79 1 as extended by Regulation (EEC) No 
2936/80 and modified by Regulation (EEC) No 
1656/81 ('-), the Commission made the import of 
certain textile products from certain non-member 
countries subject to Community surveillance ; 
Whereas the reasons which justified the introduction 
of these measures in respect of imports from the Medi-
terranean countries which had signed Agreements 
establishing preferential arrangements with the 
Community, namely Egypt, Malta, Portugal, Spain and 
Turkey, still exist ; whereas those measures should 
therefore remain in force, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79 is hereby extended 
until 31 December 1982. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1982 and shall apply until 31 December 1982. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 23 November 1981. 
(') OJ No L 131, 29. S. 1979, p. 1.5. 
(2) OJ No L 16.5, 23. 6. 1981, p. 8. 
! ; I ~ ' l l J t I '-' I j ; ' I I ' ! t ' 11 lkr•·r·l r i'JXI 
For the Commission 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vice-President 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3670/81 
of 15 December 1981 
GOODS II 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80 extending the term of validity of the 
arrangements applicable to trade with Malta beyond 31 December 1980 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNmES, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
213 
23. 12. 81 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80 1 as 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1853/81 1 has 
extended the arrangements applicable to trade with 
Malta until 31 December 1981 ; 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80, '31 
December 1981' is hereby replaced by '30 June 1982'. 
Whereas the conditions justifying this extension still 
exist ; whereas the period of validity of the said Regula-
tion should therefore be extended, 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day of its 
publication in the Official journal of the European 
Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from 1 January 1982. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 15 December 1981. 
Updating suppk•mcnl - ~I Decem her 1981 
For the Council 
The President 
D. HOWELL 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 3785/81 
of 23 December 1981 
extending the periods of validity of Regulations (EEC) No 3044/79, (EEC) No 
3045/79, (EEC) No 3046/79 and (EEC) No 1782/80 on Community surveillance of 
imports of certain textile products originating respectively in Malta, Spain, 
Portugal and Egypt 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 926/79 
of 8 May 1979 on common rules for imports (1), and in 
particular Article 7 thereof, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Advisory 
Committee set up by Article 5 of the above Regula-
tion, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2819/79 1 the period of validity of which was last 
extended by Regulation (EEC) No 3357/81 1 makes 
imports of certain textile products originating in 
certain non-member countries subject to Community 
surveillance ; 
Whereas by Regulations (EEC) No 3044/79 1 (EEC) 
No 3045/79 ~. (EEC) No 3046/79 ~~). and (EEC) No 
1782/80 {&,), the Commission established Community 
surveillance of imports of certain textile products 
originating respectively in Malta, Spain, Portugal and 
Egypt ; whereas those Regulations expire on 31 
December 1981 ; 
Whereas the reasons that justified the introduction of 
the above Regulations are still valid ; whereas the said 
Regulations should therefore be extended for an addi-
tional period, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Community surveillance of imports of certain textile 
products originating in Malta, Spain, Portugal and 
Egypt established respectively by Regulations (EEC) 
No 3044/79, (EEC) No 3045/79, (EEC) No 3046/79 
and (EEC) No 1782/80 is hereby extended until 31 
December 1982. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1982 and shall apply until 31 December 1982. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 23 December 1981. 
('} OJ No L 131, 29. 5. 1979, p. 15. 
(2) OJ No L 343, 31. 12. 1979, p. 11. 
(') OJ No L 343, 31. 12. 1979, p. 12. 
( 4) OJ No L 174, 9. 7. 1980, p. 16. 
~I lkl• 'wr 19R1 
For the Commission 
~tienne DAVIGNON 
Vice· President 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3804/81 
of 21 December 1981 
establishing ceilings and Community surveillance of imports of certain products 
originating in Malta (1982) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commis-
sion, 
Whereas the provisions of the Additional Protocol 
to the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta (I) have lapsed; 
Whereas, pending the entry into force of a new pro-
tocol, it is necessary on the basis of Regulation 
(EEC) No 3670/81 to extend, for 1982, the 
arrangements which tte Community applies to trade 
with Malta within the context of the Association 
with that country; 
Whereas, since a protocol as provided for in 
Article 118 of the 1979 Act of Accession does not 
exist, the Community must adopt the measures 
referred to in Article 119 of that Act; whereas the 
tariff measure concerned will, therefore, apply to the 
Community of Nine; 
Whereas the abovementioned Additional Protocol 
makes provision for the total abolition of customs 
duties in respect of the products to which the Agree-
ment applies; whereas, however, for a number of 
products exemption from duties is subject to ceil-
ings above which the customs duties applicable to 
third countries may be reintroduce.d; whereas the 
ceilings to be applied in the first half of 1982 should 
therefore be determined; whereas the application of 
ceilings requires that the Community be regularly 
informed on imports of the products in question ori-
ginating in Malta; whereas it is therefore desirable 
that imports of these products be subjected to a sys-
tem of surveillance; 
Whereas this objective may be achieved by means of 
an administrative procedure based on charging 
imports of the products in question against the ceil-
ings at Community level as and when the products 
( 1) GEN I 160 
llpdating supplement - 31 December 1981 
are entered with Customs authorities for home use; 
whereas this administrative procedure must make 
provision for the possibility of customs tariff duties 
being reintroduced as soon as the ceilings are 
reached at Community level; 
Whereas this administrative procedure requires. 
close and particularly rapid cooperation between 
the Member States and the Commission and the lat-
ter must in particular be able to follow the progress 
of quantities charged against the ceilings and keep 
the Member States informed; whereas this coopera-
tion has to be particularly close since the Commis-
sion must be able to take the appropriate measures 
to reintroduce customs tariff duties if one of the 
ceilings is reached, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article I 
I. From I January to 30 June 1982, imports into 
the Community of Nine of the products listed in the 
Annex originating in Malta shall be subject to 
annual ceilings and Community surveillance. 
The description of the products referred to in the 
first subparagraph, their tariff headings and statisti-
cal numbers and the ceilings shall be as set out in 
the Annex. 
2. Quantities shall be charged against the ceilings 
as and when products are entered with customs 
authorities for free circulation and accompanied by 
a movement certificate in accordance with the rules 
contained in the Protocol concerning the definition 
of the concept of 'originating products' and meth-
ods of administrative cooperation annexed to the 
Protocol laying down certain provisions relating to 
the Agreement establishing an association between 
the European Economic Community and Malta (Z). 
Goods may be charged against the ceiling only if the 
movement certificate is submitted before the date on 
which customs duties are reimposed. 
(l) GEN I 79 
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The extent to which a ceiling is used up shall be 
determined at Community level on the basis of the 
imports charged against it in the manner defined in 
the preceding subparagraphs. 
Member States shall inform the Commission at the 
intervals and within the time limits specified in 
paragraph 4 of imports effected in accordance with 
the above procedures. 
3. As soon as the ceilings have been reached, the 
Commission may adopt a Regulation reimposing 
until the end of the calendar year the customs duties 
applicable to third countries. 
4. Member States shall forward to the Commission 
not later than the 15th day of each month statements 
of the quantities charged during the preceding 
month. If the Commission so requests, they shall 
provide such statements for periods of 10 days and 
forward them within five clear days of the end of 
each I 0-day period. 
Article 2 
The Commission shall take all appropriate mea-
sures, in close cooperation with the Member States, 
for the purposes of applying this Regulation. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I January 
1982. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21 December 1981. 
For the Council 
The President 
N. RIDLEY 
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ANNEX 
List of products subject to import ceilings in 1982 
CCT NIMEXE Ceiling Scrml No heading Description 
No code (in tonnes) 
I 2 3 4 5 
IMI 55.05 Cotton yarn, not put up for retail sale 55.05- Ceiling 
all Nos delayed 
I M2 55.09 Other woven fabrics of cotton 55.09-
all Nos 63 
1M3 56.04 Man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded, 
combed or otherwise prepared for spinning 56.04- Ceiling 
all Nos delayed 
IM4 60.05 Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, 
not elastic or rubberized 60.05-
all Nos 137·5 
I M 5 61.01 Men"s and boys· outer garments 61.01-
all Nos 520 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1981 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3806/81 
of 21 December 1981 
totally or partially suspending Common Customs Tariff duties on certain products, 
falling within Chapters I to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff and originating in Malta 
(1982) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, and in particular 
Article 113 thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 3033/80 of 11 November 1980 laying down the 
trade arrangements applicable to certain goods 
resulting from the processing of agricultural prod-
ucts (1), and in particular Article 12 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commis-
sion, 
Whereas, under Annex I to the Agreement establish-
ing an Association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta (2), the Community must 
partially suspend the Common Customs Tariff 
duties applicable to certain products; whereas it 
also appears necessary provisionally to adjust or to 
supplement certain of the tariff benefits provided 
for in the abovementioned Annex; whereas, accord-
ingly, the Community should, in respect of the prod-
ucts originating in Malta listed in the Annex to this 
Regulation, suspend either the fixed component of 
the levy applicable to goods coming under Regula-
tion (EEC) No 3033/80 or the customs duty appli-
cable to the other products from I January to 
31 December 1982 and at the levels indicated for 
each of them; 
Whereas in the absence of a protocol provided for in 
Article 118 of the 1979 Act of Accession, the Com-
munity must take the measures referred to in Article 
119 of that Act; whereas the tariff measure in ques-
tion will therefore apply to the Community of Nin~. 
( 1) OJ No L323, 29. 11. 1980, p. I. 
(l) GEN I 1 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article I 
I. From I January to 31 December 1982, the prod-
ucts originating in Malta listed in the Annex shall 
be admitted for import into the Community of Nine 
at the customs duties indicated for each of them. 
2. For the purposes of the application of this 
Regulation, the rules of origin shall be those in force 
at the time as regards the implementation of the 
Agreement establishing an Association between the 
European Economic Community and Malta. 
Article 2 
When products benefiting from the arrangements 
provided for in Article I are imported in the Com-
munity in such quantities or at such prices that 
Community producers of products similar to or in 
direct competition with them suffer or are likely to 
suffer from serious disadvantage, the Common Cus-
toms Tariff duties may be reintroduced in whole or 
in part on the products in question. Such measures 
may also be taken in the event of actual or potential 
serious disadvantage in a single region of the Com-
munity. 
Article 3 
I. In order to ensure the application of Article 2, 
the Commission may decide, by means of a Regula-
tion, to reintroduce the levying of customs- duties for 
a limited period. 
2. In the event of such action being requested by a 
Member State, the Commission shall take a decision 
within a period of not more than I 0 working days 
from receipt of the request and shall inform the 
Member States of the action taken. 
3. Any Member State may refer to the Council the 
measure taken by the Commission, within a period 
of not more than I 0 working days after it has been 
informed thereof. The fact that the matter is referred 
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to the Council !-hall not cause the measure to be sus-
pended. The Council shall meet immediately. lt 
may. acting on a qualified majority, amend or res-
cind the mea~ure in question. 
---------------------------------------
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I January 
1982. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21 December 1981. 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1982 
For the Council 
The President 
N. RIDLEY 
No 2 
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ANNEX 
Descnptoon 
Meat and edible ~ffals of the animals falling within heading No 
01.0 I, 0 1.02, 01.03 or 01.04 fresh, chilled or frozen: 
A. Meat: 
Ill. Ofswine: 
b) Other .. 
02.04 Other meat and edible meat offals, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
ex A. Of domestic pigeons . 
04.06 
ex B. Furred game, frozen 
C. Other: 
ex I. Frogs' legs 
11. Other 
Natural honey . . . . 
05.03 Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up as a layer 
or between two layers of other material: 
B. Other 
06.03 Cut flowers and flower buds of a kind suitable for bouquets or 
for ornamental purposes, fresh, dried, dyed, bleached, impreg-
nated or otherwise prepared: 
ex B. Other· 
Cut flower~. not further prepdred thdn dried 
- Other cut flowers 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1982 
Rate of duty 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
25% 
Free 
7% 
17% 
No L J82; 21 
No 2 
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07.01 Vegetaole~. fresh or chilled: 
ex T. Other: 
Rare of du!) 
-----+------
Okra CHihiscu~ esculentus L. or Abelmoschus escu-
lentus (L) Moench); Moringa oleifera (drumsticks) Free 
08.08 Berri es, fresh: 
F. Other 
15.10 Fatty acids. acid oils from refïning; fatty alcohols: 
C. Other fa tt y acids: acid oils from refining .. 
16.02 Other prepared or preserved meat or meat off al; 
A. Liver: 
1. Goose or duck li ver 
B. Other 
Il. Game or rabbit meat or offal: 
Game. 
Rab bit 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
1. Containing bovine meat or off al: 
ex bb) Other: 
5% 
Free 
14% 
9% 
14% 
- Prepared or preserved bovine longue 17 % 
2. Other: 
a a) Of sheep or goats: 
- Sheep. 
- Goats 
bb) Other .................... . 
20.02 Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or 
acetic acid: 
B. Trumes .... 
D. Asparagus 
E. Sauerkraut 
......... 
ex F. Ca pers 
18% 
16% 
16 °·u 
14% 
20% 
15% 
12% 
31.1~.81 
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l>e,<:nrt•<~n 
1 
RJtc "'duty 
---·----~=~=--~ -~~-- ---~-==-=--==f- ~~~--~ 
Fruit ju1ces (including grape must) and \ egetable juices. whether 
or not containing added sugar, but unfermented and not con-
taining spirit: 
A. Of a specific gravity exceeding I · 33 at 15 o C: 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 ECU per I 00 kg net 
weight: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos OR.O I, 08.08 
B, E and F and 08.09, excluding ptneapples, 
melons dnd watermelon~ 14 'o 
b) Of a value not exceeding 30 ECU per 100 kg net 
weight: 
ex I. With an added sugar content exceeding 
30 '·o by weight: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.01, 08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, 
excluding pineapples, melons and 
'.l<atermelons 
ex 2. Other: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.01, 08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, 
excluding pineapples. melons and 
14% + (l) 
watermelons 14% 
B. Of a specific gravity of I · 33 or less at IS "C: 
11. Other· 
a) Of a value exceeding 30 ECU per IOU kg net weight: 
GrapefrUit JUICe 
3. Other citrus fruit JUICes: 
ex aa) Containing added sugar· 
- Excluding lemon JUices 
ex bb) Other: 
- Excluding lemon juices 
6. Other fruit and vegetable juices. excluding dpri-
cot and peach juices: 
ex aa) Containing .1dded sugar: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.0 I, 08.08 B. E and F and 08.09, 
excluding ptneapple~. melons and 
8 ''• 
13 "1o 
13 "'• 
watermelons 9% 
Other. excluding apricot and peach 
ju1ces 
ex bbl Other· 
Fruit falling wnh1n heading Nos 
08.0 I, 08 08 B. E .1nd F and 08 09. 
e~cluding pineapple,. melons and 
17 °1o 
Wdtermelon~ 9% 
Other. excludmg Jpncot and peach 
JUICe~ 18% 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1982 No 2 
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De,criplion Rate of duly 
2 
20.07 B. 11. a) 7. Mixtures: 
(cont'd) 
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ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing 
either separately or together, over 25 % 
of grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, 
pear, tomato, apricot or peach juice: 
11. Containing added sugar .......... . 
22. Other .......................... . 
b) Of a value of 30 ECU or less per I 00 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 
17% 
18% 
30% by weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8% + (L) 
bb) Other................................. 8% 
4. Other citrus fruit juices: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 
30% by weight......................... 14% + (L) 
bb) With an added sugar content of 30% or less 
by weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14% 
cc) Not containing added sugar . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15% 
7. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apri-
cot and peach juice: 
ex aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 
30 % by weight: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.01, 08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, 
excluding pineapples, melons and 
watermelons .................... . 
Other, excluding apricot and peach 
9% + (L) 
juices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17% + (L) 
ex bb) With an added sugar content of 30% or 
less by weight: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.01, 08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, 
excluding pineapples, melons and 
watermelons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 % 
Other, excluding apricot and peach 
juices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17% 
ex cc) Not containing added sugar: 
8. Mixtures: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos 
08.01, 08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, 
excluding pineapples, melons and 
watermelons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 % 
Other, excluding apricot and peach 
juices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18% 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing 
eithe{ separately or together, over 25% 
of grape, citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, 
pear, tomato, apricot or peach juice: 
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De~cnption Rate or duty 
2 3 
B. 11. b) 8. ex bb) 11. With an added sugar content exceed-
ing 30 o/o by weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 o/o + (L) 
22. With an added sugar content of 30 o/o 
or less by weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 o/o 
33. Not containing added sugar . . . . . . . 18 o/o 
Natural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
A. Active natural yeast: 
11. Baker's yeast: 
a) Dried ....................................... . 
b) Other ....................................... . 
5 o/o + VC 
5 o/o + VC 
23.01 Flours and meal, of meat, offals, fish, crustaceans or molluscs, 
unfit for human consumption; greaves: 
Abbreviations: 
(L) =levy, 
B. Flours and meals of fish, crustaceans or molluscs . . . . . . . . . . Free 
vc = variable component. 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 137/82 
of 19 January 1982 
concerning the application of EEC-Malta Council of Association Decision No 
1/82 replacing the unit of account by the ECU in the Protocol concerning the 
definition of the concept of 'originating products' and methods of administrative 
cooperation, to the Agreement establishing an association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta (1) was signed on 5 December 1970 and entered 
into force on 1 April 1971 ; 
Whereas a Protocol laying down certain provisions 
relating to the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community and 
Malta (2) was signed in Brussels on 4 March 1976 and 
entered into force on 1 June 1976; 
Whereas under Article 25 of the Protocol concerning 
the definition of the concept of 'originating products' 
and methods of administrative cooperation annexed to 
the above Protocol and forming an integral part of the 
Agreement, the Association Council has adopted Deci-
sion No 1/82 amending this Protocol; 
Whereas that Decision should be made to apply in the 
Community, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Decision No 1/82 of the EEC-Malta Association 
Council shall apply in the Community. 
The text of the Decision is attached to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 19 January 1982. 
(') GEN I 1 
(2) GEN I 79 
Updatmg \Upplement . 30 J unc 1982 
For the Council 
The President 
P. de KEERSMAEKER 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1551/82 
of 8 June 1982 
suspending the application of ceilings established by Regulation (EEC) No 
3804/81 for imports of certain products originating in Malta 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas pursuant to Article 2 of Annex I to the 
Agreement establishing an association between the 
European Economic Community and Malta, the 
Community has, by Regulation (EEC) No 3804/81 1 
established the ceilings applicable in 1982 to imports 
of certain products originating in Malta ; whereas that 
Article provides that if, for two successive years, 
imports of a product subject to a ceiling are less than 
90% of the amount fixed, the Community shall. 
suspend the application of this ceiling ; · 
Whereas the Communities' statistical summaries for 
1980 and 1981 show that imports of certain products 
which are subject to ceilings did not, during those 
years, reach 90 % of the ceilings indicated ; whereas 
therefore, the Community should suspend application 
of the ceilings valid for imports of the products in 
question from 1 January 1982; whereas, however, it is 
desirable to follow the development of these imports 
by means of statistical surveillance, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The application of the ceilings established by Article 1 
of Regulation (EEC) No 3804/81 shall be suspended 
from 1 January 1982 for imports of other woven 
fabrics of cotton, falling within heading No 55.09 of 
the Common Customs Tariff, and of outer garments 
and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized, falling within heading No 60.05 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, listed respectively under 
Serial Nos I M 2 and I M 4 in the Annex to the said 
Regulation. These imports shall remain under 
Community surveillance. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official journal of the 
European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Luxembourg, 8 June 1982. 
Updating supplement - 30 June 1982 
For the Council 
The President 
M. EYSKENS 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1735/82 
of 29 June 1'982 
amending Regulation (EEC) l'lo 3508/80 extending the term of validity of the 
arrangements applicable to trade with Malta beyond 31 December 1980 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
1. 7. 82 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80 1 as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 3670/81 , has 
extended the arrangements applicable to trade with 
Malta until 30 June 1982; 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80, '30 June 
1982' is hereby replaced by '31 December 1982'. 
Whereas the conditions justifying this extension still 
exist ; whereas the period of validity of the said Regu-
lation should therefore be extended, 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official journal of the 
European Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from 1 July 1982. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 29 June 1982. 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1982 
For the Council 
The Presideni 
P. de KEERSMAEKER 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1736/82 
of 29 June 1982 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 3804/81 establishing ceilings for and 
Community surveillance of imports of certain products originating in Malta 
(1982) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas by Regulation (EEC) No 3670/81 the 
Council extended the term of validity of the arrange-
ments applicable to trade with Malta beyond 31 
December 1981 ; whereas the Council accordingly 
adopted Regulation (EEC) No 3804/81 '• as amended 
by Regulation (EEC) No 1551/82 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 3804/81 is valid until 
30 June 1982 and whereas the ceilings established 
therein are equal to 50 % of the annual amounts 
provided for in the Additional Protocol to the Agree-
ment ·establishing an association between the Euro-
pean Economic Community and Malta 
Whereas the period of validity of Regulation (EEC) No 
3670/81 was extended until 31 December 1982 by 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1735/82 ; whereas the 
validity of Regulation (EEC) No 3804/81 should there-
fore be extended to the same date and the ceilings 
fixed therein increased to the annual amounts 
provided for in the abovementioned Additional 
Protocol, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
Regulation (EEC) No 3804/81 is hereby amended as 
follows: 
1. In Article 1 (1), '30 June 1982' shall be replaced by 
'31 December 1982'. 
2. The Annex shall be replaced by the following : 
'ANNEX 
List of products subject to import ceilings in 1982 
Serial CCT NIMEXE Level 
No heading Descri pt10n code of ceiling No (tonnes) 
I 2 3 4 5 
I M 1 55.05 Cotton yarn, not put up for retail sale 55.05- ceiling 
all Nos delayed 
I M 2 55.09 Other woven fabrics of cotton 55.09- ceiling 
all Nos delayed 
I M 3 56.04 Man-made fibres (discontinous or waste), carded, combed or 56.04- ceiling 
otherwise prepared for spinning all Nos delayed 
I M 4 60.05 Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not 60.05- ceiling 
elastic all Nos delayed 
I M 5 61.01 Men's and boys ' outer garments 61.01- I 040' 
all Nos 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1982 
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Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day o( its publication in the Official journal 
of the European Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from l July 1982. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 29 June 1982. 
For the Council 
The President 
P. de KEERSMAEKER 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1982 
r. 7. 82 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 2208/82 
of 6 August 1982 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79 making the importation of certain 
textile products originating in certain third countries subject . to Community 
surveillance 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 288/82 
of 5 February 1982 on common rules for imports (1), 
and in particular A,rticle 70 thereof, 
Having consulted the Advisory Committee set up 
under Article 5 of the said Regulation, 
Whereas, by Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2819/79 , as extended by Regulation (EEC) No 
3785/81 and amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
1656/81 ~. the Commission made the import of 
certain textile products from certain non-member 
countries subject to Community surveillance ; 
Whereas the reasons which justified the introduction 
of these measures in respect of imports from the Medi-
terranean countries which had signed Agreements 
establishing preferential arrangements with the 
Community no longer exist with regard to certain 
imports originating in Malta ; whereas those measures 
should therefore he amended, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
In the Annex to Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79, the 
entries relating to categories 3, 5, 30a and 76 are 
hereby deleted to the extent they refer to Malta. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day 
following its publication ,in the Official journal of the 
European Communities. 
It shall apply until 31 December 1982. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 6 August 1982. 
(') OJ No L 35, 9. 2. 1982, p. I. 
(2) OJ No L 165, 23. 6. 1981, p. 8. 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1982 
For the Commission 
litienne DAVIGNON 
Vice-President 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 2442/82 
of 7 Septe~ber, 1982 
a~ending Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79 ~aking the i~portation of certain 
textile products originating in certain third countries subject to Co~~unity 
surveillance 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 288/82 
of 5 February 1982 on common rules for imports (I), 
and in particular Article 10 thereof, 
Having consulted the Advisory Committee set up 
under Article 5 of the said Regulation, 
Whereas, by Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2819/79 , as extended by Regulation (EEC) No 
3785/81 and amended by Regulations (EEC) No 
1656/81 ~and (EEC) No 2208/82 the Commission 
made the import of certain textile products from 
certain non-member countries subject to Community 
surveillance ; 
Whereas, by Council Regulation (EEC) No 636/82 of 
15 March 1982 (J), an arrangement has been estab-
lished, uniformly applicable in all the Member States, 
for certain textile and clothing products reimported 
into the Community after working or processing in 
certain third countries ; 
Whereas the reasons which justified the introduction 
of these measures in respect of imports from the Medi-
terranean countries which had signed Agreements 
establishing preferential arrangements with the 
Community no longer exist with regard to textile and 
clothing products reimported into the Community 
after working or processing in certain third countries ; 
whereas those measures should, therefore, be amended, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The second sentence of Article 4, paragraph A of 
Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79 is abolished. 
Article 2 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79 is not 
applicable to those textile and clothing products reim-
ported into the Community after being subjected to 
outward processing operations which are accompanied 
by a prior authorization issued in accordance with 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 636/82. 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 September 
1982. 
It shall apply until 31 December 1982. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done 'at Brussels, 7 September 1982. 
(') OJ No L 35, 9. 2. 1982, p. I. 
(2) OJ Not 165, 23. 6. 1981, p. 8. (') OJ No L 76, 20. 3. 1982, p. I. 
Updating supplement - 3 I December I 982 
For the Commission 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vice-President 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3356/82 
of 3 December 1982 
establishing ceilings and Community surveillance of imports of certain products originating in 
Malta (1983) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the' European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the provisions of the Additional Protocol to the 
Agreement establishing an association between the 
European Economic Community and Malta (1 ) have 
lapsed; 
Whereas, pending the entry into force of a new protocol, 
it is necessary to extend, for 1983, the arrangements 
which the Community applies to trade with Malta within 
the context of the Association with that country; 
Whereas, since a protocol as provided for in Article 118 
of the 1979 Act of Accession does not exist, the 
Community must adopt the measures referred to in 
Article 119 of that Act; whereas the tariff measure 
concerned will, therefore, apply to the Community of 
Nine; 
Whereas the abovementioned Additional Protocol makes 
provision for the total abolition of customs duties in 
respect of the products to which the Agreement applies; 
whereas, however, for a number of products exemption 
from duties is subject to ceilings above which the customs 
duties applicable to third countries may be reintroduced; 
whereas the ceilings to be applied in 1983 should 
therefore be determined; whereas the application of 
ceilings requires that the Community be regularly 
informed on imports of the products in question 
originating in Malta; whereas it is therefore desirable that 
imports of these products be subjected to a system of 
surveillance; 
Whereas this objective may, be achieved by means of an 
administrative procedure based on charging imports of the 
products in question against the ceilings at Community 
level as and when the products are entered with customs 
authorities for home use: whereas this administrative 
procedure must make provision for the possibility of 
customs tariff duties being reintroduced as soon as the 
ceilings are reached at Community level; 
Whereas this administrative procedure requires close and 
particularly raptd cooperation between the Member 
(') GEN I 160 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1982 
States and the Commission and the latter must in 
particular be able to follow the progress of quantities 
charged against the ceilings and keep the Member States 
informed; whereas this cooperation has to be particularly 
close since the Commission must be able to take the 
appropriate measures to reintroduce customs tariff duties 
if one of the ceilings is reached, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1983, imports into 
the Community of Nine of the products listed in the 
Annex originating in Malta shall be subject to annual 
ceilings and Community surveillance. 
The description of the ptoducts referred to in the first 
subparagraph, their tariff headings and statistical 
numbers and the ceilings shall be as set out in the 
Annex. 
2. Quantities shall be charged against the ceilings as 
and when products are entered with customs authorities 
for free circulation and accompanied by a movement 
certificate in accordance with the rules contained in the 
Protocol concerning the definition of the concept of 
'originating products' and methods of administrative 
cooperation annexed to the Protocol laying down certain 
provisions relating to the Agreement establishing an 
association between theE urop_ean Economic Community 
and Malta (2). 
Goods may be charged against the ceiling only if the 
movement certificate is submitted before the date on 
which customs duties are reimposed. 
The extent to which a ceiling is used up shall be 
determined at Community level on the basis of the 
imports charged against it in the manner defined in the 
preceding subparagraphs. 
Member States shall inform the Commission at the 
intervals and within the time limits specified in paragraph 
4 of imports effected in accordance with the above 
procedures. 
3. As soon as the ceilings have been reached, the 
Commission may adopt a Regulation reimposing until the 
1
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Article 2 
4. Member States shall forward to the Commission 
not later than the 15th day of each month statements of 
the quantities charged during the preceding month. If the 
Commission so requests, they shall provide such 
statements for periods of 10 days and forward them 
within five clear days of the end of each 10-day 
period. 
The Commission shall take all appropriate measures, in 
close cooperation with the Member States, for the 
purposes of applying this Regulation. 
Serial 
No 
1 
IM 1 
1M2 
1M3 
IM4 
IM5 
Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable m all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 December 1982. 
CCT 
heading 
No 
2 
55.05 
55.09 
56.04 
60.05 
61.01 
ANNEX 
For the Council 
The President 
Ch. CHRISTENSEN 
List of products subject to impon ceilings in 1983 
NIMEXE Description 
code 
3 4 
Cotton yarn, not put up for retail sale 55.05-
all Nos 
Other woven fabrics of cotton 55.09-
all Nos 
Man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded. combed or 56.04-
otherwise prepared for spinning all Nos 
Outer garments and other atticles, knitted or crocheted, not 60.05-
elastic all Nos 
Men's and boys' outer garments 61.01-
all Nos 
Level 
of ceiling 
(tonnes) 
5 
Ceiling 
delayed 
Ceiling 
delayed 
Ceiling 
delayed 
Ceiling 
delayed 
1092 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1982 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 3521/82 
of 21 December 1982 
amending and extending the period of applicability of Regulation (EEC) No 
2819/79 making the imports of certain textile products from certain third 
countries subject to Community surveillance 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
' Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 288/82 
of 5 February 1982 on common rules for imports('), 
and in particular Article 1 0 thereof, 
Having consulted the Advisory Committee set up 
under Article 5 of the said RegulatiOJ?, 
Whereas by virtue of Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79 ~ 
as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 2442/82 , 
the Commission has established a system of Commu-
nity surveillance for imports of certain textile products 
listed in the Annex and originating in the Mediterra-
nean countries which had signed Agreements estab-
lishing preferential arrangements with the Commu-
nity, that is to say Egypt, Portugal, Spain, Turkey and 
Malta; 
Whereas it is necessary to modify Articles 3 and 4 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79; 
Whereas the situation which led to the introduction of 
the said surveillance system still exists ; whereas that 
system should therefore remain in force, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. The last subparagraph of Article 3 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 2819/79 is hereby deleted. 
2. The last phrase of Article 4 of the same Regula-
tion shall read as follows : 
'Such communication shall indicate separately the 
quantities put into free circulation and the quanti-
ties imported for inward processing.' 
Article 2 
The Annex to Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79 is hereby 
replaced by the Annex to this Regulation. 
ATticle 3 
Regulation (EEC) No 2819/79 is hereby extended until 
31 December 1983. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1983. 
It shall apply with effect until 31 December 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21 December 1982. 
(') OJ No L 35, 9. 2. 1982, p. I. 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1982 
For the Commission 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vice-President 
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Cate-
gory 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CCT heading No 
55.05 
55.09 
56.07 
A 
60.04 
B I 
11 a) 
b) 
c) 
IV b) I aa) 
dd) 
2 ee) 
60.05 
A I 
d) I aa) 
dd) 
2 dd) 
11 b) 4 bb) 11 aaa) 
bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
eee) 
22 bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
eee) 
fff) 
Official Journal of the European Communities 
NIMEXE code 
(1983) 
55.05-13; 19; 21; 25; 
27; 29; 33; 35; 37; 41 ; 
45; 46; 48 ; 51 ; 53 ; 55; 
57 ; 61 ; 65 ; 67 ; 69 ; 72 ; 
78 ; 81 ; 83 ; 85 ; 87 
55.09-03 ; 04 ; 05 ; 06 ; 
07 ; 08 ; 09 ; I 0 ; 11 ; 12 ; 
13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 19; 
21 ; 29 ; 32 ; 34 ; 35 ; 37 ; 
38; 39; 41 ; 49; 51 ; 52; 
53 ; 54 ; 55 ; 56 ; 57 ; 59 ; 
61 ; 63; 64; 65; 66; 67; 
68 ; 69; 70; 71 ; 73 ; 75; 
76; 77; 78 ; 79; 80; 81 ; 
82 ; 83 ; 84 ; 85 ; 87 ; 88 ; 
89; 90; 91 ; 92; 93 ; 98 ; 
99 
56.07-01; 04; 05; 07; 
08; 10; 12; 15; 19; 20; 
22; 25; 29 ; 30; 31 ; 35; 
38 ; 39 ; 40; 41 ; 43 ; 45; 
46; 47; 49 
60.04-19; 20; 22; 23; 
24; 26; 41 ; 50; 58; 71 ; 
79; 89 
60.05-01; 31 ; 33; 34; 
35; 36; 39; 40; 41 ; 42; 
43 
ANNEX 
Descropt10n 
Cotton yarn, not put up for retail sale 
Other woven fabrics of cotton : 
Woven fabrics of cotton, other than gauze, 
terry fabrics, narrow woven fabrics, pile 
fabrics, chenille fabrics, tulle and other net 
fabrics 
Woven fabrics of man-made fibres (discon-
tinuous or waste): 
A. Of synthetic textile fibres : 
Woven fabrics of synthetic fibres (discon-
tinuous or waste) other than narrow woven 
fabrics, pile fabrics (including terry fabrics) 
and chenille fabrics 
Under garments, knitted or crocheted, not 
elastic or rubberized : 
Shirts, T -shirts, lightweight fine knit roll, 
polo or turtle necked jumpers and pullovers, 
undervests and the like, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized, other 
than babies' garments, of cotton or synthetic 
textile fibres ; T -shirts and lightweight fine 
knit roll, polo or turtle necked jumpers _and 
pullovers, of regenerated textile fibres, other 
than babies' garments 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : 
A. Outer garments and clothing accessories : 
Jerseys, pullovers, slip-overs, waistcoats, 
twinsets, cardigans, bed-jackets and 
jumpers, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized, of wool, of cotton or of man-
made textile fibres 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1982 
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Units 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
No L 369/15 
Third 
countries 
Egypt 
Spain 
Turkey 
Portugal 
Malta 
Spain 
Turkey 
Portugal 
Malta. 
Spain 
Portugal 
Turkey 
I 000 pieces Spain 
Turkey 
Portugal 
Malta 
I 000 pieces Spain 
Portugal 
Turkey 
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Cate-
gory 
6 
7 
8 
9 
13 
CCT heading No 
61.01 
B V d) I 
2 
3 
e) I 
2 
3 
61.02 
B 11 e) 6 aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
60.05 
A 11 b) 4 aa) 22 
61.02 
B 11 e) 7 bb) 
61.03 
A 
55.08 
62.02 
BIll a) I 
60.04 
cc) 
dd) 
B IV b) I cc) 
2dd) 
d) I cc) 
2 cc) 
33 
44 
55 
NIMEXE code 
(1983) 
61.01-62; 64; 66; 72; 
74; 76 
61.02-66; 68; 72 
60.05-22 ; 23 ; 24 ; 25 
61.02-78; 82; 84 
61.03-11 ; 15 ; 19 
55.08-10; 30; 50; 80 
62.02-71 
60.04-48 ; 56 ; 7 5; 85 
DescriptiOn 
Men's and boys' outer garments: 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments: 
B. Other: 
Men's and boys' woven breeches, shorts 
and trousers (including slacks); women's, 
girls' and infants' woven trousers and 
slacks, of wool, of cotton or of man-made 
textile fibres 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : 
A. Outer garments and clothing accessories : 
11. Other 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments : 
B. Other: 
Blouses and shirt-blouses, knitted, 
crocheted (not elastic or rubberized), or 
woven, for women, girls and infants, of 
wool, of cotton or of man-made textile 
fibres 
Men's and boys . under garments, including 
collars, shirt fronts and cuffs : 
Men's and boys . shirts, woven, of wool, of 
cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
Terry towelling and similar terry fabrics of 
cotton: 
Bed lmen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen 
linen ; curtains and other furnishing articles : 
B. Other: 
Woven cotton terry fabrics ; toilet and 
kitchen linen of woven cotton terry fabncs 
Units Third 
countries 
I 000 pieces Spain 
Portugal 
Malta 
Turkey 
I 000 pieces 
I 000 pieces 
Tonnes 
Portugal 
Malta 
Turkey 
Portugal 
Malta 
Turkey 
Portugal (') 
Turkey 
Under garments, knttted or crocheted, not I 000 pieces Spain 
elastic or rubbenzed : 
Men's and boys underpants and bnefs, 
women's, girls' and mfants' (other than 
babies') kntckers and briefs, knttted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized, of 
cotton or synthetic textile fibres 
(') Community surveillance shall only apply to products falling under NIMEXE code 62.02-71 In category 9. 
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Cate· 
gory 
19 
20 
22 
23 
26 
27 
CCT heading No 
61.05 
A 
B I 
Ill 
62.02 
B I a) 
c) 
56.05 
A 
56.05 
B 
60.05 
A II b) 4 cc) 11 
22 
33 
44 
61.02 
B II e) 4 bb) 
cc) 
dd) 
ee) 
60.05 
A 1I b)4 dd) 
61.02 
B II e) 5 aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
NIMEXE code 
(19Hl) 
61.05-20 
61.05-30; 99 
62.02-12; 13; 19 
56.05-03 ; 05 ; 07 ; 09 ; 
11 ; 13 ; 15 ; 19 ; 21 ; 23 ; 
25 ; 28 ; 32 ; 34 ; 36 ; 38 ; 
39 ; 42; 44; 45 ; 46; 47 
56.05-51 ; 55; 61 ; 65; 
71 ; 75; 81 ; 85; 91 ; 95; 
99 
60.05-45; 46 ; 47; 48 
61.02-48; 52; 53; 54 
60.05-51 ; 52 ; 54 ; 58 
61.02-57; 58; 62 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1982 
o~scnptiOn 
Handkerchiefs : 
A. Of woven cotton fabnc, of a value of more 
than 15 ECU/kg net weight 
B. Other: 
Handkerchiefs of woven fabric, of a value 
of not more than 15 ECU/kg net weight 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen 
linen ; curtains and other furnishing articles : 
I;!. Other: 
Bed linen, woven 
Yarn of man-made fibres (discontinuous or 
waste), not put up for retail sale : 
A. Of synthetic textile fibres : 
Yarn of discontinuous or waste synthetic 
fibres, not put up for retail sale 
Yarn of man-made fibres (discontinuous or 
waste), not put up for retail sale : 
B. Of regenerated textile fibres : 
Yarn of discontinuous or waste regenerated 
fibres, not put up for retail sale 
Units 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Third 
countries 
Portugal 
Spain 
Portugal 
Turkey 
Spain 
Spain 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted or I 000 pieces Turkey 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : 
A. Outer garments and clothmg accessories : 
II. Other 
Women's, girls' and mfants outer garments: 
B. Other: 
Women's, girls' and mfants' (other than 
babies') woven and knitted or crocheted 
dresses, of wool, of cotton or of man-made 
textile fibres 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted or I 000 pieces Turkey 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized : 
A. Outer garments and clothmg accessories: 
II. Other 
Women's, girls' and infant~' outer garments: 
B. Other. 
Women's, girls' and infants' (other than 
babies') woven and knitted or crocheted 
skirts, including divided skirts 
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Cate-
gory 
29 
32 
33 
39 
90 
CCT heading No 
61.02 
B II e)3 aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
ex 58.04 
51.04 
A Ill a) 
62.03 
B 11 b) I 
62.02 
B 11 a) 
c) 
111 a) 2 
c) 
ex 59.04 
101 ex 59.04 
121 ex 59.04 
NIMEXE code 
(1983) 
61.02-42; 43; 44 
58.04-07 ; 11 ; 15 ; 18 ; 
41 ; 43; 45; 61 ; 63; 67; 
69; 71; 75; 77~ 78 
51.04-06 
62.03-51 ; 59 
62.02-40 ; 42 ; 44 ; 46 ; 
51 ; 59 ; 65; 72; 74; 77 
59.04-11 ; 13; 15; 16; 
19; 21 
59.04-80 
59.04-60 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1982 
Descnption 
Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments: 
B. Other: 
Women's, girls' and infants' (other than 
babies) woven suits and costumes (inclu-
ding coordinate suits consisting of two or 
three pieces which are ordered, packed, 
consigned and normally sold together), of 
wool, of cotton or of man-made textile 
fibres 
Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics (other 
than terry towelling or similar terry fabrics of 
cotton falling within heading No 55.08 and 
fabrics falling within heading No 58.05): 
Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics 
(other than terry fabrics of cotton and 
narrow woven fabrics), of wool, of cotton or 
of man-made textile fibres 
Woven fabrics of man-made fibres (con-
tinuous), including woven fabrics of monofil or 
strip falling within heading No 51.0! or 51.02 : 
A. Woven fabrics of synthetic textile fibres: 
Sacks and bags, of a kind used for the packing 
of goods: 
B. Of other textile materials : 
11. Other: 
Woven fabrics of strip or the like of 
polyethylene or polypropylene, less 
than 3 m wide ; woven sacks of such 
strip or the like 
Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen 
linen ; curtains and other furnishing articles : 
B. Other: 
Woven table linen, toilet and kitchen 
linen, fther than of cotton _terry fabric 
I 
Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or 
not: 
Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, of 
synthetic text~ fibres, plaited or not 
,, ' 
Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or 
not: 
Other than of synthetic textile fibres 
Twine, cordage, ropes and cables plaited or 
not: 
Twine, cordajte, ropes and cables, plaited or 
not, of flax or ram ie 
Units 
I 000 pieces 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Tonnes 
Third 
countries 
Turkey 
Turkey 
Portugal 
Portugal 
Portugal 
Portugal 
Portugal 
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Cate- CCT heading No NIMEXE wdc D<.,< ro ptoon Unot~ Thord gory (I 'JH.l) countries 
145 A ex 59.04 Twine, cordage,' ropes and cables, plaited or Tonnes Portugal 
not: 
59.04-2J - Of abaca (Manila hemp) 
145 B ex 59.04 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or Tonnes Portugal 
not: 
59.04-50 
- Of true hemp 
146A ex 59.04 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or Tonnes Portugal 
not: 
59.04-31 - Binder and baler twine for agricultural 
machines, of sisal and other fibres of the 
Agave family 
146 B ex 59.04 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or Tonnes Portugal 
not: 
59.04-35; 38 -Of sisal and other fibres of the Agave 
family, other than those falling within cate-
gory 146 A 
146C ex 59.04 Twine, cordage, ropes and cables, plaited or Tonnes Portugal 
not: 
59.04-70 - Of jute or other textile bast fibres included 
in category !54 
62.02 62.02-01 ; 09; 12; 13; Bed linen, table linen, toilet linen and kitchen Tonnes Portugal 
15; 19; 40; 42; 44; 46; linen ; curtains and other furnishing articles 
51 ; 59; 61 ; 65; 71 ; 72; 
74; 75; 77; 83; 85; 87; 
89 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1982 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 3522/82 
of 21 December 1982 
extending the periods of validity of Regulations (EEC) No 3044/79, (EEC) No 
3045/79, (EEC) No 3046/79 and (EEC) No 1782/80 on Community surveillance of 
imports of certain textile products originating respectively in Malta, Spain, 
Portugal and Egypt 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 288/82 
of 5 February 1982 on common rules for imports('), 
and in particular Article I 0 thereof, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Advisory 
Committee set up by Article 5 of that Regulation, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2819/79 :1 the period of validity of which was last 
extended and amended by Regulation (EEC) No 
3521/82 1 makes imports of certain textile products 
originating in certain non-member countries subject to 
Community surveillance ; 
Whereas by Regulations (EEC) No 3044/79 > (EEC) 
No 3045/79 (l), (EEC) No 3046/79 (J), and (EEC) No 
1782/80 ~. the Commission established Community 
surveillance of imports of certain textile products 
originating respectively in Malta, Spain, Portugal and 
Egypt ; whereas those Regulations expire on 31 
December 1982; 
Whereas the reasons that justified the introduction of 
the above Regulations are still valid ; whereas the said 
Regulations should therefore be extended for an addi-
tional period, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
Community surveillance of imports of certain textile 
products originating in Malta, Spain, Portugal and 
Egypt established respectively by Regulations (EEC) 
No 3044/79, (EEC) No 3045/79, (EEC) No 3046/79 
and (EEC) No 1782/80 is hereby extended until 31 
December 1983. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on I January 
1983. 
It shall apply with effect until 31 December 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21 December 1982. 
(') OJ No L 35, 9. 2. 1982, p. I. 
(') OJ No L 343, 31. 12. 1979, p. 11. 
(l) OJ No L 343, 31. 12. 1979, p. 12. 
(•) OJ No L 174, 9. 7. 1980, p. 16. 
Updatin_B supplement - 31 December 1982 
For the Commission 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vice-President 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3531/82 
of 21 December'1982 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80 extending the term of validity of the 
arrangements applicable to trade with Malta beyond 31 December 1980 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80 , as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1735/82 , has 
extended the arrangements applicable to trade with 
Malta until 31 December 1982; 
Whereas the conditions justifying this extension still 
exist ; whereas the period of validitY of the said Regu-
lations should therefore be extended, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80, '31 
December 1982' is hereby replaced by '30 June 1983'. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from 1 January 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21 December 1982. 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1982 
For the Council 
The President 
0. M0LLER 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3495182 
of 10 December 1982 
totally or partially suspending Common Customs Tariff duties on certain products, falling 
within Chapters 1 to 24 of the Common Customs Tariff and originating in Malta (1983) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 3033 I 80 
of 11 November 1980 laying down the trade 
arrangements applicable to certain goods resulting from 
the processing of agricultural products ( 1 ), and in 
particular Article 12 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, under Annex I to the Agreement establishing 
an Association between the European Economic 
Community and Malta (2), the Community must 
partially suspend the Common Customs Tariff duties 
applicable to certain products; whereas it also appears 
necessary provisionally to adjust or to supplement certain 
of the tariff benefits provided for in the abovementioned 
Annex; whereas, accordingly, the Community should, in 
respect of the products originating in Malta listed in the 
Annex to this Regulation, suspend either· the fixed 
component of the levy applicable to goods coming under 
Regulation (EEC) No 3033/80 or the customs duty 
applicable to the other products from 1 January to 
31 December 1983 and at the levels indicated for each of 
them; 
Whereas in the absence of a protocol provided for in 
Article 118 of the 1979 Act of Accession, the Community 
must take the measures referred to in Article 119 of that 
Act; whereas the tariff measure in question will therefore 
apply to the Community of Nine, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1. From 1 January to 31 December 1983, the products 
originating in Malta listed in the Annex shall be admitted 
for import into the Community of Nine at the customs 
duties indicated for each of them. 
2. For the purposes of the application of this 
Regulation, the rules of origin shall be those in force at the 
time as regards the implementation of the Agreement 
establishing and Association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta. 
Article 2 
When products benefiting from the arrangements 
provided for in Article 1 are imported in the Community 
in such quantities or at such prices that Community 
producers of products similar to or in direct competition 
with them suffer or are likely to suffer from serious 
disadvantage, the Common Customs Tariff duties may be 
reintroduced in whole or in part on the products in 
question. Such measures may also be taken in the event of 
actual or potential serious disadvantage in a single region 
of the Community. 
Article 3 
1. In order to ensure the application of Article 2, the 
Commission may decide, by means of a Regulation, to 
reintroduce the levying of customs duties for a limited 
period. 
2. In the event of such action being requested by a 
Member State, the Commission shall take a decision 
within a period of not more than 10 working days from 
receipt of the request and shall inform the Member States 
of the action taken. 
3. Any Member State may refer to the Council the 
measure taken by the Commission, within a period of not 
more than 10 working days after it has been informed 
thereof. The fact that the matter is referred to the Council 
shall not cause the measure to be suspended. The Council 
shall meet immediately. It may, acting on a qualified 
majority, amend or rescind the measure in question. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1983 .. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable m all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 10 December 1982. 
( 1 ) OJ No L 313,29. 11. 1980, p. 1. 
(2) GEN I 2 
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For the Council 
The President 
G. FENGER M0LLER 
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CCT 
heading 
No 
Official Journal of the European Communities 
ANNEX 
Descnption 
2 
Rate of duty 
3 
02.01 Meat and edible offals of the animals falling within heading No 01.01, 
01.02, 01.03 or 01.04 fresh, chilled or frozen: 
02.04 
04.06 
05.03 
06.03 
A. Meat: 
Ill. Of swine: 
b) Other 
Other meat and edible meat offals, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
ex A. Of domestic pigeons 
ex B. Furred game, frozen 
C. Other: 
ex I. Frogs' legs 
11. Other 
Natural honey 
Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up as a layer or 
between two layers of other material: 
B. Other 
Cut flowers and flower buds of a kind suitable for bouquets or for 
ornamental purposes, fresh, dried, dyed, bleached, impregnated or 
otherwise prepared: 
ex B. Other: 
Cut flowers, not further prepared than dried 
- Other cut flowers 
Free 
6% 
Free 
Free 
Free 
25% 
Free 
7% 
16% 
07.01 Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
07.02 
07.03 
07.04 
G. Carrots, turnips, salad beetroot, salsify, celeriac, radishes and 
similar edible roots: 
Ill. Horse-radish (Cochlearia armoracia) 13 % 
exT. Other: 
- Okra (Hibiscus esculentus L. or Abelmoschus esculentus (L.) 
Moench); Moringa oleifera (drumsticks) Free 
Vegetables (whether or not cooked); preserved by freezing: 
ex B. Other: 
- Okra (Hibiscus esculentus L. or Abelmoschus esculentus (L.) 
Moench) 13% 
Vegetables provisionally preserved in brine, in sulphur water or in other 
preservative solutions, but not specially prepared for immediate con-
sumption: 
E. Other vegetables: 
- Okra (Hibiscus esculentus L. or Abelmoschus esculentus (L.) 
Moench) Free 
Dried, dehydrated or evaporated vegetables whole, cut, sliced, broken 
or in powder, but not further prepared: 
ex B. Other: 
Horse-radish (Cochlearia armoracia) Free 
Okra (Hibiscus esculentus L. or Abelmoschus esculentus (L.) 
Moench) 11% 
Updating supplement - 31 December 1982 
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Description 
2 
Berries, fresh: 
F. Other 
Fatty acids, acid oils from refining; fatty alcohols: 
C. Other fatty acids; acid oils from refining 
Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal: 
A. Liver: 
I. Goose or duck liver 
B. Other: 
II. Game or rabbit meat or offal: 
-Game 
-Rabbit 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
1. Containing bovine meat or offal: 
ex bb) Other: 
- Prepared or preserved bovine tongue 
2. Other: 
aa) Of sheep or goats: 
- Sheep 
-Goats 
bb) Other 
Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic 
acid: 
B. Truffles 
D. Asparagus 
E. Sauerkraut 
ex F. Capers 
Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable jmces, whether or not 
containing added sugar, but unfermented and not conraimng spmt: 
A. Of a specific gravity exceeding 1·33 at 15 °C: 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 ECU per 100 kg net we1ght: 
Rate of duty 
3 
5% 
Free 
14% 
9% 
14% 
17% 
18% 
16% 
16% 
14% 
20% 
15% 
12% 
- Fruit falling w1thm subheading 08.01 A Free 
Fruit falling within headmg Nos 08.01 B to H, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, 
melons and watermelons 14 % 
b) Of a value not exceeding 30 .ECU per 100 kg net 
weight: 
ex 1. With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % by 
weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 
B, E and F and 08.09, excluding pmeapples, 
melons and watermelons 14% + (L) 
ex 2. Other: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 
B, E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, 
melons and watermelons 14 % 
30. 12. 82 
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No 
20.07 
(cont'd) 
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Descnptlon 
2 
B. Of a specific gravity of 1·33 or less at 15 °C: 
!I. Other: 
a) Of a value exceeding 30 ECU per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice 
3. Other citrus fruit juices: 
ex aa) Containing added sugar: 
Rate of duty 
3 
8% 
- Excluding lemon juices 13 % 
ex bb) Other: 
- Excluding lemon juices 13 % 
6. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricot and 
peach juices: 
ex aa) Containing added sugar: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 
B, E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, 
melons and watermelons 9 % 
Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 17 % 
ex bb) Other: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 
B, E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, 
melons and watermelons 9 % 
Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 18 % 
7. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures contammg either 
separately or together, over 25 % of grape, citrus 
fruit, pineapple, apple, pear, tomato, apricot or 
peach juice: · 
11. Containing added sugar 17 % 
22. Other 18 % 
b) Of a value of 30 ECU or less per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % by 
weight 8 % + (L) 
bb) Other 8% 
4. Other citrus fruit juices: 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % by 
weight 14% + (L) 
bb) With an added sugar content of 30 % or less by 
weight 14% 
cc) Not containing added sugar 15 % 
7. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricot and 
peach juice: 
ex aa) With an added sugar content exceedmg 30 % by 
weight: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 
B, E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, 
melons and watermelons 9 % + (L) 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 17% + (L) 
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2 
B. 11. b) 7. ex bb) With an added sugar content of 30% or less by 
weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 
B, E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, 
melons and watermelons 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 
ex cc) Not containing added sugar: 
- FruitfallingwithinheadingNos08.01, 08.08 
B, E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, 
Rate of duty 
3 
9% 
17% 
melons and watermelons 9 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 18 % 
8. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing either 
separately or together, over 25 % of grape, citrus 
fruit, pineapple, apple, pest, tomato, apricot or 
peach juice 
11. With an added sugar content exceeding 
30% by weight 17% + (L) 
22. With an added sugar content of 30 % or less 
by weight 17 % 
33. Not containing added sugar 18 % 
Natural yeasts. (active or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
A. Active natural yeast: 
11. Baker's yeast: 
a) Dried 
b) Other 
Flours and meal, of meat, offals, fish, crustaceans or molluscs, unfit for 
human consumption; greaves: 
B. Flours and meals of fish, crustaceans or molluscs 
5% +VC 
5% +VC 
Free 
30. 12. 82 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1823/83 
of 30 June 1983 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80 extending the tenn of validity of the 
arrangements applicable to trade with Malta beyond 31 December 1980 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
247 
5. 7. 83 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80 J as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 3531/82 1 has 
extended the arrangements applicable to trade with 
Malta until 30 June 1983; 
In Article 1 of Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80, '30 June 
1983' is hereby replaced by '31 December 1983'. 
Whereas the conditions justifying this extension still 
exist ; whereas the period of validity of the said Regu-
lations should therefore be extended, 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official journal of the 
European Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from 1 July 1983. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 30 June 1983. 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1983 
For the Council 
The President 
H.-J. ROHR 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3197/83 
of 4 November 1983 
establishing ceilings and Community surveillance of imports of certain products 
originating in Malta (1984) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas the provisions of the Additional Protocol to 
the Agreement establishing an association between the 
European Economic Community and Malta C) have 
lapsed; 
Whereas, pending the entry into force of a new 
protocol, it is necessary to extend, for 1984, the 
arrangements which the Community applies to trade 
with Malta within the context of the Association with 
that country ; 
Whereas, since a protocol as provided for in Article 
118 of the 1979 Act of Accession does not exist, the 
Community must adopt the measures referred to in 
Article 119 of that Act ; whereas the tariff measure 
concerned will, therefore, apply to the Community of 
Nine; 
Whereas the abovementioned Additional Protocol 
makes provision for the total abolition of customs 
duties in respect of the products to which the Agree-
ment applies ; whereas, however, for a number of 
products exemption from duties is subject to ceilings 
above which the customs duties applicable to third 
countries may be re-introduced ; whereas the ceilings 
to be applied in 1984 should therefore be·determined; 
whereas the application of ceilings requires that the 
Community be regularly informed on imports of the 
products in question originating in Malta ; whereas it 
is therefore desirable that imports of these products be 
subjected to a system of surveillance ; 
Whereas this objective may be achieved by means of 
an administrative procedure based on charging 
imports of the products in question against the 
(') GEN I 160 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1983 
ceilings at Community level as and when the products 
are entered with customs authorities for home use ; 
whereas this administrative procedure must make 
provision for the possibility of customs tariff duties 
being re-introduced as soon as the ceilings are reached 
at Community level ; 
Whereas this administrative procedure requires close 
and particularly rapid cooperation between the 
Member States and the Commission and the latter 
must in particular be able to follow the progress of 
quantities charged against the ceilings and keep the 
Member States informed ; whereas this cooperation has 
to be particularly close since the Commission must be 
able to take the appropriate measures to re-introduce 
customs tariff duties if one of the ceilings is reached, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
l. From 1 January to 31 December 1984, imports 
into the Community of Nine of the products listed in 
the Annex and originating in Malta shall be subject to 
annual ceilings and Community surveillance. 
The description of the products referred to in the first 
subparagraph, their tariff headings and statistical 
numbers and the ceilings shall be as set out in the 
Annex. 
2. Quantities shall be charged against the ceilings as 
and when products are entered with customs authori-
ties for free circulation and accompanied by a move-
ment certificate in accordance with the rules contained 
in the Protocol concerning the definition of the 
concept of 'originating products' and methods of 
administrative cooperation annexed to the Protocol 
laying down certain provisions relating to the 
Agreement establishipg an association between the 
European Economic Community and Malta (!). 
(') GEN I ?9 
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Goods may be charged against the ceiling only if the 
movement certificate is submitted before the date on 
which customs duties are reimposed. 
The extent to which a ceiling is used up shall be 
determined at Community level on the basis of the 
imports charged against it in the manner defined in 
the preceding subparagraphs. 
Member States shall inform the Commission, at the 
intervals and within the time limits specified in para-
graph 4, of imports effected in accordance with the 
above procedures. 
3. As soon as the ceilings have been reached, the 
Commission may adopt a Regulation reimposing until 
the end of the calendar year the customs duties appli-
cable to third countries. 
4. Member States shall forward to the Commission 
not later than the 15th day of each month statements 
of the quantities charged during the preceding month. 
If the Commission so requests, they shall !'rovide such 
statements for periods of 10 days and forward them 
within five clear days of the end of each 1 0-day period. 
Article 2 
The Commission shall take all appropriate measures, 
in close cooperation with the Member States, for the 
purposes of applying this Regulation. 
Artitle 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
198~ . 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Serial 
No 
l 
IM I 
1M2 
1M3 
IM4 
IM5 
Done at Brussels, 4 November 1983. 
CCT 
heading 
No 
2 
55.05 
55.09 
56.04 
60.05 
61.01 
ANNEX 
For the Council 
The President 
C. VAITSOS 
List of products subject to import ceilings in 1984 
Description 
3 
Cotton yarn, not ptit up for retail sale 
Other woven fabrics of cotton 
Man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded, combed or 
otherwise prepared for spinning 
Outer garments and other articles, knitted or crocheted, not 
elastic 
Men's and boys . outer garments 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1983 
NIMEXE Level 
code of ceiling (tonnes) 
4 5 
55.05- Ceiling 
all Nos delayed 
55.09- Ceiling 
all Nos delayed 
56.04- Ceiling 
all Nos delayed 
60.05- Ceiling 
all Nos delayed 
61.01- I 146 
all Nos 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 3581/83 
of 15 Decennber 1983 
extending the periods of validity of Regulations (EEC) No 3044/79, (EEC) No 
3045/79, (EEC) No 3046/79, (EEC) No 1782/80 and (EEC) No 2295/82 on Connnnu-
nity surveillance of innports of certain textile products originating respectively in 
Malta, Spain, Portugal, Egypt and Turkey 
THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Eco!lomic Com':llunity, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 288/82 
of 5 February 1982 on common rules for imports (1), 
and in particular Article I 0 thereof, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Advisory 
Committee set up by Article 5 of that Regulation, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 
2819/79 (2), the period of validity of which was last 
extended by Regulation (EEC) No 3580/83 (3), makes 
imports of certain textile products originating in 
certain non-member countries subject to Community 
surveillance ; 
Whereas, by Regulations (EEC) No 3044/79 (4), (EEC) 
No 3045/79 (~. (EEC) No 3046/79 (6), (EEC) No 
1782/80 C) and (EEC) No 2295/82 (8), as last amended 
by Regulation (EEC) No 3581/82 (9), the Commission 
established Community surveillance of imports of 
certain textile products originating respectively in 
Malta, Spain, Portugal, Egypt and Turkey ; whereas 
those Regulations expire on 31 December 1983 ; 
Whereas the reasons that justified the introduction of 
the above Regulations are still valid ; whereas the said 
Regulations should therefore be extended for an addi-
tional period, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Articli; 1 
Community surveillance of imports of certain textile 
products originating in Malta, Spain, Portugal, Egypt 
and Turkey, established respectively by Regulations 
(EEC) No 3044/79, (EEC) No 3045/79, (EEC) No 
3046/79, (EEC) No 1782/80 and (EEC) No 2295/82, is 
hereby extended until 31 December 1984. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 
1984. 
It shall apply until 31 December 1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 15 December 1983. 
(') OJ No L 35, 9. 2. 1982, p. I. 
(') OJ No L 320, 15. 12. 1979, p. 9. 
(') OJ No L 356, 20. 12. 1983, p. 16. 
( 4) OJ No L 343, 31. 12. 1979, p. 8. 
(~ OJ No L 343, 31. 12. 1979, p. 11. 
( 6) OJ No L 343, 31. 12. 1979, p. 12. 
0 OJ No L 174, 9. 7. 1980, p. 16. 
(') 0 J No L 245, 20. 8. 1982, p. 25. 
(') OJ No L 373, 31. 12. 1982, p. 64. 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1983 
For the Commission 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vice-President 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3663/83 
of 19 I>ece~ber 1983 
totally or partially suspending Co~~on Custo~s Tariff duties on certain 
products falling within Chapters 1 to 24 of the Co~~on Custo~s Tariff and 
originating in Malta (1984) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 
3033/80 of 11 November 1980 laying down the trade 
arrangements applicable to certain goods resulting 
from the processing of agricultural products ('), and in 
particular Article 12 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas, under Annex I to the Agreement estab-
lishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta (2), the Community 
must partially suspend the Common Customs Tariff 
duties applicable to certain products ; whereas it also 
appears necessary provisionally to adjust or to supple-
ment certain of the tariff benefits provided for in the 
abovementioned Annex ; whereas, accordingly, the 
Community should, in respect of the products origina-
ting in Malta listed in the Annex to this Regulation, 
suspend either the fixed component of the levy appli-
cable to goods coming under Regulation (EEC) No 
3033/80 or the customs duty applicable to the other 
products from I January to 31 December 1984 and at 
the levels indicated for each of them ; 
Whereas in the absence of a protocol provided for in 
Article 118 of the 1979 Act of Accession, the Commu-
nity must take the measures referred to in Article 119 
of that 'Act ; whereas the tariff measure in question will 
therefore apply to the Community of Nine, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
I. From I January to 31 December 1984, the 
products originating in Malta listed in the Annex shall 
(') OJ No L 323, 29. 11. 1980, p. I. 
(') GEN I 1. 
Jpdating supplement- 31 December 1983 
be admitted for import into the Community of Nine 
at the customs duties indicated for each of them. 
2. For the purposes of the application of this Regu-
lation, the rules of origin shall be those in force at the 
time as regards the implementation of the Agreement 
establishing an Association between the European 
Economic Community and Malta. 
Article 2 
When products benefiting from the arrangements 
provided for in Article I are imported in the Commu-
nity in such quantities or at such prices that Commu-
nity producers of products similar to or in direct 
competition with them suffer or are likely to suffer 
from serious disadvantage, the Common Customs 
Tariff duties may be reintroduced in whole or in part 
on the products in question. Such measures may also 
be taken in the event of actual or potential serious 
disadvantage m a single region of the Community. 
Article 3 
I. In order to ensure the application of Article 2, 
the Commission may decide, by means of a Regula-
tion, to reintroduce the levying of customs duties for a 
limited period. 
2. In the event of such action being requested by a 
Member State, the Commission shall take a decision 
within a period of not more than 10 working days 
from receipt of the request and shall inform the 
Member States of the action taken. 
3. Any Member State may refer to the Council the 
measure taken by the Commission, within a period of 
not more than l 0 working days after it has been 
informed thereof. The fact that the matter is referred 
to the Council shall not cause the measure to be 
suspended. The Council shall meet immediately. It 
may, acting on a qualified·majority, amend or rescind 
the measure in question. 
Article 4 
This Regulation shall enter into force on l January 
1984. 
GOODS II 
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This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 19 December 1983. 
For the Council 
The President 
G. VARFIS 
28. 12. 83 
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ANNEX 
Description 
2 
02.01 Meat and edible offals of the animals falling within heading No 
01.01, 01.02, 01.03 or 01.04 fresh, chilled or frozen: 
A. Meat: 
Ill. Of swine : 
b) Other 
02.04 Other meat and edible meat offals, fresh, chilled or frozen : 
ex A. Of domestic pigeons 
04.06 
ex B. Furred game, frozen 
C. Other: 
ex I. Frogs' legs 
11. Other 
Natural honey 
05.03 Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up as a layer or 
between two layers of other material : 
B. Other 
06.03 Cut flowers and flower buds of a kind suitable for bouquets or for 
ornamental purposes, fresh, dried, dyed, bleached, impregnated or 
otherwise prepared : 
ex B. Other: 
- Cut flowers, not further prepared than dried 
- Other cut flowers 
07.01 Vegetables, fresh or chilled : 
G. Carrots, turnips, salad beetroot, salsify, celeriac, radishes and 
similar edible roots : 
Ill. Horse-radish (Cochlearia armoracia) 
T. Other: 
ex Ill. Other : 
- Okra (Hibiscus esculentus L. or Abelmoschus escu-
Rate of duty 
3 
Free 
6% 
Free 
Free 
Free 
25% 
Free 
7% 
15% 
13% 
lentus (L.) Moench) ; Moringa oleifera (drumsticks) Free 
07.02 Vegetables (whether or not cooked); preserved by freezing: 
ex B. Other: 
. - Okra (Hibiscus esculentus L. or Abelmoschus esculentus 
(L.) Moench) 13 % 
07.03 Vegetables provisionally preserved in brine, in sulphur water or "in 
other preservative solutions, but not specially prepared for immediate 
consumption : 
E. Other vegetables : 
- Okra (Hibiscus esculentus L. or Abelmoschus esculentus (L.) 
Moench) Free 
07.04 Dried, dehydrated or evaporated vegetables, whole, cut, sliced, broken 
or in powder, but not further prepared : 
ex B. Other: 
- Horse-radish (Cochlearia armoracia) Free 
- Okra (Hibiscus esculentus L. or Abelmoschus esculentus 
(L.) Moench) 11 % 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1983 
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Descnption 
2 
08.08 Berries, fresh : 
F. Other 
15.10 Fatty acids, acid oils from refining; fatty alcohols : 
C. Other fatty acids ; acid oils from refining 
16.02 Other prepared or preserved meat or meat offal : 
A. Liver: 
I. Goose or duck liver 
B. Other: 
II. Game or rabbit meat or offal : 
-Game 
-Rabbit 
Ill. Other: 
b) Other: 
I. Containing bovine meat or offal : 
ex bb) Other : 
- Prepared or preserved bovine tongue 
2. Other: 
aa) Of sheep or goats : 
- Sheep 
-Goats 
bb) Other 
20.02 Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic 
acid: 
B. Truffles 
D. Asparagus 
E. Sauerkraut 
ex F. Capers 
20.07 Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, whether or 
not containing ad~ed sugar, but unfermented and not containing 
spirit: 
A. Of a specific gravity exceeding I ,33 at 15 o C : 
Ill. Other: 
ex a) Of a value exceeding 30 ECU per I 00 kg net weight : 
Rate of duty 
3 
5% 
Free 
14% 
9% 
14% 
17% 
18% 
16% 
16% 
14% 
20% 
15% 
12% 
' Fruit falling within subheading 08.01 A Free 
Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01 B to H, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, 
melons and watermelons 8 % 
b) Of a value not exceeding 30 ECU per 100 kg net 
weight: 
ex I. With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % 
by weight: 
Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 
ex 2. Other: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
8% + (L) 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 8 % 
28. 12. 83 
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Rate of duty 
3 
20.07 
(cont'd) 
B. Of a specific gravity of I ,33 or less at 15 o C : 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1983 
II. Other: 
a) Of a value exceeding 30 ECU per I 00 kg net weight : 
2. Grapefruit juice 
3. Lemon juice and other citrus fruit juices : 
ex aa) Containing added sugar : 
- Excluding lemon juices 
ex bb) Other : 
- Excluding lemon juices 
6. Other fruit and vegetable juices, excluding apricot and 
peach juices : 
ex aa) Containing added sugar : 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 08.08 
B, E and F and 08.09, excluding pineapples, 
8% 
13% 
13% 
melons and watermelons 8 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach· juices 17 % 
ex bb) Other: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 8 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 18 % 
7. Mixtures: 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures contammg either 
separately or together, over 25 % of grape, 
citrus fruit, pineapple, apple, pear, tomato, 
apricot or peach juice : 
11. Containing added sugar 17 % 
22. Other 18 % 
b) Of a value of 30 ECU or less per 100 kg net weight: 
2. Grapefruit juice : 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % by 
weight 8 % + (L) 
bb) Other 8% 
4. Other citrus fruit juices : 
aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % by 
weight 14 % + (L) 
bb) With an added sugar content of 30 % or less by 
weight 14% 
cc) Not containing added sugar 15 % 
7. Other fruit and vegetable i\uces : 
ex aa) With an added sugar content exceeding 30 % 
by weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 8 % + (L) 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 17 % + (L) 
No L 366/5 
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heading 
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Description 
2 
B. II. b) 7. ex bb) With an added sugar content of 30 % or less by 
weight: 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
Rate of duty 
3 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 8 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 17 % 
ex cc) Not containing added sugar : 
- Fruit falling within heading Nos 08.01, 
08.08 B, E and F and 08.09, excluding 
pineapples, melons and watermelons 8 % 
- Other, excluding apricot and peach juices 18 % 
8. Mixtures : 
ex bb) Other, excluding mixtures containing either 
separately or together, over 25 % of grape, citrus 
fruit, pineapple, apple, pest, tomato, apricot or 
peach juice 
11. With an added sugar content exceeding 
30 % by weight 
22. With an added sugar content of 30 % or 
less by weight 
33. Not containing added sugar 
17% + (L) 
17% 
18% 
21.06 Natural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking powders : 
23.01 
Abbreviations: 
(L) levy, 
A. Active natural yeast : 
II. Baker's yeast : 
a) Dried 
b) Other 
Flours and meal, of meat, offals, fish, crustaceans or molluscs, unfit 
for human consumption; greaves: 
B. Flours and meals of fish, crustaceans or molluscs 
vc = variable component. 
4% +VC 
4% +VC 
Free 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1983 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3664/83 
of 19 I>ecennber 1983 
annending Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80 extending the term of validity of the 
arrangennents applicable to trade with Malta beyond lt I>ecennber 1980 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNffiES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, and in particular Article 113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80 1 as last 
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 1823/83 1 has 
extended the arrangements applicable to trade with 
Malta until 31 December 1983; 
Whereas the conditions justifying this extension still 
exist ; whereas the period of validity of the said Regu-
lation should therefore be extended, 
HAS AIX>PTED TillS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
In Article I of Regulation (EEC) No 3508/80, •31 
December 1983' is hereby replaced by •30 June 1984'. 
Article 2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Official journal of the 
European Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from I January 1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 19 December 1983. 
Updating supplement- 31 December 1983 
For the Council 
The President 
G. VARFIS 
Office of Official Publications of the 
European Communities- Luxembourg 
